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INTRODUCTION. 

W H Y don't you write your Life and Travels, Van Hare ? 
After some years of interrogation in this manner, I began 

to turn it over in my mind, and consulted a very old friend, 
a public man, and a man of the world. He replied,— 

" Van, there's thousands in i t ! " 
" Well," thought I, " that 's very encouraging." 
" But," I asked, " how can you expect an old showman to 

write a book ? " 
" Well, just write your adventures, as I have heard you 

tell them in company, whom you could always amuse, and 
keep them up half the night." 

Yes, I thought ; but there is a wide difference between talk
ing and writing, and people who would be amused at hearing me 
tell my stories might not be so in reading them, though, as I 
have generally been taken for a foreigner, if I spoke somewhat 
ungrammatically they were very indulgent, and frequently 
complimented me for speaking such good English. 

In my schoolboy days education was not so easily and 
cheaply obtained as in these much-vaunted enlightened t imes; 
there were no School Boards and ratepayers to pay your 
quarter's school bill, and I little thought that I should ever be 
compelled to contribute towards educating other people's chil
dren. I t was my lot to attend a village school, to reach which 
I had to ride from three to seven miles ; and I suppose very 
few of the masters would stand an examination beyond the 
three B>'s, although they professed to teach English Gram
mar ; but I doubt if they understood anything about it. I 
swallowed an English Grammar, but I never digested it— 
that is, I got it off by heart at each school I attended, but 
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the master never explained the meaning of it. I recollect 
that I could write a long time before I could read, for in 
those days a man who could write a good hand was con
sidered a fine scholar. 

I attended at one time or another about a dozen differ
ent village schools, and amongst the masters were some 
odd characters. I recollect one old gentleman; I never 
knew his exact age, but he must have been getting on 
to 100 years. I have him in my mind's eye; the Jew 
Shylock would have been awfully disappointed upon in
sisting on the execution of his bond for a pound of flesh. 
Poor old man ! I hope he forgave me before he retired 
to a better world, for I always promised him, when he 
chastised me with his ruler or an ash-stick, that I should 
give him a good thrashing when 1 got to be a man. 

Another schoolmaster was an old bachelor. He had 
formerly been a sailor, but, having landed property adjoin
ing the village, he thought he would lead a quiet life, and 
direct the youth on land in preference to a ship at sea. 
He was considered to be a very learned man, but he was a 
queer fish. He would take a walk every half-hour to the 
nearest public-house, and occasionally he would, in the 
middle of the school hours, tell all his scholars to go home, 
and not come back any more that day ; then lock the door, 
and go and sit by himself in the pub, and sometimes he 
would not come near the school-house, as it was called, for 
a week or more, and I used to go every morning, hoping to 
find the school still closed. I thought him the best master 
I had ever been under, and I wouldn't have minded keeping 
to his school during my natural life. 

I had another master, a kind of an aesthetic young gentle
man. He was a poet, if you please. I 'll give you a speci
men of his sublime capabilities. He courted the daughter 
of a small farmer, and one evening after school hours he 
took a walk over to pay his addresses, and found her in 
great trouble, through an old sow having destroyed a dress 
which had been washed and hung out to dry upon a hedge
row. He sat down and wrote the following lines (as near as 
I can recollect) :— 
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" Alas, the day ! " poor Betsey cried, 
" I 'm wretched and forlorn ; 

Tears mus t forever bedew these eyes, 
My favourite gown is torn. 

The pig, t h a t vile and filthy wretch, 
The worker of this woe, 

I hope the butcher 's knife will reach, 
And lay the miscreant low." 

T H E MORAL. 

" Forbear, dear g i r l ! and dry those tears, 
Wi th patience bear the cross ; 

And thank the Ruler of the sky 
Tha t i t is no greater loss. 

I t is neither friend nor lover dead, 
Bu t only a spoiled gown, 

Which can be replaced, by fancy's aid, 
In any market town." 

I suppose it ended in a breach of promise case. 
Having an uncle called old Captain Hare (a regular old 

salt), a retired naval officer, living in a very comfortable 
way, keeping his carriage, &c, at a village named Kiceall, 
where there was a good day school, it was arranged that I 
should go and stay at his house, for the convenience of 
attending the said school. His wife being a very religious 
old lady, and " Having no children, she did with singular 
care and tenderness intend my education."* So, instead of 
my playing with the rest of the boys, my old aunt deter
mined to bring me up in the way I should go, &c.; so 
she taught me, morning, noon, and night, to read the 
Bible; and to incense my intellect with a perfect under
standing of the proper pronunciation of the difficult words 
therein, I had to spell every word, and pronounce it t h u s : 
W-o-u-l-d—Would, C-o-u-l-d—Could, and S-y-n-a-g-o-g-u-e 
—Synagogue. I thought this a very dry study, and was 
most anxious to get out of it, which, through a piece of acci
dental good luck, I accomplished. My uncle being a tre
mendous big fellow, and not being a total abstainer, used 
to take an occasional dose of half a pound of Epsom salts. 
So I suppose my old aunt thought that one quarter of that 

* Bacon. 
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quantity (two ounces) would be a proper dose for a child. 
Well, I had to take it, and it nearly killed me ; after which, 
to my great joy, my mother insisted upon having me home 
again. 

My mother, being far in advance of the generality of 
farmers' wives in those days, must have her promising 
juvenile go to a boarding-school; so arrangements were 
made for me to go to a school at Thorparch (not at Dothe-
boys Hall) , and after the Midsummer vacation I and my 
wardrobe were taken on to Selby to join some young gentle
men, with whom I was transported, bag and baggage, by an 
antiquated post-chaise to our destination, where I stayed the 
following day ; but the establishment not being exactly to 
my ideas I took French leave, and started off the next 
morning, tramping all day, more than 20 miles, and after a 
good many inquiries found my way home, and at dusk crept 
stealthily into the kitchen, creating quite a terror amongst 
the servants, for they were afraid that my father would kill 
me ; so they hid me under a large table alongside of the 
wall, and, as Toole says, " still I was not happy." But I 
was not kept long in this state of purgatory. I suppose 
someone had given notice of my whereabouts, for my father 
walked in, with one of his smartest horse-whips in hand, 
drew me from under the table, saying, 

"Do'ad dang y o u " (he never swore—he cheated the 
Devil), " I 'll mack you remember! " 

So he d id ; for I can almost fancy feeling now the swinge
ing stripes upon my back; after which I was sent supperless 
to bed, wondering what I should be done to the next day. 
There was a great hue-and-cry at Thorparch, for a messenger 
from the school had arrived during the night in search of 
the lost lamb, and in the morning I suppose there was a 
consultation between my happy parents, who came to the 
conclusion that it would be no good to send me back ; 
some arrangement was made with the proprietor, and my 
juvenile outfit was fetched home, and so ended my boarding-
school education. 

So, taking it altogether, you can imagine that the culture 
of the human mind was not very extravagantly forced 
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upon me, and that when I left my uncle with the in
tention of seeing the world I had, as it were, everything 
to learn, and I took every opportunity of improving my
self, and may be called (as far as it goes) a self-made 
scholar. I n fact, the whole course of my life has been 
guided by the event of circumstances. However, with much 
persuasion, I took up my pen and commenced writing my 
history, but soon felt as if my poor illiterate brain was not 
equal to the task, and laid it aside ; but after a brief space 
of time I recommenced it, and began to feel more confidence 
in myself, and after many interruptions caused by my busi
ness, and with much labour, I at last got it completed. And 
I now submit the book of my Life and Travels to an indul
gent public as a plain ungarnished tale, having used as 
much brevity, and as little of alien language as possible. 

G. VAN H A R E . 
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FIFTY YEARS OF A SHOWMAN'S LIFE; 

OR, 

THE LIFE AND TRAVELS OF VAN HAEE. 

— •» 

CHAPTEE I. 

EARLY LIFE . 

I WAS born at Barlow Hall, near Selby, in the "West 
Eiding of Yorkshire, on the 15th of September, 1815, and 
inherited a most extraordinary memory, for I can recollect 
every circumstance that has passed from day to day from 
my childhood, but I hadn't it with me on that eventful day, 
for I can't bring to my mind whether it was on a beautiful 
bright day, or a dreadful dark night, when the authors of 
my being were rejoicing over this restless young scapegrace, 
nor did they have the presumption to think or even hope 
that their youthful progeny would ever attain that most 
sublime honour of being a showman. Why should they ? 
They had never heard of any of the family bearing that 
distinguished title, nor would they, if they had traced their 
genealogy back to the landing of William the Conqueror, 
whom the family of Hare are supposed to have accom
panied. 

It's true there was one queer character in the family, 
a great, great big uncle I have heard them speak of; he 
was a kind of local philosopher; he was also a farmer 
and coal merchant, and had the Turn-head fishery on the 
Eiver Ouse between Selby and York, where they used to 
catch immense quantities of salmon and smelts; but since 

B 
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the introduction of steam packets, which run betwixt Hull 
and York, there are none left—they have washed them all 
away. I'll just give a brief specimen of my great big 
uncle's philosophy. 

He used to visit all the farmers in the neighbourhood on 
each side of the river. One morning he went in one of his 
boats across the river to a field, where they were sowing 
peas, to have a chat with the proprietor. 

" Good morning, Mr. Scott; I see you are busy tilling and 
sowing. I t 's a glorious seed-time.'' 

" Yes ! it is, Mr. Hare ; if that 's aught to do with it, we 
ought to have a good crop." 

" Wel l ! but you see, Mr. Scott, if they don't come, they 
will come, and if they do come, they won't come." 

"Now, Master Hare, you're on me with your riddles 
again. I don't understand what you mean ? " 

"Wel l , you see, Mr. Scott, if the pigeons don't come on 
the land, the peas will grow and come up ; but if the pigeons 
do come on the land they will pick up the peas, consequently 
they can't grow and won't come up." 

" That's very true, Master Hare. Let 's go up to the house 
and have a horn of old ale." 

I will just give another one which amused me the most. 
One day a Mr. Jackson, a gentleman farmer, with whom 
my great big uncle was very intimate, came down to the 
river side to watch the fishermen have a few tacks—that 
is, when they draw their net it 's called a tack; if there are 
plenty of fish in the net they call it a good tack, or if there 
are very few fish they call it a bad tack. My philosopher 
great uncle saw him coming across the river and went down 
to meet him. After the usual compliments, shaking hands, 
&c, " Come up to the house and have a horn of ale ! " They 
drank nothing but malt home-brewed in those days, after 
which they went to superintend the fishing. This was the 
smelt season, and every time they drew their nets they were 
full of fine fish, so they were having good tacks. My great 
uncle had a nice little hamper packed with some of the finest 
smelts they had caught, and on his friend taking his depar
ture he said,— 
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" Now, Mr. Jackson, I will give you a fine fry of smelts 
for your wife." 

" Oh ! thank you, Mr. Hare ; I am greatly obliged to you. 
Good day, sir ! " 

" Good day, Mr. Jackson; I hope you will enjoy your 
smelts. I shall come for Mrs. Jackson to-morrow." 

" Wha t do mean, Mr. Hare ? " 
"Wel l , haven't you agreed to take of me a basket of 

smelts for your wife ? And, of course, I shall expect my 
bargain." 

Mr. Jackson in a terrible huff and with a great big D 
chucked the basket of fish into the river saying, " Take 
your smelts ! " and started off in a deuce of a hurry home. 
They soon made friends again over a pipe and some home
brewed. 

I believe our family have been noted for their longevity. 
My father was one of seven brothers who were all born at 
the old hall afore stated. One of them was an officer in the 
army, another an officer in the navy, another a banker, and 
three were farmers ; most of whom lived to near ninety years 
and upwards, and none of them were very staunch abstainers, 
but invariably breakfasted with the brandy bottle on the 
table. I believe I am the only one in the family that 
has ever been known to have embraced the teapot. The 
seventh son, from some superstitious belief that the seventh 
son or the seventh daughter was imbued with more natural 
faculties than the rest, was to be educated to become a great 
doctor, but he never obtained that degree, having died before 
he arrived at maturity. I never knew any of my mother's 
family, only that she was of foreign extraction, and her 
family name was Van, and that I was named after her. She 
was a very fine woman, highly accomplished, and possessed 
a large fortune. When she was married to my father she 
was under seventeen years of age, and he was over forty. 
She always used to say that she married him because he 
had such fine horses. She was herself a splendid horse
woman. Anyhow, she was a good and most affectionate 
mother, a kind-hearted, charitable creature, and beloved by 
all who knew her, both rich and poor. These are all the 

B 2 
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branches of the family tree that I have known anything of. 
My father lived to near ninety years of age, holding his 
appointment of G-eneral-Surveyor over the Selby and Bawtry 
Turnpike Eoad, 30 miles long, up to his death, an appoint
ment which he had enjoyed for the last thirty years of his 
life. He was a large farmer and horse-dealer. He farmed 
about one thousand acres of land; he always kept a large 
stud for the London dealers to come down to see, conse
quently he had a good many grooms besides stud-groom and 
horse-breaker, &c, therefore I may be said to have been 
brought up in a good school and pretty well on the pigskin. 
When I was eight years of age I wore breeches and top-
boots same as my father, and attended all the horse fairs 
and cattle markets, dined with the leading farmers, cattle 
dealers, &c, and, of course, took my wine and grog, &c, the 
same as any other gentleman. 

I recollect my first appearance as a salesman was at the 
York Fortnight Fair, where we had a good drove of cattle 
bought from different farmers round the country, all of 
which were sold, except a heifer. My father went away 
with some gentleman, leaving me to sell her. My first 
customer says,— 

"Now, my little man, what do you want for your 
heifer ? " 

I said, " Fifteen guineas, sir." 
" Is she with calf ? " 
I said, " N o ! " 
" Ha! if she had been with calf I would have bought 

her." 
Second customer comes. 
" Naw, my lad, what's ta want for the c'ow ? " 
Says I, " Do you know who you are talking to ? " 
He says, " Hey, lad!" 
Says I, "Where do you find your lads that wear top-

boots, old fellow ? " 
" Never mind that," says he. " What's the price of her ? " 
" Sixteen guineas," says I. 
" Is she with calf ? " said he. 
" Yes," says I. 
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" If she had not been with calf," says he, " I would have 
bought her." 

I began to be down upon my luck, knowing my father 
had gone to the Market Hotel to get his breakfast, it then 
being eleven o'clock, and I getting very hungry. Having been 
stuck in the market ever since six o'clock, I began to get sore 
in temper, when up comes number three customer. 

" Now, my brave fellow," says he, " what are you asking 
for your heifer ? " 

" Oh ! " says I, " you may have her for seventeen pounds, 
as I want to go to my breakfast." 

" Is she with calf ? " says he. 
" H o w do you want h e r ? " says I ; "you can have her 

which way you like." 
" Where's your father ? " says he. 
" Gone to the hotel to breakfast, and I wish I was there 

too," says I. 
I t happened that this was an old friend of my father's. 

He went straight away and says to him, " That is a queer 
lad of yours," and told him all that had passed with the 
other customers, as he had been watching me all the time. 
My father sent a man to tell me to send the cow to the stable 
and to come to have my breakfast, and to my surprise there 
was my last customer at breakfast with my father, and they 
had a good laugh at me. 

When I got on to nine years of age, I began to feel my 
feet; I began sketching all the horses, cows, &c, and always 
playing some game with some of the horses. Having been 
to see a circus at York, I commenced what I called training 
some of the horses, but my father called it spoiling them. 
I have never forgot one day, when the foxhounds came 
across the farm. I ran into the hall in a wonderful hurry to 
look for my father, and said, " Oh ! father, tell Thomas to 
saddle the bay horse, for me to go after the hounds ? " 

He looked at me laughing, and said, " Why, you would 
fall over his head and be killed." 

This was a death-blow to me. I began crying, and they 
could not get me pacified until my father took down a 
whip, and measured my back with a nice bit of small whip-
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cord, that made me remember. But I was not to be licked 
out of my hunting propensity. I had to attend a school 
about three miles off, and had a pony to ride on; so one day, 
when the hounds were out, I asked the schoolmaster for 
leave to go out. We were not allowed to take our caps out. 
I went straight to the stable and saddled my pony, and away 
I rode in search of the hounds, for I knew where they were 
to throw off; and soon came across them in full cry upon the 
common, where there was a preserve, or fox covert, as they 
called it, and several plantations. I sighted them across a 
ploughed field, skirted by a narrow plantation, so I took the 
nearest cut right across, to be able to get up to them. The 
pony got so wild and excited that I had no control over him ; 
and he galloped right into the plantation amongst a lot of 
fir-trees with low boughs, that knocked me about awful. He 
got betwixt two trees, and there he slipped me and the saddle 
off together, and away he went after the hounds. I took the 
saddle on my head and ran yelling after him as fast as I 
could. When I got outside on the common I found they had 
killed the fox, and my pony was up at the death. They caught 
him and put the saddle on for me. The gentlemen asked 
me where my cap was. " Oh ! ( I said) I had lost it." They 
laughed at me, and said, " Fine boy, he will be a good sports
man some day," and told the huntsman to give me the brush. 

When my father and mother went to Selby Market, which 
was held on the Monday, and left me at home, I amused 
myself by shooting the pigeons off the top of the dove-cotes, 
and distributing them amongst the labourers on the farm. 
But this battue-shooting of mine decreased them so much 
that my mother began to complain at not having any young 
pigeons, and eventually they found out, to their wonder and 
surprise, that there were very few old ones left. 

When getting on to twelve years of age, I took it into my 
head that I would be an artist (School Boards did not bother 
me). I may say I was a self-taught artist, for I had scarcely 
seen either pictures or artists. I got the carpenter that worked 
on the farm to make me some stretchers; J got some brown 
holland to nail on them ; then prepared it with stone-colour 
paint with a brush. I ground my own colours, and tied 
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them up in pieces of beast-bladders. I procured some brushes 
in York and set to work, painting horses, cattle, landscapes, 
an old farmyard, dead game, and a few portraits. This 
sort of business did not suit my father (not understanding 
the fine arts). He would say, "Here , that will never get 
you a living. I want you to go after something else—better 
employment than that." Some of the neighbouring farmers 
would call to see my father, and I was very proud of showing 
them my pictures; and the compliments I generally received 
from them was, " Oh ! I would sooner see some good flitches 
of bacon hung on the joists than those things !" This was 
not very encouraging to me. I have some of my pictures by 
me now, and when I look at them, I think I made a mistake 
in my profession. I might have become a great artist. 

I used to spend my evenings with two old men—a Mr. Mas
ters (a retired veteran huntsman, who had formerly hunted Sir 
William Milner's foxhounds at Nun Apple ton, near York) 
and a Mr. Meynel, a notorious cock-fighter, and celebrated 
breeder of game cocks, who used to supply the old Ear l of 
Derby. They learnt me to play at cards, &c.,< and you can 
guess they put me up to a thing or two. When I was 
twelve years of age I was adopted by an uncle, who was a 
large farmer, and land steward for Miles Stapleton, Esq. 
(afterwards Lord Beaumont) of Carlton Towers. This 
suited me admirably, he being a great stock breeder. I was 
allowed to paint the prize cattle, horses, &c.; but I did not 
appreciate having to, get up every morning and ride round 
the farms before breakfast. At breakfast my uncle would 
ask me all about the sheep, cattle, &c. 

" How did such a field look ? " 
" I don't know. I did not stop to look at it." 
" A h ! if I asked tha what sort of a picture it would make, 

thoud'st have known." 
When any show-folks, mountebanks, or anything of that 

kind came to the village, especially Wombwell's Menagerie, 
whatever I was doing, nothing could stop me, go I must. I 
would have given the coat off my back only to touch the hem 
of one of their garments. When I used to come back, my 
uncle would say, " Thou will never be nought but a show-
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m a n ! " A company of strolling players came to the village. 
They came to grief for want of patronage, and broke up. 
One of them, Mr. Wilton, with his wife, stayed behind-—I 
suppose for want of funds. These were the parents of 
Miss Marie Wilton (now Mrs. Bancroft), who, I think, 
was born there. If not, she must have been very young. 
I shall have occasion to speak of an extraordinary incident 
in my life, of meeting her under very different circum
stances. 

At this time there happened to be an appointment for the 
village schoolmaster vacant, which Mr. Wilton applied for, and 
obtained. As the schoolmaster always had a commission 
from my uncle to collect dues, &c, for the estate, Mr. 
Wilton had the same appointment, consequently was a fre
quent visitor, as he used to have to go out collecting after 
school hours. He was supplied with a pony to go his rounds 
on, and used to return about 8 P.M., and always took supper 
with us. As Wilton was a very genial sort of fellow, sang a 
good song, published books of his poetry, &c, he made many 
friends. This was just the thing for me, to be jolly ; so I 
used to whisper to him to meet me at the old inn. After 
which I retired to my bedroom, disordered the bed to make 
it appear as if I had slept upon it, stole quietly out, and 
Tom Eandel, the stud-groom and rough rider, and I went to 
the pub to meet Wilton and enjoy ourselves. Of course we 
stayed there till the small hours ; and no chance of getting 
in the house to go to bed unless some of the farm servants 
were sitting up expecting some cows calving, mares foaling, 
or ewes lambing ; which were very often at certain seasons. 
If not, we had to turn into the hay-loft till the servants 
got up. 

Occasionally, on an evening, I used to go up to old Sally 
H's—the Stot House as my uncle called it, on account of its 
being the rendezvous where the plough stots or plough boys 
were fitted out, according to an old custom. The set of 
plough stots consisted of nine couple of lords and ladies, as 
they were called, in dresses of coloured calico, tinsel, &c.; 
the ladies wearing false curls, <fec, and hats trimmed with 
feathers and flowers, lent by their sweethearts, or the 
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farmers' wives, and the lords wearing white trousers, gay-
coloured coats, and hats three or four feet high, constructed 
of wire, and covered with rosettes of calico of various hues, 
ribbons, tinsel, &c, which must have made a toil of a plea
sure to wear and dance in from early morn till late in the 
evening, when they were lighted through the village every 
night by flambeaus. There were also what they called 
patches or clowns wearing smocks patched all over with 
different coloured cloth, and hideous-looking masks, all 
which were manufactured by the wearers according to their 
own fancy, and of the most rude description, and each 
armed with a big stick with a bladder tied to the end, to 
keep the space clear for the dancers. There were also Billy 
Button and his wife, with a sawdust baby, who were allowed 
unlimited license for the display of their local drollery, 
the troupe being accompanied by the village band. We 
had an old labourer called Kester Joy, a most honest, hard
working man, but a dear lover of ale (yal he called it) , and 
this Kester had played the part of Billy Button for many 
years, and was acknowledged by the oldest inhabitants to be 
the best they had ever seen. All the benefit the young 
fellows derived was the admiration of their sweethearts, a 
supper and a good blow-out of drink every night, after 
nearly dancing themselves to death, especially when they 
happened to meet another set in any town or village, when 
they engaged in a fierce contest to show which set could 
dance the longest—what they called dancing them down— 
which generally lasted some hours, and occasionally ended 
in a free fight. 

To encourage old Kester to perform his celebrated long-
winded drink, old Sally had had an earthen drinking-pot 
with two handles specially manufactured to hold two quarts, 
for the sole and exclusive use of Kester, who was always 
ready and willing to empty it at a single draught, on the 
understanding that he should have it refilled, to drink at his 
leisure, which he would repeat as often as anybody liked to 
pay for the four quarts of ale for him to operate upon. I 
have seen him go through the performance several times 
during an evening; he was always good-tempered over it, 
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never got abusive, and was never locked up for being drunk 
and incapable. 

A party of gentlemen came down for a day's shooting, 
and Kester had to go with them to show them the ground 
they were to shoot over, to beat and carry the game, &c. 
After the day's sport, the gentlemen told Kester to take 
their guns, game, &c, up to the Comus Inn, where they had 
left the horse and trap, giving him an order to have what
ever he liked to drink. 

The landlady said, " Come in, Kester, and sit you down; 
you must be tired." 

" No, thank you, mum." 
" What will you have, Kester ? " 
" Oh ! a drop o' yal, mum, plase." 
" Why, you'd better come in and rest yourself, Kester." 
"No , thank you, mum, I'll stand and drink it outside." 
So he did, and after imbibing eighteen pints of ale (not 

thinking it worth his while to sit down for so moderate a 
quantity), with many thanks wished the larfdlady good-bye. 

Another prodigy was old Johnny B , a big, powerful 
fellow. He was of a quite different kidney from old Kester; 
he prided himself upon eating a pound of beefsteak, and 
washing it down with a quart of salts and senna-tea made 
strong. But there was one drawback to old Johnny's ex
hibition, he could not go through his performance so often 
as old Kester. 

I was always in hot water; in fact I became the terror of 
the neighbourhood, and every mischievous prank that was 
played was put down to me, for I was the captain of a nice 
school, and scarcely a night passed but there was something 
gone wrong in the village. I will just give a couple of our 
exploits as a specimen of what thoughtless youths can 
accomplish when they set their minds upon mischief. A 
marriage in humble life having taken place at the village 
church, and the wedding festivities having been kept up till 
the following morning at the bride's father's—he being one 
of our labourers, and the bride one of our servants—in the 
evening we held a council to know what we were to contrive 
for a lark. 
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• I proposed to get an old turkey-cock from my aunt 's 
poultry yard, and put it down the chimney, when all the 
lads and lasses were set at supper, which was carried nem. 
con. The next thing was to get a ladder, which we soon 
borrowed from the nearest farmyard. Then who was to go up 
the ladder, and put the old turkey down the chimney ? This I 
volunteered to undertake. We got everything ready: it was a 
detached cottage just outside the village, so we watched our 
opportunity. When they had all got comfortably seated at 
supper we set to work ; two fellows were to go to the front 
door and two to the back, and fix a strong rail to the 
handle, or sneck as they called it, of each with a rope, and 
two more to raise the ladder. I then started upon my perilous 
enterprise. When I got to the top I shot the old cock out of 
the sack down the chimney, and was descending down the 
ladder as quick as my legs would let me, when a small 
window in the gable, which was opposite the ladder, was 
thrown open by some one thrusting their head out, and I , 
trying to get out of the way faster, missed the step and 
fell to the bottom, where I lay on my back for a minute or 
two, to recover my breath, which had nearly deserted me in 
the fall. In the meantime the people inside were trying to 
pull the doors open, and the greatest confusion going on ; 
the old turkey almost stopped up the chimney, flopping 
his wings on the sides, and scraping down the soot as he 
came slowly down; the soot, falling into the fire, hissed and 
blazed up, and they thought it was gunpowder coming down ; 
some of the girls in their fright jumping on to their chairs, 
others running about distracted in their sandal shoes and 
white stockings amongst the soot—in fact they very much 
resembled some of the Christy Minstrel burlesques. 

At last they got one of the doors broken open, and we ske
daddled as best we could, made our way to our farmyard, and 
all got into the hackney stable, of which I always had a 
key. Of course they knew from where it had all originated, 
and they came hunting all about the stables, hay-lofts, &c, 
swearing vengeance on all. They tried our stable-door, and 
finding it locked, they said one to another, " They have likely 
gone to Shipman's farmyard; let us go, we'll find the beggars 
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o u t ; " but not finding ns there, they returned to the cottage 
and chopped the old turkey's head off, then broke the 
ladder to pieces and threw it into a horse-pond. The fol
lowing day, I and Tom Eandell, and the parson's son, called 
at the wedding house to wish them much happiness, and 
sympathized with them, on hearing of their misfortune, 
<fcc.; they were preparing the old turkey for dinner, and 
were rather shy at first, but of course they durst not say 
anything. Altogether it caused a great hubbub, and my 
aunt missed the old turkey, which caused a good deal of 
inquiry to be made, which nobody either would, or could, 
answer. After a few days the whole affair was dropped, to 
make room for the next edition of accidents. 

Another enterprise of ours was to serve a man out who 
had had something to say that was not agreeable to quiet, 
inoffensive boys like us. We had often talked and suggested 
what would be best to pay old Bob out for his unkind 
speaking. 

One night, in our wanderings, we found, in a back street, 
a pole waggon, which belonged to a small farmer close by. 
Wha t should we do with it ? Some suggested that we should 
take it away some distance, where there was a very deep 
pond, and run it into the deepest part, where it would never 
be seen any more. 

" Oh ! " said I, " couldn't we get it on to the top of old 
Bob's house?" Some said it would be an impossibility. 
" Boys, we haven't such a word in our dictionary,'' says I ; 
" we'll try." 

We ran the waggon up close to the place—a low thatched 
cottage in the main street, with a high wall running up to 
each end of the house, from which we could get on to the 
roof. We first took the waggon to pieces, and got up the 
underworks or carriage, and fixed it upon the ridge of the 
roof; then we took up the four wheels one by one, and fixed 
them on the axle-trees, then the bottom of the body, then 
the sides and end doors, and lastly we fixed the pole in its 
place, and the waggon standing astride of the roof was an 
accomplished fact. But the only thing that annoyed us was 
that we were restrained from giving three cheers for the 
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success of our undertaking; and we all went quietly home, 
to wait anxiously for the morning news. 

It being Sunday, it was soon spread about, and people 
from the outskirts, coming to church, saw it from the street, 
which was filled all day with a wondering crowd, gazing with 
their mouths open, asking one another how could it have 
got there. " Nobody could have taken it up there—impossi
ble ! " Another would say, " Why! but it is there." Yes; 
and it was there till near the end of the following week. 
The wheelwrights and blacksmiths were asked to get it down; 
but nobody could see or suggest any plan but running it 
down the roof; then they came to the conclusion that it 
would break the roof in; then other wiseacres would argue 
why didn't it break the roof in with drawing it up ? At 
last they determined to run it down and chance i t ; but they 
must first move all the furniture out of the house for safety. 
I then plucked up courage, and, as a disinterested person, 
suggested that I thought they might take it to pieces, and 
bring it down piecemeal; anyhow, there could be no harm 
in trying the experiment. They took my advice, and suc
ceeded in landing it safely, and putting it together again all 
right in the street, and everybody said it was very simple, 
and came to a general conclusion, that no one could have 
known how to get it down but those who knew how it was 
got up. 

I began to get tired of a rural life; I had played so many 
pranks, that it became a stale game to me, and I longed to 
see the world. I wanted my uncle, who was one of the 
trustees of an estate to which I was entitled, to buy me a 
commission in the army, and he at last found out that I 
took no interest in farming, and would often say, " Daze 
tha ! thou's a bad 'un; thou'll never be nought but a show-
man." 

I had become disgusted with this humdrum sort of 
life, and longed to see the world; and at eighteen I went 
to America. I made a short stay in New York. I did not 
find things so happy as I anticipated. I found the want 
of my aunt, for she was a good old soul, one of the best 
of cooks, and her only study was to make everybody com-
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fortable and happy, I found no gold in the streets of New 
York, nor anything to be given away, and, worse still, no 
prospect of doing anything. I t was no use singing, " All 
the way from Yorkshire, And got no work to do," so I 
went on to Canada, to see some people from Yorkshire 
with whom I was acquainted; one gentleman particularly, 
he having borrowed my double-barrelled gun a short time 
before he left my country, and forgetting to leave the gun. 
Anyhow they were glad to see me, and treated me very 
well. I here joined a young fellow in contracting for the 
supply of cord-wood for the railways and river steamboats, 
&c. W e did pretty well out of it, but at the end of twelve 
months I got tired, for there was nothing exciting about it, 
so gave it up to my partner for a small consideration. I 
returned to New York, with the intention, if I could get 
nothing to suit me, to take myself back to England. How
ever, I just happened to drop in at the right time. Old 
Titus, the celebrated circus manager, was making up his 
company for the season, and I was engaged for treasurer. 
I then considered myself a made man. The following year 
I was promoted to the position of ring-master. This was the 
first time I heard of Mr. P . T. Barnum, afterwards the most 
renowned showman in the world. I believe it was the first 
year of his entering into the show business. Having bought 
a very old negress, he exhibited her as being 160 years of 
age, and having been nurse to General Washington. 

The following year I was made managing director; and at 
the finish of the season I thought I had had enough of show 
business, and knowing that there was some money coming to 
me, left by an uncle of mine, who had been an officer in the 
army, I returned to England. 

My friends were quite disgusted with my leading what 
they called a vagabond life; and my uncle said,— 

" I can get thee an appointment under Government." 
I thanked him, saying,—" I didn't wish to be transported." 
He said, "Daze thee, doesn't thou know I have influence 

to procure a situation for thee where thou can be a gentle
man ? " 

I thanked him, 'hoping he might succeed, when I would 
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give it a trial. Then I took an engagement to travel for a 
large wine, spirit, and seed merchant in York, and an awfully 
jolly time I had of i t ; afterwards I travelled for an agricul
tural implement maker; and then, having obtained with 
some difficulty <£3,000 left me by an uncle, I set up for a 
time as a seed merchant. 

Then came the railway mania, everybody making fortunes, 
why should I not go in the swim ? I commenced share 
dealing; every scrip I bought rose in price daily. I had 
special trains to and fro—Hull, Leeds, York, Liverpool, 
and Manchester—as it was almost coining money every day. 
This was a delightful occupation. I believed I was be
coming a millionaire; I saw a coach and four in perspec
tive. But, alas ! then came the grand crash, the downfall 
of the railway king, and everybody almost ruined. I was 
obliged to sell my shares, for I could never pay all the calls 
upon what I held; some I had almost to give away ; and at 
last I got cleared out of the lot, with a loss of about ,£1,400, 
and thought myself very lucky. I then commenced potato 
merchant, buying them from the farmers, and sending them 
by vessel to Leeds and London. 

The following year there came a disease amongst the pigs. 
Oh ! Yorkshire hams would be a guinea per stone (14 lbs.). 
I bought up all I could find at 10s. 6d. per stone, and had 
over 3,000 hams, all hung up in calico bags, and looked upon 
them with as much care as if they were gold dust. Hams 
did not rise in price as I anticipated; I had to sell them at 
12s. to 14s. per stone, so that through some going wrong, 
and loss of weight, &c, I did not make much out of that lot. 
I then came to the conclusion that I was not calculated for 
commercial pursuits. 

Next came the long-promised Government appointment to 
the Audit Office in Somerset House, with orders to report my
self on such a day. " *Well,', says I, " I 'll try it anyhow." I 
started by way of Hull, by the old Vivid steamer, arriving at 
the London Docks in the morning, and proceeded straight to 
the office, to present myself. I was ushered into the presence 
of the five Commissioners; they told me to take a seat at the 
table, to go through my examination, from which I begged 
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to be excused, as I did not know whether I was standing 
on my head or my feet after my sea voyage, but they would 
not accept an excuse. I threw off my coat, saying, " Now, 
gentlemen, I 'm at your service." They looked round one at 
another, as much as to say, " This is a queer subject." They 
commenced asking me a number of questions—one, had I 
good health ? I said, " I can bite a tenpenny nail in two ;" 
they had another look round. Then I was to prepare for 
my examination. They asked did I write with steel or 
quill ? " Oh! " says I, " either ; the wrong end of a quill 
will do for me." Another look round. They put me through 
a lot of arithmetical questions, to write some dictations, &c, 
all of which I pulled through, and commenced my office 
duties the following morning. 

The inspector in my department, an old countryman, who 
had been in the service over forty years, and rose to seven 
or eight hundred pounds per annum, took a great notion 
of me, told all the clerks that I should show them how to 
work. He would have me every day in his office to do some 
little affair for h im; very often I had to do something to 
his guns—I think shooting was his hobby. I did not care 
humdrumming with him, I would rather be with the other 
fellows, so I upset the old fellow's inkstand all over the 
table with the gun-barrel, after which he did not trouble 
me much more. 

I found this a very slow business—in fact, I used to tell 
the clerks it was nothing but a swindle; I was always on 
the " Woods and Fores ts" accounts, which were ten years 
behind. I used to sing out to the inspector when he came 
round,— 

" What is the use of me spending my time upon these 
old accounts, which have been paid ten years ago ? " 

He used to say, " You are perfectly right, sir ; but it must 
be done." 

There is one thing—we did not do overmuch; we got 
to the office generally at about ten minutes past 10 A.M. ; 
we had a long chat, telling each other's over-night's frolics, 
looking over the Times, &c, while at half-past eleven we 
began to prepare for work, which preparation generally took 
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some considerable t ime; we went on till about half-past 
twelve, when it was then getting on to lunch time, and we 
began to prepare. Eat and chat till about 2 P.M. A little 
more work; about 3.30 P.M. begin to prepare for leaving, 
wash, brush up, and say where we are going to spend 
the evening; listening for four o'clock—it strikes; out of 
the office we go before i t has finished striking. The same 
routine day after day. I got tired of this game—it was 
too slow. There were more holidays in the Audit Office 
than any other in the Civil Service; for instance, two 
weeks at Christmas, two weeks at Easter, and ditto at 
Whitsuntide, and one month in the autumn, besides royal 
birthdays, &c. I used to go down to Yorkshire to take 
mine. I was always taken ill when it was time to return, 
so I sent up a doctor's certificate, and got another week 
or two's absence. When the Commissioners sent round 
to the different offices to know whether the gentlemen 
would take the month of August, September, or October, 
I chose September, and in return I received a note to 
say that in consequence of my having made my previous 
holidays so long, that they could not grant me longer than 
a fortnight, so I at once sent in my resignation, and very 
glad I was to get out of it, for it had cost me over ,£100 a 
year more than my salary. 

c 
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C H A P T E E I I . 

FIRST EXPERIENCE AS A PUBLIC CATERER. 

I THEN made up my mind to go into the show business 
again. I took up a newspaper at Short's dining-rooms in 
the Strand, to amuse myself whilst waiting for my dinner, 
and saw an advertisement. "Wanted , a Partner with 
Capital, to carry out an Entertainment, &c. Apply to Mr. 
Phillips.' ' I think it was at 79, Upper St. Martin's Lane. 
I called upon him the following morning (I found it was 
the husband of Mrs. Alfred Phillips, who was playing with 
the elder Farren at the Olympic Theatre). We agreed as to 
terms. I was to find capital, and he was to give the enter
tainment. We took the Apollonicon Eooms, 101, St. Mar
tin's Lane, which had formerly been a very fashionable 
resort when that celebrated mechanical musical instrument, 
which comprised an entire band (built by Mr. Robson, the 
organ builder), was exhibited there. I t was in a dirty, 
dilapidated state—no seats, stage, or anything. I t had to 
be entirely done up, decorated, seated, and staged. We 
were to pay £150 a year rent for it, and if we liked at any 
time to take it upon a lease, we were to have it at d8100 per 
annum. We contracted for the decorations and gas fittings, 
&c, and had our own carpenters to do the stage and seat
ing. We ordered a lot of dissolving views of the most 
picturesque scenery in Ireland, and I went down to York
shire for two or three weeks' partridge-shooting. In the 
meantime we got out some terrific posters—" Phillips's Irish 
Entertainments," &c. 

Upon my return we settled upon the opening day, 
got out 1,000 boards with beautiful block bills, also 
window bills, all in dark blue and white, and 500,000 
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handbills :—" Phillips's Irish Entertainment, Apollonicon 
Rooms. Grand Diorama of Ireland. Lecture with Songs, 
Anecdotes, and Descriptive Scenery. The Lakes of Killar-
ney, &c. Daily at 3 and 8. Admission Is., 2s. and 3s." 
We had five advertising vans out, and fifty board-men 
distributing handbills ; also ten men out in all parts of 
the metropolis and its suburbs, leaving complimentary 
orders, to admit two persons on payment of one, at the 
tobacconist shops, &c, of which we issued 200,000 previous 
to opening. Everybody I talked to told me it would be one 
of the greatest failures ever known. 

The opening night arrived. St. Martin's Lane was crowded 
from one end to the other long before we opened. We were 
crowded to excess. I believe we might have filled a place as 
large as the Agricultural Hall. Everybody took it for granted 
that this was Mr. Henry Phillips, the celebrated vocalist, 
which, of course, I did not take the trouble to contradict. 
We went on swimmingly. I t being such a great success, a 
French lady and her son, with a Mr. Barrat of Doctors' 
Commons, were anxious to take a gallery, which was of no 
use to us, to exhibit a panorama of the life of the Great 
Napoleon. So we let it to them for £6 per week for six 
months, but I think that some weeks they did not take as 
many shillings. We also let our hall for Sunday preachings 
at £5, so altogether we were having a good time of it, and 
flowed along, in our great success, till the spring of 1851, 
the first Exhibition, when it began to flag, so we closed in 
order to redecorate. We must have a new entertainment, 
new scenery, &c, everything got up in grand style, very 
superior to our former achievement. Mr. Phillips must 
go to Brighton for a month to recruit his health, whilst 
I got the Hall put in order. We must have new blocks for 
bills (as Mr. Phillips had come to an understanding with 
himself, that he really believed he had become a very 
popular entertainer), for he must have Mr. Alfred Phillips's 
New Entertainment in all bills and advertisements. We 
got all ready for the re-opening on Easter Monday, and to 
gratify Mr. Phillips's ambition we must give a private per
formance, and a spread for the gentlemen of the Press. 

c 2 
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We opened according to announcement, but what a falling 
off was there! Scarcely anybody came. Halloo! what's 
the matter ? Mr. Alfred Phillips is not grand enough to 
draw the people. Our former takings had been from <£90 
to <£150 per week. We kept on, but our receipts got worse 
and worse, till one night we only took 12s., so says I, "This 
won't do, Mr. Alfred Phillips, we must shut up the shop." 
So we put up the shutters and looked to the Exhibition as a 
consolation. A gentleman known as Little Gregory came to 
see if we would let the Rooms. I said I would not mind if 
any one would pay me a good rent for it. He said,— 

" I f I bring a gentleman to you, and he takes it, will 
you stand twenty pounds ? " 

" Yes, with pleasure/ ' 
They came. I asked the gentleman £700 per annum, which 

he at once agreed to. I had the agreement made out and signed, 
he paying =£100 down. T thought that was making the best of 
a bad job. The enterprising gentleman's father had recently 
died, leaving him c£20,000, and share of a large business; 
so conceiving, or having been persuaded, that the Argyle 
Eooms would not have sufficient accommodation for the 
great influx of visitors that would journey from all parts of 
the globe to the great World's Pair, he would open these 
exhibition rooms as a dancing place, under the title of " The 
Crystal Hall," and had it fitted up regardless of expense. 
I had to clear out all my seating, stage, and everything, and 
sell them for what they would fetch at the auction rooms in 
Upper St. Martin's Lane. And the workmen took pos
session, working night and day, and soon transmogrified the 
old show-box into a magnificent Hall. The chandeliers and 
plate-glass, &c, were most lavish; in fact, it was the most 
brilliant ball-room in the metropolis. I believe the fitting 
up alone cost =£7,000. I t was opened with the most splendid 
band that could be got together, and everything that money 
could purchase to make it attractive, but it did not prove a 
success. 

I was then like a briefless barrister—nothing to do— 
and by way of killing time—for I must stay in town to 
see the Great Exhibition—I went every day with my friend 
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Tom Eobson (the organ builder, whose workshops were con
nected with the Apollonicon Eooms) to the Exhibition 
building, where he was erecting an organ which he had 
built for, and under the direction of, Colonel Thompson, 
M.P., which was such an extraordinary instrument, with its 
scales, keys, and stops, half notes, quarter notes, fifth notes, 
and all sorts of notes—in fact, it was so scientific and com
plicated that they could find no organist who could extri
cate its difficult points. However, it was the poor old 
Colonel's fad. He had spent a great deal of money upon 
it, and no doubt an immense amount of study. I have 
often seen him at the works in a morning before the work
men arrived. 

I found London too crowded to be comfortable, but as a 
party of Yorkshire fellows, farmers, old friends of mine, 
came to see the Great Exhibition, &c, I had to be the show
man, and trot 'em round to show them London life proper— 
both good, bad, and indifferent—and an awful time I had of 
it, for they never seemed to get tired, either day or night. The 
only thing that made any impression upon them was " Hazael, 
the Prodigal Son," then playing at the Theatre Eoyal, 
Drury Lane, under the management of Mr. E. T. Smith ; it 
softened their hearts wonderfully, and those who were the 
most audacious sobbed like children. However, they would 
insist upon my going back with them to Yorkshire, to have 
a few weeks' shooting, &c. I did not require much persuad
ing, for I was too glad to get away from the bustling crowd 
and have a little quietude in the country. 

My next speculation was in the Bloomer line. The American 
Bloomer fashion had been wafted over the Atlantic to the 
metropolis, and was all the rage. E. T. Smith had a Bloomer 
barmaid at his public-house in Eed Lion Street, Holborn. 
There were Bloomer lectures, which took immensely. I had 
nothing on hand, only hanging about looking out for an 
opportunity to speculate in something. I was in the habit 
of meeting a lot of fellows of various grades, some who have 
become prominent men in the amusement world, viz., Mr. F . 
Ohatterton, the successful manager of the Theatre Eoyal, Drury 
Lane; Mr. Charles Eice, manager of the Theatre Eoyal, Brad-
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ford, and the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, London; Mr. 
Frederick Burgess, now co-partner in the Christy Minstrels' 
show at St. James's Hall, whom I used to meet daily upon 
his rounds—he was having a bad time of it then, getting a 
precarious sort of living by window-billing; old Mr. Adams 
and Sons (now the celebrated Brothers Hamilton, of Dio-
ramic renown), who then had the Linwood Gallery, Savile 
House, in Leicester Square, exhibiting a kind of moving 
diorama, painted on glass by one of the brothers, and thrown 
from the back of the stage on to a large sheet of white 
calico by means of a lantern, the pictures being painted on 
glass in lengths of some four feet and moved in a groove by 
mechanism, passing between the lens and the limelight, 
giving the effect from the front of the house of a perfect 
moving panorama. The subjects were Mont Blanc, the 
Voyage of Sir John Franklin to the Arctic Regions, the 
Great Earthquake at Lisbon, &c. Joe, the senior brother, 
related to me a peculiar anecdote. He said he had arranged 
with the manager of a large provincial theatre for the exhi
bition of his Grand Moving Diorama, &c, for which there 
were immense bills and posters out, and big advertisements 
in the newspapers, &c. They arrived at the theatre in the 
middle of the day on which they were to open in the evening, 
with the whole of the exhibition and their personal luggage 
upon a handbarrow. The manager was getting desperate, 
thinking the great Diorama was not coming and he 
would be in a fix, and asked Mr. Joseph when it would 
arrive. " Oh ! " said Joe, " i t ' s here already; outside, sir! " 
So the manager ordered the carpenters, stagemen, &c. to 
come at once to move the monstrous affair on to the stage, 
for he was afraid they would not have time to get it fixed 
ready to open that evening. When they got outside, the 
barrow was standing opposite the stage entrance ; the 
manager looked about, up and down the street, right and 
left, most mysteriously, and at last said to Joe, " Where is 
i t ? " Joe said, pointing to the barrow, " I t ' s there, s i r ! " 
and the manager looked most seriously disappointed, for 
he expected to see a large waggon and four strong draught 
horses loaded with monstrous rolls of canvas and machinery. 
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However, the exhibition proved to be very successful, and 
the manager was perfectly satisfied. After travelling in the 
provinces some considerable time with varied success, they 
took to depicting the various scenes of different countries, 
&G. upon canvas, for which they are now so famous. 

Anyhow, I could always find people to give me cheap advice 
how to make a fortune. I suppose they could see a little 
green in my eye. I daresay I thought myself more clever 
than I do now, but I had not cut my eye teeth, although I 
had been in Yankee Land. One fellow, a Mr. J— G , 
a prolific schemer, formerly connected with the publication 
of " Paul Pry," proposed to me what he termed an out-and-
out speculation. There was great excitement and talk about 
the French invading England, and that it was requisite to 
arm the people, &c. If I would find five pounds to pay for 
the use of the hall at the Freemasons' Tavern, he could get 
the printing, &e. done on the mace (on credit), to announce 
a public meeting in favour of arming the people, &c.; he 
would get a lot of friends to attend ; there would be several 
speeches on the subject. He would propose that subscrip
tions should be got up to supply the people with firearms, 
which would be seconded and supported by his friends, 
and carried nem. con. He (Mr. J— Q- ) should be ap
pointed treasurer, and I was to be secretary. We should 
then appoint agents and provide them with cheque-books 
for receipts to call upon all respectable householders for sub
scriptions. 

" Well, then, who is to pay the agents or collectors ? " 
" Oh ! we shall allow them 5 per cent, commission upon all 

money they collect; and if they robbed us of a shilling I 
would have them imprisoned for embezzlement." 

" Then who is to have charge of the subscriptions and the 
purchase and distribution of arms, &c. ? " 

" Oh! why, don't you see ? We shall share the money 
ourselves. That is where our profit is to be made. You 
must be a greenhorn. Don't you understand, my boy ? " 

" Oh ! I see. Then you, being treasurer, will be the banker, 
and I, being only secretary, I think my share would be very 
doubtful. I must decline the speculation, with thanks." 
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However, a party introduced me to a Mrs. Brougham, an 
actress, who wished to give an anti-Bloomer lecture and 
Shakespearian readings, and we entered into an agreement 
upon mutual terms to take a tour in the provinces, and to 
share the profits. As there were several Bloomer parties 
about, I thought I would commence clear away from London, 
and gave the first Bloomer entertainment in Hull. The hall 
was crowded, and numbers of people could not gain admis
sion. We cleared over c£70 the first n igh t ; the following 
night, being the last> we naturally expected to do- as well as 
on the previous night ; but, strange to tell, we only had 
£A 10s. in the hall—not even the expenses. She was a very 
clever reader, and her anti-Bloomer lecture was very good, of 
course condemning the folly of wearing such a dress. She 
gave the first part of her lecture in English costume, then 
retired to change her garment and appeared as a real live 
Bloomer. She was a big, fine woman, and presented a most 
imposing figure in it. We visited some of the market towns 
in the * South, West, and North Eidings of Yorkshire, but 
in every place there had been a Bloomer before us, and 
mostly some good-looking girl who could not speak a word, 
and only like a moving wax figure dressed in Bloomer cos
tume. This had ruined the business entirely and we had 
very poor audiences, but were consoled in each town by the 
assurance that if we paid another visit we should do im
mense ; but we did not think it good enough to try i t again, 
and came to the conclusion that the Bloomer game was 
played out. We finished in York and returned to London, 
from whence Mrs. Brougham took ship for Australia. I 
found the Crystal Hall doing a wretched business ; the 
manager wanted me to take it off his hands, trying to per
suade me that I could make it pay, but I could not see it. 

The next great event was the death of the Duke of Wel
lington and the lying-in-state at Chelsea College, and there 
would be great crowds of people, thousands of whom would 
not be able to gain admission. My old friend Mr. Spring-
thorp, one of the oldest waxwork showmen—one of the 
originals of Bartlemy Fair who had made a fortune—had 
then his exhibition at 399, Strand. Not having anything to 
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do, I spent a good deal of time with him, for he was very 
partial to me, and I was very proud to be schooled by such a 
successful showman, and by his advice I took a shop in the 
main street close by the College. We went to the showyard, 
Tower Street, in the Borough ; this was a large yard, let out 
to the itinerant showmen to stand their caravans for the 
night—I engaged a very wonderful dwarf, named the cele
brated Miss Paten, an alligator, a boa-constrictor, and a 
conjurer, and opened the gaff at the low charge of one 
penny. Every day the street was crowded from morning 
till night—I recollect Bob Hales, the Norfolk giant, walking 
down; I could see him all the length of the street, half a 
yard above the rest of the crowd—but they would not come 
into my show. My doorsman halloed and bawled at the 
top of his voice, but all to no purpose; they had only one 
object in view—to see the lying-in-state—and I was disgusted 
with the penny-show business. My friend Springthorp 
laughed, saying I must not be disheartened; he would show 
me what could be made out of penny business. So I joined 
him with the Bearded Lady. We took the Doctor, who 
had been doorsman for Mr. Springthorp's exhibition some 
time—he really had taken the degree of M.D.—we had a new 
suit made for him to order trimmed with gold lace. We 
attended Nottingham G-oose Fair, and Birmingham Onion 
Eair, and did very well; we took as much as £26 in a day 
at a penny admission. The Doctor was a wonderfully clever 
doorsman ; he could talk the crowd in as he liked; he was 
worth <£20 per week to any show. 

We returned to London for the Duke of Wellington's 
funeral, upon which occasion Mr. Springthorp took over 
J2100 for seats at the windows of his house in the Strand, 
where he had his waxwork exhibition, to view the proces
sion ; and we had a jolly time of it, for he provided a cold 
collation, with champagne, &c. ad libitum. Upon our arrival 
in town our doorsman, the Doctor, disappeared with his new 
suit, and we never heard of him any more. 

I was next offered an engagement by a theatrical agent to 
be treasurer, &c, to a Mr. Lloyd, who was going to open the 
theatre at Cork, and not having anything on hand I thought 
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I would try that line of business—I might learn something ; 
anyhow, I should see the country and enjoy myself, as the 
salary was good enough for me to live as a " rale gintle-
m a n " in Ireland. So I accepted it (this was in 1853). I n 
due time I took my departure from the metropolis to under
take my treasury duties, and arrived by steamer at the 
Quay in Cork about midday, and engaged a rale Irish jaunt
ing car to take me and my luggage and get a lodging near 
the theatre, which journey was quickly accomplished, and an 
apartment taken in G-eorge Street, close by the theatre. 

" Now, Paddy, what's the fare ? " 
" Och, and shure, your highness, an half a suvereign won't 

hur t you." 
I asked the landlady's advice upon what I considered to 

be a little out of the way charge. 
" Och, shure, sir, give him eighteenpence." 
I handed his fare. 
Och ! and shure he wouldn't take it. " An' shure you're 

no gintleman to offer a paltry eighteenpence." 
The landlady said,— 
" Shure, sir, it 's his just fare, and don't give him any 

more." 
He bullied for some time, called me a bad Englishman 

and every other bad name. I offered it him again, telling 
him he could take it or leave it. He took it quiet as a 
lamb, saying,— 

" Thank you, your honour, an' shure I shall be glad to 
drive your honour any time. Shure, an' God bless you, your 
honour; you'll give me a penn'orth o' whisky! " 

I then went straight to the theatre, and inquired for Mr. 
Lloyd. I found him on the stage. I presented my creden
tials, and whilst we were talking over matters of business 
the carpenter came up from under the stage and asked him 
for a penny to get a candle to work by. He said he had not 
got any money. I tipped the carpenter a bob, and told 
him to get some lights, and also a liquor to cheer him up, 
for in the best-regulated theatres it is not very cheering in 
daylight behind the scenes. 

But this to me was quite distressing. I went up to my 
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lodgings to see about some luncheon, congratulating myself 
upon the bright prospect I had—to be treasurer, and no 
money in the firm. I then perceived I had made a grand 
mistake. I had been led to believe that it was Mr. Lloyd, 
the respected Scotch manager, but this was Mr. Fred Lloyd, 
a son of his. 

Well, the company engaged began to report themselves, 
amongst whom I may mention were Mr. John Webster, 
nephew of Mr. Benjamin Webster, manager of the Adelphi 
Theatre, and Mr. Jack O'Farrell. Miss Marie Wilton was the 
leading actress, with whom were her mother, Mrs. Wilton, 
and some younger children. Mrs. Wilton came to me and 
asked,— 

" Are you the nephew of Mr. Hare, the gentleman who 
was steward to Squire Stapleton at Carlton ? " 

I said, " Yes, that 's me." 
" Dear me ! " she said, " how strange! Many a fat fowl 

have we had from your uncle's hen-roost! " 
Well, the opening night arrived, and a very poor house 

was the result (of course no one could expect otherwise in a 
Catholic country at the latter end of Lent) . Well, the 
manager took all the first night's receipts for his own use. 
On the following night the house was very bad. He told 
me to take the receipts to provide for the payments at the 
end of the week. " Yes," thinks I, " and a very poor 
prospect too." Anyhow, I bustled about as big as if I were 
treasurer at Covent Garden Opera. I must put down 
smoking. One other thing did not appear pleasant to my 
hearing. When the audience were tired of waiting for the 
curtain to rise they would be shouting out, " Up with the 
rag! " 

I got large posters stuck all over the theatre, " Smoking 
strictly prohibi ted;" but they took no notice of it, so I 
went up to the gallery and pointed out the notice, and asked 
them very politely, just to oblige me, not to smoke. 
Paddy said,— 

" A h ! shure, sir, it is not your entertainment that we 
come to see. Shure, we only come here to have a smoke ! " 

After this I said, " Well, it 's better for me to dry up." 
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When Saturday came, the time for " the ghost to walk," 
there was only a shadow of it. Mr. Webster was the first 
to walk into the treasury, as we were supposed to name it. 
" Well," thinks I, " I am a treasurer in a fix ; I must put a 
bold face on, and speak out boldly." (If it had been for 
myself I could not have spoken at all.) So I says,— 

" Good morning, Mr. Webster. I am really very sorry ; 
of course you know—I need not tell you—that we have had 
very bad business this week. I trust it will pull up next; 
but you know, Mr. Webster, we must pay the little people 
who have only fifteen shillings or one pound per week, and 
those who have more must wait till the end of next week. 
You can do very well, as Mrs. Webster (she was the wife of 
Mr. B. Webster) has four pounds a week coming in from 
Mr. B. Webster." 

I got through that very well. Mr. O'Farrell was the 
next; the same tale to him. I said,— 

" I understand you are a gentleman of fortune, and you 
won't mind waiting till next week ; that 's all right." (Mr. 
O'Farrell had been an officer in the a rmy; I have not 
heard of him on the stage for a long t ime; I often wonder 
to myself if he was the O'Farrell who fired at the Duke of 
Edinburgh in Australia.) 

The next was Miss Kate Kirby, a fine, handsome young 
lady, who had a fancy for the stage. Her mother travelled 
with her. They were possessed of property, and were 
very easily talked over. I told her it was a splendid oppor
tunity for her to practise. I think I might have borrowed 
a good sum of them if I had wished to do so. ( I have 
not heard of her being upon the stage since ; I suppose she 
got married.) 

I had half a dozen more to settle with in the same way. 
I paid the small-salaried people. Then the band were an 
awkward lot. They threatened to strike. Herr Wallerstein 
(late conductor at the Strand Theatre, a most amiable 
gentleman) was our conductor of the orchestra. He was 
very much annoyed at the band, and proposed that I should 
hire a piano, and he would do without them; but I managed 
to square them by paying them a part of their salaries. 
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The following week we had Mr. Charles Dillon, who was 
a great favourite in Cork, for three nights; but this brought 
very little improvement in the receipts of the house. 

There was an old theatrical manager in Cork, named Mr. 
Frank Seymour, commonly called Frank Schemer, for his ex
traordinary sharp practice, played upon the various stars who 
had visited his theatre. One was upon the celebrated Edmund 
Kean, to whom he owed £50, which he said he could not pay 
that night, but promised to meet him (Mr. Kean) where the 
coach started from by which he was to leave early the fol
lowing morning. Old Seymour wrapped up very tightly in 
brown paper fifty new farthings, and sauntered down to the 
appointed place, being most particular not to arrive till the 
coach was starting, when he ran up almost out of breath, 
calling out, " Kean ! Kean ! " just in time to hand him the 
fifty supposed sovereigns, wishing him Grod speed, &c. 

Another trick he played upon two other stars by paying 
them with one Bank-of-England note, which he cut in half, 
giving them each one half, with a promise to forward the 
other half, which he expected by the next mail, which of 
course he never sent; but the two artists accidentally met 
some years after, and in conversation it turned out that 
they had both visited the Cork Theatre, and each telling 
their tale about receiving half of a bank-note, but never 
received the other half, which he thought very strange, 
as half a bank-note was of no use to anybody; but 
by comparing, they found that both bore the same num
ber. They pasted them together, and shared the amount, 
being most agreeably surprised to get ten shillings in the 
pound. 

He promised to bring up a pair of black stockings for 
Hamlet, but upon his arrival at the theatre in the evening 
he fumbled about in his pockets, but could find no stock
ings, on which he exclaimed,— 

" Oh! begad, sir, sure and the d—d rascals have picked 
me pocket while I was waiting at the bridge ! " 

Well, from my own experience in Cork, I can vouch the 
Cork boys to be the smartest pickpockets I ever met, for I 
lost several silk pocket-handkerchiefs, although I tried to 
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baffle them by placing them in my inside pockets, but they 
invariably managed to extract them. 

On the Saturday, I had to tell the company the same old 
story, and with a little more persuasion I got through pretty 
well, with the exception of Mr. O'Farrell. When I talked 
about having to pay the little salaried people, he said,— 

" D— the little people ; let us have a b i t ! " 
We went on the following week, but with no better 

success. The band struck, and some of the actors, and the 
proprietor took possession of the theatre. The manager 
kept out of the way. I divided the money in hand amongst 
those who I thought most needed it, and left myself without. 
I had always boasted that , being treasurer, I should have 
the first chance, and that I should take care to pay myself, 
but the state of affairs was really so bad I had not the 
heart to do i t—I even gave money out of my own pocket. 
What with the printer, bill-posters, scene-shifters, &c, &c, 
I was nearly worried out of my life, and stood a very good 
chance of being lynched. I made a vow I would never be 
treasurer any more. 

After this all the company were in a fix, and many of them 
did not know how to live in the town, nor how to get out of 
it. The proprietor, Mr. M (commonly called " old cent. 
per cent."), came to me in his artful way and claps me on the 
back and says, " You are the man that can make this theatre 
pay. Lloyd was to pay me ten pounds per week, I will let 
you have it for eight ; you try, it will make money for your
self and get the poor people out of their difficulties." I said 
I did not care about theatrical speculations, and particularly 
as the one in question had not proved very encouraging; 
but he almost begged of me to take it. I consulted with John 
Webster about i t ; it was only a week before Easter, which 
ought to be a very good time to open. I called all the people 
together and stated to them how things stood, and that every 
one must make a reduction in their salary, as I intended to 
pay them, but I did not want to lose money. They were all 
very glad to agree to my terms. 

I then saw Mr. M-——, the proprietor, and settled 
with him, and made out an agreement for <£8 per week 
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rent for the theatre. I consulted with John Webster 
and Fred Lloyd, my late employer, as to what would be the 
best for the Easter piece. We agreed to bring out " The 
Invisible Prince," and Miss Marie Wilton (now Mrs. Ban
croft) was to personate the Prince. There was only a week 
to get the piece up, and^every one gave a helping hand. New 
dresses, scenery, &c, all bustle and throng, posters out, 
afterwards the bills proper for windows, &c. Herr Waller-
stein in his former position as conductor of the orchestra, 
with the band augmented. Our opening night, Easter Mon
day, 1853, came, so did the people, for we had a pretty good 
audience. The house was not full, but very tidy, and every
body was very well satisfied, and all said we should do much 
better. I suppose the proprietor thought so too, for he came 
and demanded two guineas of me for the night. I reasoned 
with him that my agreement was to pay £8 per week, and 
I should pay him at the end of the week; and even if I 
had agreed to pay nightly, it would not be two guineas per 
night. He said, " A h ! well, if you do not pay me four guineas 
to-morrow you will not open at night," so I took care to take 
the keys of the theatre in my own charge. 

Next morning M went and ordered the gas company 
not to supply me with any more gas without his orders. I 
went and offered to deposit £50 as a guarantee for payment 
for the gas I consumed. No, they could not, without M 's 
orders. I went back to the theatre. I had let the woman 
in to clean the theatre and put the keys in my pocket. I was 
on the stage holding a consultation, the woman came and 
asked me for the keys to open the gallery doors, as she 
wanted to sweep them. I incautiously gave her them. After 
a short time I thought about the keys. I went up to the 
gallery and asked her for them. Oh ! Mr. M had taken 
them; he had sent her for them and skulked away; so we 
packed all our things up and removed them close by, so as 
to be ready if we should be allowed to open. M locked 
up the theatre, and we had to wait the result. In the mean
time I sent the agreement to Somerset House to be stamped. 
The company were all in readiness if they were required. 
People began to arrive, the street got crowded, waiting for 
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the doors to open, which old M would not allow. I 
had already employed a solicitor, and he at once commenced 
an action for damages for ,£1,000. My friends told me I 
should get no justice in Ireland; that old M had 
always worsted every one that had to do with his theatre ; 
that he locked up the members of the Eussian band all 
night in the theatre because they could not pay the rent, 
and took all their jewellery from them ; and that he would 
tire me out with law; which he tried his utmost to do. I 
made my mind up to stick to him and try it out, which took 
about six months. 
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CHAPTER I I I . 

IN IRELAND. 

I FELT I must now do something. The Regatta at Queens-
town was coming on, and required some fireworks, which 
a man in Cork had usually found for the Committee. I 
happened to have a man in the company who had been with 
the once celebrated G-yngell, the firework artist of Bristol, 
so I took the steamer to Queenstown and called upon the 
secretary. He asked, could I give them a better display 
than the other man for j£20 per night. I went to an hotel, 
had some lunch, after which I got a sheet of foolscap and 
sat down and wrote a programme of fireworks with a grand 
set piece. I put anything I could think of. I had studied 
the Yauxhall programme very often, and what I could 
think of, and what I wrote that I did not know, was some
thing, I daresay, very extraordinary. So thought the Yacht 
Club Committee, and accepted my contract for the two 
nights, at <£20 per night, and £20 for illuminating the 
outside of the ball-room the last night of the regatta. I 
took the precaution to write at the bottom of the programme 
that it was subject to alterations, as I had no great 
faith in it, as I knew no more about making fireworks 
than a tom-cat, and I had no guarantee that my man knew 
much more. 

Anyhow, we set to work: first we had to get all the 
apparatus made for making them. There was a wholesale 
chemist in Cork who supplied me with combustible materials. 
I took some rooms at the top of the house where I was 
lodging (I have often wondered to myself since that we did 
not blow the roof off the house) ; we had the property 
man, the scenic artist, and the carpenter to assist us. We 
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got all ready with the exception of the grand set piece, 
which was ready painted. 

We started by the first steamer from Cork on the first 
day of the Eegatta, as we had this said set piece to fix 
all the different coloured fireworks upon, but when we 
had got it about three parts set we came short of quick 
matches. What were we to d o ; there was no time to 
make more, so we used strips of paper in long pieces, run
ning gunpowder all along and closing it all with gum. 
We got all ready and amused ourselves with looking 
about. (I do not think in all my travels that I have seen 
a richer display of beauty and fashion than on this occa
sion.) At last the time came to exhibit the said fire
works, and all my fear was that the set piece would not 
go off, as it was to be the finish. We commenced and 
kept firing away and got great applause; but somehow, in 
the middle of the programme, the grand set piece caught 
a light from some sparks and went off of its own accord, and 
very beautifully too ; and such a burst of applause. Yes, it's 
all very well, thinks I, but we have got nothing to make a good 
finish with. We finished the best way we could ; the Com
mittee complimented me very highly for the grand display ; 
they had never had anything like it before. I hardly knew 
how to take i t ; I wondered if they were kidding me, but I 
found after it was really genuine. As a proof they proffered 
me the use of the ground which was boarded in and a grand 
stand, &c, to give a public display for my benefit, which? 
of course, I accepted as the best compliment. 

The next night the set piece went off all right, and I illu
minated the outside of the ball-room, with a grand device 
over the entrance, with coloured oil-lamps; also round the 
windows flags, &c, which I borrowed from some of the ships 
and from Spike Island, which proved a great success, and 
finished my contract. The following day the Committee 
gave me a cheque for the amount, and promised me, if I 
was anywhere near, that if it would be worth my while, they 
would be glad to engage me for the next Eegatta. 

I arranged for the following week for my benefit, for which 
they kept the boarding and grand stand up. I got the 
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patronage of Sir John Smith Barry, who had an estate, and 
was the leading man in the county, and one of the principals 
on the Committee ; also the Admiral at Spike Island. I went 
up to the barracks at Cork and got permission from the 
colonel of the 39th Eegiment for their band to attend. I 
then went to my printer, Mr. Scraggs, and got some flaring 
bills out, stating that this would be the grandest display of 
artistic fireworks ever seen in Ireland, and the 39th band, 
<fcc. All went on very well, a great quantity of tickets 
sold, and on the evening the steamers from Cork were run
ning baqkwards and forwards as fast as possible, crowded at 
each turn. When we opened the doors they poured in till 
there was scarcely standing room, and I had to put on 
an extra charge for the grand stand. People began to ask 
for the music. Well, they had not yet arrived. No band 
arrived—something is wrong. The audience began to come 
to the pay-box, crying, " Where's the 39th band ? " Some 
wanted their money returned. I told them, if they were not 
satisfied after the fireworks, I would return it to them. 

There happened to be outside a celebrated blind Irish 
piper, called old Murphy, so I went into the street and 
dragged him inside the grounds, where he piped to his 
heart's content, and also his pocket, for he seemed to have 
as good a benefit as myself. We had a lot of cases filled 
with composition for driving revolving wheels of coloured 
fireworks, so to enliven the people up—as there was no 
music to dance to—we lit some of them, and threw them 
on the ground. They ran about hissing, and jumping up 
occasionally towards ladies' dresses. This was a great lark, 
and set the young swells wild: every one must have one. 
Altogether this performance, which was not in the pro
gramme, was such a great success, that I put it in our next 
display, and called them the " ground devils." Everything 
went off well, and no one asked for their money back. I 
asked some of the young fellows, who had applied for theirs 
back, if they were satisfied. They said,— 

" The fireworks were first-rate, but d n the 39th 
band." 

I found the reason why the 39th did not come. The man 
D 2 
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Lane, who previously had the contract for fireworks for the 
Eegatta, very often engaged the aforesaid band to play at 
some fetes he gave two or three times a week in some 
grounds at Monkstown, by Black Eock, and he had in
fluenced the bandmaster to make some excuse so as to dis
appoint me. So I thought, " All right, I 'll pay you out some 
day or other." 

I next took a mansion with beautiful grounds, just out
side of Cork, close to the Queen's College. There was a 
beautiful trout stream in front of the grounds, with a bridge 
to cross and a lodge for the keeper. The place had not been 
occupied for some time, and the grounds had run to weeds, 
so I set a lot of men to hoe and clear the walks. I took a 
round to see how they were getting on. I found them all 
sitting down in the burning sun. I asked if that was the 
way they worked. 

" Ah ! an' shure, sir, look how we sweat." 
I said they were sure to sweat there in the hot sun. 
" Ah ! an' shure, sir, we should like a drop of whisky to 

drink your Honour's health," which I gave them, on their 
promising to set to work for good. We got the ground 
put into very good order. We arranged some Chinese walks 
with every description of lamp, which we had made and 
painted in all sorts of Chinese devices, which we had to 
light up with candles. We had coloured oil-lamps all about 
(a la Yauxhall 40,000 lamps), which really looked very nice, 
and something more than they had ever seen in Cork. We 
had no platform, but arranged two very large rooms on the 
ground floor of the house very tastefully for dancing, and 
stationed the quadrille band in the entrance hall, so that 
i t answered for both the dancing rooms. 

At the same time Pablo Paddington was in Cork (a man 
of colour, although I believe he was a native of Cork). A 
brother of his, a Catholic priest, had died and left him a 
little money, which he came to receive ; I had known him 
for some years. He was formerly a celebrated slack-rope 
vaulter with Mr. Batty, of Astley's Amphitheatre, London. 
I engaged him to perform for me in these gardens. I got 
out some thrilling posters. " Cremorne Gardens will open, 
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&c. Engagement of the great Pablo Paddington. Grand 
display of aquatic and other artistic designs of fireworks. 
The beautiful Chinese walks and promenade concerts, &c. 
Dancing in the Marble Halls to the celebrated quadrille 
band, &c," and advertised that Mr. Pablo Paddington's per
formance would take place at six o'clock ; but it was quite 
evident to me that this was not a draw, for all the arrivals 
happened to be friends, so I waited, but no more came until 
it began to be dusk, and very few then. I took a stroll 
down to the bridge where the pay-box was stationed, as this 
was the only entrance. I found that the lodge-keeper was 
dead, and they were holding a wake, howling and crying 
most miserably, enough to deter anybody from coming 
near. 

" Well," says I, " this is a bad beginning. But we must 
show to the few here, or else we shall ruin the place. Well, 
Mr. Pablo must do the rope first; but it 's dark, and we have 
no lights. Oh, put some pots of coloured fire under him. , , 

He went up to the rope, commenced swinging about, 
turning somersaults, &c. 

" Bring some more pots of fire." 
Mr. Pab. began coughing, and we withdrew the pots of 

fire, as I thought he would have choked, for he was pretty 
nearly suffocated when we got him down. The concert went 
on in the grounds, and the dancing inside, as merrily as 
could be expected under the circumstances, and we got 
through the night satisfactorily. The next night they came 
early in crowds, and we had a good garden. The night fol
lowing better still, so we went on for the season, introducing 
at times fresh novelties, and I did very well. 

When I had got this garden in working order I began 
to feel anxious about the lawsuit against old " Cent, per 
Cent.," for I met him in the street, and he shouted out to me 
that he would have me grinning through the iron bars 
before long. This did not sound musical to my ears, so I 
went to my solicitor and found he was out of town. Kept 
going every morning. Not returned. I commenced to 
grumble to his family, and threaten what I should do if he 
did not attend to my business after taking so much money 
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from me. I suppose they had written to tell him, for he 
wrote to another solicitor to carry i t- through (I can't think 
of his name, but I could sketch his portrait, for he was the 
tallest and fattest lawyer I have ever seen), which he did 
carry out very satisfactorily. He brought it to trial at the 
Cork Assizes. We had Mr. Woodruff, a very clever coun
sellor. I was very much disheartened by several people 
telling me I would never be allowed to get a verdict, 
although my case was as clear as noonday. We had a great 
many witnesses, and the trial lasted all day. The de
fendant's counsel commenced to cross-examine me, and I 
answered him very straight, but he threw it up, saying it 
was of no use asking me any more questions, for he could 
get nothing out of me but " Yes " or " No." There was 
plenty of fun for the audience. 

The trial ended, the jury giving me a verdict for one 
hundred and seventy-five pounds damages, and all expenses, 
which cost M altogether between four and five hundred 
pounds. Passing through the streets, I was cheered by 
every one who met me, for nobody liked old Cent, per Cent. 
The following day we had to settle the whole affair. I re
ceived my money. The defendant's solicitor and my own, 
with a couple of friends, adjourned to an hotel and had a 
champagne luncheon, and were quite jolly; drank to the 
health of poor old M , and the lawyers were as thick as 
two thieves. 

The next thing I was to have a testimonial benefit, 
which proved to be real j am! But I experienced a 
relapse of fortune. I was served with a County Court 
summons for eight pounds for a week's rent of the theatre 
which he had locked me out of after the first night, and for 
which I had been awarded damages. My solicitor and 
everybody said it was preposterous. There was about one 
month before the County Court trial would come on, which 
gave me ample time to bring my Cremorne season to a close 
and have everything prepared to get away at a short notice ; 
for I made up my mind that if I lost I would not pay, 
because I could not satisfy myself that I should do right by 
so doing. However, I did lose it, and had two days allowed 
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to pay it. My solicitor advised me to pay it under protest, 
and have a new trial, in which I coincided. 

I arranged to see every one of my acquaintance the follow
ing day. I had a young fellow named Charley S , a Cork 
boy (not a life saver), to whom I entrusted all my ar range-

"merits. We had everything packed up ready. I went to my 
lodgings and had my tea, went out into the town, called to see 
several friends, including Mr. Scraggs the pr inter ; settled 
his account, &c. I believe the Irish are born witty, for 
when I bade good night to Mr. Scraggs, and his smart little 
boy, about four years old, I said to the child, " When I see 
you again I'll give you half-a-crown." He went out of the 
office, and I supposed I should see no more of h im; but the 
young urchin presently returned, popped his head in at the 
office door, saying, " Shure, sur, you see me again now, and 
you promised me half-a-crown," which, of course, I gave 
him. 

Then Charley got a jaunting car ; we went to my 
lodgings. I told the landlady I was going to the Dublin 
Exhibition ; I paid her a week in advance, so as to be sure 
of the lodgings when I returned. We then drove down to 
Monkstown, and took a bed for the night. The next morn
ing we engaged a boat, got my luggage in, and waited for 
the steamer from Cork; and upon her arrival I got on board 
and wished Charley good-bye, and took a last fond look of 
Queen's Town as we passed. During the day the people in 
Cork were wondering where Yan Hare was. No one had seen 
him since last night. Some of my friends called at my 
lodgings, and were told that I had gone to the Exhibition for 
a few days; that I was coming back, &c. Everybody was on 
to Charley, " W h a t had he done with Yan Hare ? " Dick 
Burke, proprietor of the other theatre, met Charley, asked 
about me, because I had stepped in to see him the night 
before at ten o'clock. " A h ! be the powers, I knew he 
hadn't come here with all that hair on his face without 
knowing his way about." 

My next speculation was a Tableau Yivant Troupe. 
I entered into an arrangement with Mr. O'Keef at 
the Savile House, Leicester Square, London, upon shar-
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ing terms. I got up the. company, table and properties, 
dresses, &c, all ready to commence, after which Mr. 
O'Keef withdrew from the arrangement, and I was thrown 
on my beam ends. I did not know what to do. I had 
twelve ladies, four gentlemen, and two children. I must 
do something after all the expense I had gone to ; so I 
ran over to Paris to see if I could do any business. I t was 
no good. I then went to Belgium, and made arrangements 
with Monsieur Mestach of Antwerp, to open at the City a 
fine room, took all my troupe and baggage over by the 
Bavensburg steamer, and took the company to the Hotel 
Bubens. 

The first night we opened to a crowded house, but 
before we had got half through the programme, the drop 
scene came down with the roller, and the artists had to get 
away off the table the best way they could, in the sight of the 
audience ; and, to finish our performance, we had to have a 
man on each side to lift up the scene, to set the tableau, 
drop it down whilst the table went round, then lift it up for 
them to get off and arrange the next tableau. 

The next morning we received orders from the Burger-
meister that we were not to exhibit any more. When I 
inquired the reason, I was told—because I had not taken out 
a license. We were not allowed to open that evening; and 
we had great difficulty to get permission to show any more 
in Antwerp. Only through some influential citizens we 
went on again, and did not omit to procure a license in 
future. I then grew quite tired of the concern. I went 
to Spa, and amused myself a few days looking on the green 
cloth, and returned to London. 

When I had been in town a short time three Canadian 
Yankees arrived with a company of North American Indians 
from Lake Huron, and applied to Mr. Batty, at Astley's, to 
know if he could recommend them some one to manage their 
business, for which he recommended me. They sent for me 
and I was engaged. The troupe numbered 14J persons—ten 
men, three women, a girl, and a pappoose (a baby strapped 
upon a board, where it is kept until it can walk; and to 
keep account of its age they cut a notch on the side of the 
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board or cradle every day), headed by their chief, Pe-to-e-
kie-sic, sole monarch of Walpole Island, a man over six feet 
high, who boasted a silver medal which was presented to his 
grandfather by King George the Third of England. The 
three directors consulted me about getting a hall to exhibit 
them. They were very sanguine that they would make a 
large fortune, considering what Catlin made with a company, 
which consisted if not all of Englishmen, nearly so, many of 
whom I knew personally. There was no place to be had but 
the St. Martin's Hall, Long Acre (afterwards the Queen's 
Theatre). We took the small hall for twenty-five pounds 
per week. We hired a stage with scenery, &c, for which we 
were to pay twenty-five pounds for one month. We engaged 
Mr. Hicke, a nephew of Colonel Stockwheler, who lectured 
on the Overland Route to India at the Gallery of Illustration. 
We had a grand piano ; and Bill Phillips, one of the best 
solo cornet players of the day, and a flute player, all of whom 
played admirably. I billed, posted, and advertised in every 
newspaper; in fact, did everything that could be done either 
for money or credit. We had two performances every day. 
We had an omnibus to take the Indians backwards and for
wards to Camden Town, so that they should not be seen. 
We had the hall crowded every exhibition, and wl*en the 
week's receipts were added up they amounted to thirty-two 
shillings! The directors either would not or could not pay, 
and so the people had to go without. 

The following week we made arrangements with the directors 
of the Panopticon, in Leicester Square (now the Alhambra), 
which had been built at a cost of over one hundred thousand 
pounds, and ought to have been the most successful place of 
amusement in the metropolis; but, like many other places on 
the limited liability game, it came to grief, as well it might, 
considering there was—Manager, =£800 a year; Sub-Manager, 
,£500; Secretary, c£500; Sub-Secretary, ^ 5 0 0 ; Consulting 
Engineer, d£500; Sub-Engineer, <£500, &c, &c. The Satur
day night previous to commencing on the Monday, the 
Indians were to give a performance for the members of the 
Press, and afterwards a champagne supper; but there were 
very few of the Press there. I could see this was got up 
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expressly for the Managers and Snbs., &c, and all their 
friends, to have a good blow-out, as no doubt they had, con
sidering there were some of them there from five o'clock P.M. 
till the next morning (Sunday). The poor Indians were not 
offered anything after going through their war dances, &c, 
the sweat pouring off them, and drinking water. The only 
thing that astonished the Indians was the illuminated 
fountain, and when it stopped they all ran to look down the 
well to see where the water had gone. They said there was 
an evil spirit down there. 

As this engagement was on sharing terms, and did not turn 
out any sort of a draw, it did not last long ; and the 
Canadian Yankee speculators, seeing it was no go, skedad
dled without paying anybody, leaving the poor Indians 
up at Camden Town to starve. They were taken care 
of by the Missionary Society, and sent back to their own 
country, and one of them died going over. I lost over fifty 
pounds by them, with what I paid for out of my own pocket, 
salary, &c. I then engaged an extraordinary clever troupe of 
Eisley Performers. I introduced them to Mr. Green (Paddy 
Green), proprietor of Evans's Hotel, Covent Garden. This 
was the first time that any gymnastic performance had been 
introduced into any respectable West-end music-hall, which 
proved a great success. They were kept on for two years at 
a big salary. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
THE BEDOUIN ARAB TROUPE. 

I THEN made a voyage of discovery to Morocco, to see if I 
could find anything in the shape of novelties. I took ship 
for Mogador, where Abdallah, an old Arab I had known in 
England, was living. He was engaged under the Emperor 
to make powder. He was acquainted with all the tribes of 
Bedouin Arabs. He procured me an Arab suit and fez, and 
accompanied me to Morocco, where we only made a short 
stay, as the Emperor had just left to reside at his palace in 
Fez, to where we adjourned, and there found the best troupe 
of Bedouin Arab performers in the country. We picked ten 
of the very cream of the troupe, and engaged them for three 
years. We then made our way to Algeria, so that they 
would be free (had the Emperor known he would not have 
let them leave the country). 

We got on to Constantina, where we rested three 
days, and then made our way to Algiers, where we 
made a short stay, and took steamer for Marseilles, 
where we performed two weeks, and had an engage
ment at Lyons, after which we left for Paris, where I made 
an engagement at the Hippodrome till the end of the season 
(October), when we started for London. On our arrival I 
met with Dick Flexmore, the then celebrated Drury Lane 
clown. He said it was just the thing for Mr. E. T. Smith ; 
he would introduce me to him; he was certain that he would 
give me better terms than any other manager. I took the 
troupe the following day to the theatre by appointment, to 
give a show, after which E. T. Smith asked me what salary I 
wanted. I said, " Sixty pounds per week." He very quietly 
offered fifteen pounds. I gave him no answer, but told them 
to put on their "togs." 
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We went to the Lyceum Theatre, then under the 
management of Mr. Charles Dillon; I saw his father-in-
law, Mr. B. O. Conquest, proprietor of the G-recian, City 
Road. I gave him a show; he was delighted with their 
performance, and said he would give me an engage
ment for three nights per week for one month; he 
would have a bit of his own way, for tragedy didn't pay. 
I agreed to take thirty-five pounds per week for three nights 
in each week. I t proved a great success; all the newspapers 
spoke very highly of the performance. 

I used to go to Evans's Hotel every night to look after the 
Eisley troupe. Paddy G-reen said, " My dear boy, what have 
you got ? anything fresh ? " I said, "Yes ; the Bedouin Arabs " 
(it was the last of my thoughts that he would engage them). 
However, he offered me forty-five pounds per week, which 
I accepted; at the same time I could not see what they 
could do upon such a small stage, for the platform was only 
twelve feet deep; but he agreed to have it lengthened at 
each end. There was a grand piano at one end of the 
platform, and the first night of their performance one of the 
Arabs, in throwing a volley of their extraordinary somer
saults, lit right on the lid of the piano, and went through 
the bottom, strings, and everything, and there was no more 
music that night. At that time Evans's Music Hall and 
Supper Eooms were free, except the Derby and Cattle Show 
weeks, when they charged one shilling for admission, and 
all the artistes had two shillings a night allowed in refresh
ments (so that my two companies had thirty-two shillings 
each night in refreshment alone). The hall was crowded 
nightly, and during the Cattle Show, which was then held 
at Baker Street, Paddy paid for cabs and admission every 
day for me to promenade the Arabs, and for them to exhibit 
themselves, and a good quizzing we got. 

A month before Christmas, which is the dullest time of 
the year, I was afraid I should have nothing for them to 
do. I went to Mr. John Douglass, proprietor of the Standard 
Theatre, in Shoreditch; he was the most plucky manager 
ou t ; he entertained my proposition, but it took us nearly all 
the day to agree upon the terms. At last we came within five 
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pounds per week for four weeks; he would not give any 
more, and I would not take any less. I reasoned with him 
for some time, that in such a great performance he could 
not calculate to five pounds what they would draw, and 
at last I offered to toss him as to whether he gave me the 
five pounds per week or not. Well, he would, and I won the 
twenty pounds. He said afterwards the engagement paid 
wonderfully well, and he always told the story in company, 
of tossing with Yan Hare to settle an engagement, which 
turned out a very fortunate speculation. 

At the finish of our engagement we left by the night 
train for Birmingham, to perform at a circus. The guard 
gave us a carriage to ourselves. All the Arabs except one, 
little Ali Bensaid, had broken their Mahometan religion ; 
they had each secured a bottle of five-year-old Scotch 
whisky, which quickly took effect upon them, and before we 
got half our journey over they were pretty nearly all drunk 
Some of them possessed the cunningness of a monkey, and 
kept their bottle intact, and took whisky with their more 
liberal mates, and then sold them their bottle at a good 
profit, and were not then too proud to take another drink 
with their good-natured palls. Anyhow, I was not at all 
happy in their company, for they were far from being civi
lized ; they could not agree amongst themselves, and I was 
not over-sanguine as to how it might end, and was very glad 
when I found myself well and safe in Birmingham. They 
could live upon very litt le; a couple of pounds of meat, 
made into soup, with bread and vegetables, served fourteen 
of them for dinner ; and for breakfast, they had the bread 
divided equally ; and occasionally some of them were unwell, 
and could not eat their breakfast, and would put it away, 
when some of the others would steal it. They had much 
trouble in dividing their salary at the end of the week, for 
some had two shares, others one and a half, the rest one, 
and the two boys half shares. The chief shared it out in 
lots, placing it round, till at last it would come to a farthing 
each round. I don't think Professor Darwin had thought of 
his " Development of Species " at that time. I then made 
arrangements with two managers (H. M. and S. A.) in 
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Edinburgh for the Christmas, which did not turn out 
well. 

I was also commissioned by Mr. E (who has since 
been convicted upon his own confession for forging a will) 
to give a grand fete at the Koyal Surrey Gardens for his 
workmen, by which I cleared over <£100. This was only a 
short time previous to his downfall. Mr. P . T. Barnum, 
the great American showman, was on a visit to London. I 
took him one night to Evans's Music Hall and Supper 
Eooms, introduced him to Mr. Paddy Green, the proprietor, 
and to the authors Mr. Albert Smith, Mr. Charles Dickens, 
and Mr. Makepeace Thackeray, &c, who were frequent 
attendants. Barnum was delighted to meet with such cele
brated men; they pressed him to take something to drink. 
I recollect well him saying, " I guess I 'll take a bottle of 
lemonade," which was rather amusing to Albert Smith and 
his companions. On our way home Mr. Barnum said, " I 
am very much obliged to you, Yan H a r e ; I never knew that 
there was such a place." 

Barnum took me one day to see Julia Pastrana, " T h e 
Nondescript," at the Eegent Gallery, Eegent Street, before 
she was on exhibition. Mr. Lent, the manager, was out. 
Mr. Barnum sent up his card, and we were shown into her 
private room; but although she was so well known to him, 
she would not take off the thick veil which covered her 
face until Mr. Lent came in. I believe Mr. Lent married 
that young lady before he brought her from the States. 
He exhibited her in various parts of Europe. She died in 
childbirth at St. Petersburg, and he sold her to a celebrated 
doctor for <£500, who embalmed her so naturally, that Mr. 
Lent thought that he could make a fortune by exhibiting 
her, and gave the doctor <£800 for her back; but, to his 
surprise and disappointment, the authorities would not allow 
him to show her in Eussia. He afterwards had her on 
exhibition at the Burlington Gallery, Piccadilly. 

During the winter I had a show of tableaux vivants at 
Savile House, Leicester Square. I also had my Arab troop, 
and other performances at different places. At this time I 
purchased the Newfoundland pup, then about a year old, 
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which afterwards became the justly celebrated Dog Napoleon. 
I had no engagement for the Arabs, so I let them out for the 
tenting season to a large circus. This was in the summer 
of 1858. I entered into an arrangement with Mr. Wilert 
Beal for a provincial tour, to manage and provide the mis
cellaneous performances. This was the largest combination 
that ever travelled in England, including the Siege of Delhi, 
an immense picture painted in oil by the celebrated scenic 
artists Messrs. Grieve and Telbin, at a cost of £1,000, in 
which one hundred soldiers took par t ; the fireworks and 
bombs, for the storming, &c, by Chevalier Mortram; and 
assistants for the concerts, the G-arde Rationale Band of 
Paris, Madame Garcia, the Misses Brougham, and Madame 
Amedie ; also conjuring, vaulting, t igh t - rope dancers, 
gymnasts, and performing dogs ; and the Marionette 
Theatre, the stage of which was erected in the grounds of 
the different gardens we visited, and the theatre for the 
audience was the open air. The proscenium and scenery 
were also painted by Grieve and Telbin. H. Greg Thomp
son (brother of Lydia Thompson), the celebrated marionette 
artiste, from the Adelaide Gallery and Cremorne Gardens, 
was stage manager, &c.; also Mr. and Mrs. Harry Templeton, 
and several others ; we also had a troupe of Marionette 
Christy Minstrels, which were very extraordinary. Alto
gether we had about one hundred artistes, all of whom 
travelled by railway first class. 

We commenced at Clifton Zoological Gardens, Bristol, 
the week before Whitsuntide, for nine days. We issued 
tickets at one shilling each, if taken previous to open
ing, afterwards admission two shillings. Many people 
in Bristol speculated in £50 worth and upwards, but 
before we finished we reduced the admission to one shil
ling, so I calculate they did not make much profit. I 
well recollect Whit Monday, the great day; it rained all 
day in torrents, we were up to the knees in mud, some of 
the picture of Delhi was blown down and swimming about; 
still for all this four thousand people came to the gardens, 
and we were obliged to give a show. Mr. Wilert Beal took 
himself off to London, and the next morning, when he 
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looked out of his bedroom window, it was raining as bad as 
at Clifton the day before, so he thought he need not hurry 
back; but when he arrived late at nisght, to his agreeable 
surprise, we had had a beautiful day, which brought us to 
the gardens twenty-seven thousand people; anyhow, I believe 
we finished here with bringing away £3,000 clear. 

We went from there to Bath for two days, with the band, 
marionettes, fireworks, &c, at the Sidney Gardens, and did 
excellent business whilst the picture was being put up at 
the Montpelier Gardens at Cheltenham, where we had a great 
success for two weeks. From there we went to the Zoo
logical Gardens at Liverpool, with middling success, and 
went across to Chester for one day, where we performed in 
the afternoon at the Linen Hall, and in the evening we gave 
a grand concert in the music-hall. This was very much like 
a frost, and well it might, for nobody in the town seemed to 
know anything about it, and when we went to an hotel to 
get lodgings, &c, they were very dubious about taking us 
in, for they had heard nothing of such a company coming 
to the Linen Hall, and evidently took us for swindlers, who 
wanted a good feed and a night's lodging on the cheap. 

Mr. Wilert Beal, being one of the firm of Cramer and Beal, 
the great music-sellers of Eegent Street, put the manage
ment in the hands of a music-seller in each town with 
whom they did business, and it was generally badly ad
vertised ; in this case, I could only find one bill in the 
whole town, which was about the size of a Bank-of-England 
note, posted up at the corner of a bye-street, and at the two 
performances we only took about £15—not enough to find 
the company in cigars—only a small item towards our daily 
expenses of £100. 

We next went to Leeds, where we were advertised for 
three days only, at the gardens on Woodhouse Moor, 
then under the management of old Tom Chapham 
(late manager of the Surrey Gardens, London, where he 
finished his short season with going up in a balloon, from 
whence he did not return to the gardens, but dropped in 
somewhere about Basinghall Street). I t rained all the three 
days, and we did not open, so we stayed another day, and 
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advertised three distinct displays of fireworks in one night. 
We were blessed with a little more rain, and the receipts 
amounted to about £6. 

We then went to the Zoological Gardens at Hull, 
for one day, on our way to Edinburgh, where the 
picture was being put up at the Zoological Gardens. 
From Hull we started on the Saturday, by a screw 
steamer, and arrived at Leith on Monday morning. Being 
a very uncommon thing for that boat to carry so many 
passengers that required to be fed, they were not provided, 
and we came short of provisions. There was only a piece of 
roast beef spared of our Sunday's dinner, all the meat they 
had left on board, and in clearing the table the steward 
placed it on the deck, whilst he fetched up the rest of the 
things, and during his absence my large black dog, the cele
brated Napoleon, surnamed the Wizard Dog (of whom I shall 
have occasion afterwards to speak), being then young and 
possessing a tremendous appetite, nailed our only bit of con
solation we had left for supper, and the only trace of the 
meat we could descry was Nap licking his lips and wagging 
his tail. Anyhow we arrived all right at the gardens, and 
got all ready for the evening performance, found them very 
nicely laid out, but the zoological collection only comprised 
a pair of splendid young tigers (which were sold soon after) 
and a peacock. I came to the conclusion the first night 
that we should do nothing; there was not much of a crowd 
in the gardens ; there was a bridge which the people from 
the town had to cross, from which the public could see the 
Siege of Delhi in all its glory as well as they could in the 
gardens. I took a run round to the bridge to satisfy my
self ; I found two or three people sauntering across, not 
seeming to care which way they looked, so I found that 
Sandy would not come to pay, nor yet come out of his 
way to have a look without paying; however, we made a 
stay of six weeks to anything but paying business. During 
which time the hall-keeper at the professional entrance re
marked to me that the Misses Brougham had never come 
twice in the same costume; but then they were twin 
sisters, and always dressed alike, and one could not accept 

E 
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a present without the other had the same—not even a gold 
watch. 

However we enjoyed ourselves very well in the Modern 
Athens, running down by train every morning to Portobello 
to take a constitutional in the sea; but Sundays were 
awfully slow, every public-house door had a padlock on it, 
and you are not allowed to whistle. Here I was made a 
Free and Accepted Mason, in the Lodge " Edinburgh De
fensive Band," holding of the Grand Lodge of Scotland No. 
151 (in which Sir Isaac Newton was made a mason) ; this was 
in 1858. We then went to the College Gardens at Glasgow, 
where we opened at the small charge of sixpence ; this was 
in consequence of it being Glasgow Fair, and we had 
immense crowds. Here a would-be generous young gentle
man took a great fancy to the Dog Napoleon, and asked 
Harry Templeton whom the dog belonged to. 

" Oh ! " Harry said, " he belongs to the manager.'' 
The gentleman said, " I should like to buy him, to make 

a present to' a lady ; I wouldn't mind giving £ 5 for him." 
" Oh ! sir, he wouldn't take a hundred for- h im; I have 

seen him refuse £60." 
The gentleman almost fainted, and asked Harry to come 

and take a drink. From here we went to Dublin and gave 
a week's promenade concerts at the Eotunda Gardens, 
whilst the picture of the Siege of Delhi, &c, was being put 
up at the Portobello Gardens. One night, when Madame 
Garcia, the celebrated vocalist, was on the stage, warbling 
one of her melodious songs, the dog, Master Napoleon, 
found his way up, walked boldly down to the front of the 
stage, licked Madame's hand, and sat himself down beside 
her until she had finished, when he escorted her off the 
stage with immense applause. 

We finished our tour here, after six weeks' good business, 
and all the artistes had first-class fares to London given to 
them, and the band their fares paid back to Paris. We sold 
the picture, which had cost c£l,000, with all the ropes, &c, 
which we had added to it extra during the tour at an out
lay of over c£100, to Mr. Harris of the Theatre Eoyal for 
d£30. The soldiers' clothes, guns, &c, for 100 supers, which 
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had cost over c£200, we sold to Mr. W. Cooke, a t Astley's 
Amphitheatre, for £7 10s. ; the marionette theatre, with all 
the wooden actors, scenery, and wardrobe was packed away 
in G-rieve & Telbin's paint shops in Charles Street, Drury 
Lane, where they rested until the fire took place, and they 
were all cremated. 

On my arrival home I found Bonochore, the Italian Fire 
King, drawing great crowds to Cremorne Gardens. I t hap
pened at the time that a German calling himself Chevalier 
the Fire King arrived in London and was introduced to me. 
I engaged him. I had to get a costume, iron cage, &c, 
made, as he had nothing whatever to perform with. I had 
to advance him money to discharge his bill at a German 
restaurant, &c. I had fine coloured posters done by Webb, 
of Snow Hill, advertised him well, and soon had plenty 
of engagements. We commenced at the Zoological Gardens, 
Liverpool. We fixed the cage upon an island, with an 
artificial lake in front, and had it covered all over with wood 
and shavings. At night there was a big crowd and the fire 
lit, and Mr. Chevalier pranced about in the flames, which 
were not very hot, and he found fault that the fire was no 
good; which I explained to the men who had the making 
of it. They said, " Oh! we will make it hot enough for 
him to-morrow night.' ' 

So they did; for he had not been in long before he was 
glad to get out of it, and a pretty picture he was when he 
threw off his mask. Now, the absurdity of having a mask 
enamelled with wax! Of course the heat melted it, and it 
proved a very keen blister for him, for his face was one 
mass of blebs; his boots were so burnt that we had great 
difficulty in getting them off. I took him away to the hotel, 
undressed him, and put him to bed. He was quite delirious, 
calling out he wanted a cold bath. I rushed off in search 
of a doctor, whom I procured and brought back with me. 
We had to sit up with him all night. The doctor paid 
great attention to him, as I explained to him that I wanted 
to get back to London, and the man being a foreigner, I did 
not wish to leave him in a strange place. In about a fort
night he got well enough to travel. So I paid the hotel and 

E 2 
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the doctor's bill, and brought him to London. On arriving 
at the railway station I took a cab, in which we both went 
as far as the Duke of Wellington's statue, when I called 
another cab, put him in, gave the driver directions where 
he had been staying previously, paid the fare, and wished 
him good-bye, and told cabby to drive me home, where I 
arrived safely, and with the satisfaction that I had had 
enough of the Fire King. But to my great annoyance I 
had not suffered enough with the brute, but I must be 
threatened with a lawsuit. I went to see the solicitor, and 
explained to him that I was the person who ought to sue for 
damages, if the man had anything. But it was not worth 
while ; I had been very much taken in, and lost money by 
him, as he was nothing but an impostor; I had behaved 
much better to him than he deserved, and had he not been 
a foreigner I should have left him in Liverpool to shift for 
himself. The solicitor was perfectly satisfied that he had 
been wrongly informed in ih.Q case, and that he should go 
no further with it. 

Some time after I was travelling about on the Continent 
in search of novelties when I met some English artistes 
travelling with Herr Carrey's circus. They came laughing 
up to me, saying,— 

" Y o u have got your revenge of your Fire K i n g " (for 
they knew all about my affair). 

They then told me an extraordinary tale, viz., when they 
were performing in a small German town this Chevalier 
went to Herr Carrey, the proprietor of the circus, repre
senting himself as the great Fire King from London, upon 
which he was engaged; and the first night that he was to 
exhibit his great salamander feat the police went and tapped 
him on the shoulder, telling him they wanted him. He 
looked at them most indignantly, telling them that he was 
" one English; " but they knew better than that, so took 
him away and locked him up. He was put on his trial, and 
proved to have been previously transported for seven years 
from this very town, and had escaped; so they sent him 
back to serve his time, and gave him three years longer as a 
reward for his ingenuity. 
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Mr. Wilert Beal, having taken the Surrey G-ardens for a 
series of French fetes, I was made the managing director. 
We had Julien's band, &c. I had a cafe chantant erected in 
the grounds, in which concerts were given a la Paris, intro
ducing sopranos, duettists, serio-comiques, comiques, Christy 
Minstrels, ballets, acrobats, &c. I introduced a new perform
ance, by one of the acrobats, to run a barrel on the water, 
the same as if on the ground. I got a large barrel, sent it 
to a cooper, and gave him directions what I wanted him to 
do with it. He looked at me very cunningly, asking me 
what I was going to do with it. I got it properly faked, 
and it was a great success ; I had d£5 per night for it. I 
had Mademoiselle Pauline Violonte on the high rope across 
the lake, with fireworks, &c, all of which was a great success. 
After this I had Mr. John Henderson, the celebrated slack-
wire performer at the great Britannia Theatre, Hoxton. 
He was the best juggler on the wire—which was only like a 
piece of thread—I have ever seen ; and his great feat was at 
the finish, to stand upon his head whilst the wire was swung 
backwards and forwards, nearly touching the ceiling of the 
theatre. This was an immense draw, and ran six weeks. 

A fortnight before this engagement finished I made another 
engagement with Mr. S. Lane to produce " Dick Turpin's Bide 
to York." Wha t were we to do ? We had no Turpin horse. 
I met with a tout at a horse-dealer's near Finsbury Square, 
who took me to look at a thoroughbred black mare that 
belonged to an ironmonger in Smithfield. He had been 
driving in a phaeton, which she took great delight in kicking 
to pieces. She was a beautiful creature, but very timid. I 
bought her for £26, and gave the man a guinea. We 
commenced to train her at once, as we had only two weeks 
to do it in. She was a very high-spirited animal, and a 
splendid jumper. We got her to lie down and die, &c.-; we 
had two rehearsals on the Britannia stage ; she leaped the 
toll-gate, &c, very well, but we took the precaution to have 
a dummy horse made to represent her, in case she should 
be any way awkward in the dying scene the first night, 
which we were fortunate not to require, as everything went 
off splendidly, to the evident delight of a crowded house. 
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We played it up to the pantomime time, and I made another 
engagement with Mr. Lane to produce " Mazeppa" and 
" Dick Turpin," to commence two months after Christmas. 

During the Christmas holidays I made a tour with a 
notorious conjurer, Monsieur Philippe, whose real name, 
I believe, was Henry G-raham, tragedian and circus clown; 
he had skimmed the country as Robert Houdin, the original 
Frikell, Robine, &c.; he was a clever man in his way—I 
think he was a Whitechapel Jew : well, he was not the only 
continental artiste who has hailed from that part of the 
east. His father might have been a Quaker, for anything 
I know, whose advice he had followed, viz., get money 
honestly, if you can—but get it. I made arrangements 
with Mr. Laley, lessee of the Assembly Rooms at Bath, also 
wine and spirit merchant, for three performances, two even
ing and one morning; he was to take one-fifth of the 
receipts for the room, and the printing and advertising 
(the regular rent of the room being fifteen guineas per 
night), and I was to find the entertainment, including 
music. Now, Mr. Laley being a wealthy gentleman (I 
believe from London) and a famous sportsman, hunted with 
all the neighbouring packs, and was of course very popular 
with all the best families, and at the meets of the hounds 
was usually consulted about amusements, &c. 

"Wel l , Laley ! what have you got coming to the Assembly 
Rooms ? " 

" Oh, Monsieur Philippe, the French conjurer, my lord." 
" Is he clever, Laley ?" 
" I believe he is wonderful, my lord ; he comes under the 

management of Mr. Yan Hare, who brought the Garde 
Rationale Band of Paris, Madame Garcia, <fcc, to the Gardens 
the summer before last." 

There was a great run on the box-office, and the libraries, 
by the citizens of Bath, and tickets for the first seats went 
off briskly at 5s. each, even for children, family parties 
taking from ten to twenty, for I had inadvertently omitted 
to insert in the advertisement, &c, " Children half-price." 
The first night we had the room crowded, and everything 
went off immensely well, particularly Monsieur's pistol; and 
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his broken English, or broken French, seemed to please them 
highly; he possessed a most extraordinary nerve, and a 
large share of cheek and impertinence. When I looked at 
his apparatus, and fit up, then at the splendid audience 
which he had to amuse, I felt very much abashed, for it was 
neither more nor less than a burlesque upon what I had 
been in the habit of witnessing. He displayed a lot of cigar 
boxes, ornamented with halfpenny a yard wall-paper, the 
general fit up being upon the same extravagant scale. I t is 
true, he had a magnificent-looking Brummagem gold box, set 
in diamonds (duffers, of course), which he represented to 
the audience as being presented to him by the Emperor 
Napoleon. He had previously borrowed £2 of me to get a 
new set of metal cups for the wonderful distribution of 
goblets from a gentleman's hat, but I question if he pur
chased any. If so, they were some used up old things that 
would not work, which he got for a few shillings from some 
second-hand conjurer. However, the people seemed pleased, 
and I was anxious to know what they thought, so I walked 
quietly about the room listening to what they said. There was 
one elderly lady, who, by her wealth and position in society, 
I have no doubt had witnessed all the great professors of 
magic, she was explaining all the tricks to her family 
party. I heard her distinctly say, " Is it not strange that the 
French are so much cleverer than the English ? " " Well," 
I thought, " if you are satisfied, I don't see why I should not 
be." The fact was, they had never seen a professor of a con
juring booth at a fair for a penny, and his egg-bag trick, 
which he worked admirably, and a lot of other similar tricks, 
in which he introduced a good deal of firing from his rusty 
old pistol, were all quite new to them. 

The performance being finished, I left Monsieur putting 
his apparatus, rabbits, pigeons and goldfish, &c, safely 
by, and went to look after the tickets. On going out I 
found a great hubbub in the entrance hall. There was 
Monsieur having an altercation with some of the bandsmen, 
who explained to me that they had played for Monsieur 
Philippe at some other place, where he assumed some other 
name, and he had left without paying them: and if they 
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were not paid for the night, they would not come to-morrow. 
I told them that I had nothing to do with h im: I did 
not know much about him, and I had nothing to do with his 
and their affairs. I was only responsible for my own, and 
when they had finished their contract for the three perform
ances I should pay them, and not before. They went away 
grumbling, and left me with some misgivings for fear I 
should have no music the following day. 

Mr. Laley was very much pleased with the great success 
of the entertainment, and invited me and Monsieur Philippe 
into his office to have a glass of wine. He uncorked a bottle 
of his finest sherry, the price of which he said was 24s., which 
Monsieur evidently did not much appreciate, for on our way 
to the hotel he exclaimed, " D his sherry, I would 
rather have had a pot of porter." 

The following day we had a morning performance, and 
the whole of the band put in an appearance. So I was easy 
on that score. "We had a fine audience, chiefly families from 
the surrounding neighbourhood, and nearly all 5s. tickets. 
We took £58 odd. And in the evening the room was crowded. 
Mr. Laley was so well satisfied that he asked me to pay him 
another visit in a month's time, when the season would have 
commenced, and as I had done so well, I was only too glad 
to accommodate him for that date. 

The following day we went to Cheltenham to fulfil an 
engagement with poor old Mr. Gordon, the lessee of the 
Montpelier Rooms. While Philippe was fixing his elaborate 
paraphernalia, old Gordon came to me, saying,— 

" I think I have seen that man before, Mr. Yan Hare." 
" Oh, have you ? I do not know much about him." 
When I told Philippe he said, ' 'Yes, he's been asking 

me if I didn't perform at his rooms in Harrogate. I told 
him n o ; it might have been my brother, who was very 
much like me, and the old fool believed it. That's all 
right." 

We got ready for the evening, but had not a very large 
audience. But we continued the performance through the 
week, only to middling business, Monsieur Philippe asking 
for money every morning to buy bonbons, &c, for his distri-
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bution, at the same time soliciting for some free orders, 
which I afterwards ascertained he had bartered for toys, &c, 
for the said distribution, putting the money into his own 
pocket. 

On the following Monday Mr. Gordon took us to Tewkes
bury, where he had hired the Town Hall. We had a very poor 
audience, and Monsieur Philippe told them he was surprised 
at his manager bringing him to such a dead house as that, 
amongst a lot of strawyards and chawbacons. We returned 
in our conveyance after the performance to Cheltenham— 
poor old Gordon a good deal out of pocket by his specu
lation—where we gave another performance on the Tuesday 
night, with some additional novelties in local talent, to a 
middling house. 
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C H A P T E E V. 

WITH E. T. SMITH. 

T H E following day I returned to town to carry out the 
engagement with Mr. S. Lane, proprietor of the Great 
Britannia Theatre, to produce "Mazeppa" and "Dick Turpin." 
During the time the original and celebrated Leotard was 
creating so much excitement with the flying trapeze at the 
Cirque Napoleon, in Paris, Eichard Beri and James Leach, 
two very clever young gymnasts, then engaged at the circus 
in St. Petersburg, were practising the same performance ; 
and having to their minds become proficient in the great 
feat, they wrote to let me know, so that I might make some 
engagement for them to be the first to introduce the flying 
trapeze into England. I wrote to Mr. E. T. Smith, at Her 
Majesty's Theatre, to apprise him of the extraordinary feat 
of these two young aspirants to fame. He wrote me by 
return thus : " Dear Yan,—What do they do ?—E. T. 
SMITH." I wrote him to say that I could not do justice in 
describing the performance in writing. He wrote me by 
re turn: " Dear Van,—Meet me at Her Majesty's Theatre to
morrow morning at 11 o'clock.—E. T. SMITH." I waited 
upon the then greatest manager in Europe at the appointed 
time, and fully explained to him the nature of the perform
ance, to which he listened very attentively. After which he 
said,— 

" What do they want, Van ? " 
I said, " £100 per week." 
He replied, " Give them £40." 
I said, " I'll go see them," for they had arrived the pre

vious night, and I had them waiting close by. In about ten 
minutes I returned, and told E. T. (as he was generally 
called by the profession) that I had settled with them. 
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He said, " "Well, Yan, what are we to do with them ? 
Can we bring them out at Drury Lane ? The Alhambra is 
vacant. What can we have to make up an entertainment ? " 

I replied, " A circus." 
" Can you get together a good circus company ? " 
" Yes ! In a week we can be ready to open." 
I set to work, and procured all I wanted. Made out the 

bill, headed "Koyal Alhambra Palace.—Cirque Imperial. 
The Brothers Beri, the Gymnastic Marvels of the World. 
Mdlle. Clementine. Mdlle. Josephine, the greatest Bare-back 
Equestrienne in the World, in her extraordinary Courbette, 
leaping through Forty Balloons, &c. Mr. Neville, premier 
Equestrian of America. Eomeo, Luigi, Herr Christoff, 
the Phenomenon, on the Sue le Corde. The great troupe of 
Bedouin Arabs. Les Ereres Daniels, les virtuoses comiques. 
Clowns: Dan Castello, the great American Clown and 
Leaper; Harry Croueste, the Queen's Jester; M. Oriel 
and Mr. H. Lupino. Tom Mathews, the G-rimaldi of the 
day, and Burlesque Horse Tamer, a la Earey, and numerous 
other Artistes of renown. The Orchestra selected from the 
Coldstream Band, under the direction of Mr. Dan Godfrey." 
I may mention that the afterwards celebrated Ered Yokes 
made his first appearance in public to sell the programmes. 
I introduced a Burlesque on the Great Prize Eight between 
two Clowns, Dan Castello and Harry Croueste, a la Sayers 
and Heenan. Seconds, Tom Mathews and M. Oriel, &c. 
I took it and submitted it for Mr. E. T. Smith's approval. 
He crossed his name out at the top of the bill, saying,— 

" I won't have my name in it, Yan ; you must carry it out 
in your own." 

So I got the bills out at once, with my name on the top as 
large as life, and some large woodcuts done for the Brothers 
Beri, in the flying trapeze act, a la Leotard. I took the first 
printing to the Savoy Printing Office, in Savoy Street, 
Strand, which was just commencing, under the management 
of E. T. Smith and Joe Last. 

On the opening night the house was crowded, and every
thing went off well; the mock fight created great amuse
ment, also Tom Mathews' horse-taming—the prancing steed 
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which he had undertaken to tame being brought into the 
ring tied up in his pocket-handkerchief ; the diminutive 
equine was really a perfect horse, and the smallest I have 
ever seen or heard of. (There has been much controversy, 
and many a wager won and lost about Tom Mathews being 
a circus clown, to decide which I have been referred to, 
this being the only circus in which Tom ever appeared in the 
arena, and no one could have got him to do so except E. T. 
Smith.) Tom was also playing at either Drury Lane Theatre 
or at Her Majesty's Theatre at the same time, both of which 
were under the management of Mr. E. T. Smith. I believe 
this was the most perfectly arranged circus in the whole 
world. We had eighteen ring attendants, all dressed alike 
in splendid ring suits, constructed by a German—the costu
mier of Drury Lane and Her Majesty's Theatres—all being 
good object holders and used to circus business, some of 
them having been proprietors of circuses; not one performer 
put on a ring dress, but as soon as they had executed their 
act, as in the programme, they were at liberty to go where 
they thought proper. Some would say, " Oh, I shall go to 
Her Majesty's Opera " ; others, " Oh, I shall go to-night to 
Drury Lane Theatre." 

After the first night's performance was over Mr. Smith 
came and shook hands with me, and said, " Yan, this is the 
best circus company I have seen. You can put my name on 
the bills; it only wants publicity. Give the artistes £5, and 
the grooms and ringmen <£3, to drink success to the Cirque 
Imperial." In my arrangement with Mr. E. T. Smith, I was to 
be the managing director, to have the commission on all the 
artistes engaged, and one-half the profits. And when the 
Saturday arrived I put up a notice for the treasury at 4 o'clock 
P.M., at the conclusion of the morning performance, as Mr. 
Lewis, the treasurer, had to make the ghost walk at Drury 
Lane at 2 P.M. I went into the treasury to see how he was 
getting on, and after all the people had been paid, he said,— 

" Oh, Mr. Yan Hare, I 'm instructed by Mr. E. T. Smith 
to pay you d£10 per week in addition to your arrangement." 

I was agreeably surprised, and said,— 
" Why, that 's more than we bargained for. How is it ? " 
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" Well," he said, " it shows that Mr. E. T. Smith is pleased, 
and appreciates your management." 

Now Mr. Lewis had been treasurer to Mr. E. T. Smith 
many years; a most steady, sober, and attentive business 
man. But one night he left the whole receipts of the house, 
as usual, in the iron safe in a room adjoining the office, for
getting to lock it up, and when the woman went the following 
morning to clean up the rooms she found the safe door wide 
open, and called my attention to it. I locked the door and 
took the key. I was rather pleased to find a hole in Mr-
Lewis's coat, for he was very severe upon any one where he 
could find out a mistake; but when I gave him the key, 
telling him he might think himself lucky that we had such 
honest people about the place, he turned it off with a laugh 
as the best excuse. 

W e went on the following week with some changes in the 
performance, the house being crammed every night. The 
following week I introduced more novelties, as I had engaged 
Mr. James Cook, the great English horseman, the four-horse 
rider, and eleven-horse leaper and vaulter. Having the best 
vaulting company ever got together in one circus attached to 
the establishment, I advertised " The Champion Vaulters of 
the Grlobe " : Europe, represented by Mr. James Cook, the 
great eleven-horse leaper; Asia, by Aaron Hassan, the agile 
Arab Chief ; Africa, by Herr Christoff, " The Phenomenon " ; 
America, by Dan Castello, the renowned American Clown. 
This extraordinary troupe, numbering over thirty artistes, 
and the celebrated Dog Napoleon, were all excellent leapers, 
not one of them flinching at six horses. Mr. E. T. Smith 
came to witness the vaulting the first night, and when it 
was finished he called out,— 

"Van, you told me Jim Cook was to vault over eleven 
horses ? " 

" Yes, I know I did." 
" Then why can't he do it the first night ? " 
I whispered to him (as he had some swells with him), 

" Because we have only got ten." 
I must inform my readers that these were all big, fine 

horses, and equal to twenty such as are now used in circuses. 
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A funny occurrence happened one night. One of the best 
horses in the stud was in the ring, and when the act was 
finished and the horse being led out by the groom, one of 
the clowns caught hold of his tail, pretending to pull him 
back, when the horse's tail came off. This created quite a sen
sation in the house. The audienc thought it was a most 
cruel thing, and would no doubt have caused a disturbance 
had it not been explained to them. The horse had the 
misfortune to be born with a rat-tail, and to improve his 
appearance they had a false tail made to fix on him before 
he had to appear in the arena ; the clown, not being aware of 
the counterfeit tail, was tricked as well as the audience. 
This was another big hit. I advertised in all the papers, 
viz., " T h e Champion Vaulters of the Globe create an excite
ment with the audience equal to that of a Derby Day." This 
was an immense draw, and ran several weeks. 

One day E. T. S. came to m e ; he said,— 
" Yan, Joe Cushin wants an engagement for his hippo

potamus. What do you think of it ? " 
I said, "Can we make a performing hippopotamus of 

him ? " 
He said, " Oh ! make him do something." 
This was a young one, about the size of a decent pig, that 

Mr. Cushin, of Howes and Cushin's American Circus, had 
bought at the Zoological Gardens, Eegent's Park. He 
engaged him at <£50 per week for one month. We had a 
large water tank made in the back of the Alhambra, and old 
Salem, his keeper, brought him from the Gardens, and we 
commenced to train him, and got Salem to ride round the 
ring upon his back, and trained him to get upon a pedestal 
in the centre of the ring, come down, ride round the ring 
again, then lie down with Salem on his back; then Salem 
put his head into the hippopotamus's mouth, after which it 
looked as if he had had it in a pail of linseed porridge. 
This finishing the performance, E. T. thought it would be 
an immense draw; had half a column about it every day 
in the Times, &c, a song written and composed for Tom 
Mathews, the clown, to sing as an introduction to the entry 
of the hippopotamus into the r ing; but I don't think Tom 
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fancied himself much singing to the hippopotamus, as, 
although so very young, it was not altogether harmless, 
for I have frequently seen it attempt to bite the attendants 
of the ring as it passed to and fro from its tank. 

Mr. E; T. Smith would insist upon having two perform
ances every day instead of three days a week. I tried to 
persuade him that we should take as much money in three 
morning performances as we should in six per week; but 
it was no use, I was obliged to give way, and, strange to 
say, not only the mornings, but the evenings, fell off most 
awfully, and we never had any good business during the time 
the thing remained on the premises; in fact, the takings 
became so bad that we closed the show, and the last night 
but one (Friday) I had a complimentary benefit, for which 
I told Mr. E. T. Smith that I should get the patronage of 
the Lord Mayor and the Lady Mayoress. He replied, " You're 
another." I said I would bet him any sum he liked to name. 
He said he would lay me a pony (c£25), which I took, and 
won the wager, which enhanced my benefit. 

Mr. E. T. Smith was always a jocular sort of fellow and 
ready for a lark. One day, during the morning performance, 
I took a stroll round the circus. I opened the door leading 
from behind the circus into the refreshment room in front of 
the house; there was E. T. and several waggish gentlemen 
having a free fight, their weapons of defence and aggression 
being syphon bottles, from which they were squirting soda-
water at each other. E. T. let me have it hot right in the 
face, as if coming from a steam engine, which took all the 
starch out of my white vest, &c. I slammed the dooi: to and 
left them to fight it out amongst themselves. After the 
circus was over I ' revisited the scene of conflict; the room 
was a sea of soda-water, and altogether looking the ruins of 
mischief, and the attendants were busy cleaning up for the 
evening. I ascertained that they had had five dozen of those 
newly-patented syphon bottles in that morning, which were 
all empty and several broken, and that all the gentlemen 
had to go home in closed cabs, like drowned rats, to change 
their clothes. 

At the finish of the equestrian season he converted the 
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building into a music-hall. The Brothers Beri, that is Beri 
and Leach, took on a partner named Foster, and commenced 
practising the triple horizontal bars. I then entered into an 
engagement with a small circus; the manager had a very 
good tent, which was erected in the Market Place in Glou
cester. His stud comprised six good circus horses, two 
ponies and a performing bull, and the company were his own 
family, with the exception of two clowns and jugglers and a 
lady equestrienne. I was to take one-half of the receipts 
for the Arabs' performance. They had previously been per
forming to from 12s. to 30s., and some nights they had no 
audience worth while performing to. The first night of the 
Arabs brought a little oyer £9; the manager began to 
repent of his bargain; it was heart-breaking to him haying 
to part with half of the sum taken; he could not be made 
to comprehend that he was better off to have £4 10s. than 
he was to have. 30s., or perhaps nothing. No, he didn't like 
sharing, he said. He went on grumbling night after night 
when the sharing of the receipts came on, and the more 
we had to share the more he grumbled, and on the Saturday 
night we had over <£20 to share. I t was unbearable; he 
was almost insulting; but I took no notice. 

On the following Monday we moved the tent into a field 
just outside the town, at the back of the street where the 
Mops were held. By some old charter there are four Mon
days in the month of October specified for the holding of 
the Mops or Statute Fairs, and during that time every house 
in the street where it is held is allowed to open as a public-
house by hanging a sign over the door. Some hang a bough 
of a tree, some a cabbage, a turnip, carrot, &c.—anything 
they fancy. Anyhow, they did a big business both in eating 
and drinking, for immense crowds of country people at
tended. But our show being out of the fair, we only had 
a poor time of i t ; we could not draw them a hundred yards 
away from the street. Wonibwell's Menagerie had secured 
the only piece of vacant ground in the street, and had 
an immense run of business during their stay of a week. 
Bell's Chinese Circus came for one day; they had a grand 
Chinese parade; it happened to be a wet day and the 
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Chinese looked rather seedy, their hats, which were manu
factured out of paper, drooping over their shoulders. We 
hired some extra horses and waggonettes and paraded in 
opposition to the big show. I drove the band carriage with 
four coloured horses, with the Arab troupe. I wore a 
magnificent Arab costume trimmed with genuine gold lace. 
The public cheered our little parade immensely, saying one to 
another, " These be real Arabs, anybody can see; but t 'other 
circus isn't real Chinese. , , Anyhow, we had a much better 
audience than the big circus, and Dick Bell called me the 
Irish Arab. But we were like rival lawyers, for I dined 
with Mr. and Mrs. Bell in their beautiful Chinese living 
carriage. 

I went round to the leading aristocracy, magistrates, 
clergy, &c, and got their patronage for a morning per
formance, and upon the day announced we got up a parade 
and went all over the town delivering handbills for the 
occasion; and when we returned to the circus we found the 
tent top split in several places, for there was no one left to 
look after it, and, as usual, it was let down so that the wind 
would not catch it, and the boys had been having a fine 
game getting up the poles and sliding down the canvas, 
and consequently went through, ripping the canvas, after 
which they had disappeared in amazement. We at once 
set to work to repair the damage, the people arriving before 
we had got it half done; there were a good many carriages 
and some schools, which had to wait nearly an hour before 
we could commence the performance. One night, when the 
turn came for the performing bull, which was in the second 
part, and the keeper went to fetch him from a small tent in 
the field, no bull was there, he had got the ring out of his nose 
and some of the men started off in pursuit of the runaway 
bul l ; they found him at the far side of the field quite un
concerned, grazing, just as if he was not wanted, and 
evidently preferred grazing to performing. They had much 
trouble in catching him, and when they brought him to the 
circus the performance was over and the people gone home. 

For the following Monday's Mop we secured the ground 
recently occupied by Wombwell's Menagerie, and when they 

p 
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had got the tent up and the ring formed it was nothing 
but a pool of mud, and not fit for the Arabs to perform in, 
and the manager would not do anything more to it. He said, 
if it was not good enough for them I could take them away; 
so I went and got two van-loads of sawdust, which made a 
proper arena of it. 

I t was a beautiful day for October, there was an immense 
crowd of people, and we had the fair all to ourselves. I 
drove the Arabs in the band carriage, all in our best cos
tumes, through the fair previous to opening, when we had 
a big run ; and when business got a little slack, we took all 
the horses into the middle of the street for the Arabs to do 
their pyramids upon, which soon filled the tent. We took 
over c£90, and when Mr. Manager had to part with half of 
it, it finished him up completely. He would share no more ; 
he shouldn't open again in the town, so that finished our 
engagement. The manager went the following day and took 
a piece of ground in Cheltenham, and on his return he said 
I could join him there if I liked, but he must take £5 per 
day out of the receipts before I took my share. So I took 
his offer, thinking it would only be £2 10s. out of my 
pocket. 

When we went to join the circus on the opening night, I 
found the tent stuck in a potato field outside the old part of 
the town, and I did not think much of the pitch ; and after 
the performance I found there was nothing like five pounds 
taken, so the manager could not grumble at having to part 
with my share. The following night was worse, and Mr. 
Manager seemed quite contented. The next day I proposed 
to have a parade round the town, to see if we could not 
liven the people up a b i t ; so they hired a kind of two-horse 
waggonette for the band, and I had the band carriage for 
the Arabs ; but they had not got a big drum. Well, most 
circuses, if they are ever so small, sport a big d r u m ; so 
some fellow that was hanging about said he could borrow 
one for us ; I obliged him by letting him do so, and at 
night we had a better audience. And when we came to the 
settling, my share was four shillings and sixpence! Well, I 
thought that looked verv lively for twelve performers, but it 
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seemed to suit Mr. Manager's book very well. The follow
ing day, the proprietor of the big drum came and demanded 
five shillings for the use of it for the previous day. I told 
him I thought it was too much to pay for one hour's use of 
a thing that was only worth a couple of pounds. He blus
tered about, so at last I said,— 

" Here—here's four shillings-and-sixpence, all I took for 
twelve performers. Perhaps you will be satisfied now." 
JNo, he must have sixpence more. He bullied me so much, I 
got awfully annoyed, and said, " Now, look here, if you do 
not clear out of here I shall have to beat you instead of your 
big d r u m ! " That settled him, and he quickly took his 
hook. At night there was a poor house, and no share for 
poor Pilgarlic. The following morning they found the tent 
blown down, and ripped almost to pieces. There had been a 
dreadful storm in the night, and it rained in torrents all day, 
during which time the lady equestrienne sat, knee-deep 
in mud, sewing the canvas to get it ready for the even
ing performance. I jacked up my engagement, telling Mr. 
Manager I could not allow my Arabs to perform in that bog. 
I did not want to have them all laid up with bronchitis, and 
wished him good-bye. That manager never got any bigger. 

I consulted with my old friend J im Lillywhite, who had 
been a many years teacher at the College, as to the proper 
authority to apply to for permission for my Arab troupe to 
give a performance in the College grounds. He advised me 
to see the Master of the College. I told the Master that I 
had a great desire for my Arabs to exhibit to the young 
gentlemen their wonderful feats of Arab tumbling and leap
ing from a solid stone, as practised in the desert. Well, he 
should be very glad, but I must first have permission from 
the trustees of the College, of whom he gave me a list. I 
called upon all of them who were residents of the town or 
neighbourhood, none of whom objected. They would leave 
it to the discretion of the Master of the College. I returned 
to the Master, when it was at once settled that the perform
ance should take place the following day, in the afternoon. 
I saw Mr. Lillywhite, who was very much pleased that I had 
succeeded, and said he would render me every assistance. I 

F 2 
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went with him to the College in the morning. He arranged 
a dressing-room for the Arabs. We selected a fine piece of 
greensward on an incline, placed the stone, and our arrange
ments were completed. J im had already told the boys to 
bring some money with them ; but it was getting too near the 
holidays. There were a good many of them run out of cash. 

Well, the appointed time arrived for the al fresco per
formance, and the eight hundred boys attended. I never 
saw the Arabs perform so well. The turf was in beautiful 
condition, and several of the Arabs went between three and 
four hundred yards in their tourbillons, or Arab somer
saults. The boys were delighted ; and just before the per
formance was finished, Mr. Lillywhite brought two plates, 
and placed them on the turf near to where I was standing, 
which I scanned with an inquisitive wonderment, as if I 
really did not understand what those two solitary plates had 
to do with the performance. 

However, upon the finish of the last act of the Arabs, 
when there was much bustle and applause, I perceived the 
brilliant idea of the young gentlemen placing pieces of cur
rent coin of the realm upon the said plates, which so quickly 
accumulated that my only regret was that J im hadn' t 
brought dishes instead of plates. Anyhow, the deposits to 
my bank ceased, and a large number of the young gentle
men came to congratulate me upon the Arabs' performance, 
making an apology that they did not happen to have any 
change with them, but that they would make a subscription 
amongst themselves for the Arabs before we left the town. 
I filled all my pockets with the cash, feeling quite happy 
with myself. I went up to the College to thank the Master 
for his kindness, and for the exuberant reception of the 
Arabs. He replied that they were very wonderful, and had 
contributed a most interesting athletic entertainment to the 
school. I asked him to give me a recommendation that 
I could show to the Master of any College whom I might 
happen to find in the towns I visited. " Oh, certainly/' and 
he wrote me a very flattering testimonial. I then joined my 
friend Mr. Lillywhite, counted up the cash, which was all in 
silver, with the exception of one sovereign and three half-
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sovereigns, amounting to twenty-four pounds odd. I have 
not the least doubt that if it had been the beginning of the 
term, instead of the latter part, I should have had fifty pounds. 

I spent a very pleasant evening with Mr. and Mrs. Lilly-
white. The following morning we packed up for our return 
to London, and upon settling with the landlord of the tavern 
where the Arabs were staying, he presented a bill amounting 
to three pounds odd for brandy supplied to the old black 
Arab, Abul Hassan, " l e noir grotesque de la troupe." 
This was an unpleasant surprise, none of the troupe being 
aware of his running up a score. I recollected having asked 
him to have a glass of ale, when he replied,— 

" No ; ale no good, sour vinegar; brandy good." So the 
old beggar had been having a jolly time of it to himself. 
Well, it had to be paid, but it was a caution to the troupe 
not to let him do it again. However, we left without wait
ing for the promised subscriptions from the College boys. 

When Blondin, the " Hero of Niagara," created such a 
sensation at the Crystal Palace, I transmogrified Mdlle. 
Pauline Yiolante into the Female Blondin, and had her en
gaged at the Alhambra Palace, making ascents from the 
stage to the top of the building upon a telegraph wire, which 
was a great success. She had appeared some weeks, when 
one night I took her on the stage. Her brother-in-law and the 
man who attended to the fixings, &c, said all r ight ; she got 
up to the platform ready to start, the band struck up, and 
she had just put one' foot on the wire, when it snapped like 
a gun going off, and fell to the bottom of the hall, and she 
miraculously stuck to the platform; in one second more she 
must have fallen nearly ninety feet. A new wire was procured, 
and fixed all ready for the following evening, and after her 
usual stimulant she ascended as buoyant as ever. When 
Mr. E. T. Smith became manager of Cremorne Gardens, she 
was engaged there, and crossed the Thames into the G-ardens, 
in the presence of over 100,000 people. At the latter part 
of the season, whilst appearing at Highbury Barn, she fell 
from the rope and injured her hip, which disqualified her 
from appearing again on the rope; after which she got mar . 
ried and kept a pub. 
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CHAPTEE VI. 

EXPEDITION TO HAMBURG THE PERSIAN PRINCE. 

I N the autumn of 1861 young G-unerius, the Norwegian 
Eider, whom I had engaged a few years previous, at iJ40 per 
week, when he created so much excitement at the Cirque 
Napoleon, in Paris—he being the inventor and the first artiste 
who accomplished the feat, Le Passage du Pont, or the Leap 
of the Bridge—and who had now got a circus of his own, 
stationed at Potsdam, Prussia, wanted an engagement in 
England for himself, his wife, and stud of trained horses. 
Not being able to make business in London, I took him 
down to Leeds, in Yorkshire, where Messrs. J. & Gr. Sanger 
had a circus open, with whom I made an engagement for one 
month at £26 per week and keep of the horses. He then asked 
me to go and fetch his wife and the horses, which I very 
much objected to, and told him he was the proper person to 
go; but he pleaded that he was not well enough. With a 
good deal of persuasion I started to Hull, with the intention 
of going by steamer to Hamburg, as being the cheapest way. 
I went to the Steam Packet Company, and told them I was 
going to bring some horses back, and they gave me a free 
pass. I had an old friend, Tom Balderson, a lithographer, 
in Hull. I called upon him, and told him my business. He 
said,— 

" If you value your life, Van, you won't go to Hamburg 
at this bad season; there were some very valuable race
horses shipped a week or two ago ; two died on the voyage, 
and one they had to slaughter, as he had broke his leg, and 
the others were knocked almost to pieces." 

I began to think whether it would be worth my while to 
risk my life for other people's property. I said,— 
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" Let's go and have a look at the steamer, and see what 
she's like.,, 

We went on board, examined her pretty closely—she looked 
like an old tug-boat—and Tom said,— 

" I wouldn't go that voyage for all there is in Ham
burg." 

So I made up my mind not to go that way, and took the 
rail for London, where I stayed all night, got what I wanted, 
and took a through ticket to Cologne by Dover, arrived in 
the evening, and could get no farther that night, so I put up 
at the Victoria Hotel. I spent a very pleasant evening at 
Woolslacher's Circus, which was erected in the market
place, right opposite the hotel. After the performance was 
over, the proprietor and Levater, an English artiste, came 
and had supper with me. 

I left early in the morning for Potsdam; I asked for my 
bill. I looked it over; they had charged one thaler (3s.) for 
lights. I looked at the two wax-candles, they had scarcely 
been lit, for I only threw off my clothes and jumped into 
bed, so I rolled my two candles in paper, and threw them into 
my portmanteau, paid my bill, and away I went on my jour
ney. 

When I arrived at Potsdam, I drove up to the circus, 
which was erected opposite a small hotel, where Madame 
and the horses were staying, and, to my astonishment, I 
found I could not move a hair of a horse's tail until 
I paid off a loan and some debts for keep of the horses, 
&c, amounting to 765 thalers. I then found out Mr. G-une-
rius's reasons for not fetching his horses himself, for if he 
had, he would have been put in prison, for they were in every
body's debt they had to do with ; in fact, the company were 
pretty well starving. They all asked me if I was going 
to take them to England, at which I nodded my head, and 
they were delighted at the prospect of getting out of their 
difficulties. The next thing was, how were we going to 
get away ? The builder had not been paid for putting up 
the circus; then the company could stop the horses until 
they were paid. But Madame G-unerius, being more than 
seven, and evidently knowing her way about, said,— 
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" Oh ! we must wait for an opportunity." 
We waited day after day, performing at night to very 

little money. At last she said one night, " W e shall get 
away to-morrow." She gave each artiste a trifle of money, 
telling them, " To-morrow night no performance; you can 
go to Berlin or anywhere for pleasure." The next morning 
I went to the railway station, and arranged with the superin
tendent to have some horse-boxes ready for the night. W e 
were to be there at 11 P.M., as soon as the artistes had 
gone off for their day's pleasure. W e took the horses out 
for a promenade outside of the town, put them up at a 
tavern, and gave them a bait for two or three hours ; then 
moved them to another part of the town, where we stayed 
till it was time to get to the station. W e got away with
out ever being noticed by any one, and away we started 
with the iron horse, arriving at Cologne about 3 A.M. 
We could get no further, for two reasons—firstly, there was 
no t ra in; secondly, I had not the money to pay the fares. I 
got some stabling, hay, and corn for the horses, and as the 
German grooms with circuses always sleep with the horses, 
there was no difficulty about their lodgings. I took Madame 
to the Victoria Hotel, when she said,— 

" What for you come to this grand hotel ? " 
I replied,— 
" Because if we went to a low tavern, they would want 

paying in advance." 
We dined sumptuously at the table d'hote, and spent the 

evening at Woolslacher's Circus, after which Madame went 
to bed, while I bade her good night, and followed the 
waiter. He lit me two wax-candles, but I opened my bag, 
took out my two candles which I had paid them three shil
lings for on my sleeping there on my journey up the pre
vious week, which I put in the candlesticks, and returned 
him his two candles; I did not see the fun in paying three 
shillings again. I would have liked to have known what that 
waiter thought of me. I was thinking all night what I was 
going to do. I got up early next morning, went to look 
after the horses, and took a stroll. On my return Madame 
was up and dressed, waiting for me. 
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" There," she said, " I told you; look at that," pointing 
to a notice, in different languages, stating that, to prevent 
any unpleasantness, bills would be presented every morning. 

I laughed and walked away. However, they did not 
present our bills. After a little persuasion Madame accom
panied me to the usual continental breakfast. I spoke to 
the commissionaire as I was going out of the front entrance, 
telling him that I had fallen short of cash, and I did not 
wish to stay on there running up expenses, as it would be 
three or four days before I could get a remittance, and that 
I had to be in Leeds at such a day. He asked if I had any 
luggage. I said, " Yes; but we required it in Leeds." He 
took me to a Jew, a kind of agent for the Continental Parcel 
Delivery Company. He came to look at the baggage, which 
did not amount to much, only three large boxes, containing 
tights, dresses, &c, and an old ring carpet. He made out 
an agreement, that he advanced <£30 upon the baggage, 
which was to be paid upon it being delivered at Sanger's 
Circus in Leeds. He gave me a first-class ticket, for 
Madame to go to London, and I hadc£17, to take the horses, 
&c, to Antwerp. This was on the Saturday. I knew, if I 
could catch the steamer which left on the Sunday at 2 P.M., I 
should be all right, as I was well acquainted with the captain, 
having crossed the Channel frequently backwards and for
wards with horses, &c, and I could pay in London. 

We arrived at the railway station at Antwerp about 
1 P.M., got the horses out as quickly as the officials would 
let us, and we made all the haste we could with the horses 
down to the wharf, and arrived just in time to be too late, 
for they had just let go the guest ropes. Well, what's to be 
done now ? I took them to the Hotel Holland, where I had 
stayed occasionally. The landlord soon got me stabling, 
&c., for the horses, for I had got no money left. I wrote to 
my bankers to remit me £30. During this time the police 
were looking out for the horses arriving in Hamburg, to 
take steamer to Hull, to put an embargo on them for debts 
owing. I then made up my mind to go by way of Hull, but 
there was no steamer left for that port before Thursday, and 
expenses were running on every day. The Custom House 
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authorities demanded a duty for each horse on leaving the 
country. I employed a Custom House agent, who got me 
off for fifty francs and his expenses, but the officers of Cus
toms must put a round piece of stamped lead on the mane 
and tail of each horse, which was not to be taken off till we 
got into English waters. As the steamer was supposed to 
arrive at Hull on the following morning (Friday), we only 
provided sufficient hay and corn for one night. The steamer 
being small, and not having any horse-boxes or other accom
modation, they had to fix some new 3-inch planks along the 
bulwarks to fasten the horses' heads to. We had not got 
far when it came on a dense fog, and we had to lay at 
anchor till next morning, and the horses had eaten all their 
provender. Then we had some rough sea weather: the 
decks were slippery with the sea washing on them, the 
horses could not stand on their legs, and the grooms were 
laid down sea-sick and could not move. I got the sailors 
to get me up some small coal, which I put on the deck for 
the horses' feet, which proved of much benefit. I am cer
tain if it had not been for that we should have had the 
horses with broken legs and otherwise injured. However, 
we managed to preserve them from any serious injury, the 
sea became more calm, and when the poor horses became 
more quiet their appetite returned, and not having anything 
better, they ate the deal planks, which made them very 
thirsty, and we gave them plenty of water. 

We arrived safe at Hull on Saturday, instead of Friday, 
put the horses up at the Paragon Hotel stables, gave them 
and the grooms a good feed, ready to take the train to 
Leeds. " But stay. I have not got money enough to pay the 
fares. Oh, here is the Queen's Theatre next door, where my 
old and esteemed friend Woolfenden was the lessee. I re
collect the last time I was in Hull I dined with him and 
Mrs. Woolfenden. I will call and see his widow." She was 
very happy to see me, and asked me to stop to tea, which I 
accepted. We "chatted about former times, where we had 
met, and poor Woolfenden, &c. I told her what a fix I was 
in. I could not get to Leeds, as I had not enough money 
to pay the fare. She asked me how much I required. I 
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said c£5, which she lent me at once, and when we arrived at 
Leeds the circus was over, and we were in time to fulfil the 
engagement on the Monday following; and very glad I was 
that I got the horses delivered safe and sound, for they 
were beautiful animals, and some of them splendid trick 
horses. I left the next morning for London, calculating how 
much I had laid out, and if ever I should be reimbursed. 

I made arrangements with Mr. Batty at Astley's Amphi
theatre for them to open there after they finished at Leeds. 
I was to share after d£50 each night, and the Saturday morn
ing performance with the pantomime was to be added to the 
night's receipts, and a clear half of the receipts of a benefit, 
and Mr. Batty was to find hay, corn, and stabling for the 
horses, &c. They arrived three or four days before opening, 
and practised in the ring (Mr. Batty charging for the keep 
of the horses during that time). On the Saturday before we 
opened Ghinerius came to me and said,— 

" Mr. Van Hare, Mr. Batty has asked me to sign a paper. 
I do not know what it is." 

I said, " Well, did you sign it ? " 
He said, "Yes ." 
I said, " Wha t business had you to sign anything that you 

don't understand ? " 
He said, " He asked me. I did not know." 
" Well," says I, " but I'll know to-night. Take your pads 

and everything away but the horses. To-morrow morning 
(Sunday) we will take the horses. Don't say a word to any 
one." 

Next morning we went. I said to old J im James (who 
lived on the premises to take charge of everything),— 

" We are going to take the horses out for a promenade." 
" Very good, sir," said Jim, and opened the large doors to 

let us out. I took the horses right away to a livery stable. 
After dinner James began to be uneasy about the horses not 
returning,—waited a little longer, then he went round the 
neighbourhood inquiring if they had seen anything of the 
horses. Could hear no tidings of them. Went and had his 
tea—got desperate—rushed over to Barnard's New Inn oppo
site the theatre. 
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" Has anybody seen Yan Hare ? I'll kill h im! He has 
taken the horses away and not brought them back. I had 
no business to let them go out. I shall lose my place. I 'll 
kill him when I see him! " 

In the meantime he had been to tell Mr. Batty. I n the 
evening I took a cab, and called upon Gunerius to go with 
me to Neville Lodge, St. John's Wood. Eang the bell—was 
announced. 

" Come in, my lad. Come to the fire. Mix a glass of 
grog, &c." 

Then I commenced,— 
" Well, Mr. Batty, I have just come to know what you 

got this young man to sign yesterday ? " 
He said, "Why , you know, my lad, I thought that as you 

had to share after £50 a night, it would be easier to share 
after <£300 for the week. I t would save a deal of trouble 
and make no difference." 

So I explained to him what difference it would make 
between us. I said,— 

" There will not be £50 taken, I am afraid, consequently 
at the end of the week the takings would not amount to 
d£300, so that there would be no share at all for us to take ; 
but by taking separately every night there might occasion
ally be something if business improves. Anyhow, I am 
bound to get a little on the Saturdays, when the morning 
performance is added together with the night's receipts, as 
per agreement. You know I have taken the horses away, 
and they will not return until you have undone what you 
have got this young man to sign; and, to say the best of it, 
it was a mean attempt to take an advantage of a 
foreigner." 

He began to apologize by saying,— 
" You know me, lad. I didn't think it would make any 

difference. However, meet me at Astley's at eleven o'clock 
to-morrow morning, and I'll have it all put right," which he 
did to my satisfaction, and the horses were sent for. 

No one would believe that with a really good circus com
pany, with star artistes (I do not think Astley's has seen any 
better since) and a pantomime, we could have taken so little. 
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Our share for the first week, ending January 26th, amounted 
to £12 18s. Od.; ditto Feb. 1st, £ 2 9s. 3d.; the 8th, £ 1 6s. 3d.; 
the 17th (this included a half clear benefit), £12 5s. 3d. One 
night the gross receipts amounted to the extraordinary sum 
of £ 4 16s. 6d. : this will show what chance we had upon his 
altered terms. 

The benefit was a great sell to Mr. Batty ; he expected I 
should get some high patronage, and great novelties, &c, 
and spend a lot of money in printing. He kept asking me 
when I was going to get my bills out, what I was going 
to have, wasn't I going to have a patronage ? He knew I 
could work up a good benefit if I liked. So at last I said to 
him,— 

" Mr. Batty, I shall not spend one farthing on i t ; if I 
spend £10 and it brought in £20, you would take £10 of it, 
and I should not gain anything." 

He was very much annoyed about it, but afterwards he 
liked me all the better ; both he and Mrs. Batty were always 
very partial to me. 

There were no engagements to be got for the Norwegian 
Eider. The circuses were all starting out tenting, and I 
wanted so much money of G-unerius, that I had advanced 
for expenses, &c. He proposed for me to open a circus ; he 
would take of me £15 per week for himself, his wife, and the 
grooms, and I was to keep the horses and take £ 5 per week 
to pay off my debt; so I commenced business. 

I made an arrangement with Mr. Lane at the Britannia 
Theatre, for one month, to produce a circus upon his stage ; 
he only wanted it to last half an hour, between the pieces, so 
I proposed so many artistes, and we agreed upon terms, viz., 
I was to find the circus and to take half share of the re
ceipts after £40 per night (this was a verbal agreement, as I 
had had a great many with him before, and never had one 
in black and white, as they call i t ) . I had an arrangement 
with him about five months before, for Leotard (who was at 
the Alhambra Palace) to give eighteen performances, three 
nights a week, viz., Monday, "Wednesday, and Saturday (three 
of the best nights in the week), to have a clear half, nightly, 
of the gross receipts. I t was a great success as far as the 
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public were concerned. One night 4,424 people paid, but of 
course it did not pay Mr. Lane. 

I got a magic ring manufactured : the track for the horses 
was made of cocoanut-matting, and the centre of the ring 
was thick Persian carpet; it cost me .£240. We fixed it on 
the stage, but found that the rake was too much: when the 
horses were coming round on the lower part of the front of 
the stage, the artistes could not stand on the horse; they 
were sure to come down. 

Well, this was another bit to'get over. We must level the 
stage, and had to have platforms, in parts, to fix upon joists, 
which were made so as to make the incline level, which was 
no easy matter to do for a forty-two feet ring ; but we got 
through the difficulty, and it answered admirably. 

After the first piece was over, we could put the ring down 
all complete, and have twenty horses walking round as the 
curtain went up in five minutes, to the astonishment of the 
audience—it was like magic. It was a great novelty, and 
drew very well. 

I then took a large building at the Lambeth Baths, West
minster Bridge Eoad, packed everything away, and com
menced training animals. I had a very nice circus ring 
prepared. I trained horses, mules, dogs, monkeys and 
goats. 

After settling up with Gunerius, I found he owed me 
d£218 Is. Sd. He would not come to any arrangement to 
settle with me. I went to my solicitor and he served him 
with a writ; this was just before Easter Sunday. I got 
information that he was going to the Continent, and the 
solicitor was going to serve him with a capias, to prevent 
him from leaving the country ; but it being the Easter recess, 
all the Law Courts were closed for three days, during which 
time he got clean away (who will say that foreigners don't 
know anything when they come to England ?), and I had the 
distinguished pleasure of meeting him two years after in 
Spain, where he cracked his fingers at me. I have met him 
in London since, very hard up, scarcely a shoe to his foot, 
and gave him a sovereign; and this is all the thanks I re
ceived for saving him his horses, which must have been sold 
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had I not advanced the money, besides all my trouble and 
anxiety. 

A young lad about sixteen years of age, a native of Copen
hagen, had been travelling with G-unerius, doing anything, 
either in the stable, shoe-blacking, &c, and sleeping in the 
stable the same as the rest of the grooms, for three years, and 
never once slept in a bed. He had practised bending. I 
had always noticed him and been kind to h im; when he knew 
his master was going abroad again, he left him, and came 
and wanted me to take him. I had noticed there was some
thing in the lad, and I took a liking to him, so I took him as 
an apprentice for five years at a small salary, and to find 
him in clothes, board, washing, lodgings, and all travelling 
expenses. 

I got a ladder constructed fifteen feet high for him to prac
tice upon ; I bought him a violin, and engaged a master to 
come every day to give him a lesson. He worked all day 
through, first contortion, then ladder, then the fiddle. 

After a few weeks I thought he was good enough in his 
bending and contortion business to go before any audience. 
I transmogrified him into a Persian Prince ; I wrote a book 
with this heading, on the front, viz., Van Hare's Last Won
der. Life and Startling Adventures of Sadi Djalma, the 
Persian Prince, surnamed The Serpent of the Desert: with 
a brief History of Persia; a highly interesting Country, but 
little known to the British Public. " He is a mystery to the 
Faculty, and the marvel of Creation."—Times. 

I told Paddy Green one night I had got another great 
novelty. I gave him one of the books. He said, " Bring 
him, my dear boy; bring him, let's see him, let's see 
him." 

He was a fine tall young fellow for his age (he was very 
much like the Princess of Wales). I got him up as much 
like a Prince as the outfitter could make him, and regardless 
of expense; splendid performing dresses manufactured by 
the most eminent costumiers, &c. I took him with me to 
give a performance for Paddy to see ; he had great applause 
with the knives and forks ; in fact, caused quite a sensation. 
Paddy was delighted, and said,— 
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"Very good, my dear boy. Wha t do you want a 
week ? " 

" I will take twenty pounds per week for the bending act 
you have seen to-night; but I shall have another perform
ance in a few weeks/ ' 

He said, " Come to-morrow, my dear boy, and I 'll give 
you an agreement to open on Saturday night! " 

He went on practising the ladder and violin as usual. He 
lived well, and had every comfort, but he began to show 
his princely airs, and one day he found fault with the 
dinner; so I thought I would take him down a bit. 1 told 
him he had never known such living and comforts before he 
came to me ; and I thought it a very nice dinner, which any 
person would be satisfied with, and ought to be good enough 
for him, especially considering where I took him from; I 
thought he was an ungrateful villain. He said,— 

" Ah ! but you have made me one Prince n o w ! " 
I have often wondered, when the people made so much fuss 

about him, what they would think if they saw him in his 
original costume that he had on when he came to me. I 
don't think I could find a match for him in all the casual 
wards in London. I recollect when we were at the Britannia 
Theatre the stable where the horses and grooms slept was 
overrun with rats, and they ate the seat of his trousers out, 
and he put a patch of red horse-cloth on it to cover it. Any
how, he was very clever, and pleased the public, the gentle
men all asking Paddy where he had got this extraordinary 
performer from. He would say,— 

" My dear boy, he's a Persian Prince. Mr. Yan Hare 
picked him up in some of his travels." 

He was always announced by the chairman, " Sadi Djalma, 
the Persian Prince, will appear! " In fact, I never heard 
any one who disputed that he was a Persian. One night we 
were a little late. Paddy said,— 

" My dear boy, I wish you had been here sooner ; I have 
been talking to a Persian gentleman. He said he should 
like to see the Prince." 

I would have introduced him, but I felt much better satis
fied without the introduction. 
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At this time I received a present from the Emperor of 
Morocco of a pure black barb entire horse, acknowledged to 
be the handsomest horse in England; in fact, he was a 
perfect model in every way except his temper. This was 
through the representation of the Moorish Ambassador and 
suite, nineteen in number, who were staying at Claridge's 
Hotel, Brook Street, in 1860, as I used to visit them nearly 
every day with some of my Arabs, and dined with them 
occasionally. I gave a grand night, under their patron
age, at the Cirque Imperial, Alhambra Palace, and pre
sented each of them with a programme in Arabic, printed 
on white satin, set round with gold lace. They expressed 
themselves highly delighted with the performance,* and so 
pleased to hear from the Arabs of my kind treatment that 
they said if ever I visited Morocco again they would intro
duce me to the Emperor, and he would give me horses, 
camels, &c.—anything I wished for. They were very much 
astonished to see one of the Arab chiefs perform a juggling 
act, standing on a horse. 

Well, I never expected any present; but one day I re
ceived a notification from the English Consul that the barb, 
in charge of an Arab, had arrived, and would be for
warded in due course. This astonished me very much; 
for I suppose if I had been caught stealing his 
people out of the country he would have had me shot or 
something. I commenced training the horse (Emperor, I 
christened him), and found him a perfect devil. I had him 
put into a loose box, The first morning I went in to put a 
bridle on him he would not let me touch his head. I got 
hold of his mane; he plunged, he kicked, round and round 
the box, and I clung to his neck, and took the first opportu-

* I bested Mr. E. T. Smith out of what he considered a bit of fat, for 
he was very fussy, and anxious to be there to receive them, and sent a 
silver salver from Her Majesty's Theatre to present the programmes on 
to the suite ; but, being detained by some of the nobility there, he was 
too late ; they had arrived, and I had done the reception and presentation 
business complete. He said, " Why did I not send for him ? " " Well, I 
could not keep them waiting outside till I sent over to the theatre."' 
Upon which he spoke a little of his plain English. 

G 
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nity when he passed the doorway (he could not get out 
because there was a bar across) to fall outside the door. 
" We ought to have Rarey to this b ru te / ' says I . " Well, 
we'll have another try." I got a slip upon his neck which I 
had through a ring. I drew him up, strapped up a leg, and 
got the bridle on, and led him down the road. I found he 
i a d no mouth—at least, it was as hard as iron. All the 
way he kept coming at me—he evidently did not like an 
Englishman. I walked him quietly round the ring until 
he got pretty well used to it. I then let him have the 
length of the rein, nearly from the centre of the ring. He 
went very nicely a few times round; I thought he was all 
right. Some one came to ask me a question, and I turned 
my head to give an answer—then the brute took a spring 
and came right upon me. I t was only a miracle that I 
escaped with a sound bone in my body. I then put a fresh 
bi t on him, one of my own invention, which is made so as 
to close round the tongue, and will stop any horse, however 
unmanageable he may be. This cowed him down, and I was 
soon able to let him go en UbertS ; and eventually he became 
a splendid trick horse—would lie down at command, fetch 
and carry, do the pedestal, fire a pistol, walk, trot, gallop, 
pass backwards and forwards, dance with both fore and hind 
legs, and was the most extraordinary leaper ever known; he 
would leap seven feet high in the ring, coming right up to 
the hurdle, and spring up perpendicularly clear over it. 

One day I and Peter had been buying some horse-clothing 
at a warehouse in Great Queen Street, Long Acre. Coming 
back there was a crowd of I should think upwards of 
2,000 people looking at a very handsome mule. A lot of 
men and boys were trying to catch him. He was kicking 
and knocking about so that they could not get near him. 
I ascertained who he belonged to. I went up to the man, 
and said,— 

"Hul lo , governor, what are you going to do with that 
t h i n g ? " 

He said, "Wel l , master, I am going to sell him, if I 
can." 

" If you can," says I . " Who do you think would buy an 
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animal like that?—he won't let anybody come near him. 
Where has he come from ? " 

He says, " I bought it to-day at New Smithfield Market, 
and he's got away from my lad." 

I said, " What do you want for him ? " 
He said, " Why, I'll take &ve pounds for him, and that's 

what I gave for him and a coster's barrow and harness." 
I said, " I will give you three pounds for him, just for a 

lark, and we will chance catching him." 
" Oh no, master, I shouldn't see my own again; the 

barrow and harness is worth a pound." 
I said, " Well, I am going ; are you going to sell it me ? *' 
" No, not at that price," says he; " you may take him 

away with you for four pounds." 
I took a sovereign in my hand, and said, "Hold your 

hand." 
I gave it him to fasten the bargain. 
" Now, Peter," says I, " we have got to catch the mule— 

put a bit of salt on his tail! " 
We went in amongst them, and I said,— 
" Now, lads, close round him; I'll stand some beer." 
We soon had plenty of fellows come to assist us. I said, 

" Now, boys, all close round him! " 
And Peter watched his opportunity and seized him by 

the neck and clung to him. I pushed all the men right on 
to him, and overpowered him so that he could not stir. 
Peter got the halter on to him, and quite an ovation rent 
the air. We took him into the bar at a tavern opposite, 
and plenty of customers after me. I gave the landlord half 
a sovereign for them to have what they lilted to drink. I 
paid the man for the mule, and he asked me what I thought 
I should do with it. I gave him one of my books of the 
circus, &c. He said,— 

" Ah, governor, if I'd a known, you wouldn't a had it for 
that price!" 

Peter led him home to the Baths, Westminster Bridge 
Eoad. We had to take him through the circus to the 
stable. This having been a swimming-bath, we had to have 
a platform to go down. Mr. Mule did not fancy it, and 

G 2 
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Peter could not pull him down. I was behind, tickling him 
with the whip, just to persuade him to be a good boy, 
and go quietly. I calculated that I was out of arm's 
length of him, but just to show how mistaken I was he 
put out his two hind legs, which came in contact with 
my stomach, and sent me flying upon my back. Peter 
kept shouting for me to push him down, and not hearing or 
seeing me, he tied the halter to the door-jamb, and came 
to look for me. I was just recovering my breath, and 
scrambling to get up. After which we succeeded in 
getting him down, put him in his box, gave him a good 
feed, and left him for the night, having a good laugh at 
our exploit as being a good joke. 

The next morning we had him brought into the school 
to commence his training. A Jew boy came in every 
day to have a ride, and he received sixpence for being 
chucked over the mule's head some twenty t imes; but very 
often he was fortunate enough to make a shilling or two 
from gentlemen friends, &c, who dropped in to see the 
practice of the ring business. He turned out to be the most 
handsome and comic mule ever seen; he could do everything 
but talk. He did not require much teaching ; it came natural 
to him to be funny in everything he did. I was offered 
5,000 francs for him by a Continental manager. 
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CHAPTEE VII. 

THE WIZARD DOG NAPOLEON. 

AT the finish of the tenting season, Tom Sayers, the cham
pion prize fighter, who defeated John C. Heenan, advertised 
his circus plant to be sold, at the " Welsh Harp," Hendon. 
On the morning of the sale, Peter came to my house before 
I had got my breakfast, and said,— 

" Governor, ain't you going to Tom Savers's sale ? " 
I said, " No, Peter ; there is nothing I want; I have got 

now over twenty horses to keep, and nothing for them to do 
but to eat and practise. I do not want to be led into any 
further expense." 

" Why," Peter says, " go and look on; you need not buy ; 
everybody will be there.'' 

" Well," says I, " I'll just take a couple of sovereigns for 
our expenses, then I can't be tempted to buy anything." 

We took the 'bus to Kilburn Gate, and then engaged a 
cab to take us to the " Welsh Harp," and wait to take us back 
to the Lambeth Baths. Going through the gate into the 
grounds, where the sale was to take place, we met Tom and 
his old friend George Bryer, who kept the " Black Horse " 
in Oxenden Street, Coventry Street. They shouted out,— 

" Hullo, Yan! what are you going to buy ? " 
" I'm going to buy nothing," says I ; " I have only got 

two sovereigns, just for expenses." 
They said, " Buy what you like, my lad." 
It was a miserable, foggy, drizzling, wet November day. 

I met old friends one after another, some I had not seen for 
years. Of course, what with the miserable weather and the 
pleasure of seeing old friends, we had several liquors-up. 
One excuse is always enough for that, but we had two. It 
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was whispered about that things would be sold cheap. Peter 
and I slipped away from our company, went to the stables, 
and got hold of an old groom that we knew, to show us 
round. He pointed out to us which were worth buying, and 
which would not suit me. We walked round to the hotel 
again, met some fresh friends ; another liquor up. I began 
to feel inclined to buy almost anything ; but anyhow I kept 
quiet whilst the circus-tent and fittings, &c, were sold. 
When the live stock commenced I still kept quiet; but the 
horses were going cheap, and those I had marked in the 
catalogue began to arrive, so I commenced bidding, and three 
or four were knocked down to me. Then came the two cele
brated mules, Pete and Barney, brought over from America 
by Howes and Cushing, which, they said in their advertise
ments, they had bought in the States for d£3,000. Mr. Batty 
was standing alongside of me; we bid one against the 
other. At last I bid up to <£280. They were knocked down 
for c£290. Old Batty chuckled in his sleeve at me, and 
said,— 

" By , my lad, they are yours." 
" All right," said I. 
They were bought in and were turned out to grass for 

the winter; one was stolen. What became of the other I 
never knew ; but one was no use without the other. I finished 
with buying eight horses and Tom's favourite monkey. 

As Christmas was coming on, I commenced advertising 
for private parties with Napoleon, the Wizard Dog, which I 
had done very well with the Christmas before, and to increase 
his popularity he became lost, that is, he was not to be seen. 
I advertised 100 guineas reward for the celebrated Napo
leon, the Wizard Dog, eulogizing him to the utmost of my 
humble abilities, finishing with, " Any one restoring him to 
his broken-hearted master would receive the above reward," 
&c. I was inundated with letters from all quarters, from 
people who had seen a dog that answered the description. 
I had one from a lady, desiring to console me in my bereave
ment, by wishing she might be allowed to put her affec
tions in the place of the beautiful Napoleon, for his loving 
and broken-hearted master, <fec. 
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Apropos of the name which I chose for this dog, I may 
mention that there was supposed at that time to be a con
siderable likeness between myself and Napoleon I I I . On 
one occasion, when I had received a cheque from Mr. 
John Douglass, of the Standard Theatre, he told me 
that he had been to the Bank, and they told him 
that they had had the Emperor Napoleon with one of 
his cheques. John always called me Napoleon, and when 
the Emperor was upon a visit to the Queen, he offered me 
<£20 to make up as the Emperor ; he would have a state car
riage, <fcc, to bring me to the theatre. He should not ad
vertise it, but whisper it about, as a great secret, that the 
Emperor of the French was coming to the theatre on such a 
night. But I declined with thanks, saying,— 

" I do not wish to be mobbed, nor you to have your 
theatre damaged." 

" O h ! " he said, " no one would know the difference." 
Well, Mrs. S. Lane, of the Britannia Theatre, always 

called me Louis. My friend Colonel Richards, the organizer 
of the volunteers, once handed me an American paper, in 
which he had written a leading article upon the Emperor of 
France, &c, with the following quotation:— 

" By the bye, we have a gentleman now in London, Mr. 
Van Hare, a circus manager, the very image of the Emperor 
Napoleon." 

I was told by several Frenchmen, after the Franco-
German war, that if I went to Paris I should be assassi
nated. 

I must here mention (for I had previously forgot) tha t 
during the summer of 1862, Napoleon took the prize for the 
Newfoundlands at the first Dog Show held at the Agricul
tural Hall, Islington, London. His price in the catalogue 
was 2,000 guineas. Everybody rushed to see the Two Thou
sand Guinea Dog, and he was the lion of the Show; and 
one of my grooms, who was there to take care of him, found 
great difficulty in keeping the crowd away from him, particu
larly the ladies, who were anxious to kiss him. He was the 
only dog in the Show that was allowed to be taken away 
every night, for which I had a large placard painted, to 
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announce that in consequence of Napoleon having engage
ments to fulfil, he was allowed to be taken away every even
ing at eight o'clock, not forgetting a postscript at the 
bottom, that the celebrated Wizard Dog, Napoleon, attended 
private parties, &c. From the Leisure Hour, October 30th, 
1862 : " Another, no less remarkable, and the winner of the 
Newfoundlands' Prize, is the famous Two Thousand Guinea 
Dog Napoleon, in whose favour the rule which forbids any dog 
to quit his post before the close of the exhibition is relaxed; 
for Napoleon, having professional engagements to meet every 
night, has leave of absence at eight o'clock, at which hour he 
drives off in his brougham, to delight an expecting audience 
with his performance as * The Wizard.' " 

I said that Napoleon took the prize ; if he got it he was 
more fortunate than I was, for the gentleman who got up 
the Show—which was under very high patronage—was a 
merchant in Leeds, and on the last day of the Show he 
notified to the fortunate prize-holders that they would hear 
from him in a day or two, as he must go down to Leeds ; he 
having important business to attend to. And in due course 
I received an official invitation to meet his solicitors, &c, at 
such an hotel in Leeds, in reference to Mr. Appleby's affairs, 
which invitation I did not accept. 

The following extract is from the Illustrated Sporting Times 
and Theatrical and Music-Hall Review, September 20th, 1862, 
which also contained a cartoon—Portrait of Mr. Yan Hare 
and Napoleon, in their performance:— 

" Napoleon, the Wizard Dog, is a beautiful jet black, has 
limbs like a lion, and is perfect in symmetry in every point. 
He stands thirty-four inches high, measures forty-one inches 
round the chest, eleven inches round the fore leg, and seventy-
nine inches from the end of his nose to the tip of his tail. 
His head is noble and handsome, full of intelligence, such 
as a Landseer would paint. This accounts for the extra
ordinary sagacity displayed in his performance. We are in
formed by his owner, Mr. Yan Hare, proprietor and patentee 
of the Magic Circus, that his memory is so good tha t he 
never requires to be shown any new trick more than once. 
H e has been known to perform a trick which he has not 
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done for twelve months, without the least difficulty. Synop
sis of his entertainment:—He spells his own name with 
letters ; also that of the Prince of Wales; and when he is 
asked what he would say of Her Most Gracious Majesty, he 
puts down letters to form ' God save the Queen/ He plays 
any gentleman a game at cards, and performs the celebrated 
three-card trick, upon which his master backs him at 100 
to 1. His master takes a black velvet bag, in which he puts 
a lot of pieces of paper rolled up, each of which has a number 
upon it, in all 200, and each ticket having a different num
ber ; he goes round to the audience and asks any lady or 
gentleman to put their hand into the lottery bag, and draw 
a ticket; he then returns to the stage. He then asks Napo
leon if he can tell him what number such a lady has drawn ; 
the dog goes and takes one from a lot of numbered cards 
which are laid down on the stage, and brings it to his 
master, when he asks the lady if this is the number she 
has drawn, which she returns, to be shown to the audience. 
He does the same to every one who has drawn a ticket. Also 
' The Disappearance/ a la Eobin. He performs in the circus 
the same as a trick horse, en liberie, giving the Spanish trot 
to music; also leaping over bars, through balloons, and over 
a number of horses from a spring-board, with numerous 
other tricks of a most interesting character." 

Through one thing or another I had a splendid Christmas 
season. I took between <£200 and =£300—my lowest terms 
were ten guineas and expenses for each party. 

In consequence of my time being taken up during the 
day at my training school, and attending private parties in 
the evening, I was not able to go to Evans's every night to 
introduce my Persian Prince, so I sent a man to attend upon 
him. 

Mr. Green wrote for me to go and see him, so I went 
early in the afternoon, as he never got up before midday ; 
for I was anxious to know what he wanted. After handing 
me the universal snuff-box, he said,— 

" My dear Yan Hare, how is it you do not come with the 
Prince ? The performance does not look like the same. You 
have always superintended the performances of your various 
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artistes here for years, and if you cannot come as usual, my 
dear boy, I cannot keep the Prince on." 

I said, " Well, I will come as often as I can." 
It went on for another week, and as I did not attend he 

sent me a fortnight's notice to take the boy away. 
The Dog Napoleon was once really and truly lost. I was 

laid up with a cold, and not putting in an appearance at the 
circus, Dix, the head groom, drove up with the band-
carriage for orders. I told him to fetch some things from 
the stables which I had in Kennington Eoad, and take Nap 
with him for a drive. Nap clambered up to the box-seat, 
which was always his place of honour, and of which he was 
very proud. When the band-carriage returned, I asked 
Dix how Nap had enjoyed himself ? Oh ! he had forgot 
all about Old Nap; he had left him at the stables. " Well, 
you must go back for him at once ; don't lose any time!" 
Dix came back to tell me that the dog was not there, and 
the men thought that he (Dix) had taken him with him. 
Well, that did not improve my indisposition. The men 
were all sent off in search of the missing Napoleon. 
Notice was given at all the police stations ; but after hunt
ing about nearly all night they could gain no tidings of 
him. 

The following day I was down at the circus; my grief 
was intense; my friends advised me to advertise in the 
Daily Telegraph. " Yes," I thought, " I have done a clever 
thing before in offering a hundred guineas reward. I had 
better wait a day or two, for the more I advertise the more 
I shall have to pay." 

The next day the landlady of the house where I had the 
stables sent her servant to the circus to tell me that the 
butcher's boy, who had brought some meat, had a large 
black dog by the collar, and she believed it was Napoleon. 
I got the butcher's address, and then off we started. We 
saw the butcher, who replied to our inquiries with much 
reticence ; but, after some interrogation, he acknowledged 
having a big dog which had eaten a great deal of his good 
meat, which he should expect to be paid for before he gave 
him up; and what proof had he that it was my dog ? 
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" Well, let me see him, and I'll soon convince you whether 
it's my dog or not! " 

He took us through a kind of slaughter-house, and opened 
the top half of a stable door. 

I called out, " Hullo, Nap ! " 
The dog recognized my voice, took a tremendous leap over 

the door, knocking the old butcher flat on his back, and 
rushed through into the street. We quickly followed suit. 
The butcher bullied a good deal, insisting on being paid for 
taking care of the dog, and I telling him that I would 
summons him for detaining my dog, &c, and the butcher's 
boy shouting out,— 

" Oh ! you offered a hundred guineas reward the last time 
you lost him, now you won't pay for his grab ! " 

Having got a fine stud of thirty horses, besides other 
trained animals, and having been engaged in breaking-in 
more than twelve months, I thought it was time to make a 
start. 

I said one day to a particular friend of mine, " I cannot 
stand these expenses any longer, and bringing nothing in. 
I must make a beginning somewhere. Don't you think the 
Duke of Wellington's riding school at Knightsbridge would 
be a good place to commence with a circus ? " 

He looked at me with surprise, as if something was wrong, 
and said,— 

" Why, Van Hare, what a rum fellow you are! Why 
don't you apply to Her Majesty for the Eiding School at 
Buckingham Palace ? Then you would begin at the top of 
the tree. You are just as likely to get the one as the other. 
What prospect have you with the Duke—to give the least 
thought of such a thing? Are you acquainted with 
him?" 

I said, " No; I have never spoken to him. All I know 
is, it's a splendid building. I once looked over it, and the 
coachman told me it cost the Duke over d£100,000. I have 
been thinking about it ever since." 

He said, " Van Hare, I think I shall be more likely to see 
you at Colney Hatch than at the Duke's riding school!" 

I said, " You will see. I never yet attempted anything 
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but what I have always succeeded. I shall have a 
t r y ! " 

I called the following day at Apsley House, Hyde Park 
Corner, and saw the butler. His Grace was out. He said 
if I called about eleven o'clock in the morning I should be 
sure to find him at home. I left my card, saying,— 

" I ' ll call to-morrow, then. Oh ! here, I 'll put it on the 
back of the card." 

I called as arranged, rang the bell, and asked if the Duke 
was at home. 

The footman said, " Yes, sir ; what name ? " 
" Oh ! can I see the butler ? " 
" I ' l l tell him, sir." 
The butler comes. 
" Oh ! I gave his Grace your card, sir." 
" Well, what did he say ? " 
" He said he would see you. I'll tell him you are here. 

He is at his breakfast." 
He comes back, and says,— 
" Come this way, sir." 
In I go, hit or miss. The Duke was taking his breakfast 

in his study, a very small room. A small table near a nice 
old country wood fire. His breakfast consisted of some dry 
toast, a pat of fresh butter, a small leg of Welsh mutton 
cold, and a bunch of grapes. 

" I beg pardon, your Grace, I have taken the liberty of 
calling to ask your Grace to allow me to give a series of 
circus performances in your riding school ? " 

He says, " Take a seat. What" do you want to do ? " 
I said, " Well, your Grace, I have been breaking horses and 

other animals, &c, for more than twelve months, and have 
got together a very fine stud, which has cost me a great deal 
of money and time. I am now ready to open a circus, and 
if your Grace would grant me the favour I ask it would 
give me a great name to travel with through the country, 
and I trust would make me a fortune." 

He said, " Where have you got your circus now ? I should 
like to see it." 

I told him at the Lambeth Baths, Westminster Bridge 
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Eoad. If he would let me know what day he would come 
I would be prepared. He thought he could come on Thurs
day ; he would write and state the time he would arrive. I 
received his letter one night, to say that he would be with 
me at three P.M. the next day. 

We were all bustle to have everything as nice as we could 
make it. I went and saw Mr. Collins, a horse-dealer close 
by, who often popped in with his friends to see the practice. 
I told him I had the Duke coming, and I wanted to make 
a good show. If he could send me a few good-looking 
horses, just to let him look at, he would not know whether 
they were performing prads or not. 

He said, " Look round the stables, and pick out which you 
think will suit you for the purpose." 

I made choice of nine. He sent his grooms round with 
them in time, and we were all ready—the way down to the 
circus sanded, all in apple-pie order, with over forty horses 
in the ring. I t had got put about that the Duke was 
coming, and Westminster Bridge Eoad was quite alive with 
people waiting at the front entrance of the baths. 

The Duke arrived in his state carriage with footmen 
behind, punctual to the time he stated. I was in attendance 
to escort him—in fact I may say to tempt him—down as far 
as the circus; for after we went through the passage we 
had to go some little distance behind the building, and it is 
about as cheering going behind baths and washhouses as 
behind the scenes of a theatre in the day-time ; and I was 
half afraid the old gentleman's nerves would fail him before 
I got him to the place. I dared not ask him to have a liquor-
up to keep his spirits up. Anyhow I landed him, and the 
first impression goes a long way. He was really astonished 
when he beheld over forty horses, all placed with attendants, 
for his inspection. Mr. Hogg, his head coachman (who 
knows a thing or two) attended him, and when they had 
scrutinized every horse very minutely they were taken away 
to clear the ring to give the Duke a few acts, as a specimen 
of our circus performance. He laughed, and appeared to be 
amused. We had no clowns, only dogs, monkeys, goats, 
mules, &c, to liven up the scenes in the circle. He had a 
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particular wish to see the black barb, Emperor, in the 
ring, which he was very much pleased with. The coachman 
whispered to me that his G-race had taken a fancy to the 
black horse. He had read an announcement in the daily 
papers of his having been presented to me by the Emperor 
of Morocco. I gave him the whole history of him, also 
of a splendid grey horse which he had taken a fancy to. I 
told him I was afraid he would not suit him. We had 
the little mule, and the Jew boy came in to ride him. He 
laughed heartily to see the boy chucked off as often as 
he got on, and he went away evidently delighted, for he told 
me I could have his school, and was to go to see him the 
following morning. 

I went as requested, and arranged first for six days, 
with a proper understanding that in fitting up the seats, 
ring, orchestra, <fec, there was not to be a nail driven into 
the wall, or anything driven into the ground. I then com
pleted my company, and procured high patronage, and got 
out my bills and advertisements. 

Copy of Circular :— 
" By permission of his Grace the Duke of Wellington.— 

Yan Hare's Eoyal Magic Circus, Eiding School, Knights-
bridge.—Van Hare most respectfully announces to the 
Nobility, Clergy, and G-entry, that, through his Grace the 
Duke of Wellington's kindness, he will be enabled to give 
six day and six night Equestrian Eepresentations, when the 
Stars of Equestrian Fame will have the honour of appearing 
in a series of Equestrian, Gymnastic, and Acrobatic Per
formances, being under the immediate patronage of the fol
lowing distinguished personages:—Her G-race the Duchess 
of Wellington, his Grace the Duke of Wellington,- his G-race 
the Duke of Manchester, the Eight Hon. the Earl Gros-
venor, the Eight Hon. the Earl of Abercorn, the Eight Hon. 
the Earl Eitzhardinge, the Eight Hon. the Earl of Buchan, 
the Eight Hon. Lord Eaglan, the Eight Hon. Lord Eane-
lagh, Lieut.-Col. Lord Truro and Officers of the Middlesex 
Cavalry, Lieut.-Col. Lindsay and Officers of St. George's Eifles, 
his Grace the Duke of Wellington, Colonel and Officers of 
the Yictoria Eifles, and several Families of Distinction. 
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" Special Day Performance, Wednesday, February 25th. 
—Under the Patronage and Presence of her Grace the 
Duchess of Wellington.—Doors open at Two o'clock. Com
mence at Half-past Two. Carriages ordered at Four 
o'clock." 

" T h e company have been selected from the Cirque St. 
Petersburg; Cirque Napoleon de Paris, and artistes of 
English celebrity, whose surprising talent has stamped them 
the Excelsior Troupe of the present age, headed by Ella, the 
Wonder ; M. Boorani, from Eussia, Sadi D'Jalma, the Per
sian Prince. The Serpent of the Desert also, in his great 
act upon the animated ladder, on which he will walk up 
and down whilst it dances about the platform, and stand 
on the top rundle of the ladder, which is fourteen feet in 
height, and nothing whatever to steady it, while he plays 
the " Carnival de Venice," with variations, on the violin, &c. 
Mr. Van Hare will introduce his black Barbary horse 
' Emperor,' presented to him by the Emperor of Morocco. 
Also the celebrated Dog Napoleon, and the Comic Mules, 
&c, assisted by those mirth-stirring Sprites the Clowns and 
Jesters ; likewise the Japanese Wonders. Full programmes 
will be given in the Cirque. Tickets and places can be 
secured at Mr. Mitchell's, 40, Old Bond Street. Prices of 
admission: Stalls, 10s. 6d.; Eeserved Seats, 5s.; Seats, 
2s. 6d., Ac." 

I t took a great deal to fit up seats, &c, in so large a 
building. I had a platform with three hundred arm-chairs 
placed on it for the stalls. Another with five hundred cane-
bottomed chairs for the reserved seats. The other seats 
consisted of tent brackets, all of which were upholstered 
with tapestry and crimson cloth. We were at work all day 
on the Sunday, the Duke assisting. I recollect his tell
ing us that we were not to tell the parson. There were 
three enormous gas chandeliers, which gave a most bril
liant light, and altogether it made a splendid circus. We 
had beautiful stabling, and as much hay and corn as we 
liked for the horses, &c, capital dressing-rooms, and every
thing we could wish for. 

His Grace said to Mr. Hogg, the head coachman, " Here, 
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Hogg, you will have some trouble with these people," giving 
him a d£10 Bank-of-England note. 

I had an orchestra fitted up for eighteen musicians, most 
of them from the Coldstream band, under the conductor-
ship of Mr. Dicey. When I opened I found that I had a 
great many more seats than were required for my audience, 
but, of course, at the prices, it mounted up to what might 
be called a pretty good house. The Duke and Duchess 
attended every performance. I used to go and sit with 
them in the stalls, to have a chat, and occasionally take a 
promenade with them. I found I had got too many envious 
friends writing and annoying the Duke. He said that he 
could not understand why he should not be allowed to do as 
he liked with his school. There must be some bad people 
about. I asked him to allow me another week, and I would 
reduce the price of admission to Is., 2s., and 3s. He replied 
that he wished me to make something for myself. T found 
that my reduction in price did not draw the extra number of 
people to make up to my former takings. 

A celebrated jester, before I opened, came to ask me to 
let him come to perform. He did not require any salary, 
only the honour. In the middle of the second week I 
thought I must do something different from the old style of 
ringing a bell for every act, so I had a trumpeter to an
nounce the entrance of each performance, and one night my 
friendly jester was holding forth a long time, and as the 
trumpeter was some distance from the ring, and an artiste 
and his horse were waiting, not knowing but that the arena 
was vacant, he took it upon himself to trump the next act 
in. In pranced the horse, followed by the equestrian, right 
in the middle of Mr. Jester's speech, who at once ran out of 
the ring, most highly offended by such t reatment ; which 
was very natural. 

I was really very sorry, and should have made every ex
planation and apology ; but when I went to look for him in 
the dressing-room, I was told he had packed up his togs and 
gone without speaking to anybody. I neither saw nor heard 
of him for years after, until I met him in a large manufac
turing town one night in the commercial room at an hotel. 
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I should not have known him had he not introduced himself 
to me. I ascertained that he was in a good way of business, 
practising as a celebrated doctor of medicine. 

One night his Grace was inclined to be jocular. He said 
to me,— 

" I suppose the clown is saying something funny. The 
people appear as if they were amused. They seem to laugh 
when the comic mules are performing and throwing everyone 
who attempts to ride them. I suppose that is all faked ? " 

I said, " Well, your Grace, if you like to put any of your 
grooms on one you are welcome to try whether it is faked 
or not." 

He sent for a smart young fellow they said could ride any
thing. He mounted, and stuck to him for some time. The 
Duke was chuckling at me, thinking he had found me out. 
At last Sancho Panza (as he was called) chucked him right 
over his head on to the edge of the ring fence, and cut his 
head. He bled like a stuck sheep. His Grace was very 
sorry, and made him a handsome present. I asked his 
Grace for another week. He said,— 

" Well, I turned the rifle corps out, who used to meet 
here three or four days a week, and they are bothering me 
to come back, and I have received an anonymous letter from 
some one to say that I shall never get you out of my school 
any more; but I will give you a fortnight if it will be of any 
service to you." 

I thanked him, and said,— 
" To save your Grace any uneasiness in the matter, I will 

give you my handwriting that I will give up your premises 
upon a certain day." 

Mr. E. T. Smith told me, some time after, that he had 
saved me a lot of trouble, as he attended a meeting of 
managers who proposed to inform on the Duke for perform
ing without a music license. 

The following week I invited (by permission of the 
Colonel) the boys (800 in number) of the Duke of York's 
School to a morning performance, who attended, accom
panied by their band. I provided some refreshments for 
them. I cleared out all the shops in Knightsbridge of plum-

H 
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cake, oranges, &c. After the performance came the feeding 
time, and we commenced, his Grace assisting in the distri
bution of the good things provided, and the young rascals 
enjoyed themselves to their hearts' content; after which they 
formed line, and had a march past round the school, giving a 
salutation as they passed the Duke and myself, who were 
standing together. He was highly delighted. Stephenson, 
the bandmaster, told me he had never seen the boys so much 
pleased at any place of amusement as they had been that 
day. They would never forget me. All this was a little 
consolation to me. I was highly gratified, and although it 
had cost me over =£20, I did not begrudge it in making so 
many youths happy. 

All this time the Duke was wanting to know what I 
would take for the Barb. One day, in the last week of our 
performing, I was chatting with the Duke and Duchess in 
the stalls, when the Duchess said,—She was in love with 
the black Barb. She should so much like him. Would I 
sell him ? 

I said, " If your Grace has a wish to have him I shall be 
most happy to oblige, although I would not part with him 
to any one else, but I should consider it an honour for your 
Grace to have him,,, so the Duke came to me after to know 
the price. 

I said, " I would not take less than 300 guineas for him, 
and would only sell him as a compliment to the Duchess," 
and on the last day he handed me a cheque for the amount. 
They christened him after me, had "Van Hare" printed over 
his box, and got him photographed to present me with his 
likeness, which I preserved. 

I used to call every day at Apsley House. One day I 
asked his Grace to allow me to see Landseer's picture, " Van 
Amburg in the Lion's Den." He told me to go upstairs to 
the picture gallery. When I got to the landing leading to 
the gallery, the servants met me, escorted me in, and asked 
me to take a seat at a table set out with every delicacy of the 
season. I could not make out what it was all about. I 
wondered if they were having a lark with me. I said, " No, 
thanks. I had lunched. I wanted to see Van Amburg's 
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picture." I found out afterwards there was to be a grand 
morning concert, and these were some extra waiters engaged 
for the occasion, and, not knowing me, they thought I was 
one of the Italian artistes. 

To finish the history of the Barb horse. The first time 
he was taken out of the stable the best rough-rider in the 
stables was to mount him in the school. They gave him a 
few days' practice, with a good deal of trouble and a few 
spills, after which, one morning, he was ordered to ride him 
in the Row in Hyde Park. He had not been long gone 
when the Barb returned, galloping through the entrance 
hall into the school, minus the jockey. He had unshipped 
his rider and left him in the Park to get home as he could. 
I heard afterwards that he became as sluggish as a bear, and 
that they sold him to a friend for eleven pounds. 

We finished on the Saturday night, and on Monday we 
had all t a t en down, packed up, and cleared away by 
3 o'clock P.M. Jus t before leaving a sergeant of police came 
and handed me a bill for the attendance of the police, 
amounting to d£18 odd. This I did not expect. Mr. Hogg, 
the coachman, had asked me before we opened if I was not 
going to have the police, as the Duke had them when they 
had a fancy bazaar held there for any charity, and he 
thought the Duke would like me to do the same, so I 
said, "Yes, I had no objection," so he ordered them. I 
told the sergeant that I did not know anything about it, to 
which he replied,— 

" Oh, I can go to the Duke. He will pay it." 
Well, I thought, that would not be treating his Grace 

properly after all his kindness, so I paid it. The Duke 
most generously allowed me to have my horses in his stables 
as usual, till I had settled upon where I was going to. 

We opened soon after at Cremorne Gardens. This was 
about a month before Derby Day, cold, with wet weather* 
and very few visitors to the Gardens, a very bad business; 
for me. At the end of the week my half share was 50s., 
but I was to receive £15 per week, besides the half share, 
but E. T. swore that business was so bad that he could not 
pay it. Went on the following week ; my share about £3; 

H 2 
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next week c£3 10s. I was told I should be sure to take two 
or three hundred pounds the next week, it being Epsom 
Races. I was hoping it would happen so, but it rained every 
day, and the Derby morning the Gardens were strewn over 
with boughs; it had blown great guns and rained cats and 
dogs all night, and continued all day and night, and, of 
course, nobody came to the place; all the week the same, 
and at the end of the week my share was £2 9s. 6d. 

The following week I commenced to train an immense 
mastiff dog, the largest I have ever seen, and the most 
savage brute. The second day he turned awfully savage ; we 
had a fight, he flew at me, got me down, and tore my face, 
eye and ear dreadfully. I managed to get from him. I got 
my revolver, which I had placed ready, for I knew I should 
have some trouble with him. I put one ball into his breast, 
but he was coming at me again, so I put another into his 
head, which dropped him; but he was not settled, and was 
rising to have another spring at me when I put a bullet 
through his heart, and he died like a lamb. I stood over 
him crying, for I had forgot all about my injuries, but 
when I perceived blood trickling down my back, I felt giddy. 
I locked the door, motioned to a cab that was passing, got 
in and told the cabman where to drive me to. When I got 
home I sent for Dr. Cask Webb. He ordered me to be kept 
in bed ; it was a very dangerous bite, and he was afraid that 
erysipelas would set in. He kept me in bed over a week, 
when I asked him if I might go into the country the next 
day. He said, " Certainly not." I must keep my bed for 
some days, I must not go out for a fortnight; if I did, it 
would not be by his permission, but would be at my own 
risk, for he would not be answerable for my life. 

When he called the following day, to his astonishment 
and annoyance, he was told that I had left that morning for 
Jersey. He said, " Well, no sane man would do such a 
thing. , , The fact was, I had been in treaty with Mr. Corn
wall, the proprietor of the Amphitheatre, and had settled 
with him about it, and wrote to say we should arrive in 
Jersey on Sunday morning. 

I had sent some of my horses into the country, and some 
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on the road to Southampton the morning I asked the Doctor 
about going into the country, as I had, for some time con
templated leaving Cremorne, for E. T. would not pay as per 
agreement; and I had a lawsuit against me, in reference to a 
three months' bill for d£25 (the only bill transaction I had 
ever had in my life). I accepted it for a pal of mine, and 
as he did not meet it they brought an action against me for 
it. I swore I would not pay it, so I thought I would try 
my luck in the Channel Islands, as some other equestrian 
managers had done in similar circumstances—one especially, 
who had to get his horses over a fourteen foot wall to get 
away from the town, and pulled himself round by going to 
Jersey, and died a very wealthy man. 

When we arrived at Jersey, old Cornwall met us at the 
boat, and told me he had let the Circus to Mr. Howes for 
twelve days, and I could not have it till after; so I went to 
see the manager of the Theatre Eoyal, and arranged to play 
" Dick Turpin" and " Mazeppa" for six nights upon a 
share, to have a clear benefit, and the entire receipts of the 
house. He was very glad to be able to get such an opposi
tion to the great American Circus. I t proved a good draw, 
for the theatre would have been pretty well empty without it. 
I got the patronage of the Governor of the Island and the 
principal officers of the States; and Tom Sayers, who was 
with the American Circus, volunteered to come for my 
benefit, for which he said he should have to pay a fine of 
<£20. 

I had not, however, been long in Jersey before the high 
bailiff, with a writ from a London solicitor, seized my horses, 
carriages, &c, for the bill transaction mentioned above. The 
laws of Jersey had only been altered two years before, un
fortunately for me. I put the case into the hands of an 
English solicitor, and took the first boat to Southampton. 

I thought I must be doing something for my country's 
good. I advertised in several papers for some very large 
perfect Newfoundland dogs. I received over one hundred 
answers. I selected six out of the lot, and I commenced 
breaking them in. I then purchased ten baboons, so I was 
engaged all day and tired at night. I lived very quiet, 
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rising every morning with expectation of some news from 
Jersey. I received a letter occasionally, the suit was pro
gressing, but nothing definite. I kept training day after 
day, first dogs, then monkeys. Five months passed, every 
letter indefinite as to any settlement in the case. 

At last the day for trial was appointed. I became rather 
anxious for the decision of the Judges of the Eoyal Court 
of Jersey. I had one consolation, that if I won the day, i t 
would cost the plaintiff in the case a nice sum ; and if he 
won, there would be nothing to pay the costs, as the horses' 
keep would come to more than they would be sold for. I 
waited patiently for the day of tribulation; it came. On 
that day I received a telegram to say the suit was against me. 
Two days after I received a sale bill to be sold by auction, 
with a letter to say if I wished to buy my things in no one 
would bid against me. I must start that night. 

I consulted an A B C G-uide,and got all ready. I arrived at 
the station when the train was puffing out—-no possibility of 
getting to Jersey any way in time for the sale. There were 
some gentlemen waiting for my arrival, who would have 
bought everything in for me if I had been there ; and as the 
Jersey people all thought that some one was commissioned 
to buy for me, they would not bid, so they sold for one-tenth 
of their value. 

I was very much cut up about it, and made a great trouble 
about it. At last I came to the conclusion that it was no 
use crying over spilt milk. I must try on, so I took to my 
training as usual. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

TOUR IN SPAIN. 

I AFTERWARDS secured some of my greatest favourites. I 
went on with my breaking up to Christmas, when I attended 
private parties with the Dog Napoleon, a lot of poodles, con
jurors, &c, and did very well for six weeks. I made an 
engagement with the Directeur of the Hippodrome in Paris, 
at £26 per week for the season, commencing on the 1st of May 
and ending in October. This was for the Blondin Monkey 
to walk a rope 150 yards long and 30 feet high, a la Blondin, 
with the pole, &c, carrying also Madame Blondin, another 
monkey, on his back; a grand steeple-chase by six splendid 
Newfoundland dogs, with large baboons dressed up as 
jockeys to ride them. I worked very hard and got them all 
ready for the opening day; everything went off well. I t 
happened that two English managers were passing through 
with a company on their way to Spain. They came to see 
me and offered me the same salary, and every expense, 
travelling, keep of my animals, hotel bills, &c. I had also 
twelve poodles and other monkeys besides what I had agreed 
to perform at the Hippodrome. 

When I left England I made up my mind not to come 
back for a long time, so I accepted the offer, and asked the 
Directeur of the Hippodrome to let me off. " Oh! non 
Monsieur," said he, "not without 5,000 francs." At last I 
gave him half of what he asked. My new directeurs gave 
me a week in advance. I thought that was a good beginning. 

We started on our journey. When we arrived at Bor
deaux we had some three or four hours to wait for a train 
before we could proceed on our journey. One of our 
managers came to me on the quiet, so as not to let the 
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rest of the company know, and asked me to let him have 
the money he had given me until we got into Spain, as they 
could get no change. I said, " Oh ! certainly." I gave it 
him. I said to myself, " This does not look healthy." 

We arrived at Bayonne top late at night to get on to St. 
Sebastian, our first entry into Spain, although it was but a 
short distance. We had some difficulty in getting lodgings, 
so myself and servant preferred to stay in the station to 
look after the animals. 

Next morning the Revenue Officers came to see what we 
had got subject to duty in entering Spain. . He took stock 
of my dogs, and asked my servant who was attending to them 
how much they were worth. He thought he would give the 
show a lift by putting a good value upon them. He said, 
" O h ! £5,000." 

The officer came to ask the managers and myself the 
value of them. 

I said, " They are worth what they will fetch, if they had 
to be sold. In England they reckon three-halfpence a dog's 
price." 

He told us what the man had said they were worth; we told 
him our business. He said he was compelled to put some 
value upon them, so he entered them at £100 at 5 per cent, 
duty. 

I said, " Well, how about the monkeys P " 
" O h ! " he said, " they're not in my tariff." 
Mr. Manager came again to me and said,— 
" Mr. Yan Hare, have you got anything you could leave 

here, which can be forwarded on to us at St. Sebastian ? " 
I said, " No, Mr. C. I t is too early to begin to leave my 

property." 
I had a quantity of luggage, so I suppose he thought I 

could spare some of it. The managers had to leave their 
two portmanteaus. 

Our agent met us at St. Sebastian, and took us to a very 
good hotel, where we dined at 6 P.M. We had in the com
pany three gymnasts, big, rough fellows, from Manchester, 
who evidently had not been used to this style. One course 
followed another, which they wired into pretty freely; then 
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came some roast fowls, a dish of three at each end of the 
table. These fellows sat opposite, to me, at my end. They 
did not wait to be asked whether they would take a leg or 
a wing, &c. Each of them stuck his fork into a fowl, and 
put it upon his own plate. I could not stand this any 
longer. I rose from my seat,,and said,— 

" Well, I 'm bio wed if they will not* take us to be a lot of 
savages from the Fiji Islands." 

They holloa'd out some plain English, and said, " Why, 
we've got to pay for it, ain't we ? " 

The longest of them we christened Yards, because his 
two feet just measured thirty-six inches. 

The following night we had to perform at the theatre, the 
bull ring being so much out of repair it could not be used. 
I t happened very unfortunately, at the time of opening a 
fire took place in the immediate neighbourhood, and as no 
entertainment must commence till the Alcalde (the Mayor) 
arrived, and he was attending the fire, we had been waiting 
a full hour, and the theatre pretty nearly full, when the 
Alcalde sent a messenger to say that we were to begin, 
which we did, and he dropped in just before we had finished 
the performance. We stayed here over a week, and had 
good business, for we were able to leave the town respect
ably, without leaving any debts behind. 

We next went to Yitoria, where we performed at the 
theatre. Here we were taken to a posada, a kind of private 
boarding-house, but there not being sufficient accommodation 
for the whole of the company, the two managers and the agent 
had to stay at another house some distance from us. Here 
we only had Spanish fare, with too much garlic; every one 
was grumbling, and could not eat their messes; but there 
was plehly of what they called querso—a kind of cheese made 
in the country by the farmers—and wine, as much as ever 
we liked to drink. 

On the day of opening, after dinner, at 3 P.M., they had 
all left the table to go for a stroll, except me and Silvester, 
the Demon, called in Spanish El Sombre Monstruo. We 
chatted and smoked our cigars, at twelve for tenpence, and 
sipped the wine, after which we went up to the theatre to 
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see that all was ready. I felt very sleepy and heavy. This 
ivas the first wine I had drunk in Spain. I thought I would 
go and have a lie down. I went to sleep directly. 

At opening time managers, agent, and artistes had all 
put in an appearance, except your humble servant. Managers 
running to and fro,— 

" Where's Yan Hare ? Any of you seen Yan Hare ? " 
" No ! no ! " <fec. " Run up to our lodgings to see for 

him." 
They found me so fast asleep they could not get me 

awake. They carried me to the theatre. I woke up, and 
inquired where we had come from; I thought I had been 
asleep in the railway carriage. 

In the meantime the Alcalde had sent a messenger to say 
that if the gentleman did not perform with the animals, he 
should fine the directeurs the gross receipts of the theatre, and 
order us all out of the town before ten o'clock next morning. 
They told me this. 

I said, " All right." 
They bustled me about. I had a good wash, got dressed, 

and was there when wanted. I went through the perform
ance first-class. They all said they never saw the animals 
perform so well, nor me to have so much applause, and that 
I had saved the show. We went on very well. On the 
following Sunday we were to perform in the Bull Eing (Plaza 
de Toros) in the afternoon, and the theatre in the evening. 
Everything was ready in the Bull Ring for the gymnasts, for 
the steeple-chase with the " Perros and Monos Africanos/ 
the rope stretched right across the Bull Ring for El Mono 
Blondin, &c. 

I t was a most beautiful morning, every prospect of 
having from fifteen to twenty thousand people, all the 
artistes very high in spirits at having a good prospect of 
getting their salaries. The town was crowded with the 
peasantry from the surrounding country, and everything so 
gay until half an hour before opening time, when down 
came one of the beautiful Spanish rains, streaming down 
like so many million waterspouts for about two hours, the 
streets like a river at ebb-tide. This was a most awful sell; 
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it killed the show. We had a full house at the theatre, but 
this could not make up our afternoon loss, which must 
have been from =£300 to i&00. We went on for three nights 
longer to poor business. 

One night, after the theatre, one of the managers, myself, 
and Silvester, the Monster, as we called him, went to the 
casino, in the Grand Plaza. We played poker till the small 
hours in the morning. We had the Monstruo performing 
upon the table, with some danger of his breaking his neck. 
When we left, each of us took a bottle of vino in our 
pockets. When we had crossed the square we met one of 
the night policemen with his long pole and lantern, singing 
out the time, &c. We stopped him, made him drink a bottle 
of wine. We then lit our cigars and put out his light. He 
was found fast asleep on a doorstep, with no light, and got 
the sack, as a compliment for his non-attentiveness and 
economy; we then went to serenade the other manager. I t 
was raining fast, but we sang " God Save the Queen " and 
" Rule Britannia," and Napoleon accompanied us with his 
bass voice. We then entered the establishment, and insisted 
upon Mr. Manager taking a glass of vino. An officer of the 
Spanish Army was sleeping in the next room, with the door 
open, and a light, so I went and introduced Napoleon to 
him. He took a glass of vino with me, and was very jolly. 
They told me afterwards that it was a wonder he did not 
run his sword through me. (But I met him several times 
after, when he always laughed and shook hands with me.) 
We then went to our own domicile, which was closed. As 
our room windows opened on the veranda, we did the 
pyramids, three high, the Monstruo being the top mounter, 
who got over the veranda, and proceeded downstairs and let 
us in. There were some young Catholic priests living in 
the house. We insisted upon them getting up, dressing 
themselves, also the landlord and the rest of our company, 
to take a glass of vino, and sing " G-od Save the Queen," 
after which we all retired to bed. 

This was an extraordinary town for dogs; it swarmed 
with them. They had no individual owner. They all had 
their own street, where the residents put meat at the street 
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door for them, where they acted as scavengers, and if any of 
them went poaching upon the others' ground they met with 
severe punishment. If any Spaniard saw you strike a dog 
he would knife you. I had all the grandees of the place t a 
inspect my troupe. They had never seen such a handsome 
lot of Newfoundlands. In this place I took particular 
caution, when I took the dogs out for exercise, to get outside 
of the town, and to go through as few of the streets as possible, 
for they had to fight their way through, and I was afraid of 
getting into trouble, for the large Newfoundlands knocked 
the native dogs about so I was obliged to have them led 
by hand. 

On the morning of our departure for Yalencia a great 
many of our friends and acquaintances, both male and 
female, accompanied us to the railway station to see us off. 
The managers stayed behind, and we were kept waiting and 
waiting till we got tired. I smelt a rat. There was some 
difficulty in settling, and we started back to the theatre to 
know what was the matter, when we met our respected 
managers hurrying up, and at last we got on our journey to 
Yalencia, where we had to perform at the Plaza de Toros 
(Bull Eing), which was only opened on a Sunday, or a Saint's 
day. But it would be considered an extraordinary week if 
there was not one day for the Saints. 

The agent had arranged for all the company to live at a 
Parador y Fonda del Eecro, kept by Pedro Cuella, one of the 
bull-fighters, where we were well provided for, and we were 
very jolly. The first Sunday we performed our old landlord 
and his wife from Yitoria came to see us. Of course they 
were very friendly to all the artists, but the managers had 
promised to pay them out of the first day's receipts, which 
promise they had not fulfilled, and the poor people had to 
return home very much disappointed. 

The weather was now becoming very warm, and began to 
affect the large dogs, and the next performance was on a 
fete day, or Saint's day, and the Spaniards had a grand 
treat. I t was a very hot day (what they ca l l" mucho calor " ) , 
and all the six Newfoundlands, with their monkey jockeys, 
were led into the ring, each by a groom. They went 
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•capitally over the hurdles, &c, the first race, but after 
giving them a little rest before the second, on starting them 
again, they commenced a free fight, hand over head, and 
I had the greatest difficulty in getting them parted, in 
which I received a serious bite, one of the dog's tusks pene
trating right through the back of my hand. That created 
immense applause, and, after getting them all quieted down, 
with as little chastisement as possible—for of course I must 
not use the whip, or I should have had all the sympathetic 
feeling of the Spanish people against me—and when I had 
got all the Mono jockeys collected together and mounted, 
there was great cheering; and, at the finish of the steeple
chase, another terrific cheering, and a shower of (not 
bouquets, but) cigars, which, when collected, were enough 
to fill a sack. 

I found this performance was a great success, but I 
could not afford to give them an encore. I had the advice 
of a doctor, who told me it was a very serious bite, and the 
hot weather made it the more dangerous. He would not 
like to have it for all Valencia. I was to keep cold poultices 
to it till the inflammation had subsided, then go to a chemist 
and get some salve which was made at a convent, which was 
blessed by the priests, or something. However, it cured it, 
without even leaving a scar. If I had required bleeding, a 
tooth drawn, or a corn extracted, he would have sent me to 
a barber's shop to be operated upon. 

After remaining here three weeks, to very good business, 
we were announced to perform at the Teatro du Lope, in 
Valladolid, on the Sunday, having had a Saint's day on the 
Friday at Valencia. We got all ready to leave on the 
Saturday, but here we had another difficulty in the settle
ment of some pecuniary affairs. Our managers disputed 
the charges of the landlord of our hotel, and would not pay 
the bill, so we were summoned to appear before the 
Alcalde. 

As I had become acquainted with an English gentleman, 
who had been inspector and manager of the engineering 
department at the railway for some years, and a very popu
lar man in the town, I asked him to go with me and the 
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acting-manager, as he might be of great service. We met 
the landlord at the Alcalde's office. The Alcalde asked the 
landlord what he gave us for breakfast and dinner, &c. He 
told him that we had everything in season. We had pis-
carto (fish), lemonade, cyder, vino, &c.; in fact, we lived 
like grandees. He produced a piece of an iron bedstead 
that had been broken by some of the company; in fact, he 
said, if any more English troupes came he would give them 
cinco pesetos (about four shillings) a day each rather than 
have them. This settled the question. The Alcalde said 
" You must pay. I do not think, according to the statement 
made, you are over-charged," and the manager squared it 
with the landlord to pay him at the next place. But there 
was something else to settle at the Bull Eing, for I, being 
the only one in the company that had anything worth de
taining, which was all at the Bull Ring, had to stay till 
Monday, after the first night's receipts ; and the landlord of 
the hotel came and asked me to go, eat and sleep at his 
house, for which he would not charge me anything. 

The company all went, and on the following Monday the 
agent came over and released me. When we arrived at 
Valladolid my animals quartered at the theatre, and my 
luggage was taken to the Cafe Mocho, a first-class hotel, 
kept by two French gentlemen, where only the managers, the 
agent, and myself stayed, for the rest of the company had 
taken private lodgings, as they had no money to receive 
when the hotel bills (which the managers had really not 
paid) were deducted from their salaries; but this had no
thing to do with me, as all my expenses had to be paid, so 
I was jolly enough; everything in the French style; and I 
had not to think about the cost. 

We could not get the Plaza de Toros, as it was occupied 
by a French company, who were doing very bad business, and 
giving prizes away like the Mountebanks formerly in England. 

I went on the Sunday afternoon, and paid for a first-class 
ticket, for which I received three lottery tickets for the 
fatted calf ; and all the time during the show I was study
ing what I should do with the calf; but, when the winning 
nunber was put up, I found I wasn't in it. 
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Little Bracki (who came to England with Franconi's Circus 
some years ago) was to ascend on the trapeze, under his 
fire balloon, but he said there would be no money for him, 
and he was not going to risk his neck; so he made a rent in 
the balloon (at the risk of being locked up for not perform
ing what was announced in the bills) and told them it had 
burst. 

The Teatro appeared to be full every night, but there was 
no money coming forward to anybody. 

The manager said we were all to be paid up when we got 
to Madrid. The artists could not pay their lodgings, so were 
turned out, and they had to sleep in the boxes at the theatre. 

It was very hot, and all the theatres in Spain are splen
didly fitted up, so they managed pretty well. Our old 
friends, the landlord and his wife from Yitoria, and the 
landlord and his wife, also the directeur of the Bull Ring, 
and some others from Valencia, turned up, and stayed till 
we had left. They were following the managers about 
day and night, and swore they would stab them. They 
treated all the artistes very well; gave them forty reals 
each (about 8s.), and the directeur of the Plaza de Toros, 
in Valencia, wanted us all to go back with him. He would 
make us plenty of money. He knew the managers were 
only robbing us. They had taken plenty of money for what 
we were all risking our lives for, &c. 

The next day we were to leave for Madrid; and in the 
morning I and one of the managers went at our usual 
time to have breakfast. We placed ourselves at our regular 
table, rang the bell, and the waiter came. We gave our 
orders what we would take, and waited some time. Our 
orders didn't seem to be attended to. Eang again; an
other waiter came ; same orders. He never returned. We 
got desperate, for it was then twelve o'clock. We rang very 
hard. Eang again; no waiter came. At last one was run
ning through the room. We holloaed out " G-arcon! " and 
gave him the straight tip. He took no notice. 

I said,'" Here is something wrong, but it is awful shabby 
of them to deny us our last breakfast; they have behaved so 
kind to us all the time; they might as well carry out their 
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contract; it could not make much difference to them if they 
do not get paid." 

I said, " Oh ! I shall go below to the coffee-room, and 
have my breakfast and pay for it." 

And they started in pursuit of their co-manager. 
I afterwards found them at the theatre. They had made 

it all right with the directeur; and he arranged for a van to 
come at eleven o'clock P.M. to take everything away. 

As there was a gateway and a yard at the back entrance 
to the theatre no one could see what was going on. We 
stayed in the theatre. We could see our old friends watch
ing at the front of the theatre. 

I suppose, not seeing any of the company about anywhere, 
they concluded we had got away. The time drew near when 
we were to make a clandestine move. The acting-manager 
gave the orders for all to prepare. 

I said, " I want my luggage from the hotel." 
" Oh," he said, " we will bring that up to the station." 
I thought to myself, yes, you will, considering there is 

nothing there but what belongs to me, and the bill not paid 
(for they had left what they ha<J, which didn't amount to 
much, at the theatre). We got to the station ; no manager 
there. W e got everything into a luggage van, dogs, &c, in 
their place, all ready. The train was due ; I went outside 
and saw them coming up with a carriage and pair ; and, to 
my agreeable surprise, they had brought my luggage. 
They told me what good fellows the landlords were. They 
asked them to dine ; gave them some of their best wines, and 
sent them in the carriage, telling them they hoped we should 
do well in Madrid; and, if we did, to forward the amount 
when they could spare it, which, of course, they never did; 
and we got clear away without any murders, and arrived in 
Madrid next morning. 

There we had to leave some things at the station four 
days, while, after the first night of opening, at the Circo de 
Price, which happened to be Sunday, there was a grand bull
fight, at the Plaza de Toros, and all the company but me, 
managers as well, ran off to the Bull Eing, and I was left to 
myself to practise. 
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There were no hurdles made for the steeple-chase which 
was advertised, so, when the time came to open, I said to 
the agent,— 

" Oh, Campo, I can't do the steeple-chase to-night, there 
are no hurdles or anything ready; we can't have a steeple
chase without fences for the leaping; and everybody went 
to the bull-fight instead of getting the things ready for the 
performance." 

He said, " Oh ! we'll finish with El Triple Trapecio." 
The circus was crowded, and, as the steeple-chase was the 

great novelty, and had drawn a great many people, when the 
performance was over, the audience sat quietly waiting, 
when the agent announced to them that it was finished. 

Everyone shouted for the steeple-chase, and, when they 
found it was not going to be performed, they commenced 
tearing up the seats and throwing them into the ring. The 
police had to be called in, which did not quiet them before 
the soldiers were called out for fear a revolution would take 
place, as they generally commence at the bull-fights. 

At last they got the circus cleared, and the authorities 
ordered it to be closed. 

The manager had to go before the Alcalde the following 
day, and was fined 2,000 reals ; had it been through my own 
fault I should have been put in prison, and how long I 
might have remained there is no telling—probably indefi
nitely—unless the English ambassador interfered in the 
matter. The place was kept closed three days, during which 
every stratagem had to be used to be allowed to perform any 
more. I t went on for a few days and no money was forth
coming, which had been promised to be all paid up at this 
place, and there being over =£100 due to me I went to the 
British ambassador for his advice ; he asked me if the men 
had got any property. I said, " They have no t ; but they must, 
have money, as they have been taking a good deal and paying 
nothing." He said, " If they have no property you can do-
nothing with them." 

The following day they skedaddled, leaving the hotel bill 
unpaid, so I had the pleasure of paying my own. Her r 
Petropolis, who was performing at the Circo Alphonso, 

i 
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invited me to dine with him and his wife, an English eques
trienne, the daughter of the conductor of the band of my 
late circus. The hotel where they were staying was kept by 
two sisters. In the midst of our dinner they came rushing 
in in a most excited state, calling out, " Oh, Signor Petro-
polis ! Come ! Come quick ! " Petropolis and his wife 
rising in a great hurry leaving me to myself, I thought the 
house was on fire or something. I called out, " Wha t is the 
matter ? Shall I come ? " " No ! no ! You sit quiet." 
There I sat in a state of wonderment. However, they soon 
returned, laughing heartily, and told me the mysterious 
affair. A French gentleman, upon some diplomatic business, 
was also staying at the hotel ; he had been three days in 
bed, laid on his back with his arms crossed over his breast 
without changing his position—they had kept vigilant watch 
over him through the window of his room. (As a general 
rule, all bedrooms open on to a balcony around the inner 
court.) Whilst the sisters were describing the affair to 
Petropolis, saying, " Oh, he is dead; we must send to the 
authorities to take him away at once and have him buried," 
the gentleman raised his arms over his head, yawned, and 
settled down into the same position, and Petropolis and his 
wife came away smiling. If the gentleman had only remained 
quiet for a short time longer they would have popped him 
into a coffin, screwed him down, and had him buried within 
three hours. The gentleman had been drinking the Spanish 
port, which, when new, is very heady, and the tropical heat 
had thrown him into a state of coma. And I have not the 
least doubt but there are many people interred before they 
are dead. 

After staying in Madrid some time amusing myself I joined 
a company and went to Cuenca, a city of New Castile, being 
my first experience of travelling by road in Spain, which I 
enjoyed for its romantic and picturesque scenery ; but not 
the travelling over the miserable apology for roads by night, 
and the poor accommodation we met with for refreshment 
and rest during the day. We stayed in Cuenca two weeks, 
performing at the Plaza de Toros on Sundays and Saints' 
days. 
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The town is built on a hi l l ; the ancient cathedral is a kind 
of museum of fine art. We next went to Valencia, where we 
stayed three weeks. The cholera was getting very prevalent, 
and got worse every day ; there were 3,500 deaths in two 
days, which, according to the population, was something 
enormous. If I looked out of my bedroom window at four in 
the morning I was sure to see eight or ten coffins passing; 
I could not walk up any street but I was sure to meet at the 
least one or more. Going to my breakfast at twelve midday, 
I would meet half-a-dozen, and to dinner at six P.M. perhaps 
a dozen. I began to think to myself if I stay here much 
longer I shall never see old England again. 

Erom here we went to Carthagena; here were over 100 
English engineers engaged in fixing together a floating dock, 
manufactured in England, for the purpose of floating the 
largest ships in the Spanish navy, assisted by nearly 4,000 
Spaniards, including convicts, who, after it was finished, 
boasted that they could have built it themselves without 
being beholden to England. 

We next went to Murcia, one of the most Catholic towns 
in Spain, which is nearly surrounded by a high wall, the 
surface of which I may guess would be some 20 feet wide, 
with an ornamental parapet on each side, and at intervals 
are erected splendid altars, some of which are really magni
ficent, containing some very fine oil paintings, which were lit 
up in the evening when there are thousands of people pro
menading, and at every altar crowds knelt down saying their 
prayers. Every night I used to notice someone walking 
outside the town with a lighted lantern and ringing a bell. 
I made many inquiries as to the meaning of it without get
ting any satisfactory answer; but one of our company, an 
Italian, told me that he was supposed to be looking for 
Jesus Christ, and that is all the information I could ascertain 
—whether right or wrong I cannot say. I used to have a 
walk round on the promenade every morning during our 
stay to admire the lovely fruit gardens, acknowledged to be 
the finest in Spain. I always made an inspection of the 
churches in every place I visited. One morning I was ex
amining the entrance to one of the churches in this place, 

i 2 
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and looking about for some time, when an elderly woman 
entered carrying a small basket covered over with a nice 
white cloth ; it appeared as if it contained someone's break
fast. She went up to what I took for a blank wall, pulled 
a string, a bell rang, a shutter went up, and there was a sort 
of turn-table. (I have seen something like it in some old-
fashioned dining-rooms adjoining the kitchen, from which 
they sent the plates of meat, &c, ordered, by placing them 
upon shelves in different partitions and turning it round so 
tha t the waiter could take them off and turn the table back 
again without displaying where their dinners came from.) 
She placed the basket upon it, the table turned round, a bell 
rang to certify that they had received it, and she walked 
away. This was a new-born child she had brought. I had 
been shown a small door in front of a church in Yitoria 
which opened into the street for the same purpose—where 
they take children to if they want to get rid of them ; they 
ask no questions, and do not know from whence they come. 

There is a church in every town for the same purpose, and 
all the children are christened after the saint of the church. 
They are not called bastards, for one of the Kings of Spain 
made it law that they should all have the same privilege as 
other people—he made them grandees. There was another 
church with a remarkable steeple of a great height. I 
walked to the top without finding a step ; it was on the spiral 
principle, and paved with red bricks; you might drive a coach 
and four up it. At the top there were some very large bells, 
and a man had to go every hour to strike the hours ; and on 
Saints' days and Sundays men had to go up to ring the peal 
by a cord tied to the tongues, as the bells were stationary. 

Here I had the pleasure of being in a Spanish prison. I 
happened to step into a vino shanty, and there was a 
Spaniard drunk, who said something to me not very com
plimentary, which I answered sarcastically, for which he 
drew a poignard to stab me, upon which I let fly at him 
with my fist and knocked him down. He fell outside the 
door into the street; a gendarme came up and took me to 
prison. (You must not strike a Spaniard with your hand ; 
I suppose you might use a knife.) I was marched up some 
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stairs and put into a den of large dimensions. The front 
was fitted up with wooden spars about four inches square; 
it was an unmistakable imitation of old Jerry Womb well's 
elephant waggon, with the shutter down, a plaster floor, and 
the only furniture consisted of a large earthen jar, about 
the size of a five-gallon cask. I examined it very minutely ; 
I could not think what it was for. I turned it bottom up
wards, and made a seat of it. I got tired of this quiet 
mode of life, for nobody came to look at m e ; so I thought 
I would have a little exercise to myself, and tried to run it 
the same as a running globe. 

I suppose they had heard me making a noise, and up came 
a big fat Spaniard (the first fat one I had seen in the 
country) ; he gave a shrill whistle, and up came half a 
dozen fellows ; the fat man operated upon me with a kind 
of cat-o'-nine-tails; anyhow I perceived there were several 
thongs to it. I hope he did not injure his muscle, for I did 
not suffer much from his lashing. They then brought a 
rope, a terrific length, and tied my legs, arms, and body, all 
over, and left me ; so I thought I would try the Brothers 
Davenport rope-untying trick, and I managed to squeeze 
out of it very well. The fat man came up to have a look at 
me, when I pointed to the rope lying on the floor and 
laughed at him, giving him to understand how clever I had 
done i t ; he gave another shrill whistle, and up sprang his 
merry men all. He gave me another edition of lashing, and 
then the men commenced tying me again ; and to some pur
pose, for they tied me so tight I could hardly get my breath. 
They left me again. I tried with all my might, but I found 
I was not equal to the task, that I should never create a 
sensation with that performance, so I gave it up for a bad 
job, and laid myself down and holloaed as hard as I could; 
at that they all ran up, and unloosed me. I was then 
escorted downstairs, and into a large yard, with grapes 
growing in all directions, where there were a lot of fellows, 
some of whom had been engaged in tying me. I do not 
know whether they were convicts or what. One fellow 
pointed out the man to me who tied me so t ight ; they 
brought a melon and some grapes, &c, and made me as happy 
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as they conld, made me some cigarettes, <&c, and we had plenty 
of water to drink; but I began to get uneasy about what 
they were going to do with me, for the company did not 
know what had become of me, as I had not gone to my 
breakfast. At twelve o'clock, the usual time, an official 
came to tell me that they were waiting for some grand 
Signor to see me; at last he arrived, and I was taken into 
his room, where I saw a gentleman, pretty well covered with 
gold lace. He jabbered a good deal; he could not under
stand me, and I would not understand a bit what he said ; 
there was no one in the town that understood English, and 
no English Consul in the place. 

He did not know what to do with me, so he gave me to 
understand that I must pay twenty reals for breaking the 
earthen jar, and I might go. I do not think I broke it, but 
I was very glad to pay for it and get away. I rushed up to 
the hotel and told all the company where I had been, at 
which they had a good laugh and complimented me for 
getting over it so easy; and this ended my experience in 
Spanish prisons. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

BULL FIGHTS. 

W E then went to Albacete, our last place, as we were to 
finish there; I found nothing particular to chronicle. We 
finished, and the company went away to different places. I 
stayed two days after with two Englishmen, who held very 
good positions in the locomotive department on the railway. 
I made up my mind to try Alicante; and the Englishmen 
said if I did not mind going early in the morning they could 
get me by a train that left at four o'clock for one quarter 
the expense I could go by a regular train, which I gladly 
accepted. I was to get everything up to the station the pre
vious night, which I d id; and they got all my animals and 
luggage into covered vans. They would have me to take 
supper at the refreshment-room with them. We enjoyed a 
very pleasant evening. They left me about twelve o'clock, 
as I was going to have a sleep on the sofas in the waiting-
room, and they would come and rouse me up, and see me 
off all right. 

They came according to promise. I went and looked 
after the animals and luggage, and saw that all was there 
right. 

I t was nearly time to start. I asked them to come to 
the refreshment-bar and have a liquor. When I wanted to 
pay I could not find my purse ; I then felt for my pocket-
book, where I had a lot of notes—could not find a rap ! I 
felt over and over again; no good. They said the train, 
would start directly. 

I said, " Would they get my things out ? I would not go ; 
I had been robbed, and must stay and see about i t ; it was 
no use my going without money." 
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They said it would be no use my staying there ; and they 
hustled me into the t ra in; told the guard and engine-driver 
to treat me well and look after me when I arrived. Shook 
hands with me, slipped some silver into my hand, put me 
in, and wished me good-bye. 

Away I went on a miserable journey, wondering what I 
was going to do without any money. I amused myself by 
watching the peasantry cutting corn. They made it much 
easier work than the English shearers do. They evidently 
did not distress themselves by bending their backs to cut 
the wheat near the ground and save the straw. They stood 
upright and just cut off the ears of corn with about six 
inches of the straw, putting it into hampers, placed on each 
side of the mules, to be taken to the threshing-ground. 
They had to clear a good piece of ground to gather a hand
ful, as the crops were exceedingly light. I calculate that 
they grow as much in England upon one acre as in Spain 
upon ten. Then the threshing was going on in various 
places where corn was taken direct to a piece of level ground, 
and spread out in a large circle ; none of your new-fangled 
machinery, nor the old laborious work of swinging a flail over 
their heads from six in the morning till six in the evening 
(it appeared to me more like playing than working). A 
pair of mules are yoked to a long log of wood, which they 
trail round and round over the corn, until it all becomes 
like chaff. When they think all the corn is knocked out of 
the ears it is taken outside the circle ; a fresh relay of corn 
is brought, and the mules go on again, during which the 
arduous process of winnowing the corn from the chaff goes 
on, which is accomplished by waiting until there is a little 
wind, when they throw it up in the air, continuing the same 
process until it is quite separated; after which they put the 
chaff into large bags, place it upon mules, to be carried away 
to the towns to sell, or place it under cover. The corn is put 
into sacks and carried to the bakers, where it is picked clean 
by hand. 

I have watched the process in various towns. I have 
seen fifty women sit at each side of a long table, where the 
corn is spread all the length in the centre of the table, and 
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the women keep combing it with their hands down the side 
into a receptacle, and picking out every bit of grit, &c. I t is 
then put on the stones to be ground into flour, which are 
worked by mules, yoked to a beam, and walking round and 
round. And then it is made into bread, which I can say, 
without fear of contradiction, is the finest in any part of the 
world. 

This was a long dreary journey; a very slow t ra in; the 
stations so far apart that the engine had to stop at places to 
take water. Only in some parts it appeared more like a 
wilderness than a civilized country. The people seemed to 
have no energy ; I had often been asked in England if I ever 
saw a dead donkey; here I positively saw one striving to 
get rid of his miserable life with as little exertion as pos
sible ; in fact, not being at liberty to stay and watch the 
process, I am quite uncertain whether he would ever accom
plish the fact of drawing his last breath. 

I t then began to be dusk, and I had nothing to take my 
attention, and commenced thinking as to what would be the 
best thing to do, as we should not arrive before eleven o'clock 
at night—a nice time to arrange about my animals in a 
strange place, after travelling nineteen hours. And then 
how about paying the fare, &c. But, fortunately, I had 
stopped one night at the Eailway Hotel ; for when we left 
Carthagena I went by a steamer to Alicante, and met the 
company at Murcia. 

Well, I arrived at the station at Alicante. I told the 
stationmaster I would pay when I came for my things 
(wondering to myself when that would be). I went outside 
the station, saw the 'bus from the hotel, and I ran and 
jumped inside. When I went into the hotel the landlord 
came to welcome me. He was so glad to see me. I asked 
him to give me cinco cent, reals—£6—to fetch up my things 
from the station. He said, " S i , seiior" (Yes, sir), and 
away I went with the 'bus, brought what we could, and back 
for the remainder. Then I had to get the railway porters 
to lead the large dogs. There was a large warehouse con
nected with the hotel, in which I could have all my things, 
so that was jolly. I fed all the animals, had a good supper, 
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and retired to my bedroom much happier than I anti
cipated. 

Next day I took a walk round, tried the theatre, could do 
nothing. The manager said things were very bad Went to-
the Plaza de Toros. The directeur said they could not 
have anything there. News of the Revolution had arrived 
that morning from Madrid. The cholera was becoming 
general. There was no other place in the town. I paced 
up and down every street looking for an empty shop, but 
without any success. I settled myself down quietly to wait 
for something to turn up, and practised every day. I had 
plenty of company at the hotel, it being the bathing season. 
We had a small orchestra to perform during our breakfast 
and dinner, and everything good for Spanish cookery— 
plenty of vino and delicious fruit, in the middle of which 
we always took a rest to smoke a cigarette, in which the 
ladies joined. 

Occasionally we had a march round the table, headed by 
the band, and everybody was jolly. All seemed bent upon 
pleasure. They bathed in the Mediterranean four or five 
times a day, ladies and gentlemen together, the bathing 
season being fixed only for a specified term, according to 
religious principles, and to bathe at any other time in the 
divine waters is considered to be impious. Altogether this 
was enough to make one forget one's troubles, and I durst 
not reckon the cost. I made up my mind not to draw any 
money from England, and called upon the British Consul to 
see if he could send me home. He said he had no power 
whatever, only to assist the forlorn and shipwrecked mari
ners, and then he could only force the captain of an 
English ship to take them, for which the Government 
allowed a shilling per day for each sailor's board during the 
voyage. I said, " Well, I must wait until I can do some
thing," so I amused myself as well as I could, taking my 
walks abroad, &c. 

One morning, when taking the dogs for a run outside the 
town, I came upon a young officer drilling a lot of conscripts 
upon a piece of waste ground (which is to be found around 
every Spanish town in abundance). One of the conscripts 
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seemed determined to reverse every word of command-
When the officer said, " Eight about face," he turned to the 
left, and stood face to face with the other conscripts, and 
when the word of command was given, " Quick march," he 
marched off in an opposite direction by himself, looking 
quite happy, and in every other movement he always acted 
in the same contrary manner. The officer must have had 
the patience of Job, for his perseverance was unlimited. 
He continued incessantly putting them through the same 
manoeuvres, but with no better result. 

I stood laughing, anxiously waiting to see if the fellow 
could be taught the difference betwixt right and left, till at 
last Mr. Officer, evidently getting his amiable temper ruffled, 
ordered me to move on. I took the tip and quietly walked 
away, for fear he might fix his spite by running me through 
with his sword. Wha t he made of his stubborn pupil I 
don't know. I suppose he would be drafted into the Awk
ward Squad. 

I took my constitutional dip in the sea every morning, 
and a promenade on the quay, as British ships were con
tinually arriving, so that I always had some companions. 
The regimental band of fifty performers, which were sta
tioned in the town, played every evening from 6 to 9 o'clock. 
They then moved to the grand promenade, close to my 
hotel, where their music stands were arranged, and well 
lighted, equal to our promenade concerts. Also a ground-
glass transparency to exhibit the piece of music they were 
going to execute, d la Cremorne. Here they played till the 
midnight chimes rang out, after which they retired to their 
barracks. 

I t happened one day that I had not got sufficient to pay 
for the accommodation at the regular bathing establish
ment, and as I had often watched people bathing at a place 
behind the pier wall, where there were numerous rocks upon 
which they undressed and deposited their clothes, I thought, 
" Well, I'll have a bathe here," and in I went. I was not 
an expert swimmer, and the sea was rough. I dabbled 
about for some time, when a heavy sea wave came over me, 
taking me in shore, striking my head against a rock with 
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such a concussion that I should certainly have been drowned 
but for a Spaniard, who jumped in and brought me to shore. 
They thought I was dead. They put me into a carriage 
and took me to the hospital, where they brought me 
round, put me into bed, had my clothes dried, which were 
wet with the sea going over them, and had every care for 
me. -

When I woke up and opened my eyes, there was a Sister 
of Mercy at each side of the bed watching over me. The 
first thing they asked me was I French or English, to which 
I said the latter. The French are much better liked than 
the English, who are not acknowledged to be Christians; 
and where there is no English burial-ground (which have 
only of late years been made in seaport towns), all English 
are buried on the roadside with a small stone cross put at 
their head. I have seen a great many in different parts. 
Anyhow, they treated me like angels. I got properly right, 
my clothes were brushed and put straight, and they gave me 
some good old wine. I told them where I was staying and 
my business. Thanked them very much. I had no occa
sion to tell them I had no money, for they handed me my 
keys and two or three coppers, which they had put safe in a 
drawer by the side of my bed. They often called at the 
hotel to ask after me. 

The cholera was getting worse every day, so the inhabi
tants bethought themselves that they had not well treated a 
Captain-G-eneral, who was a very good man, highly esteemed 
by everybody, who died of cholera eleven years before, when 
the town had been visited by the scourge, and he had sacri
ficed his life by his bravery and charitable assistance during 
that calamity, for which he had never been awarded a 
monument to his memory ; so as they were again visited by 
the epidemic, they now made up their minds to get up a 
subscription to have one put up at once. So they announced 
a grand carnival, to last a fortnight, day and night. Every
body was busily engaged in illustrating the affair by stretch
ing halfpenny balls of twine hung with shreds of coloured 
paper, old show bills, or anything they could get hold of, 
across the streets from one window to another, similar to 
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what I have seen in the gardens and fields to frighten away 
the birds when seeds were newly sown. 

I recollect one grand square, with a statue in the centre, 
from which the usual expensive illuminated strings were 
stretched diagonally to every house in the square. This 
was a magnificent success, and crowded every night. Then 
there were pitched here and there in every street, very often 
outside the door of a vino shanty, something in imitation 
of an altar—a table covered over with white calico trimmed 
with lace, &c, illustrated with small coloured pictures, a 
crucifix, a Virgin Mary, and all the saints. Also a small font 
which contained holy water, and at each of those altars 
there was placed a receptacle for the offerings for the sub
scription. 

Then there were the military bands playing here and 
there and everywhere, and groups of people sat outside 
their houses strumming guitars and beating their tam
bourines. Then there were bands of men and boys beat
ing kettles and iron pans, old tubs, or anything that 
would create the most abominable noise. At night there 
were attempts at fireworks with squibs, crackers, <&c. There 
was dancing in all directions, in which a lot of negroes 
took part, and much obscenity was observable. Then there 
were torchlight processions in different costumes, some of 
which would have been apropos in London on the 5th of 
November. In fact it was a conglomeration of every species 
of absurdity. There was no rest night or day. I should 
be very sorry to pass two more such weeks in what they con
sidered pleasure. 

I have often said to my friends when strolling about, that 
I should like to set a light to the shreds of paper in the 
streets. They said, if I were to do such a thing I should 
be sure to be stabbed to death. I have often asked them 
the meaning of it all, and could only ascertain that it was 
principally to occupy the people's minds, and frighten away 
the cholera, which was really very bad, and the people 
dying on all sides. 

Anyhow, they finished up the last Sunday of the carnival 
with an amateur bull-fight, the proceeds to go towards the 
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said monument, which realized a large sum, for all the 
young ladies in the neighbourhood were foremost in carry
ing it out, and sold the tickets at high prices. 

When this affair was all oyer, people began to settle down 
again to their regular business, and the landlord of my hotel 
kept putting the amount of my bill at the back of his card of 
the hotel, and giving it to me, to which I always replied, 
" All r i g h t ; " so I thought it over in my own mind, and came 
to the conclusion that I had better keep the key of my bed
room in my pocket, instead of hanging it up in the office, 
as I had hitherto done, or I might not have a bed to sleep 
upon; they kept asking me for the key, to put the room 
straight. "No , thank you ; it will do very well." 

The following Saturday night, after the band had finished 
playing, I went home to my virtuous bed, but found a pad
lock ; they had put two staples in—one in the jamb the other 
in the door—and hung the lock through the two. Well, I 
was not much surprised. There were some sofas placed upon 
the landing, so I took to the one opposite my room door, 
lay down, and slept till morning, when I arose, dispensed 
with my usual bath, <fcc, and took a walk, wondering where 
I should take my breakfast. I went and looked after the 
animals, fed them, &c, then took a stroll down to the pier, to 
see if there were any fresh arrivals, when I met a captain, 
an old acquaintance, and a stranger. The captain said,— 

" G-ood morning, Mr. Yan Hare ; how are you getting 
o n ? " 

To which I replied,— 
" Oh, all r igh t ; I 'm just looking for*a knife and fork " (at 

the same time taking stock of his friend, who was a perfect 
swell, jewelled up to the nines, with Masonic studs and vest 
buttons). 

I gave him a sign, when he immediately replied,— 
" I f you find the knife and fork, I 'll find you something 

for them to do." 
For which I thanked him, and said, " What time do you 

d i n e ? " 
He said, " At one o'clock; but we shall only have a spoon 

dinner to-day, as we only came in last night." 
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" O h ! " I said, " that will do very well for my break
fast." 

He handed me his card, and told me the name of the ship. 
I took particular caution not to be behind time. I found 
Tier to be a magnificent craft, well provided with everything, 
including both solids and fluids of the best quality. A t 
dinner we had Bass's Bitter, which was a novelty; after 
which we had liqueurs and cigars, &c. He pointed out to 
me a cabin berth, which would be at my service, likewise 
his table, during his stay, and that he was going up the 
Black Sea to Alexandria, and if I liked he would take me 
and my animals; and if I could not do anything there, he 
would take me back to England; so I thought I was in luck's 
way. 

I now thought, as they had allowed a bull-fight at the Plaza 
de Toros, I would have a try to get it myself, and several 
gentlemen of the town interested themselves on my behalf. I 
proffered myself to give my performance, and to go in the 
bull-fight, for one clear half of gross receipts, they paying 
all expenses, which they readily accepted. This was to 
take place on the following Sunday, The bills, advertise
ments, &c, announcing that " Yan Hare, the great animal 
trainer from England, would give his performance for this 
day only, and would positively appear in the arena as a 
bull-fighter, the first Englishman ever known to attempt 
such a feat, upon which occasion there would be four bulls 
killed " (they had cut down the expenses of two bulls, for in 
every provincial bull-fight they never kill less than six, in 
Madrid eight). * 

I called upon the English Consul. He said,— 
" Well, how are you getting on, Yan Hare ? " 
I said, " Oh! I 'm getting on first class, Colonel; I have 

got the Bull Eing to perform in, and I am going in the 
bull-fight. , , 

" Oh ! " he said, " I cannot allow an Englishman to do any 
such foolish thing. I must write to the authorities to stop 
it Suppose you get killed, it will cause a bother with our 
country." 

I said, " "Well, Colonel, you have told me that you had no 
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power whatever to assist me in any shape or way, and if 
people came on such speculations it was at their own r isk; 
had I not better run the risk of being killed than stay here 
to be starved ? Anyhow, I shall try it, in spite of your inter
ference." 

The time was drawing on, and the Spanish people were 
delighted with the idea of seeing an Englishman killed, and 
tickets for the best places were being taken very liberally. 
The time arrived, and I was the Hon of the day (or the sup
posed lamb). The military band played round the town, 
with a large banner carried in front, and I, mounted on a 
charger, following (the admired victim), and all marched into 
the Plaza de Toros. I made up my mind not to gratify their 
curiosity to be killed. I gave my performance first, and 
secured great applause, after which there was a placard 
posted in the centre of the arena announcing a reldche of 
twenty minutes; the next was to prepare for the bull fight. 

The affair went off avec eclat. The Inglese was greatly 
cheered; the building was crowded. I was very glad when 
the last bull was killed; and although I had forgot to solicit 
the protection of the Virgin, I came clear out of the fight, 
for which I was very thankful. My share amounted to 
24,790 reals, a little over <£247 sterling. As I passed through 
the streets I met with much cheering at every corner, with 
" Bravo, Inglese !" 

The following day I received a cheque for my share. I 
at once settled my hotel bill, and paid all my little out
standing debts, with which my creditors were highly de
lighted, and the Inglese was about the greatest man in 
Alicante. 

I thought all my troubles were over, and began to think 
where I should go next. I gave up the idea of accepting 
my friend the captain's kind offer to take me to Alexandria. 
I thought I would go to Lisbon, in Por tuga l ; but in conse
quence of the town being infected with cholera, no steamers 
would come in on account of quarantine laws, but ' the English 
consul told me he could get me to go by a brigantine, which 
was going to Pomoran, Portugal, to load sulphur ore. I in
quired how long it would take ; he said,— 
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" O h ! with a fair wind, three days; anyhow, a vessel 
would go there in a week ; " so I asked him to see what the 
captain would take me for. 

The captain would not take me as a passenger, because 
he would be liable to the penalty of =£100; but he would 
take me for ten shillings per day, for the keep of myself 
and animals. I said, " That is cheap enough, anyhow ;" so 
the agreement was made out, signed, and sealed by the 
Consul. The vessel was to sail on the following Monday. 

Having become so popular, and there being a great many 
ships in the harbour, a good many of the captains solicited 
me to give a performance on the pier on the Sunday. Twenty-
seven captains, including several English, volunteered to 
subscribe 100 reals (=£1) each (three English captains de
clined upon their religious principles), so we had the ascent 
rope stretched from a building on the side of the pier-wall 
to the flagstaff at the end of the pier, for the ascent of 
Mons. Blondin and Mme. Blondin, whom he carried on his 
back. I engaged a small band for a trifling sum. I went 
through my performance ; there was a big crowd of people, 
and a gentleman of the town volunteered to go round with 
my hat, and was very successful in his collection ; and alto
gether I got about =£44. I said, " Well, the old adage is 
true ; nothing succeeds like success." 

K 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE " M A R Y ELIZABETH." 

THE Mary Elizabeth was to clear out of the harbour on the 
Monday night, so I got all on board ready. The ship was 
only in ballast (sand), which was in the centre of the 
vessel, and the aft of the hold left clear, where I stowed all 
my dens ; and the large dogs I chained on the ballast. The 
captain of the Water Sprite packed me up a hamper full 
of nice things, not forgetting a little stimulant, saying,— 

" I expect you will not find your ship very comfortably 
provided; but never mind, it will be only for a short time; 
put up with it; and here is a sack of biscuits for the poor 
animals." 

I went into the town, called upon all my friends, thanked 
everybody, and wished everybody good-bye; and I set sail 
in the never-to-be-forgotten Mary Elizabeth about midnight. 
There was a heavy sea outside the harbour, a contrary wind 
got up for our occasion, and the Mary Elizabeth tossed about 
anyhow. The sailors were laughing and pitying me, think
ing how bad I should be—so they told me afterwards; saying 
they thought now I must be an old sailor. 

As soon as it became light I went down into the hold to 
see how the animals were looking. I found the dens a 
couple of feet in water, tumbled about in all directions, and 
a nice job I had; there was no one could be spared to give 
me a hand, as we only had four men (one with a wooden 
leg) and a boy, besides the captain, all told. I dragged the 
dens out of the water by ropes on to the ballast, and lashed 
them to the side of the hold. I called the captain's attention 
to the fact that the hold was already swamped with water, on 
which he gave orders for the pumps to be worked. 
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At 8 o'clock A.M. I was summoned to breakfast. I went 
down into the captain's cabin, thinking that the captain, 
mate, and myself would take our meals together, but found 
that all hands had to mess here together. I ascertained 
afterwards that this was a Welsh vessel, and also the crew, 
and that the captain worked her upon a share of the freights, 
having to pay and keep the sailors, &c. " O h ! " says I, 
"this accounts for the milk in the cocoanut." He could 
keep them much cheaper in this manner, especially when he 
always rose from the table first, saying grace before they had 
finished, and of course they followed, and, to my thinking, 
very often with half a bellyful; but I took particular cau
tion to stay and finish my repast, for I knew that the captain 
always had a snack to himself before meals. 

The third morning, when I went on deck, I inquired if we 
were nearly at the end of our journey. The captain said,— 

"Why, we were driven back last night opposite Ali
cante." 

" Oh! then here is three days lost," says I. 
We were tacking about for about a week, when we came 

opposite a mountain covered with snow (I forget the name 
of it) ; this was a good landmark for me, for what we 
gained in tacking about all day we lost at night, for always 
when I turned out in the morning the first thing I observed 
was the white-topped mountain. This went on day *af ter 
day, till at last they found out they had not sufficient ballast, 
so we ran her into a haven, where we anchored for three 
days to take in more ballast, so that she would answer her 
helm better; also we had the water-casks filled up, all of which 
had to be paid for. We heaved anchor and started again. 
The following morning I sighted my old friend the white 
mountain. 

We went on the same old game for two or three weeks. 
We were now getting a lot of companions in trouble, in 
the shape of ships, more contrary winds, and squalls at 
sea, and one morning, when I went on deck, the captain 
said,— 

"Why, Mr. Van.Hare, we had forgot all about you 
last night; I thought we were going to the bottom; we had 

K 2 
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a narrow escape of being run down by another ship, and we 
should never have thought of you." 

" Oh ! " says I, " I'm much obliged for your kind attention 
towards my safety, I had better look out for myself." 

I recollected seeing the previous day an extraordinary 
shoal of porpoises, I should think a mile in width, and three 
miles in length, which formed a perfect moving black mass. 
The captain said it was a sign of a storm. 

The weather became so bad, and the sea so boisterous, 
that we, with a great many more ships, ran into the G-ulf of 
Almeria and lay at anchor over a week. Here we were 
rather jolly, for we had a lot of the captains from the 
various ships come on board every afternoon to visit us, 
when I gave them a performance on deck; I had the rope 
stretched all the length of the vessel for the Blondin 
monkey, &c.; the captains each bringing something good. 
Some of them were fruit-laden (which was another happy 
thought), some tobacco (which was much needed on our 
ship), and their company was a great acquisition in the 
way of killing time. 

In the morning we took the jolly boat to the shore at 
eight o'clock to buy provisions, which the peasants brought 
from the neighbourhood. It was something like going to a 
market, only we were not allowed to go on shore. We were 
obliged to stay in the boat, and the people brought what 
we wanted, for which we had a good deal of bartering in 
striking a bargain, and for which we had to pay an old priest, 
who received the money in an earthen jar containing some 
kind of acid to avoid the infection of cholera. One morning 
we bought a pig and took it on board alive; I had to be the 
butcher (this was like old times to me, having, when a lad 
at home, learnt butchering three months, so as to be able to 
kill our own sheep, &c, for the family and servants). I 
killed and dressed it, and a nice pig it was, for which the 
sailors gave me great credit. We also bought some water 
to fill up the casks, of which I was very glad, having been 
restricted by the captain to two quarts per day, which was 
something absurd, and very likely to bring on hydrophobia ; 
so, as the captain only specified this per day, I took the pre-
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caution to have a good supply from the water-casks at night 
when he was asleep. There was also short allowance of 
biscuits, and as the sackful which the captain of the Water 
Sprite gave me was exhausted, I had to make up the supply 
clandestinely from the lockers. 

We procured coals from one ship, flour from another, 
sugar, tea, coffee, &c, &c, from another, and a cask of beef 
from a Norwegian ship. This was a godsend, for we had 
been reduced to three days a week without meat, on which 
days we had plum-duff. The first day we tried the salt 
junk it happened to be the r ibs; when I had polished one I 
examined it minutely, for it was round. I asked the captain 
what he thought of our last supply of beef. He said he 
liked it very well, what did I think of it ? I said I did not 
dislike i t ; it tasted well of salt, but I believed that it was 
horseflesh, for I never saw bullocks' ribs round, but flat. 
Anyhow, we ought to be thankful for it in these contrary 
times. 

Every morning, when the vessel was steady enough, the 
sailors used to fill a large tub with sea-water. I used to 
jump out of my berth, go up on deck, have my bath, then 
run round the deck until I was dry, then step down to dress. 
The captain used to say they would have to bury me on the 
voyage. The sailors of the surrounding ships used to 
inquire of our men if they had got a madman on board. 
The old wooden-legged sailor grumbled if it happened to be 
his turn in because I hindered him from sleeping by run
ning about; to which I retorted, that he kept me from sleep
ing by stumping over my skylight with his wooden leg 
when he was on watch ; but, altogether, we spent a few days 
jolly and quiet, much more to my taste than pitching about 
at sea, and for no purpose. But, as everything must have 
an end, so our quietude collapsed, and one morning at 
three o'clock and the captain came down called,— 

" Mr. Yan Hare, come and give us a lift; we are going to 
weigh anchor. Here is a fair wind." 

I was quickly on deck. I was enthusiastic with delight 
at the prospect of having some hopes of reaching our 
destination. I heaved with all my might, and sung that 
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Britons never shall be slaves, &c, and we made another 
start, and this time with a fair wind, " and all was joy and 
merriment." 

I asked the captain how long we should be before we 
arrived at the end of our voyage; he said,— 

" If the wind keeps fair we shall be at the mouth of the 
river in from twelve to fifteen hours." 

I said, " Oh ! I must look out for the Gib Bock." 
W e went on for an hour beautifully, when the wind began 

to slacken, and we went on for a couple of hours more, the 
wind gradually falling, till it became a dead calm. And 
there we were fixed for about a week, just as quiet as if we 
were in a duck pond. 

The captain had got plenty of paint on board, so he 
set all hands to work to paint the ship, some on the outside, 
and others to the inside of the bulwarks, &c. I did all the 
fancy work and decorations, &c, for which the captain had 
the courage to cut into a small Welsh ham, which he had 
been nursing all the time. I had noticed this ham hanging 
in the mate's cabin, and wanted to have a slice of it, but 
they always said it belonged to the ma te ; but the captain 
plucked up on this occasion, and, with the mate and me, had 
a bit of it fried every night to our tea. This was really a 
very pleasant week; the weather was lovely. I used to get 
up early every morning to see the sun rise, for no one 
who has not witnessed it can form any idea of its mag
nificence. I did not begrudge my loss of time and the 
expense. I t was beautiful and warm, and not a ripple on 
the water, except by a passing steamer. I tried often to 
catch fish but never succeeded. I did see something one 
day, when looking over the stern, like that everlasting sea 
serpent; I called to the men, but they laughed, and said,— 

" Yery like a whale ! " 
The sailors did haul in a very small turtle, which I soon 

made into Gunter-soup; but even in this little time of 
enjoyment there were some things to annoy one. Every day 
there would be passing a steamship, when we could not 
move an inch. I used to wish myself on board of her, 
wherever she was bound for. I would then think of the 
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money I should have to pay if we ever did arrive anywhere. 
When I grumbled, the old wooden-legged sailor would tell 
me I was a Jonah ; they would have to throw me overboard 
or they would never weather the voyage; in answer to which 
I pointed out the various ships in the same predicament, 
and asked if there was a Jonah upon all of them. 

I had a favourite monkey die, I could not tell the reason ; 
I believed the cabin-boy had poisoned it. I skinned it with 
the greatest care to preserve its claws or nails, so that I 
might have it stuffed. I stretched it on a board to dry it in 
the sun, and took it down the hold every night out of the dew. 
I used to hang it under a beam out of the way of the rats ; 
but they got to it and ate the skin of the legs and face, so I 
could do nothing but have it made into a cap. 

The captain used to read the Bible to me in the Welsh 
language, which I could not understand a bit; but he would 
insist that it was the only pure language in the world ; " and 
still I was not happy." Anyhow, we got the vessel nicely 
painted up, but the mate said she wanted her bottom scraped, 
she couldn't sail. At last some wind got up, fair or foul, and 
we started, dodging about on the same old game; but one 
morning when I went on deck they told me they'd passed 
the G-ib. About mid-day we touched the coast of Portugal, 
and, after a good deal of skimming to and fro, and numerous 
inquiries, we found the entrance to the river leading to 
Pomoran; but when we attempted to enter, we were stopped 
by the coast-guards, and told we must go up to Lisbon for 
fourteen days' quarantine before we should be allowed to 
enter the river. 

We had now spent nine weeks over a three days, or, at 
the farthest, one week's voyage. The captain turned pale, 
and held a consultation with the mate. The captain wanted 
to sail straight for Cardiff in Wales ; this sent me wild. I 
said I don't want to go there, nor yet to England, 
especially to risk my life in this old ship, and in the worst 
season of the year, if she could not sail in the Mediter
ranean. They consulted together again, and came to the 
conclusion that they would run across to Cadiz, and run her 
ashore to have her bottom scraped; as she was covered with 
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barnacles it would not be safe, as she could not sail. We 
arrived outside the harbour of Cadiz at night. 

Next morning the Custom House oflicers came alongside 
to know if we had a clean bill of health, &c. The captain 
handed them the ship's papers, which they received with 
some small tongs, and put them into an earthen vessel to 
be purified before looking at them. All settled satisfactorily, 
a ship-chandler's agent came on board for orders, which we 
were glad to see, for we were nearly cleared out of every
thing. 

We soon had some stores on board, and some fresh meat 
and vegetables for dinner, which was a novelty to us. The 
captain said he must go ashore to arrange about the vessel 
being cleaned ; I said so must I, for I do not mean sailing 
any longer in this ship, so we took a boat, and he went after 
his business, and I went to look round to see if I could find 
any. 

I strolled round the town, gaining all the information I 
could, made an appointment with an agent for the next day, 
and returned to the Mary Elizabeth to look after the 
animals, &c. The following morning they were going to take 
the vessel some distance up the coast, where they could have 
her beached. The captain directed me to come along the 
coast to find them. I was to call out the name, &c. I then 
went to the agent, who took me to the manager of the Teatro 
del Circo G-aditano, with whom I made an arrangement for 
seven performances upon sharing terms. I waited until the 
theatre opened to see the house when lit up, also to see what 
sort of business they were doing, before accepting his offer, 
and when I went in search of the Mary Elizabeth it was 
quite dark. I went all along the bay, according to the cap
tain's directions, shouting as loud as I could "Mary Eliza-
beth." No answer. I found some vessels on shore, and 
overhauled them. I spent between two and three hours and 
could gain no tidings of the Mary Elizabeth. 

I kept meeting with some rum-looking characters, and 
thought I had better make my way back to the town as soon 
as possible, as I might be murdered, and I had a good deal 
of groping about to find it. When I got into the town I 
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had some difficulty in getting a bed, for it was getting late 
and the hotels were full. At last I was recommended to a 
French hotel, where I had some supper and went to bed. 

I went early the next morning in search of the Mary 
Elizabeth again, and found her like a duck out of water, 
and had to mount up a long ladder to get on board, and the 
first news I heard was that all the animals were loose in the 
hold, and they had fastened down the hatchways to keep 
them from getting away. 

" Well," thought I, " this is another bit." I was soon 
down to see what was the matter. I only found two of the 
large baboons had broken out of their den; I suppose they 
had been frightened by the people beaching the vessel. I 
fed them, &c, told the captain that I was not going any 
farther with him, I should take everything away in the 
afternoon, and asked him to make out his account. I then 
went back to the town, arranged a place in the theatre to 
keep the animals in. I engaged a vehicle and got some men 
from the theatre to go to assist in bringing the things up. 
I bought some English tobacco and some aguardiente for 
the sailors on board, for they had been without a long time. 

I settled with the captain. I had been sixty-seven day 
on board, and he did not knock off a penny (although the 
sailors always told me that I was keeping the whole ship), 
but exhibited his generosity by going back to the town and 
standing an extravagant dinner, which amounted to about 
one shilling and elevenpence halfpenny. 

I wished him good-bye, and have never seen the Mary 
Elizabeth, nor her captain and crew, nor even the wooden-
legged sailor, since. I think I heard of the latter some years 
after when I was travelling in Wales, and at every seaport 
I made inquiries, and was told in Swansea that there was 
a sailor with a wooden leg about, but they had not seen 
him lately; he must have gone to sea. So I took it for 
granted that this was the veritable wooden-legged old salt, 
for I could not believe that there was another specimen in 
the known world. 
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C H A P T E E XI . 

AT CADIZ. 

I GAVE seven representations, as per agreement, which suc
ceeded so well that I arranged for seven more upon better 
terms, for the people were perfectly mystified by Napoleon 
El perro adivino, as they called him, also E l celebre Mono 
Blondin, and the Perros y Monos Africanos, &c. 

The show advertised itself the day before I commenced 
my performances. One of the baboons had got loose, and 
crowds of men and boys came running up to my hotel to 
tell me that " el mono grande " was loose, and I had great 
difficulty in getting through the crowd, for I suppose there 
were something like 5,000 people congregated. All the 
people had fled from the theatre, nor could I persuade them 
to go in again until I had secured the big monkey, who was 
amusing himself at one of the windows by all sorts of antics, 
and when I took him away the crowd quickly disappeared. 

When I had finished my engagements, I went to open a 
show at La Eeria, the fair which commences two weeks before 
Christmas, and is held for two months. Around the market, 
which is a very large square with a high wall, to which the 
show barracks are fixed, forming one side, I had a large 
wooden building put up, which held about 1,000 people, but 
you must not admit more people than what you are licensed 
for, and the seats must be marked out a certain width by the 
authorities. I had a large stage and orchestra, a trans
parency, with " Monsieur Blondin's grand Exhibition from 
London,'' with sketches of the different performances—El 
Mono Blondin on the rope carrying Mrs. Blondin on his 
back, &c. 
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The managers of the theatre tried all they could to pre
vent me from performing at the fair, and the first day, when 
I got my pictures and bills, &c. stuck outside the show, and 
thought I had made a grand display which would astonish 
the Andalusians, the gendarmes came and ordered me to take 
them down and close the doors, or they must take me to 
prison. ~No one could tell me the reason why they had 
stopped me from opening. I had to use all the influence I 
could find, and at last, after bothering to and fro to the 
Alcaldia Constitucional de Cadiz about three days, the 
Alcalde gave me a license for performing during the fair. I 
had lost three of the best days, but when I again put out 
my paraphernalia, I was crowded in a few minutes, and so I 
went on up till 10 P.M., when everybody had to close. Mine 
was the best show in the fair ; all the high-class people came. 

There were several Marionette exhibitions, but a Punch 
and Judy show had a great success. There was a celebrated 
conjurer, named Langloss, who gave away amongst the 
audience two or three dozen of live birds from a gentleman's 
hat at every performance. It must have been quite a job to 
keep up the supply. He had men out in the country every 
day catching them with nets. The admission to the show 
was only one real (2|d.). 

One day my orchestra struck for more salary; this was a 
German band—you find these beggars everywhere. I would 
not listen to their exorbitant demands, so I picked up an 
Italian organ-grinder. We strummed upon guitarras and 
punished some tambourines, making as much noise as pos
sible behind the stage, to make the people believe we had a 
band; but when the people paid their money and came 
inside they called out for music. I found this would not 
wash, so the following day I came to terms with my old 
band. 

Some days we did not open, for if it was the least damp 
nobody came to La Feria, nor to the great square of St. 
Antonio, the fashionable resort of all the grand people, who 
meet at certain hours to promenade, in fine bright weather, 
but if it is the least gloomy, it is perfectly deserted. 

I gave private performances at several of the mansions of 
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the grandees and merchants. I gave one at a Scotch 
gentleman's on a Sunday evening. I had a commissionaire 
that the agent recommended to me, who professed to have 
been in many countries, and was a kind -of commission 
agent for ship chandlers, boarding the ships as they arrived 
to solicit orders. I could not ascertain what country
man he was; he palmed himself off as a Spaniard, which I 
was able to detect that he was not. But I found him out to 
be very dexterous in handling money that did not belong to 
him, for one night when I was counting up the takings of 
the show, he suatched up a handful of silver coins, and ran 
out; one of my men went after him, calling for the police, 
who took him straight away to prison. I heard nothing of 
him for a week, when two Gendarmeros entered, of very 
imposing appearance, in their three-cornered hats, blue 
frock coats, with the laps lined with scarlet and turned 
back to show their white buckskin breeches; they wore 
Napoleon high boots, and were girt with long swords. They 
required my service to appear against the man for robbing 
me, to which I objected, saying I did not want to have any 
bother about him, when one got on each side of me, drew 
their swords, and I had to march between them, before the 
authorities. The Alcalde asked me how much the man had 
stolen. I said, according to the checks, 130 reals, which 
they had found upon him, and to which he confessed. They 
told me I should not be allowed to leave the country until 
he had been tried, which might be several months. I re
plied I did not know how long I might remain, nor where I 
might go to; I did not wish to punish the man. Well, 
would I be satisfied if I had the money returned ? Yes, 
certainly ! They said he ought to be very grateful to me, 
for he would have got a long term of imprisonment. This 
raised my suspicion upon a former event, viz.: One day, 
feeling very unwell, and it being a dull sort of day, 
when there would be very little doing in the fair, I went 
very early to bed; this man came into my bedroom about 
eleven o'clock at night to ask how I was, &c.; he asked if he 
should take the dog (Napoleon) out for a run ? " Yes, you 
can just take him in the square for ten minutes." He did 
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not return and I got very uneasy. Twelve o'clock struck, I 
jumped up, and was dressing to go to look for him, when 
the fellow came in blowing, saying he had lost old Nap. I 
was in an awful way, for I was afraid he would be taken on 
board of some foreign ship, where I should never hear any 
more of him, so I wrote an advertisement, offering 500 
reals reward, went to three of the morning paper offices, 
and got it inserted for the first issue in the morning. I 
kept the fellow with me walking about the harbour, &e. 
nearly all night, and had not long been in bed, when he 
brought up to my bed-room a man leading the dog (this 
was certainly before the papers were out). I was delighted 
to see him return, and gladly parted with my 500 reals, 
but have thought since that the two men had conspired 
together to swindle me. 

^ I thought to myself, yes, it is very severe punishment you 
give them in this country. I have watched the convicts at 
work, and been somewhat amused. They are imprisoned 
in the town where the crime has been committed. I was 
much interested in the Establecimiente Penal, although the 
building does not claim very high distinction as to its archi
tectural design. It is stationed on the sea wall, which 
nearly surrounds the town, and boasts a large wooden gate, 
which looked as if it had done duty there more than a cen
tury in filling up the archway, over which is printed in 
black letters, Establecimiente Penal, which leads to the 
court-yard. The building is of the plainest description, 
coloured yellow, white, and red. The convicts emerged 
from this gateway at nine o'clock in the morning, each in 
chains of a very light construction, no stronger than the 
albert watch-chains worn in England at the present day; 
they were escorted by soldiers with mounted bayonets to 
some part of the city to repair the roads. They were not 
over-burdened with working tools, which were constructed 
upon an economical principle, and evidently did not re
quire much physical exertion from the convicts; I noticed 
particularly the rammers. I should think that one of the 
rammers which I have seen the workmen use on the road
ways in London would make a dozen of those used by these 
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convicts, which were much longer, so that they could stand 
erect, and not have to fatigue themselves by having to bend 
forward with every stroke, like an English labourer—a proof 
of the noble philanthropical study of the authorities, which 
can only be equalled by a Gladstone government. I t pos
sessed another great advantage, they could lean it against the 
chest whilst they manufactured a nice cigarette, which 
occurred every five or ten minutes ; after which they exerted 
themselves in the laborious work of giving some half-a-dozen 
rams with such terrific force, as to be almost dangerous to 
any creeping insects that might be so unfortunate as to be 
upon the road; this labour was generally accompanied by a 
portion of some favourite song. 

After three hours of this assiduous toil, they were marched 
back to the Penal Establishment for breakfast at twelve 
o'clock midday, when you would see a great rush to the gate
way by their friends or relations, with provisions, which the 
convicts received through the openings between the bars. 

After three or four hours' rest, enjoying their siesta, or 
midday sleep, during the heat of the day, they are marched 
out again, to go through the same severe labour, and re
turn at 6 P.M. for dinner, when they were again supplied by 
their friends. How they amused themselves after dinner I 
never enquired, but I daresay they would play cards or 
dominoes, with perhaps an occasional cock-fight. I became 
rather anxious to know more about this mode of imprison
ment, and upon enquiry, I was told that their friends were 
allowed to take them anything to eat and drink that their 
circumstances would admit, and that the convicts were per
mitted to sell their allowance of prison bread, which I have 
frequently bought for my animals. I found it to be the 
most beautiful brown bread I had ever eaten ; I often wished 
I could obtain such bread in London. 

I noticed my laundress at the prison gate with her basket, 
and was told that her husband had been at the Penal Estab
lishment six years. " But," I said, " she has some very 
young children; how do you account for that ? " Oh! they 
replied, when the husband could pay 20 reals (4s. 2dL), he 
was allowed to go home and return at a certain time in 
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the morning, so that a man imprisoned for ten or fifteen 
years may have a grown up family to come home to. I 
said, " Well, if ever I am to be imprisoned, I hope it will be 
here. There are only two drawbacks : if you have got no 
friends, it would be rather awkward; you would have to be 
content with prison fare, and if you had any enemies they 
might sneer at you, as they passed you at your hard work, 
which really would not be thought very courteous by an 
Englishman." 

An extraordinary change now came over my previous 
arrangements for my anticipated tour. Two gentlemen 
came into my show, and after the performance, they sent a 
message by one of my people that they wished to speak to 
me when I had finished. I went to speak to them. They 
asked me if I was an American ; I said no, I was a York
shire Englishman, but I had visited the United States some 
years ago. They invited me to go and take a drink with 
them. I took them to two or three of the largest Cafes; 
we had supper, and enjoyed a very pleasant evening, 
and they arranged to meet me the following morning at 
10 A.M, to have a stroll around the town. They had only 
arrived in the early part of the day ; the day being neither 
Sunday nor a Saint's day, there was nothing doing at the 
fair till evening, so we spent the day seeing the principal 
parts of the town and suburbs. 

I invited them to dine with me at my hotel; after which 
I went to look after the show, and they went to look after the 
ship—f or I had ascertained that it was the Captain and mate 
of an American ship, with a freight of coal from Newcastle. 
Well, they were to join me at the fair when they had seen 
that their craft was all right. 

After the performance we adjourned to the Cafe de Paris, 
played billiards till we were tired, then sat down to play 
poker—the great American game. We became more acquain
ted. I found they were both of them brother Masons, and 
we were no longer strangers to each other. The captain said 
to me,— 

" You ought to get one of them gorillas there has been so 
much talk about in the States." 
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I said, " I have not heard about them." 
He said, " Some Frenchman, I think, brought a stuffed 

animal almost like a man, but much larger. They say it's the 
savagest of all animals, and never can be tamed like the 
lions that Yan Amburgh performed with." 

I said, " If I had one when it was young, I think I could 
tame him; but I have never heard of any having been brought 
to England, so how can I get one ? I suppose they come 
from Africa, and I could not afford to go on purpose to 
fetch one." 

He said, " After we unload' I am going to the place where 
you can get one. I'm going to buy ivory, barewood, and 
ebony, or anything I can get that will pay to take back with 
me. And I'll take you, and bring you back for nothing." 

But I said, " I have had one benefit upon a sailing vessel, 
and swore I would never go on a journey upon another." 

But he said, " Mine is a screw ship, and will sail against 
wind and tide." 

I said, " I t requires some consideration. I do not know 
what I can do with my animals, but I do not care where I 
go if I can get a big novelty." 

He said, " Well, you must make up your mind very soon, 
for we shall not be here many days. Meet me in the morn
ing at ten o'clock, and I'll take you on board, and you can 
overhaul her. I guess there is not a smarter craft for her 
size on the Atlantic. Come and dine with us; I keep a good 
ship." 

I walked down to the harbour with them, and wished 
them good-night, and proceeded on my way back to my 
hotel, thinking and pondering over the captain's kind offer. 
When I thought I had got home I could see no hotel. I 
had taken a wrong turning and found myself out of my 
latitude, and thought the further I went the worse I should 
be. There was nobody about to ask my way, so I waited 
until the night-watchman came round with his lantern, call
ing out the time, &c, when he put me on the right track. 
On arriving at the hotel, I found I had been over an hour 
where I ought to have arrived in fifteen minutes. I retired 
to bed, but could not sleep a bit; I turned over and over. 
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No use ; I had a smoke, another try. I concluded I had 
got gorilla on the brain, and wished for the time to get up. 
I arose earlier than usual, to the surprise of the domestics, 
told them I should be back to breakfast at nine o'clock, and 
should not wait until midday. I went to look after my animals, 
took all the dogs outside the town to the sea-coast, took them 
on the pier which ran about half a mile into the sea, and 
which led to a Government establishment. I t was low water ; 
the pier was very narrow, not room for two vehicles to pass, 
with no rail or wall at either side. Some fifteen feet below, 
the shore was covered with rocks, which were all left bare 
at ebb-tide. 

The sun was rising most brilliant, the dogs gambolling in 
delight, when I observed suddenly a beautiful white poodle, 
the liveliest in the lot, go off the right side of the pier. I 
thought, " Wha t has the stupid little brute jumped down 
there for ? " I thought it would be killed. I ran to see 
where it was : it was betwixt some rocks in a hole. I called 
it by its name, but it was bobbing about against the rocks, 
and evidently could not see. I had to run back to the en
trance gate to get down to look after it. Poor thing ! it was 
perfectly blind. I had to carry it home in my arms. I 
could do nothing to it, but I bathed its eyes with cold water ; 
it did not appear to see anything. I wrapped it up comfort
ably in its cage, fed the animals, and left it, went to my 
breakfast very sorrowful, and could not eat anything. 

I went to meet the captain as appointed the previous 
night. I told him what a misfortune I had had, and what 
trouble I was i n ; I should not be able to go with him, I 
must go and look after the poor creature; so he would go 
with me. I took it out, and found it was coming round; i t 
could see a little. We took a stroll for an hour, and went 
to look after it again, found it getting to see better, and 
would recover; it had evidently had a sunstroke. I t got all 
right again, but gradually became totally blind ; yet, strange 
to say, through an extraordinary instinct, it went through 
its performance just the same. I then went with the cap
tain on board, and found the vessel to be an admirable sea
going ship. And after dining with the captain, which was; 
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also very satisfactory, and talking over the matter seriously, 
I promised him that if I could anyhow make arrangements 
to leave my animals in safe keeping I would be delighted to 
avail myself of his very kind offer. 

I went straight away to consult an English gentleman, a 
merchant of long-standing, who had been very friendly to
wards me; he coincided with my idea. If I thought it 
would prove beneficial to me he would, with pleasure, render 
me any assistance in his power. 

I said, " The proprietor of the pleasure gardens outside 
the town has been to see me, wanting me to go and perform 
at his theatre on Sundays. Perhaps I might make some 
arrangement with him to leave them there on exhibition." 

He said, " Oh, I have a mortgage upon that property. I 
will drive you down." 

He ordered his trap at once; we had a beautiful drive 
down, and found the manager at home. This was a kind of 
pleasure garden, embracing a splendid view of the bay of 
Cadiz, beautifully laid out with exotics and tropical plants, 
seats and tables a la Cremorne, hotel and theatre. There 
was no charge for entrance, only for refreshments, and for 
the theatre on Sundays and Saints'-days, when the people 
used to flock there in thousands. After inspecting the whole 
establishment—I soon picked out a suitable oriental building 
to show the animals—we came to terms. I was to be paid 
2,800 reals per month, the animals were to be on view when 
required, and the troupe of poodle dogs were to perform in 
the theatre on fetes or Saints'-days and Sundays. My English 
friend undertook to have the agreements made out by the 
following day; then there was a difficulty as to length of 
engagement, for, from what the captain said, he expected to 
be back in two or three months, and I did not want to fasten 
myself upon my return to have to stay a month for seven 
pounds per week ; so my friend suggested that it should be 
made out until my return. My friend seemed to be very 
much interested in my arrangements. 

Now I had a fine young Spaniard, the son of a shoemaker 
in Cadiz, who had been with me nearly three months, assist
ing me, and could, I believed, with proper instructions, 
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take the entire charge of the animals during my absence. 
As we returned, my friend took me to see the Spanish 
cemetery or burial-place, a very beautiful place of immense 
size. At a rough guess I should think it covers 30 acres 
(English) of ground, surrounded by a wall 25 feet in height, 
which formed a quadrangle, the enclosure having walls built 
across, about 20 feet high, and of sufficient width to contain 
on each side vaults in parallel lines from the ground to the 
top of the wall. These vaults are built air-tight, and some
thing of the style of the old-fashioned brick oven, and just 
room enough to pass in any coffin length ways, after which a 
stone slab is placed, which fills up the opening, and secures 
it perfectly air-tight, leaving room in front for the deceased's 
friends to place any tablet they think proper. Many of them 
are enclosed with plate-glass, containing immortelles. The 
price of these tombs varies according to their position, and 
the length of time they are taken for ; those at the bottom are 
not so expensive as those which we may term on the line (as 
pictures at the Eoyal Academy), after which they graduate 
in price as they ascend, the top line being the most economi
cal. Then you can take them for five, ten, fifteen, or twenty 
years, or for ever; but when each term is expired they turn 
out the corpse, unless the lease is renewed. There is a space 
of some fifty feet betwixt each block of tombs, which is laid 
out in beautiful gardens, and some very handsome tombs in 
the centre by special arrangement for some of the grandees. 
There was a broad walk right round the cemetery, inside the 
outer wall, also straight down the centre, and all the walls 
were kept cleanly white-washed. 

We drove back to town ; I arranged to call upon my friend 
the next morning at ten o'clock to go with him and have the 
agreements executed. I then went to see the captain, and 
told him how far I had succeeded. He came and spent the 
evening with me; we had a long talk as to what I should 
want to take with me, &c. He said I might get anything in 
the shape of old guns, powder and shot, old clothes, soldiers' 
coats, or anything of gay colours, printed calicoes, &c.; but 
he supposed I should not get the things I should want there. 
If I did, he guessed I should have to pay a long price for 

L 2 
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them. He had got a large quantity of trade goods of every
thing useful for barter amongst the Africans, more than he 
should need, and would supply me with what I should re
quire at cost price. 

I went to my hotel very well satisfied with my day's 
work, as everything so far was very encouraging. I retired 
to rest, and had a good night's sleep, and rose in the morn
ing fresh and buoyant for further events. Called upon my 
friend as per appointment. We drove down to the gardens. 
The proprietor was satisfied with the agreement, which was 
duly signed, and given into the safe keeping of my friend, 
who then promised to see it properly carried out, and tha t 
he should drive down every day to see that the animals 
were properly looked after, as he was to receive the salary, 
to pay the boy for attending to them, and order everything 
to feed them (according to the list I should give him for 
every week). I then arranged with the proprietor to board 
and lodge my domestic in the hotel ; that he was to have a 
bedroom to himself, and that the dog Napoleon was to sleep 
in the room with him. 

As we drove back to town I said to my friend,— 
" Now, the next thing, what am I to do with the wooden 

barrack ? As the fair is nearly over I shall not be able to 
let or sell it to any of the show people." 

He said, " We will call upon my builder, who has always 
done my contracts." 

W e fortunately found him at home, and he went down to 
look over the wood, and ran a tape over it. He went home 
to his factory, saying that he would just calculate it up and 
send the offer in writing in an hour ; so I went with my 
friend to breakfast. The offer came within the appointed 
time. When opened I found it did not amount to half 
what it had cost me. We consulted over it, and my friend 
advised me to accept it, as I should not do any better, for 
I should get my money without any bother. 

I then went to the barrack or theatre, had the troupe of 
poodles in, and gave my young Spaniard, Antonio, a re
hearsal, which had every prospect of being successful, after 
a few more lessons. I had now got all pretty nearly settled, 
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the only thing remaining was to get my things ready, and 
anything I could pick up on the cheap. The next day was 
Sunday, and the fair going on all day, after which I closed 
the show. There was a Saint's day on the following Thurs
day, on which the troupe were to commence at the gardens, 
so young Antonio only had three days to perfect himself to 
perform the dogs. I gave him two lessons each day, and 
he practised them betwixt. And I was busy preparing. I 
had an agent looking out for old guns. I had brought with 
me, in case I might open a circus anywhere, some of my 
uniforms, or what are called ring dresses. Each suit con
sisted of a light blue coat and white vest, all with gilt 
buttons bearing the crown of England upon them, and 
magenta trousers with broad gold lace down the sides, and 
six suits of the Queen's coachmen's royal liveries, which my 
ring grooms wore in the circus. The coats were superfine 
scarlet cloth, trimmed with bullion gold lace, with best gilt 
buttons bearing the Eoyal arms ; black vests with gold lace, 
also gilt but tons: white small clothes, top boots, and high 
hats with gold bands, &c. 

As I had got pretty well acclimatised and used to light 
clothing I was prepared without any difficulty. I bought 
two suits of strong quilled holland, two pairs of brown 
leather high boots, and some half boots and shoes. These 
are very cheap, but woollen clothes are very dear. I bought 
one of the best Spanish cloaks, and some water-proof sheeting 
which I thought would be useful in camping out. The agent 
had got me fifty-four old-fashioned muskets, some soldiers' 
jackets—yellow, red, blue, &c. These were all I could pick 
up here. I got a good stock of powder, and some English 
tobacco upon the cross from Gibraltar. I packed the clothing 
in empty cages, which had shutters with locks, &c, so they 
answered very well as packing cases, and when emptied would 
serve to secure all the gorillas I was going for. 

On the Wednesday I moved the animals and all their 
belongings to the gardens, ready for the Saint's or fete day 
—^-Thursday. Grave young Antonio his final rehearsal the 
next morning, ready for the afternoon. My English friend* 
the captain, mate, and other friends came and spent the 
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day with me at the gardens. Everything went off all right. 
We had a jolly dinner in the hotel, and spent a happy 
evening. I told young Signor Antonio that he was to be 
my future representative, that he was to have the same 
wage as before, and his board and lodging over. He was 
awfully pleased. I don't think there was a prouder being 
at that moment in all the Spanish dominions. 

The captain said he should be ready to sail on the fol
lowing Tuesday. I had better get my things on board as 
soon as I could. We got talking about shooting. Asked 
what sort of a shot I was. I said,— 

" Not much of a crack. I supposed if I got far into the 
interior of Africa I should not be able to shoot through a 
brick wall (as I should not see any). I must buy a good 
rifle. I had two revolvers but no gun." 

My English friend said he would lend me one by the best 
English maker. I was not slow of accepting his kind offer 
with thanks, and said, " There is another difficulty over." 

As the captain had plenty of beads and other ornaments 
I thought I would take something they had not had in 
Africa before, in the shape of ornaments at a cheap rate, as 
there were 100 centavos in a real, 2JcL, and 100 reals for an 
Isabella, £1 0s. 6d. English. The centavo is a thin bit of brass 
the size of our threepenny bit. I procured for my Isabella 
10,000 of these through the bank as a great favour. I got 
some fine brass wire and a small drill, that I might amuse 
myself during the voyage by making them into chains and 
necklaces. 

I now got all my traps on board, and had nothing to do 
but go every day to the gardens to see how the animals 
were looked after, and I became miserable at leaving them, 
and particularly the dog Napoleon, whom I almost wor
shipped, and which had always been my travelling com
panion, both night and day. I regretted that I had come to 
such hasty conclusions, which might prove serious. The 
landlady of my hotel was going to have a grand dinner 
party in honour of her birth or Saint's day, which fell on 
the Saturday. So here is another holiday. This is three in 
one week, and she would hear no excuse. If I did not 
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honour her Saint's day I would have no luck on my voyage 
to Africa; so I thought if the Saint had anything to do with 
my future fortune I had better accept the favour of my 
hostess. 

I went in the morning to spend the day at the gardens 
with my animals. Poor Napoleon looked very sad, as if 
something was wrong. My English friend, the captain, 
mate, and other friends came in the afternoon. They did 
everything they could to keep up my spirits, and make me 
jolly. I told them of my appointment in the evening, and 
begged they would excuse me for two hours. Oh, certainly. 
I must not be so ungallant, f or I must consider it a great 
honour ; so off: I went to this grand dinner party, and found 
it a splendid affair. The table really was something mag
nificent. The ornamental pieces in sugar and sweets were 
superb, the Spanish jpatissiers are famous, and the liquors 
are more numerous than in any country I have visited. 
There were some forty guests, comprising chiefly young 
men and women. 

The young ladies were a display of pure Andalusian 
beauties without paint, and the daughter of the hostess was 
the handsomest. She was a most amiable creature. 

The dinner was a great success; the wines were numerous 
and of the choicest brands. I noticed one piece of etiquette 
I have never seen elsewhere. I suppose it is the fashion 
with the engaged Senors and Senoras, for they practised it 
all through the dinner. A lady would pick out something 
very nice I suppose, a tit-bit, with her fork and point it over 
the table to a gentleman, who opened his mouth to receive 
it, when the gentleman would return the compliment in the 
same manner. 

After dinner there was to be a grand ball, for which I did 
not stay, for I was in no mood for flirting, and thought I 
must not desert my best friends, and rejoined them quite 
jolly. My English friend proposed that we should take the 
captain over to Xeres de la Frontera to taste some of 
the celebrated Yino de Xeres (sherry) ; we were to start 
early in the morning and he would drive us by the road to 
see the country. We spent a delightful day ; he was well 
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acquainted with some of the principal growers, and the 
captain was very much pleased with the outing. We got 
back in time to call at the gardens, as I was anxious to see 
how young Antonio was getting on with the animals, for I 
was thinking seriously about the following day (Monday) 
being the last time I might ever see them again. I have 
never forgot that Monday; it was a very sorrowful day with 
me, to think that I was going to leave all that was dear to 
me—perhaps never to return. I thought to myself, " Well, 
I have got so far; come what will I must carry it out and 
trust to Providence for the rest." 

I went to my English friend and asked him to make me a 
bit of a will, so that if anything happened to me he was to 
take everything belonging to me, with the proviso that he 
was never to part with the dog Napoleon. This relieved my 
mind a little, to go away satisfied that he would be taken 
care of. The captain was very busy all day preparing for 
starting next morning. I was still very miserable, calling 
upon my most intimate acquaintance to wish them good-bye. 
I received a variety of presents—cigars, tobacco, wines, 
eau-de-vie, and various liquors, &c, which they sent on 
board. 

I spent some time at the gardens, took the dogs out for 
a run ; all the animals appeared more fond of me than ever, 
little thinking, poor things, they might never see me again, 
which made me the more unhappy. I arranged to have a 
bedroom in the hotel, and to have old Nap to sleep with me. 
I returned to town, called at my hotel to wish them adieu 
and settle my account—more presents; my landlady pre
sented me with an illuminated missal, her beautiful daugh
ter gave me a " G-arden of the Soul," and her lover, the 
Doctor, gave me a bottleful of the finest quinine, with direc
tions how to take it. I then called upon my English friend, 
settled all our affairs for the present and the future, and bid 
good-bye to his family; they pressed me to dine with them. 
I begged to be excused, for I was too sad to eat. I suppose 
I had invitations to dine that day that would have given me 
dinners for two or three weeks; and if I had really been 
starving for want of one I should not have had the chance. 
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I then went on board to see the captain. I showed him 
my present of quinine saying, " I never thought about any 
medicine." He replied that he had " got a good chest of 
that kind of stuff." I went to meet my English friend at the 
cafe; we spent an hour and parted, my friend promising to 
see me off in the morning, and I went to the gardens. I 
had a look round, and I and old Nap retired to bed; he 
jumped on the bed; I could not go to sleep, neither could 
the dog; he seemed to think that something was wrong. I 
kept the lamp burning all night, and lay thinking over 
every imaginable thing that might happen. I got up early 
and called Antonio; went to have a last fond look on the 
poor animals. I thought of taking dear old Nap, and 
Antonio to bring him back ; then I considered it would be 
cruel, for the poor dog would be broken-hearted to leave me 
and go back with the young man. 

I wished them all good-bye and away I trudged, and was 
glad that I was alone, for I had a good cry. I was often 
tempted to turn and have another look, but I recollected the 
old adage—that it was unlucky to look back. "When I got 
to the ship all hands were astir preparing to leave. The 
captain wanted me to come down to breakfast, but my heart 
was too full. My English friend was the first to arrive, and 
many friends and acquaintances, including my worthy hostess 
and her charming daughter, with an apology from the 
Doctor—that he was too unwell to get out of his bed, but I 
was to accept his best wishes. 

The time arrived, and the word " all ashore " was called ; 
then there were shaking of hands, and good wishes and God 
speeds, &c, and my English friend was the last ; he presented 
me with a huge meerschaum pipe, hoping to see me return 
with it well coloured. This was the final farewell, and 
quickly the good ship Eclipse was on her course. Then 
there were kissing of hands and waving of handkerchiefs 
till the good ship had lost sight of beautiful Cadiz. 
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CHAPTEE XII. 

START FOR AFRICA. 

I WAS now left with only the good captain to depend upon. 
I sat down upon deck and filled my new pipe, had a good 
smoke, and settled myself down to my fate to make the best 
of it. The captain kept a capital table, and everything 
comfortable. I had my sea-bath every morning—weather 
permitting—and no fear of contrary winds. I set to work at 
manufacturing the centavos and wire into necklaces, chains, 
&c. I found it very tedious work ; but it helped to pass my 
time away quicker (yet not so quick as a three months' bill 
would). I was very pleased with my workmanship, and the 
captain was quite surprised with its appearance. I was 
calculating how many gorillas I would get, and thinking 
about my future projects, partly forgetting my sorrow in 
leaving my animals, &c. 

Everything went on very comfortable ; a fine voyage, and 
no fear from contrary winds, thanks to the screw propeller. 
We rounded Cape Yerde and called at Sierra Leone. I went 
with the captain into Freetown, and spent a day making in
quiries about trade. I could get no scent of the gorilla, but 
was told I could get some fine lions. We returned to the 
ship and sailed for the G-aboon, where we arrived in due 
course after a quick passage. I thought now that my worst 
troubles were over; I should only have to go a little way 
out with a few natives and catch gorillas like catching 
rabbits. The captain made several trade bargains, for most 
of which he would have to wait till they arrived from the 
interior. I inquired of the traders about gorillas; they told 
me I should have to go a long way into the interior to find 
them. There were some men about that had been with 
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du Chaillu, the white man; I asked to be introduced to them, 
which I was the following day. One of them called himself 
a headman, and knew all the country and everybody in i t ; 
knew where to find the gorilla, could understand the language 
of all the tribes, &c.—anyhow, he understood enough English 
for me to converse with h i m ; but I felt afraid that he 
either pretended or knew too much for me. I heard what 
they had to say, and told them to see me to-morrow, which 
they appeared to understand very well; and I found out to 
my cost, that with all the negroes whom I had in my employ 
when I wanted anything done, no matter how urgent, their 
reply was always " to-morrow." 

I wished to know something more about these people 
before I put my life in their hands. I consulted the traders 
whom the captain was dealing with, but all I could get from 
them was, " Oh, good m a n ! " The next day I had a long 
talk with him, and I ascertained that he was not a negro but 
a half-bred Arab ; that he knew some Portuguese, and 
that he had been connected with the slave trade, knew all 
the barracoons, &c.; but his former occupation was gone. 
I asked him how far we should have to go, and how long it 
would take to get a lot of gorillas. He said,— 

" Not far. Commi country best go to. Cape St. Catherine 
is the nearest to the gorilla country, then go into the interior. , , 

He asked how many I wanted. I said, " All I could get. 
Fifty or a hundred, it did not matter. I should like some 
young ones, and some of the largest." 

He said, " Don't you want anything else ? " 
. I said, "Yes . Anything of the ape tribe." 

He laughed and said nothing ; but he certainly thought I 
was a fool, for when I went with the captain amongst the 
traders they giggled at me and asked him all sorts of ques
tions—as to the nature of my insanity, &c.; what I wanted 
so many gorillas for, and how I expected to catch alive any 
old ones, for I should have great difficulty in persuading the 
negro-hunters to go after them; that they would sooner meet 
either lion, tiger, or leopard in the forest than the gorilla; 
and that I should not find as many as I wanted in all 
Africa. 
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When the captain told me what he had heard from the 
traders he laughed, but I could not join in with his lively way 
of taking it, for I was fallen in my shoes, and all my wild ex
pectations appeared to me somewhat blighted ; but when I 
had collected myself a little, I said,— 

" Well, you have brought me into a good th ing! " 
He simply laughed again, and said,— 
" I can take you back again ; you have had a nice trip, 

and you shall not lose anything by it." 
I was too serious to enjoy this as a spree or a lark. I 

came to the conclusion that I must be a fool to come on such 
a wildgoose-chase. I felt all over my head for any bumps, 
or anything different from other people. 

I said to the captain, " Well, I am in a pretty mess ; I 
can never go back to Cadiz to meet my good friends without 
I take back what I came for. I shall stay here, live or 
die." 

But the more I grumbled, the more the captain seemed to 
be amused, and the more he laughed ; and all I could say 
was, that it was no laughing matter for me. 

We went together and saw Mjumba, as the headman 
called himself, and took him on board with us, to have a 
further talk with him. He told the captain that he would 
make good trade down the coast—by Cape Lopez and Cape 
St. Catharine, and the captain said he would coast down 
and see what he could buy, for he would have to wait here 
some time. I asked Mjumba upon what terms he would 
accompany me. He said, 100 yards of cloth per month, but 
he eventually agreed to take 60 (this was a lesson to me, 
not to give more than half what the negroes asked). I 
asked what we should want to take with us, how many men, 
&c. He gave me a list of goods best to take into the inte
rior ; but we should get men and canoes from the place we 
should start from, and from different tribes, as we proceeded 
into the interior, according to arrangement. 

The captain set to work to get me out his trade goods, 
and I was to take what my headman thought would be 
sufficient for our journey. He selected a large quantity of 
cotton cloth, glass, and white beads, hats, caps, shirts, coats, 
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glasses, spoons, knives, plates, flints, fire-steels, looking-
glasses, iron and brass kettles, pots and pans, also guns, 
shot, bullets, and powder, coarse and fine—the latter for 
my own use ; also a lot of tobacco and pipes, &c. 

The captain charged me his invoice price, and threw me 
in a considerable quantity. I could have made a large 
profit to have sold them to the merchant traders. We 
packed all our goods into as small a compass as possible for 
transit. 

The captain stayed here over a week before we started 
down the coast, during which time I was busy getting every
thing ready, gaining all the information I could. We 
bought a net made of the fibres of the india-rubber vines, 
which would do either for fishing or catching animals, &c.; 
also a musgin net, a kind of grass cloth, for my own com
fort. I found I could procure anything I required for 
the interior, bu t I should have to pay an exorbitant price 
for it. 

We started down the coast and stopped at Cape Lopez, 
where we found provisions plentiful. The traders were 
anxious to make bargains with the captain. He made some 
contracts, but would have to wait for the arrival of the mer
chandize from the interior. I could have plenty of men and 
canoes, but my headman told me not to let the people know 
our business. ' 

We left for Cape St. Catharine, keeping as near to the 
coast as the ship's draught would allow. We were pestered 
all the way down by canoes from the villages along the 
coast, wanting to t rade; they had got plenty of ivory and 
everything else, and begged of the captain to come on shore. 
He could almost have anything for nothing; but my head
man told the captain that they had not got a single tusk of 
ivory amongst them, but wanted some goods on' credit to go 
to the interior to fetch them; and if he waited until they 
brought anything, his ship would be too old to take him 
back. 

When we arrived at Cape St. Catharine we were inun
dated with canoes full of negroes, pressing us to come on 
shore to make good trade, &c.; and, as this was my sup-
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posed starting point, and I was anxious to get the captain 
to accompany us, I told my headman to persuade him as 
much as he could, for I felt yery much down at parting with 
my last friend, and to be left to the mercy of nothing 
but black people, and wished to keep him as long as I 
could. 

We got all our baggage ready; the captain packed me up 
a bag of his best biscuits, half a fine English ham, a lot of 
quinine, pills, oils, and plasters, &c, out of his medicine 
chest, as he said, in case I should get worried by wild 
animals. I told him he was a good sort of Job's comforter ; 
but, nevertheless, I thanked him for his kindness. 

They lowered the jolly boat and put all my luggage in. 
I bid the crew good-bye with a yery heavy heart, making 
each of them a little present. I was awfully sorry the mate 
could not accompany us, but it was impossible for both cap
tain and mate to leave the ship in this place. We took five 
of the crew with us to man the boat, and proceeded for 
the shore, accompanied by a crowd of canoes, full of negroes. 
We steered to a point close by Cape St. Catharine, which 
my headman said was a safe landing-place, and near the 
village of Ancambi. 

There was great rejoicing at having a white man come to 
trade with them, with the merchant ship on the coast; 
they pointed out their big trade house in the middle of the 
village, with an English flag floating at the top of a pole. 

The King Alingi Yombi, upon hearing the news that 
some white traders had arrived, came from his plantation; 
my headman said we must go to see his majesty and 
tip him, or he would not allow me to go any further; so 
we went and found him pretty well drunk, surrounded by 
all the chiefs of the town. 

His majesty's royal robes consisted of a nearly worn-
out pea jacket, that had been given to him by some sea cap
tain, but minus any trousers. We promised to pay him 
a visit at his plantation during the latter part of the day, 
so we looked out a few presents, viz.—one of my ring 
dresses, consisting of majenta-coloured trousers with broad 
gold lace down the sides; a light blue coat with white 
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facings and gilt buttons, embossed with the Crown of 
England; also a white waistcoat with buttons d i t to ; a lot 
of tobacco, and some beads for his wives. My headman 
told him that the captain had come to buy goods, and 
that I had come for the purpose of hunting and catching 
gorillas. 

He appeared to me to think better of the captain's 
business than of mine; but he said that he liked white 
men very much, and I might go where I liked, do as I 
liked, and have as many wives as I liked, and have what 
men I wanted. An uneasy feeling came over me, and I 
inquired if he had ever eaten any white men. His private 
secretary or factotum, I suppose, announced to us that 
to-morrow evening the King would hold a great dance in 
honour of the white men. 

We slept at the house allotted to us by the King's 
orders. I say slept, but that is a misnomer; we stayed 
there to protect my goods. Next morning we took a 
stroll round, and to inspect the village; we were pointed 
particularly to some fetish-houses. This was my first 
initiation into the superstitions of Western Africa. I 
found they had both good and bad spirits; they had a 
town doctor or fetish-man, and the Commi people's devil 
was called Abombu. 

But as I had explained to Mjumba, my headman, that 
I was neither trader, missionary, nor explorer, that my 
sole object was to catch some gorillas, and return as 
quickly as possible, and that I had no time to search into 
things that did not concern m e ; and that as I was very 
anxious to get on to our gorilla-hunting at once, he had best 
see and arrange with some men to accompany us at once; 
he said there were gorillas in some forests not far off. 
We went to find out some good men, and the captain 
began to inquire about palm-oil, ivory and other African 
produce. The negroes told him that ivory was very 
scarce; there were palavers and wars up in the interior, 
and there was nothing coming down to the coast, and 
everything was very dear. This was a sign that they had 
something to sell; and, the captain being a shrewd 
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Yankee, told them he was not particularly in want of 
any, and should not wait, as he had plenty already 
bought at the G-aboon. This settled them down a good 
deal, and they said they would bring him some to-morrow. 

We had not yet come to the African diet, as we had 
brought plenty of the good things from the ship. 

We went in the evening with some curiosity to see the 
King and his grand ball, which was to be given in our 
honour. 

All the King's wives, which I calculated as nearly one 
hundred, and all the women of the village and neigbourhood 
came. 

The ball took place in the street; the women were placed 
at one side and the men at the other, and at the top of 
the line were stationed the drummers, hammering away a t 
their big tom-toms; there was singing, howling, and bang
ing at brass kettles, &c, which caused a most horrible 
deafening noise, at which the people seemed to lose all 
control of themselves, and the harder they drummed the 
wilder the men jumped, and the women made more contor
tions, which put all the Spanish fandangoes I had seen into 
the shade. There was rum and a large quantity of palm 
wine given to them, while they all appeared to be drunk and 
greatly excited. 

The King was jolly drunk in his new costume, and an 
awful cure he looked; he danced, he sang, and jumped 
about, kicking such awful antics as I had never heard of a 
Eoyal Personage doing. His loyal subjects applauded him 
in a most excitable manner, and his wives bowed at his feet 
as he capered about, and paid him the greatest devotion. 
Although my mind was totally absorbed in thought of my 
future wanderings, and I was in no mood for jollity, the 
King's buffoonery caused me to laugh, and for the moment 
I forgot everything, and imagined myself at home in my 
magic circus. This delusion very quickly passed away, and 
I fell into my thoughtful mood again. The captain ap
peared to enjoy it very much; but I was very glad when he 
had had enough of it, and we retired to rest, not to sleep, 
for the village was all in an uproar all through the night till 
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the next day; I suppose they kept it up till they had no 
more palm wine left. 

The next day I wanted to go into the forest to catch 
some gorillas, but there was nobody to be found; all the 
town was asleep, so we went down to the coast, and hailed 
the ship; the boat came for u s ; we stayed some time and 
enjoyed a good feed, and returned to the village, for I was 
very anxious about my goods, for fear they might be stolen. 
We found the negroes lying about smoking, and story
telling. We engaged a negro hunter, Jambouli, to go with 
us the next morning to hunt in the forest; so in the morn
ing we were all agog early. The captain said he would go 
with us ; so the four of us started, each carrying a gun, &c, 
in high glee ; I was very high in my expectations. We 
tramped through the forest all day; found nothing worth 
shot and powder; there were birds chirruping, and some 
little monkeys chattering about, but we must not have a 
shot at them for fear of frightening away the gorillas. 
Jambouli showed me some gorilla tracks, but he said 
they had moved away to another part. I and the captain 
were getting tired of this game, and voted it rather slow, 
and wished to return. 

We could find no gorillas, so we shot a pig. As we were 
leaving the forest it was getting dusk, and coming into the 
prairie we heard a grunt ; it was a herd of wild swine, but 
they heard us talking, and ran off; as these wild pigs are 
very swift we had no chance of getting near them, but 
there was one left some distance behind the rest of the 
herd, and we all fired into i t ; it gave a loud scream and fell 
dead. We hurried up to it, and found it to be a very old 
sow j I burst out laughing, and swore I could have shot an 
old sow at home, without coming all this way to achieve 
such a noble deed. As it was such a poor old thing, and 
we were not in want of meat, we left it, and made our way 
to the village, for I was chap-fallen, and felt sorry I had 
ever come to the country. When we arrived back at the 
village the negroes were lying around their fires, anxiously 
waiting our return. When they heard that we had not 
found any gorillas they said, " Augh ! pangoes gone in the 
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interior; they can find no more to eat here," but some of 
them went and fetched the old sow. I hope they found her 
tender. 

The next morning we began to prepare to ascend the 
Eembo Eembo, that is the Eiver Eembo, for river they 
called rembo. We bought the largest canoe they had here, 
after a great deal of haggling, for 100 yards of cloth and a 
few other things; we engaged nine negroes at 35 yards of 
cloth per month, and to find them in tobacco, besides their 
eating, which of course we had to find as best we could. 
We took possession of the canoe, but there were no paddles ; 
when I asked for them they said they only sold me the 
canoe, I would have to find the paddles myself. I got my 
headman to make them understand that when I bought a 
boat I was supposed to have the oars ; but he could not get 
them to comprehend my idea of trade, so I had to acknow
ledge that these black fellows were too clever for me, and 
that I must be more wide-awake for the future. I began to 
calculate that I should not have enough cloth if I had far 
to go, so I asked the captain if he could spare me any 
more; he said I might have what I wanted; he did not 
expect I should have to go into the interior; we had better 
go at once to the ship and fetch it. He let me have 3,000 
yards, and if I did not make use of it he would take it 
back. 

The next day we got all ready for starting. The King 
sent us a lot of plantains ; I asked what they were for; they 
said " To eat, good!" I looked at the captain, pulling a long 
face; he said, " You don't think much of it, Yan ?" and 
laughingly said, " you had better go back with me, I'll give 
you something you like better than that." I thanked him, 
saying I had got so far I must go through my wanderings 
come what would. 

The King came down to the town to see me before I 
started up country, to wish me G-od-speed, taking both my 
hands in his and blowing on them, as is their fashion; all of 
which I took as a bit of Irish blarney, for he had come 
for the purpose to trade with the captain. I had already 
seen enough to convince me that they possessed a keen eye 
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for trade. The captain did a good stroke of trade with 
the King, also during the day, with the negroes, on the Q T. 
W e bought what paddles we required, after a great deal of 
talking and jabbering, at three times their value, knowing 
that we could not go without them, and to wait to make 
some would cost me a great deal more. 

We got all prepared to start early in the morning, and 
I spent the last night with the Captain, wondering if I 
should ever see a white man any more. We settled all our 
affairs to my satisfaction; and if I was lucky to get some 
gorillas in time, I might catch the ship at Cape Lopez, and 
if not, I was to make my way on to the G-aboon; I should 
be sure to find him there, for he should make a long stay 
there. He then said, " If you do not arrive, before I leave I 
will leave what goods I may have left after I have finished 
my business ; they might come in handy for you if you run 
short; anyhow, I guess I'll pack you something good for 
you." He was a most kind, open-hearted fellow, and evi
dently regretted having to leave me to my fate; in fact, I 
believe I could have persuaded him to go with me. 

The next morning we were all busy getting all our goods 
on board our canoe; each nigger was allotted an old trade 
gun and some coarse powder, with which they loaded, filling 
the barrel nearly half full, from which I expected we should 
have an explosion, and felt somewhat t imid; but to my sur
prise, and much pleasure, no accident occurred, a good proof 
that the trade powder is not very strong. They soon tried a 
volley, without any bad result, and reloaded, for all the 
people in the village came down to see us off; great cheer
ing, shouting, singing, and firing of guns, and the greatest 
excitement, as if it was some grand expedition that was 
starting, but which I looked upon as a joke. There was 
shaking hands, and kisses, &c.; I thought we should never 
get off. At last, after much patience, we made a move j 
then they fired again, to make a noise, as they called it. I 
had the last shake with the captain, and the fellows paddled 
along. I sat in the centre of the boat, on a bale of cloth, 
feeling very sad; but the negroes were in great glee; they 
paddled about two hours. When it became very hot w& 
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went on shore, and rested until it became cool in the even
ing. We had a feed; they had the plantains, &c, I had 
some salt beef and other good things the good captain had 
put up for me, washed down with brandy cold, to cheer my 
drooping spirits, for I felt as if I had left the world and all 
my friends behind me, and was entering upon another era, 
which at present did not look very gay, especially being 
entirely in the hands of these black fellows, wandering into 
regions which I knew no more of than the man in the 
moon, and at the mercy of what are called in England 
uncivilized savages, so you can believe that still I was not 
happy. 

We paddled all night, the men smoking, singing, and 
firing guns at every village we passed. I began to reason 
with them for wasting the powder for no purpose, and that 
we might be short when we most wanted it. They replied 
that they wished to let the people know that they were 
bringing the white man to see them. I said to myself, why 
should I find fault with these poor savages for their ex
travagance ; do not our beautiful civilized nations waste 
their powder just as foolishly ? The next day, we were 
approaching a village that my headman said we must stop 
at, as the chief was a great tyrant. I suppose his name was 
Charles, for they called it Challey's village, and said that I 
must make him some presents to make friends with him, or 
he might stop us. We went on shore, taking him a variety 
of things, including tobacco, pipes, &c. 

He was very friendly towards me, and invited me to 
dinner. We had soup, I don't know what sort, perhaps 
crocodile, as it is celebrated for making soup. I durst not 
refuse it for fear of giving offence. I t was very good. I 
should have enjoyed it better if I had known that it was 
made from meat. There were roast fowls and plantains, 
&G. This was the first African cookery I had eaten, and I 
enjoyed it very much, wishing I might never have worse in 
my travels. We stayed all night, starting at daybreak. 
The chief sent me some fowls and a lot of plantains. We 
paddled on till we came to a mountain, where we went on 
shore and cooked the fowls and some plantains. This was 
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my first cooking in Africa. One of the negroes was repre
sented to be a first class African cook, and, as we had a 
stock of pots, kettles, and pans, they soon fixed a fire for 
cooking, which they made by setting up two large stones 
and kindled the fire betwixt, and an iron bar from one stone 
to the other, and a chain suspended to hang the kettles 
to. We could both roast and boil. The men wished they 
had the pig we shot at Aniambi. I had a very good meal. 
I enjoyed it because I knew what it was, and no soup to 
dispute about. They made some good fires, and laid round 
smoking and talking. We took a short sleep, in which I 
was awfully bitten by mosquitoes, and promised myself to 
have my net got ready for the next sleep I had in the open. 

I was getting tired of this canoe travelling, and concluded 
that it was not so comfortable as a first-class railway-car
riage. My headman told me we should make our way now 
straight to Goombi, a most important place to us, for the 
King was master of this country, and could either render 
us every assistance or he could stop us from going further 
into the interior, so that I must be very generous to him. 

We started on our voyage a little after midnight. We 
paddled along, smoking and singing. We pulled up about 
six o'clock, went ashore, built a fire, and had our breakfast. 
I and my headman had coffee, some biscuits and cold fowl, 
which we saved from our dinner. We started about eight 
o'clock on our way to make our entrance into Goombi, if 
we should be allowed to do so. As we came near to the 
town the men commenced firing their guns and shouting. 
There was soon a crowd of men, women, and children, come 
down to the river to see what was the matter. But although 
they had no telegraph lines they had heard that a white 
man was ascending the Rembo. The King's factotum, 
steward, or secretary—anyhow, his managing man—came 
down to know what we wanted, and told us that the King 
was sick and could not come out to see me, but he would give 
me an audience at his palace to-morrow. He gave us two 
houses (huts), the largest for myself and the other for my 
men. So we got all my baggage stowed into my palace, as I 
called it, for I began to feel myself a rising man to own a 
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house in Africa. I told my headman that he had better 
stay with me, for he was a very superior man to the negroes, 
and as I was entirely dependent upon him, I must make him 
my equal. Some of the King's wives—he only had about 
forty, a very small compliment for so great a monarch— 
brought some food for the white man, also for my men. I 
kept very quiet, and did not go out; but the people of the 
town and neighbourhood crowded in front of my house, 
anxious to see the white man; but I did not appear on the 
balcony to make a speech. 

My house did not aspire to more than one story, built of 
the bark of some large trees and roofed with some kind of 
matting ; no windows. There was an apology for a doorway, 
but no door. I arranged all my goods and put my house 
in order, and prepared for going to bed; but when I stretched 
myself upon my virtuous couch I could compare it to no
thing but a gridiron of a city restaurant on a large scale, 
and a very poor improvement on lying on the ground, and 
not very solacing for a fellow to rest his wearied bones upon 
after four days' canoe travelling. I found upon examination 
that it was composed of a number of bamboos, laid parallel 
to each other, covered over with matting; so I unpacked my 
waterproof sheets, which I had brought for camping out in 
the open, also my beautiful new Spanish cloak, and spread 
them over it, which made it more comfortable. Next morn
ing we had breakfast early, to prepare for my audience 
with the grand King Q-wengueza. I looked out a variety of 
things, including one of my groom's Eoyal liveries, consisting 
of a scarlet coat and black waistcoat, each trimmed with bul
lion, lace and gilt buttons, with the Eoyal arms, and a pair 
of white breeches, and a high hat with gold lace, two guns, 
some powder, shot and bullets, a lot of cloth, some fire-
steels, a couple of looking-glasses, some brass and iron ware, 
a lot of knives and spoons, some pipes, tobacco, and snuff, a 
lot of beads and some of my own manufactured coin necklaces 
&c, for his wives, as a present to His Eoyal Highness. My 
headman said, " Are you going to give him all that lot ? You 
are going to nurse him ; you are sure to make a great friend 
of His Majesty." He had them packed up, and addressed 
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them—His Boyal Majesty King G-wengueza, and sent them by 
two of my own men ; but a thought struck me these fellows 
might skeddadle with my property. I did not know their 
names, and it was very difficult to know one negro from 
another; so I got the headman to give me the names. As I 
wrote them down on a sheet of paper, numbering one to nine, 
I wished I had a piece of chalk to mark the number upon 
each one's breast. I cut some round labels, putting a bold 
figure on each'. Then I was in another dilemma, they had 
got no clothes to fasten them t o ; if I only had some gum ! 
The headman soon made them understand what I wanted. 
They brought me a plant, from which they squeezed out a 
glutinous matter which acted admirably, for when I had got 
them all ticketed it stuck so hard that you could not wash 
it off, and the poor negroes thought it was a badge of 
honour, of which they were very proud. So we sent off two 
of the fellows, numbers one and two, with the presents, and 
waited excitedly for their return, to hear what effect they 
had made upon His Majesty—waited patiently for some 
time, but began to get uneasy. We waited some consider
able t ime; went to look out for them; we returned and 
waited again, wondering what had become of the fellows. 
We got impatient, and started off to His Majesty's palace; 
there were great crowds of people about. We discerned at 
a distance two people with white specks upon their breasts, 
which we concluded must be my two fellows, so we went 
back and waited for them. They arrived, accompanied by 
the Eoyal steward, who came with His Majesty's orders that 
he was ready to receive Ntangani (the white man) ; so off 
we went, but I must confess that I felt a little nervous, 
although I assumed a most majestic appearance. 

I had put on my ring dress which I wore in the circus, 
consisting of a green coat, white breeches and white waist
coat, with gilt buttons bearing the crown of England, 
high patent leather boots and a white hat, with my 
moustache twisted out a la Napoleon. I was accompanied 
by my headman, who had to interpret for me. We were 
followed by a very large crowd of black people, who shouted 
and screamed a most deafening noise, but no guns firing, I 
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suppose on account of the illness of His Majesty. I 
wondered whether they were cheering or jeering at me, for 
no doubt they thought me a funny looking cove. I was 
ushered into the presence of His Majesty, whom I found a 
tall, thin, woolly-headed old negro, with a stern countenance. 
The skin of his face crumpled up, looked like a piece of 
smoked parchment. I should guess him to be 100 years of 
age. He had dressed himself in my scarlet coat, waistcoat, 
and hat, edged round the brim with gold lace, and gold hat 
band, but not the breeches. I suppose he did not know 
whether they were to put his legs or arms in. This accounts 
for the long delay in keeping me waiting, having paid 
such great attention to his toilette. The old fellow was 
evidently proud of his royal robes, so were some of his 
wives, who were in attendance upon him, for they had 
already got my coin chains on their necks. 

They paid the greatest devotion to His Majesty. The 
King shook hands with me, and said he was very pleased to 
see another Ntangani, for he liked white men very much. 
He was sorry that he was so ill that he could not give me a 
public reception. I told him through my headman that I 
had come to catch live gorillas. He laughed, and said some
thing about his other white man, Shaley. He also recog
nised my headman, and said he was sorry he could not ac
company me in my hunting expeditions. He ordered his 
head wife to see that I was well taken care of, and his wives 
in general were to supply me and my people with plenty to 
eat. I was to pick out as many wives as I wanted. He 
would give me one of his favourite hunters, and what men 
I required to go with me to hunt. 

Although the King had always been a wonderfully brave, 
persevering man, for that country, he was very superstitious, 
and believed that he was bewitched, which cast a gloom over 
all his tribe, and particularly his wives; for if he died they 
would have to go into mourning for a long time, that is, put 
off all their finery, such as beads, brass rings, &c, and go 
as dirty as nature would allow them during their widow
hood ; after which they would become the property of the 
King's brothers, if any, if not of his cousins, next his uncles, 
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and lastly of his children, for real property consists 
generally of wives and slaves. Plantations are only his 
property whilst he has them in use. But evidently neither 
age nor the King's illness had impaired his memory, for 
upon our leavelaking he asked me if I had brought any 
alowgou (rum). I told him I was sorry to say I had not. 
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CHAPTEE XIII. 

GORILLA HUNTING. 

ON our return there were crowds of people waiting to have 
a look at me, the Mburi (spirit). The following day we 
were preparing for a three or four days' hunt in the woods. 
The King's wives brought us a lot of African grub to take 
with us on the hunt. I took the precaution to cut a few 
rashers off the captain's ham, and packed it up with some 
biscuits and some coffee, for my own use, for my stomach 
did not take kindly to the African fare. 

One of the ladies of the Court said she thought I should 
hunt much better without all that covering I had about me. 
Next morning, me, Mjumba and Bemgani, the King's hunter, 
and five of my men started for the forest, where we arrived 
towards night, too late and tired to do anything ; so we picked 
out a suitable place to camp all night, made fires all round 
to keep off the wild animals, mosquitoes, <fcc, cooked our 
dinners, after which we lay down round the fire smoking; 
the negroes telling most extraordinary stories about the 
gorilla, of which I could not understand a word, only what 
Mjumba told me, to which I gave my applause in a grunt, 
same as the other niggers. This was the end of the rainy 
season, the first week in May. The heat was very oppressive; 
but no matter how hot it is the Africans must always have a 
fire to lie round. I got tired of their chattering, and spread 
my waterproof sheets and wrapped myself up to rest, and 
left them round the fire; but they kept me awake with their 
chuckling. Then there was the roar of some animal; some 
said it was a leopard, others a gorilla, but which it might be 
I was perfectly ignorant, not having had enough experi
ence of African hunting. 
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They kept up the fires all night, and we lay with our guns 
loaded ready beside us. At break of day we rose, and had 
breakfast of cooked plantains, smoked fish, ham, &c, and 
prepared for our first day's hunting. Bemgani, my hunter, 
was well guarded with gree-grees and fetishes (charms), 
which he strongly recommended me to wear to give me 
courage and pluck ; but I took his advice to colour my face 
and hands so that the gorilla could not see me, which I thought 
very sensible. I blacked myself with some ham fat and 
charred wood; so they could not tell me from a negro at 
any rate. I was also to be very cautious not to shoot too 
soon, not until the animal was within ten yards of me, and 
I was to be sure to take safe aim, for if I did not kill him 
he would be sure to kill me; so I took this particular caution, 
and when we had looked to our guns we started off. 

When we had travelled, or rather crept, through the forest 
some four or five hours (I had reason to be thankful that I 
had not taken the lady's advice to take off my clothes, for I 
should have had very little of my skin left on me—I do not 
know how my naked niggers stood it,) Bemgani discovered 
some gorilla tracks, so we walked as quietly as possible, with
out speaking, Bemgani keeping close to me, and we crept in 
the greatest silence through the thick-woods and under
brush, which was densely entangled ; and the animal is very 
difficult to see, in the dim and gloomy forest. 

We heard a terrific roar, and quickly we came right in 
front of this monstrous beast, which I had never seen before. 
I shook all over, but my courage did not leave me. We 
crept nearer to him, for he evidently did not recognise our 
presence, and Bemgani said: " Now, both together," and 
bang went both our shots into him at once. He fell forward, 
and rolled over on his back, and died like a lamb. We 
waited to re-load before we went up to him, for fear he 
might get up again, but found he had died without a 
struggle. I t was a full grown male, I should think nearly 
seven feet high, for it stood much higher than Bemgani, and 
he was over six feet. I felt awfully sorry that he was dead, 
and was very dissatisfied that we had not secured him alive; 
but Bemgani said it was impossible to take a gorilla like 
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that alive; all the people in Africa could not do such a 
thing. 

All the men came up delighted, for it was a very rare dish 
to the Africans, a great deal more than venison is to English 
people. They set to and skinned it, and cut it up. Some 
they had for supper and breakfast, the rest they smoked; 
but the brain of the gorilla was the principal thing belonging 
to him, and they all wanted it. I thought there would have 
been a fight for it, but as it belongs to the hunter who kills it 
—that was to me and Bemgani—I proposed that it should be 
divided into eight lots, Bemgani take three, and the five 
niggers one each, and all was settled; all I claimed was the 
tusks and the skin, but I did not know how to preserve it. 
I bethought myself what a fool I must have been to come 
here without being prepared, not even with a bit of arsenic; 
but I never dreamt of taking them dead. I had dried a 
monkey skin on the Mediterranean, and I would try this one. 
So I had it stretched upon some boughs of a tree, and stuck 
it out where it would get the most sun, but found the fol
lowing morning that the ants or something had destroyed it 
entirely. I said we would not shoot any more, it was a great 
pity to destroy them if I could not get some live ones, for 
they appeared to be very scarce; but Bemgani reasoned very 
properly with me, that if I wanted live gorillas I must catch 
the young ones, and we must shoot the old ones in self-
defence. At this I was more satisfied. 

They all enjoyed the gorilla meat, but I did not care to 
taste i t ; I stuck to my piece of ham while it lasted. I 
never saw fellows eat so in my life; they had scarce any left 
for the following night, but they took good care not to eat 
the brain. They dried it for fetishes, for it would give 
them more courage and pluck for the hunt than any fetish 
they could have. They lay round the fire smoking and 
singing as jolly as sandboys ; the only wonder to me is that 
they did not burst. Bemgani said we must start early the 
next morning, for there was sure to be a female, and most 
likely a young one, which we must go in search of until we 
found her. 

The next day we started, in great hopes of finding a young 
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gorilla. We proceeded direct to the place where we shot 
the male the day before, expecting to find the female look
ing for her lost husband, but could find no trace of her ; so 
we dashed right through the forest, some miles in a different 
direction from where we had hunted the previous day, 
hoping to find some fresh gorillas, but without success. 
W e saw a few little chattering monkeys, which I would not 
shoot. 

After tramping about all day we went to pick out a suit
able place to camp for the n ight ; but, before we found our 
desired haven, we were overtaken by a terrific storm, and 
we scampered out of the forest as fast as our legs would 
carry us, for i t was very dangerous to remain near the trees. 
The boughs were blown off in all directions ; and sometimes 
these storms tear the trees up by the roots, making a clean 
sweep straight through the forests. We stood out in the 
open, like being under a water-fall. The niggers laid down 
on their bellies; I never had such a drenching in my life. 
I had seen the rains in Spain, but nothing like t h a t ; it lasted 
nearly an hour, when it cleared off beautiful and fine. At 
last we found a place to pitch our camp. Some of the men 
got wood for the fires, and had great trouble in getting it 
to burn. 

The other fellows were engaged in building shelters of 
wood and leaves. The fires had begun to blaze, and they 
brought in more wood, and we soon had fires large enough 
to roast fifty bullocks. I took off my clothes and dried them 
before the fire. The niggers had the advantage of me, they 
had got none to dry ; their skins had got a good washing, 
and quickly dried; the only thing they wanted was some 
kind of oil to rub over them ; anyhow, they were much more 
agreeable companions to be amongst after their purification. 
My clothes were soon dry, and I put them on without send
ing them to the mangle, as we had left our things near our 
previous night's camping-ground, expecting to return; so 
we had no supper, and I had to sleep without my sheets. 
I t was then getting dark, and no chance of finding anything 
to eat, not even a little monkey or any ground nuts. I had 
some tobacco and a little flask with about half a quartern 
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of brandy in it in my wallet, so we smoked to put off 
hunger. 

I was tired and awfully disappointed with my day's work, 
and tumbled under my leafy shelter, which the good fellows 
had made as comfortable as circumstances would admit, 
swallowed my drop of brandy neat, and went to sleep, wish
ing myself comfortably back in beautiful Cadiz. 

We all turned out at break of day and went in search of 
something to eat; some of the niggers to seek for ground 
nuts or anything they could pick up ; the rest of us went to 
hunt for birds and monkeys for breakfast, leaving one fellow 
to keep the fires up. We returned in a couple of hours with 
only three monkeys, no feathered fowl to be found; they 
quickly had the poor monkeys skinned and to the fire, which 
was not long in grilling them ; they looked very nice. I was 
hungry and faint; I put all squeamish thoughts aside and 
tucked into a couple of legs with great gusto ; if I had only 
had a bit of salt I thought what I would have given; if they 
had been cooked like rabbits, without my knowing what 
they were, I should have thought them delicious. 

After our recherche dejeuner we took a circuitous route in 
the forest where we had not hunted, and worked round to 
the place where we shot the male gorilla; we found 
nothing but little monkeys, which we durst not shoot, for 
fear of frightening the larger game. When we came near 
the place Bemgani spotted the female sitting on the bole of 
a tree with a young one in her arms, bewailing her lost 
husband. He drew my attention to her; I really felt for 
her; I suggested to him that we had better try to take her 
alive, as it would be a pity to shoot her. Whilst we were 
arguing, some of the fellows were coming up ; she evidently 
heard something, for she scampered off with the little one 
hanging to her breast. I was afraid to shoot for fear of 
killing the young one, but Bemgani fired, hitting her just 
under her left arm, which entered her heart, without injuring 
the baby, and the poor mother fell dead. We all rushed around 
her to secure the young one. It did not attempt to run 
away but clung to her, making a most pitiable whining 
noise. We had very little difficulty in taking i t ; we took 
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it as quick as we could up to our old camping-ground, where 
we had left our stores. I felt as if I had committed a 
dastardly murder, and was the cause of this poor little thing 
becoming an orphan, by killing its father and mother. 

The black fellows were more pleased over her than with 
the male; I suppose they were very hungry, for they had not 
had half enough for breakfast. I do not think they left any 
of the bones of the monkeys, unless they threw them into the 
fire. Some of them stayed behind to bring it to the cainp, 
and we hurried on with our poor little prize, and to get some 
fires to cook some supper. I put a collar round its neck and 
a chain to it so that it could not get away. I turned out the 
stores we had packed in a cage we had brought with us on 
speculation. I put it in and placed the front a distance 
from the fire to keep it warm ; the fellows arrived with its 
poor mother, carrying the corpse upon some boughs of trees. 
I had to stop them from bringing it right in sight of the 
baby, where they intended to skin and cut it up for cooking. 
I ordered them to take it some distance off, and I hurried 
on with my dinner ; I finished all my ham I had brought, 
and they commenced their cooking, and I nursed the baby 
whilst they roasted the mother in its presence, wondering to 
myself what they would think of it in civilized England. I 
had nothing for the poor little thing to eat. I don't think it 
was two years old, by its mouth, and there was no milk to 
be had for love or anything else. I chewed biscuit with a 
little coffee and crammed it down its throat. I slept with i t 
by my side covered with my sheets, giving it all the comfort 
in my power. 

Next morning, as soon as it was light, the men went to 
look for a kind of berry that grows close to the ground, 
which they are very fond of; they brought enough to last it 
a month, but it would not eat a bit, all it wanted was its 
mother's breast to comfort it. We packed up, wrapping the 
baby up in a sheet in the cage, which two men carried very 
carefully, and made our way straight back to G-oombi, taking 
the skin of the mother which was my share, there being no 
tusks from a female. I was thinking all the way as we 
marched along if I could only get a negress to give me milk 
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for it; but when we arrived in the town I found my last hopes 
blighted. I mentioned to Mjumba my conjectured idea. 

I said, " Can you find a woman who is suckling a child, 
to give me some milk ? I will give them anything they ask. 
I t is the only plan I see to save the baby." 

He replied, " You will not have many women come near 
you whilst you have either the young gorilla or its mother's 
skin. They are very superstitious about the gorilla, and 
it would be considered an outrageous insult to ask for such 
a thing." 

This settled me; but as a last resource, I wondered if I 
could make some meat tea; could he go and ask the King to 
give me a part of a goat; well, he might, but they were very 
scarce here. Off he went and told the King how anxious I 
was to save the young gorilla. He told his head wife to send 
the good white man a young goat as quick as possible, not to
morrow, but to-day, at once. I had not long to wait for i t ; 
I cut a bit off the hind leg and boiled it, and very nice it 
was; I kept putting a few drops down its throat at short 
intervals, sitting up all night to watch over it. 

The next day I felt very ill, chilled and feverish; I thought 
I had been well acclimatized, having spent nearly two years 
in Spain, and bethought myself of the doctor in Cadiz giving 
me some quinine ; I looked for it, and took a good dose, and still 
attended to my patient. I took another dose at night; and 
in the middle of the night I had been dozing, and when I 
woke up I found the poor thing dead. I then took some 
more quinine and slept until Mjumba woke me up; he was 
afraid I was going to have the fever; he took the poor 
little thing away, and I never knew what became of it; likely 
enough the niggers ate it ; and I do not know what be
came of the skin of the mother, for I forgot all about it. 
Mjumba told the King's wives and everybody that the 
gorilla had gone. The women then came to see me and paid 
me the greatest kindness, bringing me various nice things— 
as they thought, I suppose—which I could not take. I kept 
continually taking quinine, and dozing all day and night. 
The next day I was much better, and went out in the air and 
began to eat, and took a little cold brandy and water, and 
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in two days I was all right, but continued my quinine once 
or twice a day. 

When I got better I wanted to return, but, as a refresher, 
they told me that the Kooloo was more plentiful, and the 
elephant was numerous further up the interior. I began to 
think the fellows wanted to get me so far away that I should 
not get back, and I fancied I had already come 200 miles 
from the sea-shore, and got nothing. I screwed myself up 
to as high a pitch as my strength would admit. 

We tramped about until midday, when we took our usual 
rest. I felt so low, languid and miserable, almost to crying 
pitch, and told Mjumba and Bemgani my feelings and I 
would like to return to the village. They told me I had got 
" gowamba," a very dreadful thing, and very common in the 
country—it is the want of meat. As far as I could gather 
from what they said, it was an inordinate craving of ex
hausted nature for flesh, and I have never forgot my feelings 
of gowamba. Bemgani cheered me up as much as he could; 
he said we should be sure to have good luck now. I suppose 
he had the same idea as they say in England—when things 
get to the worst they must get better, and we trudged off 
again. 

We had not gone far when we came suddenly in sight 
of a young Kooloo and its mother. The old one ran into 
the bush, and we surrounded the young one, with our net 
ready. He was up a tree in quick time, and one of the 
niggers after it as quickly, for they can climb with their 
bare feet like monkeys. The little beggar ran out to the 
end of a bough of the tree, and the nigger after it, shaking 
the bough with all his might; it clung, too, with great 
tenacity, and the nigger shook the more. At last young 
Kooloo dropped down; he was a little stunned, which gave 
us time to throw the net over him, and immediately pre
sented him (for it proved to be a male) with a collar round 
his neck, with a chain to it. He was very wild, but by no 
means spiteful, although he had got his teeth, and I judged 
him to be between three and four years old. I would not 
go after the mother, and we hurried on to our camp. 

I became more cheerful; but my next trouble was that we 
N 
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had got nothing to eat except a few plantains. The men 
soon lit the fires and began to cook them, which I thought 
was not a very bright prospect for my gowamba, and all my 
fear was that they would want to eat my little Kooloo. 

Presently the Prince and his party came in with a fine 
gazelle which he had shot, and every heart was joyful. They 
were not long dressing and cutting it up and having it 
roasted. I could have eat it raw, I thought it looked so 
nice. I and the Prince had a leg to ourselves, with plan
tains. I never enjoyed anything so much in all my life. I 
kept giving my little Kooloo (I now christened him Culley) 
small bits of plantain, which, to my surprise, he took kindly, 
and I was so pleased with our success of the day altogether 
that my joy was boundless. We smoked, the niggers sang 
and chattered ; we were all very jolly; I wished I had some 
rum to give them to crown our happiness. 

The Prince's party had seen gorilla tracks, and all were 
certain we should catch a young gorilla to-morrow. But I 
felt anxious to return with my prize, and would give no 
answer till the next morning. When I went to rest I had 
my little Culley in his cage close to me, so that I could see 
how he behaved himself. I no sooner got to sleep than Mr. 
Culley woke me by putting his hand through the bars of 
his cage and pulling at my sheets. That delighted me still 
more, and I went to sleep happier than ever. 

Next morning I was first up in the camp to see after 
Culley; the niggers soon followed suit, for it did not take 
them long in arranging their toilet. We had the remainder 
of the gazelle for breakfast, and little Culley was ready to 
join us. He did not seem to make any trouble at losing his 
parents, and as he was going on all right, I considered it 
would be foolish of me to leave the forest when there was a 
chance of finding gorillas, as the Prince had stated. So I 
consented to go. The Prince and I had spared a piece of 
the gazelle, so I put it away for my dinner, in case we should 
have nothing but Kooloo. I had a look at the skin of the 
male Kooloo, it appeared to be drying very well. So we 
started altogether, leaving No. 1 nigger in charge of the 
camp and to look after Culley. 
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During this expedition we came upon fresh tracks of the 
gorilla, which we silently followed for some time, when we 
sighted a female gorilla and her young one sitting down eat
ing fruit ; and she must have heard something, for she got 
up to move away. Bemgani up with his gun and shot her 
dead. All rushed up to secure the young one, but it was too 
quick for us and got away into the bush. 

Bemgani said, " I t will come back ; we must hide behind 
the trees close by, ready to pounce upon it ." 

We waited for some time. At last it came creeping 
stealthily up to the mother, kissing and fondling about her 
as if coaxing her to get up, when we all surrounded it, 
throwing the net over it. Wi th some difficulty, after a few 
scratches and a bite or two (for this was a strong baby), 
we secured it with a collar and chain, and carried it off to 
the camp, leaving the men to bring the old one. 

When we arrived at the camp, I thought I would put it 
into the cage with Culley ; but poor Culley was so frightened 
of it, I had to put it in the other compartment. I found it 
was a female about three years old. I offered it some of its 
favourite fruit and other things, but it would not eat, and 
was so wild it would not let me touch it. The men brought 
in the old one and skinned i t ; then cut it up, and boiled 
part of it for supper. But hungry as I was I could not 
bring my stomach to it, and was obliged to succumb to 
vegetarianism. The Prince and the rest of the fellows 
enjoyed it amazingly. They had some more of it roasted 
for breakfast next morning, but poor little Culley and I 
had the same fare as at supper, and the young gorilla ate 
some ground nuts and fruit, but would not take it kindly, as 
a well-conditioned monkey should do. I had to throw its 
food into the cage, and leave it to eat it in privacy. 

Bemgani suggested we should go in pursuit of the male 
gorilla, which was seconded by all hands. 

I said I did not want the old one, it was no use to me ; I 
should like to have a young male as a companion for the 
female—which I christened Jenny—if we could find one, 
then I would return to the coast at once. 

The next morning all the fellows were feeling gowambish 
N 2 
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for want of flesh meat. We started out with a determination 
not to return to camp till we shot something. When we had 
"been in the bush three or four hours without springing any 
game, I was admiring some very high trees, and spied 
something in one of them, like a hut or nest, formed on a 
large bough which branched out from the trunk, and a roof 
of leaves. I looked round at the other trees, and saw ano
ther one similar to the other. I called Mjumba and asked 
him if there were any people who built huts and lived in 
the trees. Some of the other men came up, also Bemgani. 

Mjumba told them what I asked him. They danced and 
screamed with laughter at me. 

Bemgani told me it was the nishigo—the nest-building 
ape. Some of the Prince's men also knew what it was. 
Bemgani said we should be sure to find these apes in the 
woods, and this put me in good spirits. 

We trudged on in hopes of finding this singular ape, but 
did not come upon anything but monkeys, of which we 
bagged five, one of them a large one. We sent some of the 
niggers off with them to the camp to prepare them, with 
orders that they were to put the big kettle on to make soup. 
We hunted some time without finding anything else, and I 
returned to our camp with the satisfaction of having some
thing to feed my troupe of niggers upon, to stifle the go-
wamba which was becoming a general complaint in the camp. 
I thought this living upon monkey-meat would not do for 
me, or eventually I should become a cannibal; but I was 
obliged to put off all thoughts of respect, and, as the old 
adage says—When you are in Eome, you must do as Some 
does ; and I was dreadfully hungry, and tucked into it like 
a native. 

Little Culley became very fond of me, and fondled about 
me as if I was one of its parents, but Jenny was as wild 
and distant as ever. Next morning we started off to a fresh 
part of the forest. After tramping some three hours, we 
heard some monkeys chattering, so we thought we had 
better make sure of something, and succeeded in shooting 
five ; and, satisfied that there would not be starvation in the 
camp to-night, we took our midday rest, and went on 
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hoping. We saw some more of the nests of the Nishigo, 
and pushed on anxiously, feeling certain that there were 
some of these nest-builders in this part of the wood. We 
beat the bushes with much confidence, until, towards even
ing, without success, when we came upon a herd of wild 
pigs, and shot three fat ones. The niggers danced round them 
and sung some kind of gibberish which I did not understand. 
The men hurried off to the camp with the proceeds of our 
day's work, which gave them a good warming. When we 
arrived at the camp, they were all busy skinning and dress
ing the game, singing, and as jolly as if they would never 
know want any more. I did not feel so very jolly, although 
I felt free from gowamba for some t ime; this was not the 
game I wanted, for I had not come here for the sake of 
sport, but gorillas, and we had seen no signs of any. The 
pigs were cut up, salted and smoked for future use. The 
niggers had the monkey meat, and the Prince, Mjumba, 
my head man, Bemgani, my hunter (for a brave hunter is 
considered a grand personage in Africa), and myself were to 
have two roast legs of pork. 

After every one of the camp had eaten till he was fit to 
burst, we laid round the fires, as usual, smoking. We dis
cussed the matter for the next day's hunt, and the prob
ability of finding the nest-building ape, &c, to which I 
agreed, but not to stay any longer, lucky or unlucky. We 
started next morning for another part of the forest. We had 
not been out long before I shot a very handsome gazelle, 
which I thought was a good beginning. The next things we 
came to were two more of the ape's nests. I was very 
anxious to examine one, but I could not climb up all that 
height, so one of the niggers volunteered to fetch one down 
for me. He ran up the trunk as well as any monkey, 
with his rude axe, and hacked down the branches to which 
they were fixed, and down again like lightning. 

I then made a close inspection, and from my hunter, 
Eemgani, I had a good description of the animal. He told 
me that the male and female go together in search of the 
things they require for building their house, consisting of 
branches which are well covered with large leaves, for form-
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ing the roof, and vines for tying the roof. When this is 
collected the male ascends the tree to build the house, and 
the female acts as the labourer, to carry up the materials. 
After this part of Bemgani's lecture, I had ocular demon
stration, the roof was round, fixed and tied very neatly, with 
the vines, to the upper branch of the tree, the leaves being 
made to overlap each other so perfectly, that it was completely 
waterproof, and I really felt very doubtful about what I was 
told. For I would more readily believe him if he had told me 
that it had been built by human hands, and as I was never 
fortunate enough to meet with Mr. Nishigo, the builder, I 
cannot vouch for the truth of this extraordinary animal. 

I also gathered from what he said that these were a race 
of very aristocratic apes, for they always slept in separate 
rooms. This I observed, that there were always two houses, 
each built in a separate tree, and not far apart, one for the 
male and the other for the female (at this I thought of Dr. 
Darwin). I can also believe what he told me about moving 
about from place to place, only staying a few days, where 
they find wild berries, and when they have eaten them all up 
they move to another. They do not move their house (and 
furniture), but build new ones, as often as they move, which 
I can well understand by the various nests which I observed. 
They evidently had drained the forest of all its favourite 
berries, and moved clean away, to my disgust, for I never 
had the pleasure of seeing any of them. 

We hunted all day, and all we bagged was a little gazelle, 
and returned to our camp, and had a good feed off the 
gazelle and other dainties, and I made up my mind to bid 
good-bye to the forest next morning. We lay round the 
fires smoking and talking over our next day's journey, and, 
strange to say, we heard the cry of a leopard, after 
having been there three nights, hearing no signs of any 
before. I suppose they had scented our well-stocked larder. 
The men made up more fires round the camp, to deter them 
from coming to pounce upon us, and we slept with our guns 
ready by our side. 

The next morning we were up early, packing up, had 
breakfast, and marched down to the river. The men could 
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not carry all our stock at once, and had to return for the 
rest. When we had got all on board, we started down the 
river on our return to Obengi's town. We paddled down 
the river, stopping when we came to a favourable place to 
camp for the night. We had plenty of meat, but came 
short of vegetables, and that horrible excuse for bread, and 
sent Bemgani, Mjumba and some of the men off to a 
village where they procured some, and we arrived at Obengi's 
town in a little over three days. 
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CHAPTEE XIV. 

BACK TO THE COAST. 

W E did not find the people very well stocked with provi
sions ; even the King had nothing to give away. I gave him 
some more presents, and told him how unlucky we had been 
that I did not find gorillas so plentiful as I expected, and 
thought I should return to the Gaboon to see if I could 
catch the ship to take me back. I had only secured a little 
female gorilla, I should have liked to have had a male, for 
a companion, to make it more happy. He said he had a 
great friend, Igambowni, an Ashira chief, who had an 
mbando or alako, a place where all the people were cutting 
ebony, bar-wood, catching fish in the streams, &c, in some 
immense woods and forests, where I should find the gorilla, 
and plenty of other game, and I could hunt to my heart 's 
content. He would send his head man to accompany me, 
with a recommendation to his particular friend, Igambowni, 
to allow me to hunt the forests, and render me all the assis
tance in his power, for I was a good white man. I guessed 
that all this meant the usual presents. 

I took a day to consider and think the matter over. I 
thought if I came short of trade goods and could not pay I 
should be a bankrupt, and there was no Basinghall Street 
to creep through; they might murder me. English gold 
was no use to them ; I took good care to keep that part of 
my wealth a great secret, so as they thould not have the 
temptation to kill me for it. At last I made up my mind to 
have another try, happy-go-lucky, and started the next day, 
and trusted to Providence, for we had reduced our commis
sariat department materially, and there was not a scrap of 
anything to be had in the town. 
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We accordingly reached the alako, and from there set out 
in search of gorillas. 

After tramping in the forest some four hours, we found 
some fresh tracks, which we followed silently into a most 
gloomy part of the wood, and came to an intense jungle. We 
could hardly creep through the bush, and it was so dark and 
such a dismal silence pervaded the place, it was enough to 
strike terror to the most courageous hunter. Then the silence 
was broken by a terrific roar some distance off ; some of the 
niggers were shaky, but we pressed forward, determined to 
conquer or die. We saw the female gorilla and a young 
one, moving under the bush. We gave her one, two, and she 
dropped dead. The young one ran to her to ascertain, no 
doubt, the cause; it fondled and kissed her, and evidently 
wanted to coax her to rise. We all closed round and threw 
the chenic (net) over it. We heard another roar, which 
seemed to be approaching nearer, we were now in a very 
awkward predicament, for the male gorilla, was coming in 
search of his wife and child. 

We found the young one a troublesome customer, and we 
had great difficulty in securing i t ; it bit and scratched, com
mitting serious damage by tearing the niggers' clothes, I 
mean their skin. At last I got the collar around his neck, 
with a good chain to it, and fastened it to a small tree, and 
let him have the struggle to himself. Although we had 
accomplished his captivity most dexterously, we were only 
just in the nick of time, for we could hear the breaking and 
cracking of branches, and the most awful roars, approaching 
nearer and nearer, but we could not discern him until he 
sprang from the bush, perfectly mad with rage at the sight 
of his murdered wife and captured child, throwing his arms 
about, as if he was going to tear up the whole forest. 
When he had got within shot—we did not wish to allow the 
monstrous beast to get too close upon us, for if he had he 
would certainly have slain the whole lot—Bemgani, my 
hunter, gave the word, Steady! Eeady! Now! We stopped 
him just in time to save ourselves, by firing five barrels into 
him all at once. He fell upon his face, and rolled over on 
his back, a lifeless corpse. 
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We reloaded, in case there should be another " Eichmond 
in the field." I looked round upon the corpses with awe, not 
feeling proud, as if I had attained a great achievement, but 
feeling, for the first time, that I possessed a conscience, 
which pricked me very keenly, and soliloquised within my
self, " Why should I come here to murder these noble beasts 
upon their own ground, which has been ordained for them 
by nature ? Why have not these noble savages, at whose 
mercy I have placed my life, as much right to murder me ? " 
I came to myself and cast my eye upon my prize, the young 
gorilla, and said, " Eichard's himself again." The niggers 
were, as usual, dancing and singing round the dead gorillas, 
as joyous as ever. 

We at once prepared to return to our camp, four men 
carrying each gorilla, lashed with some vines upon two rails 
cut in the wood, changing the men frequently, for the bodies 
were very heavy. I tried to lead the young one, for he was 
big enough to walk, but he was so wild and savage, jumping 
about and catching at my trousers, that I thought I should 
not have a bit of them left on me, so I pulled off my canvas 
jacket, and we tied it over its head and rolled the net round 
and round its body, fastening its legs and arms, so that the 
men could carry it with safety. On our arrival at the camp, 
I untied it and put it into a strong cage. I found it was a 
male, quite four years old, and a very fine strong-limbed 
animal. I offered him some of his dainty fruit, which he 
refused, and would eat nothing that night. 

The male gorilla was an immense beast, near seven feet 
high. Bemgani, the hunter, said he had never seen or heard 
of one so large; the female was over five feet high. The 
men commenced skinning them, and hacking them to pieces, 
my share being the skins and the tusks of the male, which 
were as large as any tiger's I ever saw. The men had some of 
the meat cooked for supper. I was independent of it, having 
plenty of other meat in camp. After supper they were 
engaged in smoking the meat for transport to the alako. 

We laid about smoking and talking over the next day's 
proceedings. I felt very anxious to have a female now as a 
companion for the male. We heard the cry of the leopard 
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hovering around all night. The little Kooloo was delighted 
to hear my voice when I came in, and trotted about the 
camp from one to another. He would not go near the 
gorilla, and was very jealous of my bringing such a rival. 

The following morning we went to hunt for more gorillas. 
When we got out of the wood, we found an open ground or 
prairie ; we sighted some huts about two miles off. I had 
much curiosity to pay them a visit. On our way a fine 
gazelle crossed our path, which we stopped and bagged, and 
proceeded to the village, which only numbered sixteen 
houses. The women and children ran screaming into their 
huts, and would not come out while we stayed; the men 
were more brave, and stood their ground, but were greatly 
astonished at seeing a white man. They asked a great many 
questions which I did not understand, neither did my people, 
I believe, understand all; but Mjumba, my head man, told 
me that they wanted to know from what part of Africa and 
how far I had come. They had no king or chief, but we 
were taken to a house where dwelt a most extraordinary old 
negro. I suppose the people in the village consulted him 
upon all municipal affairs appertaining to their dominion. 
He expressed his great surprise that having lived so long 
he had never seen a white native before. I scrutinized him 
with great interest, and only wished I had him at the Egyp
tian Hall, London. 

He was a man nearly six feet in height, and a perfect 
living skeleton; he was nothing but bones covered over with 
black parchment. Had it not been for the darkness of his 
skin, I could certainly have seen through him by placing 
him in the glare of the sun. I should think that he was 
the patriarch of the village; as to his age, I should guess 
him to be from one to two hundred years old. But I never 
could ascertain the age of an African ; it is very rarely that 
they die of old age. They believe they only die by witch
craft, and if they are taken ill, they call in a witch doctor, 
that is, if they are possessed of anything to pay him; if not 
they die off; for the witch doctor will not drive out the 
witch unless he is well paid. And those who are fortunate 
to escape sorcery dry up, and are blown away with the wind. 
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I presented the poor old negro with the gazelle, which we 
had shot on our journey, and the only cake of tobacco I had 
left out of our day's stock, and I had nothing else to give 
him. His people were much affected by this small kindness; 
they brought us baskets of cassava and sweet potatoes, and 
some manioc bread. These were just the articles we were in 
want of, for we had got more meat than we knew what to 
do with. This was a neat, cleanly little village, and showed 
evidence of thrift amongst this little tribe of negroes. 

The men were tired, so we did not go out that day. I 
made up my mind to have one more hunt for the gorilla, and 
to return to the alako whether we found any or not. I sent 
two of the men to the alako with as much meat as they 
could conveniently carry, and a message to the chief to send 
some of his people to fetch the enormous lot of meat which 
we had accumulated, and that we should return in two days. 
We lazied about, amusing ourselves with the Kooloo; the 
young gorilla would not notice me, he was so wild and in
clined to be vicious ; but he would eat anything on the sly 
that I threw into his den, so I did not make any trouble 
about him. The men were engaged curing the meat, so that 
it would keep for our return voyage to the sea-coast. 

The next morning we set out for our last hunt, and pro
ceeded to fresh forests; but we found no trace of any 
gorillas, though there were monkeys chattering about, and 
birds out of number. 

The following morning all hands were alert, preparing for 
our return, when a gang of slaves arrived, which the chief 
had sent to assist in carrying our baggage to his alako, 
where we arrived towards evening, when we received a grand 
reception by the people who were just coming in from the 
woods, where they were engaged cutting ebony, &c.; and 
well we might, for we had filled their camp with meat, 
which they very much needed. In all the negro villages the 
hunters are the most valued, particularly a brave and for
tunate hunter. He is loved and adored by his wives, ad
mired by all the women, and enjoys great privileges amongst 
his fellow-men. That night there was great cooking and 
feeding, and much jollity going on. 
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The following day I did nothing but attend to my two 
animals, and stroll about like an African gentleman ; and at 
night there was a great rejoicing, dancing, and the usual 
drumming and singing, accompanied by a kind of harp, the 
strings of which were made of the fibre from the bark of a 
t r ee ; and the chief had provided abundance of palm wine, 
and all the people were as jolly as sand-boys, and kept up 
the fun nearly all night, that was, until the wine was all 
drunk, which very much retarded the ebony cutting, &c. 

The following day my men were engaged in packing up 
meat, &c, for our return voyage to the sea-coast. We had 
a quiet night's rest, and after a sumptuous African break
fast, I distributed presents to the chief and his people, and 
started down to the river, accompanied by all the people in 
the alako, who carried our baggage, &c.; and the greatest 
wonder to me was that we found our canoes, and I thought the 
Africans were more honest than the people were in England. 
We got all our traps packed in the canoes, and after shaking 
hands with everybody, we started off for Obengi's town, 
when they fired a salute (no doubt by all the guns they pos
sessed, for they were scarce articles ; he is considered a 
rich fellow who owns one), and a loud cheer, and off we 
paddled. I then fell into a contemplative mood, for although 
I was anxious to get back to the Gaboon, to hear about the 
Captain, and the good ship Eclipse, I felt somewhat sad at 
leaving the forests, and the poor savages. I said to 
Mjumba,— 

" H o w strange we have not seen either elephant, lion, 
tiger, giraffe, rhinoceros, zebra, ostrich, or gnu," and he re
plied that they were not known in that part of Africa. 

On our arrival at the village of King Obengi, he was glad 
to see me and the prince back again. I had a long talk 
with him, interpreted through Mjumba, my head man, who 
gave him particulars of our hunts, &c. He said we had been 
very fortunate. Where were we going to hunt next ? I 
said I was not going to hunt any more. I was going home, 
and that I was very much indebted to him for his intro
duction, that I should carry with me an affectionate remem
brance of him to the white man's country; that I might 
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some time pay him another visit, and should not forget him. 
That touched his feelings very much, and he said, " Bring 
me some rum" (all the negroes evidently believe that the 
white man's God is better than the black man's G-od, 
because the rivers run with fine rum in the white man's 
country, and he has plenty of guns). He said I must 
stay a few days with him to rest, for I must be tired with 
so much hard hunting, and he would take me to a mango 
hunt, which I ought to see before I went back to my 
country, for which I thanked him, for I thought I might as 
well see all I could, as I might not have the opportunity 
again. 

He engaged a mango doctor, and two days after we 
started early down the river some distance in canoes, to a 
village, where we procured some flat-bottomed canoes, which 
are made for the purpose of navigating in shallow water. 
We went into a kind of lake, surrounded by very high 
reeds, where the mango lives. The mango doctor opened a 
bag containing some kind of powder, made from the bark 
of a particular tree, which is only known to these doctors, 
which he laid thickly upon the water. We then retired to 
the reeds, and waited silently for a short time. When the 
monstrous beast came to the top of the water, and sucked 
the powder with great gusto, the doctor and his party went 
stealthily up to it, with a kind of harpoon, to which was 
attached a long rope made of the fibre from the bark of a 
tree, which they darted betwixt the shoulders of the *mango. 
I t plunged to the bottom of the water, remained some ten 
minutes, and rose to the top struggling and died. They 
towed it to the shore, rolled it into an empty canoe, and 
towed it up to Obengi's town by our own canoes, where the 
mango doctor performed some ceremony, and then cut it up, 
not allowing any one to be present. 

The mango very much resembles the manatee, or what is 
styled by the aquarium showmen, the mermaid. That was 
said to be the largest that the doctor had ever seen. By my 
measurement it was sixteen feet in length, and I judged 
that it would weigh about one ton. There was great jollity 
over it in Obengi's Town, for meat was scarce. It was cer-
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tainly very fine eating, not unlike veal. I was told that it 
only feeds on herbage, such as leaves and grass, and that it 
is only to be found where the water has a grassy bottom. 
Although it was a bad time to visit King Obengi, being the 
season of scarcity, he gave a grand dance in my honour, and 
there were the usual drummings and tam-tamming, singing, 
and the always-necessary palm wine. The following day we 
prepared for leaving. The morning after I made a few 
presents to the king and his wives, his sisters, his cousins, 
and his aunts. The king's wives made me up a basket of 
smoked mango, &c. 

W e paddled down the river all day and night, arriving at 
G-umby the following morning, when I found the king in the 
same ill-health as I left him. He had the witch doctor, or 
medicine man, attending him—I suppose administering 
their stereotyped panacea of beating drums over his head 
to drive out the witch, and no doubt if he died there would 
be a great deal of mbowdu drinking, &c, to discover the 
person who had been the cause of the king's death by 
sorcery, which is tantamount to a great many people being 
murdered. 

I was very anxious to get away from the place, for fear 
the witch doctor might make it out that the white man was 
the cause, and put me upon the poison trial. I distributed 
the usual presents amongst the king's wives, <fcc. I made 
the Prince and Bemgani, the king's hunter, very handsome 
presents; and also gave a suitable compensation to the slaves 
which accompanied them, for they had been good, faithful, 
honest servants. 

I think the African slaves have as much liberty in one 
way as the English slave. If the negro slave receives bad 
treatment from his master, and wishes to leave him, he only 
has to do what is called " beating bongo "—that is, to walk 
quietly away to another village of the same tribe, and choose 
another master. When he has made up his mind who he 
would like for his master, he walks up and lays his hand 
upon his shoulder, and says, I have chosen you for my 
master, and promise I will never return to my old one (he 
does not require a written character). That master cannot 
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refuse him, and is compelled to take and protect him. That, 
I believe, is the law, or Master and Servants' Act, of Western 
Africa. 

I went to wish the poor old king good-bye, and thank him 
for his kind favours. He seemed very sad, and said he 
should never more see the white man again. His wives 
brought me some plantains, sweet potatoes, cassava and 
manioc, &c, and the next morning we started early. Very 
quietly, no firing of guns or shouting of the people ; it was 
all solemnity, in consequence of the great trouble in the 
royal household, and we paddled down the Rembo Rembo as 
if we were going to a funeral. And right glad I was that I 
had got away without having any palavers. 

We paddled on nearly night and day, stopping when we 
came to a suitable place to feed the kooloo and gorilla, like
wise ourselves, and take a rest. I consulted with Mjumba, 
my head man, whether we should pull up near Aniambi, 
where we started from, or proceed up the Fernandbas as 
far as we could, where the river flowed into the sea. W e 
came to the conclusion that it would be more likely to get a 
ship at Eernandbas, and that it would be better than staying 
at Aniambi, where the negroes came from. If there were 
any difficulty in settling with them they would be more 
independent in their own village. We pulled up some 
distance before coming to the place, and had a good feed 
and rested until evening. We passed Aniambi a piece 
before midnight, when the negroes wanted us to fire our 
guns; but we went silently by, and pushed on as quickly as 
possible, giving the men extra tobacco. Towards morning, 
a little before break of day, we heard a tramping noise. 
We stopped and listened. We heard a grunt. They said it 
was the hippopotamus returning from the prairie to the 
river. What was to be done ? I had had no experience in 
hunting the animal; in fact, we had never come across any. 
I wished Bemgani, my late hunter, was with us, but I 
recollected that he had told me if we should happen to light 
upon any hippopotamus the only place a ball would pene
trate was behind the shoulder or in the ear. I and Mjumba, 
and one of the niggers who had proved himself a good 
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hunter, looked to our guns, walked silently up the shore, 
leaving the other fellows with the canoe. We listened for 
some time to ascertain from whence they were coming. 
The wind was in our favour, for they have a very keen scent 
and are quick of hearing. We walked stealthily into the 
prairie. We heard some grunts, but very little trampling. 
We then could discern some big lumps of something moving 
leisurely about. Then we could see them approaching 
towards us. W e crept behind some bushes. We could then 
perceive that they were quietly grazing on the herbage as 
they returned to the river. They came nearer. Then we 
could perceive five of the monstrous beasts. They got 
nearer and nearer. At last they got too near to us to be 
comfortable. A huge beast was foremost of the herd ; I 
suppose he was the oldest, consequently their pioneer when 
they went out Lo graze in the open. We each of us picked 
one out for our mark. I aimed at the one in front, right 
under the shoulder. He dropped. The others scampered. 
So did we, as fast as our legs would take us. We took 
shelter behind the bushes. We heard them plunge into the 
water. We returned to the scene of action. On our way 
we discovered one just at the edge of the river. We gave 
him a volley, but he managed to get into the river and sank. 
He had evidently been hit hard, and had had a struggle to 
reach the river. We went to see if there were any left 
behind. We found my customer, quite dead. He was a 
whopper, a male. 

We then returned to the canoe, and waited till the daylight 
broke, when we proceeded, with seven of the niggers, leaving 
the other in charge of the boat. Two of the fellows commenced 
to skin the beast in a workmanlike manner, which satisfied me 
that it was not their first attempt at dressing a hippopotamus. 
We found, when they had embowelled the animal, that the 
ball had pierced the heart, and it must have been sudden 
death. They cut him up and conveyed the flesh piecemeal to 
the canoe. I had the teeth and the skin, which was over two 
inches thick. We paddled down the river till we came to a 
suitable spot where we could get wood to make fires for 
cooking and smoking the meat. The first thing we did was. 

o 
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to have breakfast, for every one was awfully hungry. So we 
had roast hippopotamus. The niggers are very fond of it. 
The meat was very coarse, and tasted something like beef 
and pork mixed. I would have preferred a sirloin of beef. 
Anyhow, the niggers enjoyed it. I thought they would 
have never left off eating. It would have been impossible 
for them to have done any paddling; they had hard work 
to attend to smoking the meat. 

We took a good sleep, and started before daylight next 
morning, and paddled down stream, arriving towards even
ing only a short distance from the mouth of the river Fer-
nandbas, where we camped all night and pulled up the next 
morning early to our expected destination to watch for a 
passing ship. 

We soon had plenty of company—negroes who, like my
self, were also looking out for their expected ship, for trade ; 
but they laughed at my waiting. They told Mjumba I 
would have to wait some months; I had better go and stay 
in the village called Kend, which was close by, and they 
would let me know when they saw a ship in the offing. 

We formed our camp and had our breakfasts. I told 
Mjumba we had better get settled with the men. He called 
them one by one. I had no difficulty about their payment; 
what I said, they said was right. When they were all paid 
and satisfied, I gave to each a little present, and also gave 
them the canoe and what meat there was left, to take them 
back to Aniambi, where I took them from. They were quite 
overjoyed to have a ship of their own. But every one said 
they would stay with me till I got a ship to see me off. They 
did not expect me to pay them, they would do anything for 
me, I was good white man; they wished I would take 
them with me to my country, &c. 

There was one in particular got my head man to ask me 
to take him with me, if it was only to the Gaboon. He 
begged so hard, that I told him he might go with me to the 
Gaboon, and I would think about taking him any further. 
He was a smart, young, handsome negro, about eighteen or 
twenty years of age as near as I could guess; but it was a 
very difficult matter to me, for I never could ascertain any 
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of the negroes' ages, and I do not think they knew them
selves, not having any register of births, deaths and marri
ages, and as I was never asked to stand god-father at a 
christening, I presume that they never are christened; and 
as every negro bears a name, but I do not know from whom 
it is derived, I was particular in having that young black 
gentleman's name, which, according to my orthography, was 
Nimbaloo, having previously only recognized him as No. 1 
Nigger—by having always borne that number upon his 
breast. 

The King, having heard that a white man had arrived 
from the interior, and thinking that I had been on a trade 
voyage and should have some ivory, &c, and that he would 
make me pay tribute or something, sent his mafugah, or 
steward, and a number of negroes to take me up before 
his majesty. I showed the steward what I had, and made 
him some little presents, and returned with him accompanied 
by my head man. His majesty assumed to be very angry, 
but I believed him to be drunk. I told him that all I had 
was two monkeys and a few skins of no value; he might 
have them if he liked. He said he wanted no monkeys, he 
wanted some rum. I told him I was very poor and could 
not buy any. I had brought him a few presents, all that I 
had got left. My head man then presented him with one of 
my scarlet liveries, and a few other things, which put him 
in a good humour, and he said he should be grander than 
the King of Aniambi. He had evidently heard of, or seen, 
the present I gave that monarch. The King wished me to 
reside in his village, and placed a house at my service. 

o 2 
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C H A P T E E XV. 

THE FAN COUNTRY. 

I THOUGHT I would wait a few days, to see if any ship 
turned up. I offered a reward of a Spanish gold Isabella 
(20s. 6d.), or the value in trade goods, to the first nigger 
who hailed a ship for me. That set them all on the look
out, you can bet. I did not go to sleep myself, but kept a 
good look-out, and I only wished I had a telescope. 

First day passed—nothing in s ight ; second day—nothing; 
third—nothing. I began to get tired, and thought I would 
remove into my proffered quarters in the village the follow
ing day; but early in the morning a nigger sighted a ship, 
and lost no time in announcing to me the fact. I at once 
started off with my flag-staff (a long pole with a piece of 
calico fastened to it) and stood upon the most prominent 
part of the beach, waving it about like some drum-major 
for a considerable time. My arms were getting awfully 
tired, when I perceived the ship nearing, with her head set 
fair for the coast. I said to myself, " This is a lucky ship," 
and kept on waving my flag with renewed vigour, and felt 
as excited as if I was on a wreck, and that ship was to save 
my life. She came nearer and nearer, and the niggers 
started out to meet her in one of their largest canoes. I 
did not care to venture upon the troublesome surf in their 
frail bark, for I thought it would not be courageous on my 
part to waste a life which had braved all the dangers of the 
African forests. But they ventured out to sea to meet the 
ship at the risk of their own lives, and told the captain that 
a white man wanted to go to the big country across the 
great water. 
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When he came to the mouth of the river, I then ventured 
in their cockle-shell alongside of the ship. I found it was 
a G-erman brigantine. The captain could not understand the 
negroes, only white man ; so he came to see what the white 
man wanted. I asked him where he was bound to, and if 
he would take me as far as the Gaboon and drop me down 
there. He hummed and ha'ed, saying it would take him 
out of his course again, and other objections. I saw he 
thought I was destitute, so I showed him five new Eoyal 
Victoria sovereigns (which made his eyes glitter, and altered 
his mouthpiece wonderfully), saying I would give him them 
to take me and my two men, and my baggage. He made 
more ceremonies—thought it would not pay him for loss of 
time, &c. I said to myself, " He now takes me for a rich 
merchant or something of the sort, and thinks he could get 
more ; " so I told him that it was all the money I had got. 
He pretended to study it over, and said, well, he would take 
me for charity. I thought, " Yes, Cousin Fritz, you would 
make a very small portion of charity go a long way." 

Anyhow, I would not have lost the chance for double the 
amount. Had he only known i t ! So we went to work at 
once, and got all our traps on board as quick as possible so 
as not to keep him waiting, for fear of being left. My 
greatest trouble was the parting from my poor negroes, who 
had served me so well and honestly, and treated me like a 
brother. I really felt sorrowful at parting with them, espe
cially when I shook hands with them, and bid them good
bye, for they were overwhelmed with grief, and implored me 
to stay, saying, " We like keep good white man." 

I promised them I should come and see them again some 
day, to cheer them up a bit, and got the poor little kooloo 
and gorilla and everything safe on board all right, and the 
captain directed the ship on her course, and my good and 
faithful fellows stood watching and waving their hands until 
I lost sight of them; and how much longer I do not know, 
for they would be able to see the ship much longer than I 
could discern them. 

I had always protested, since my voyage in the Mediterra
nean, that I would never again take a voyage in a sailing 
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vessel. But one never knows what one may be obliged to 
do, and this one turned out to be an exception, for she was 
a lucky old tub. "We had a fair wind and a quiet sea, and 
arrived at the G-aboon late in the afternoon of the following 
day, all safe and sound. We got landed, settled with the 
captain, who looked awfully pleased when he put the five 
canaries into his pocket so easily. 

The first thing, I and Mjumba started straight away to 
the merchant to inquire after the captain, leaving my young 
negro Nimbaloo in charge of the animals and my baggage. 
We found the captain of the good ship Eclipse had sailed 
six weeks before. He had left in care of the merchant three 
very large boxes and two bales of cloth, directed for me, 
and if I did not call for them within four months, to be 
forwarded to me at Cadiz. Also a very kind letter, wonder
ing if I had got worried by wild beasts, or eaten by the 
natives. He had been very fortunate in buying a valuable 
lot of goods, which would clear him a large profit, and had 
left me all the trade-goods he could spare, hoping they might 
be of service to me, and wished I might find my speculation 
as remunerative as his, &c, &e. I was to write to him to 
America, to give him a full account of my travels. 

Mjumba had a house here, so we were quite at home, and 
got all our things moved up, and I began to think how I 
was going to get back to my poor animals in Cadiz. I 
settled down quietly to wait for a ship to turn up, for the 
captain had comparatively made me a rich man for Africa; and 
what puzzled me the more was that there were such honest 
people in such a country, for I might never have known 
anything about these goods the captain had been so kind 
and disinterested in leaving. I t appeared to me like a 
dream. 

The next day I commenced writing him a full and correct 
account of Van Hare's travels in Africa, <fec. Then I wrote 
a copy of it to my friend in Cadiz. These took me over a 
week. Before I thought how the time was passing, I found 
there were no ships arriving, and began to be tired of wait
ing. I was then told by the merchants, or traders as they 
are called, that it might be one, two, or three months before 
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a ship came near. That gave me the hump. I said, " What 
am I to do ? I cannot spend my time hanging about here. 
Are there any places about here where there are any gorillas 
to be found ? I should like to have a female for company 
for my male gorilla.'' 

I was told there was plenty of hunting in the forests, 
where I should find the gorilla, the elephant, and other large 
game. I would also find white men, on my way, at the 
missionary station. I said, " Oh ! bother the missionaries, 
I don't want to hunt for them." 

I had found that I was too much civilized since I had been 
in Africa, and so far as I had had intercourse with the 
negroes, if honesty and faithfulness had anything to do with 
civilization, the missionaries could find plenty of work at 
home in their own country. 

As I had now got everything for a good fit-out for another 
journey, it would be no use taking the goods back, and if 
I wished to dispose of them the traders would only give me 
what they liked. I might as well use them and try my 
luck again; for if I had to wait long for a ship, and nothing 
to employ my mind, I should go wrong in my head, so I 
consulted with Mjumba, my headman, and we went and 
hired a large canoe, which was about 30 feet long, hewn out 
of the trunk of a tree, engaged ten picked negroes, and 
prepared for our voyage. 

I put a postscript to my letters to the captain and my 
friend in Cadiz, just to tell them I did not know when I 
should be able to leave, so, as there was no knowing when 
there would be a ship call in at the Gaboon, I had started 
again into the interior to kill time by killing wild beasts. I 
made arrangements with the trader whom my goods were 
left with to forward the letters on the first opportunity, also 
to look after my young negro Mmbaloo, whom I left in 
charge of my young kooloo and gorilla. 

We selected what trade-goods, powder and shot and 
bullets we should require, and left what we did not want 
with the trader, for, after his previous honesty, I could trust 
him with anything. He also promised to send a party of 
niggers in search of me if there was any chance of my 
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getting a ship. As soon as I had got everything arranged 
we started off on the quiet, without any ceremony, up river, 
but where to I had not the least idea, and my headman 
knew very little more than myself, not having travelled far 
into the interior in that direction, so it was nothing more 
than a happy-go-lucky voyage. We paddled up river some 
sixty or seventy miles, only stopping to feed and rest at the 
most convenient places, when we came to a Chekiania 
village, where we were told we could go no further without 
paying tribute to the Chief or King Mbembo; so I took 
Mjumba, my headman, with me and went straight up to 
see His Majesty, and told him that I had only come for a 
few days' hunting, and not upon any trading project. He 
received me very civilly. I made him the usual royal 
presents, including one of my ring-uniforms, beads, flints, 
tobacco, &c. He asked if I had not got some rum. I told 
him that I had not. He replied that he could not believe 
i t ; he thought it was very strange, for he had always 
understood that in white man's country the rivers flowed 
with rum. I explained to him that rum was as scarce in 
my country as in Africa. He was very much astonished at 
that, for he thought that white man's God was kinder than 
black man's God, and gave them everything they wanted. 
This superstitious belief existed in every tribe I had met, 
which I thought very peculiar, when I bethought myself of 
having heard my father telling about one of his labourers 
saying to him, " I say, maister, if yan could nob' dew weought 
meit and cloise what a rare lot of drink yan mud g e t ! " 

The King was evidently a very poor monarch, for he had 
not got many wives, which forms one great item of their 
wealth. He said I might hunt where I liked ; he would give 
me his best hunter, Yongyong. He was a veteran hunter, 
who had run away from his tribe, a long way in the interior, 
having been accused of witchcraft, and fled to save his life. 
We had two houses allotted for our use. I had my baggage 
stowed in mine, and left one of my niggers to watch over 
it whilst we went to hunt in the woods and forests. 

The hunt was unsuccessful, and soon afterwards we moved 
on to another town where a king named Wootongo lived. 
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I asked him if there were any gorillas over the moun
tains. He said, " Yes ; plenty." I said, " But is it safe to 
go there ? They tell me it is inhabited by some Fan tribes 
who are cannibals, and they would eat white man." . He said 
it would not be safe for any tribe to venture into their 
country; they were great warriors and used poisoned 
arrows. If I should like to go he would go with me over 
the mountains, where I could hunt whilst he went to ask 
the King Injidigadaya, who had married his daughter, if he 
would like to see the white man who had come from the 
Big Country the other side of the great water to hunt for 
gorillas. I said I would go if His Majesty would be so 
kind as to go with me. He said it would take him a few 
days to get ready, during which I could amuse myself with 
catching leopards ; he would send his men with me to make 
traps for them. 

The following day we went out to the forests where we 
had heard the cries of leopards, accompanied by several of 
the King's slaves, with two live goats and two cages to put 
the leopards in when we caught them; also some provisions, 
and what we should want to camp for a night. On our 
arrival at the forest, we chose the most suitable place, and 
the men cut a large quantity of sticks. They first formed two 
parallel lines—about twenty feet in length and twenty inches 
apart—of the sticks placed close together, which were driven 
firmly into the ground, then tied them fast to each other with 
vines, then laid more sticks across the top, lashing them 
down firm with vines. They then fastened a live goat at 
one end and blocked it up with more sticks, and left the 
other end open for the entry of the leopard, which is enticed 
by the bleating of the goat at the other end (this is similar 
to a tunnel-net for catching fish). There is not room for 
the leopard to turn itself round, and it evidently has got no 
idea of backing itself out, and suffers itself to remain a 
prisoner until it is released or put to death. 

When we had got one completed we moved to another 
part of the forest and constructed another in the same way, 
then retired to our camp for the night, had our dinners and 
our smoke round the fires, then to rest. We heard leopards' 
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cries. We turned out at break of day to visit our traps 
before breakfast, but found the goats in each trap alone, 
all alive and kicking, but no leopard. So they opened one of 
the bars and fed the poor goats, and we returned to break
fast, then went to hunt for a pot-boiler, for we only had 
rations for one night. We bagged a few monkeys, some 
birds, a splendid tiger-cat, and two deer; visited our leopard 
traps, found no game in them, and left them all right for 
the night, and returned to camp, had our dinners, consisting 
of monkey, birds, venison, <fec. I preserved the skin of 
the tiger-cat. Then we had our usual dose of lying round 
the fires, smoking and jabbering, and went early to rest, 
leaving two men in charge of the fires (the night watchmen 
always stayed at the camp the following day, so that they 
could have their rest and take charge of everything), and 
presently heard the cries of leopards at a distance, ordered 
the men to make more fires, and went comfortably to sleep, 
hoping to find some of our enemies caught in our traps. 

In the morning, as soon as it was light, we all turned out, 
and went to see if our expectations were realized. The 
first we came to was a blank. We went on to the other trap, 
where we found a fine young leopard, about half grown, 
lying down quite comfortably after his repast, having nearly 
eaten the poor goat. Now the next thing was to secure him ! 
The negroes, of course, would have settled that question by 
killing him. They did not like the idea of taking him 
alive. I told them to be very quiet, and first untied a couple 
of the sticks that were fastened across the top of the tunnel 
and threw a slip-rope over his head, drew it tight and 
pulled him to the side, making another opening, bringing 
the rope through the side, the men drawing him close to and 
holding him tight, whilst I got a strong collar round his 
neck with a good chain to it, then placed the cage close to 
the side, drew the chain through the door of the cage 
inside, bringing it out betwixt the bars, then pulled out as 
many sticks as would make sufficient room for him to pass 
through, the men all round the trap frightening him and 
some of them persuading by touching him behind with 
their spears, and we got him into the cage, and secured him 
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all right, giving him the remains of the goat for his next 
meal, and the niggers carried him in triumph to the camp. 

We then went and released the other goat from his 
troubles, and hurried up to camp for breakfast, for it was 
nearly mid-day, after which we started on our return 
journey to the village, where we arrived towards evening, 
when there was great rejoicing at bringing a live leopard into 
the town. The King was delighted at our success. I asked 
His Majesty when we were to start for the Fan country. 
He replied," Oh, to-morrow." To-morrow came, but I saw no 
signs of moving. I asked him again. The same answer, 
" To-morrow." But I was informed by his grand steward that 
the King's wives were preparing a great variety of food for 
the journey; but I still received the usual answer to my 
inquiries of the King when he would be ready, "To
morrow." 

So I passed my time away by playing with the young 
leopard. He took his food all right, and seemed to become 
very friendly with me. I wondered how my gorilla and 
the kooloo were going on at the coast, and my poor animals 
in Cadiz, &c. At last His Majesty, after waiting five days, 
proclaimed that we should start the following day early, so 
he did not give me much notice. I packed up my goods and 
chattels for presents, &c, and the only three cages I had 
left, and trusted to the King to provide the provisions for 
the journey. I left one of my niggers to take charge of 
the leopard and what I did not want to take with me. 

In the morning it was all bustle in the village to see His 
Majesty and the white man start upon such an extraordinary 
journey to the Fan country amongst the cannibals, many 
of them looking very doubtful whether they would ever see 
their beloved King again. The King's suite, including slaves, 
numbered twenty-eight, and there was also my troupe of 
niggers. All His Majesty's wives mustered to bid us God
speed, each vying with the other to have the last shake of 
her husband's hand; but I could not ascertain which of his 
wives was the mother of the daughter he was going to see. 
Then I had to shake hands with all of them, and every
body in the village. 
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At last we got off, amidst much shouting and firing of 
guns, &c. We got on pretty well until we came to the foot 
of the mountain; then it was a caution, the climbing over 
large blocks of stone, then over immense boulders which 
struck me with an idea that they might take a roll down to 
the bottom with me. The King and all the niggers could 
climb with their bare feet like a lot of monkeys, while I, in 
my boots, was slipping and slouching all over the shop. I 
could not keep up with His Majesty at all, and my good 
fellows kept behind me, in case they might have to pick me 
up. I felt bound to persevere for life or death, and tramped 
up and up, till at last I saw the King had reached the sum
mit, and was cheering me on, which inspired me to use every 
exertion in order to reach him. At last all arrived safe and 
sound, with great shouting. 

We stopped to have a rest and something to eat before we 
proceeded on our journey ; I took a survey around me, and 
looked down the mountain, and my only wonder was how I 
should get down again should I not be eaten by the cannibals. 
I was informed that we had a good march before we came to 
a camping-place, by a high road used by all the trading ex
peditions going to collect indiarubber, ivory, &c. After our 
royal repast we started on the high road, as they called it, 
and tramped along through a rough, hilly country, and im
mense woods and forests, never meeting a human being, or 
seeing any kind of game, only occasionally a few jabbering 
monkeys looking at me as if they were chafling me, as if I 
was a kind of Guy Fawkes. But the devil a bit of a high 
road could I find. At last we arrived at our camping-
ground just as it was growing dusk, and to my agreeable 
surprise there were plenty of huts and sheds already built, 
and we only had to make fires, and make ourselves com
fortable for the night. I t was a kind of travellers' rest, 
where all parties going that way, either to or from the 
interior, make a point of stopping for the night, each party 
leaving it in good repair for the next comers. There was no 
palace for the King, and my hut was next-door neighbour to 
his, and the same size. I put over my doorway in large 
letters, " The Half-way House; bring your own tea and 
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sugar with you." I have often been wondering if any 
white man had travelled that way since. 

I dined with His Majesty, after which we lay round the 
fires smoking, like any other niggers, and retired to our 
apartments. I was awfully tired, and slept soundly all 
night. Next morning, while breakfast was being prepared, 
I took a walk round, and perceived at a distance another 
mountain. I inquired if we had to go that way. The King 
said, " Yes, and it was much higher than the last, but not so 
steep." After breakfast we went on our way; I found it 
rougher and more wild-looking, through dense woods and 
forests, tramping on without seeing or hearing any living 
object. The ascent became steeper and rougher ; I tramped 
up, up, up, and got on much better, becoming more used 
to climbing. We arrived towards evening at the summit, 
and went in search of a suitable place to pitch our camp, 
which was quickly formed, and fires made and the cooking 
for dinner going on. 

After dinner we lay down on our natural green couches 
round the fires, smoked and chatted over our future projects. 
The King told me we were then in the Fan country, and this 
did not add materially to my night's sleep, which was further 
interrupted by the roars of wild beasts ; I did not get much; 
anyhow, I rested my wearied bones. 

The next morning the King's servants or slaves were busy 
preparing for His Majesty's departure to visit His Eoyal 
Majesty King Injidigadaya, the Fan cannibal, and his own 
daughter, some fifteen or twenty miles up the interior. 
After breakfast the King took a stroll with me, Mjumba, my 
headman, and the two hunters, and pointed out to us the 
immense woods and forests where we could hunt for a few 
days, while he went to get permission from the Fan chief 
for me to proceed to the interior. I could see that it was a 
most wild, rugged, hilly country. After breakfast His 
Majesty, with all his retinue, started, leaving us plenty of 
provisions, so that we had no fear of starvation. 

We went out on a preliminary hunt that day, just to look 
round and say, " Where are we now ? " We found the forest 
densely wooded, and the underwood so thick and entangled 
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that we could scarcely creep through it. We found a few 
gorilla tracks, and the fruits and vegetation upon which they 
feed; likewise some birds'-nests with shells of their eggs 
scattered round, which gave me the idea that the gorilla was 
fond of sucking raw eggs. Unfortunately for us, we found 
no elephant tracks, the only animal which makes a good path 
through the forest. We shot a few monkeys (but did not 
find them so plentiful as in some parts we had been to) and 
birds, and two fine deer, and were returning early to our camp 
when we dropped upon a leopard leaving the forest earlier 
than is their wont to do, except when they are starved. He 
was issuing very cautiously, waving his tail, unconscious of 
enemies, from the forest, when we fired a volley, peppering 
his skin like a riddle. He tumbled over dead, not requiring 
any more. The niggers had their usual dancing and shouting 
round her (it proved to be a female). They bore her to the 
camp and dressed her for supper ; the skin was pretty well 
spoiled, it was so riddled with shot; I preferred some veni
son. Over our usual smoke round the fire we made up our 
minds to start early the following morning for a good day's 
hunt, retired and had a quiet night's rest, not being dis
turbed by anything, not even the wicked mosquitos; they 
were not very numerous in that part of the country. 

We had an early breakfast, and proceeded straight to 
where we left off the previous night. After beating the 
bush for a couple of hours we came to some newly-made 
gorilla tracks, and followed them up. At last we saw some
thing move in the bush; we proceeded very cautiously, and 
just caught a glance of a gorilla stealthily entering the thick 
underbush, which was so densely dark we could not get a 
shot at it. We came to the conclusion that it was a female, 
for the male never runs away, but comes right up to you; 
we followed on, beating the bush for about three hours, over 
hills and dales, when we spotted an old female gorilla, sitting 
very quiet with a young one on her knee,both eating ground nuts* 
Yong-yong, the hunter, was near me, and we both fired to
gether. She fell forward, clasping the little one with her 
arms; all the fellows rushed up to us, the nigger who 
always carried the net threw it over them, and we had not 
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much difficulty in securing the young one, for the mother 
was quite dead. 

The mother was five feet high, the young one was also a 
female, about three years old. We tied it up with my jacket 
over its head, the arms and legs in the net, and put a collar 
and chain on it, so there was no fear of it getting away from 
the man who carried it in his arms. The niggers had their 
usual dance, &c. round the dead mother, then shouldered the 
corpse and hurried on to the camp. It was getting towards 
evening, and I thought we had all better go home, as I was 
anxious to see after the poor little thing. We had shot 
nothing else, but on our way to camp we shot a nice little 
gazelle, part of which I had for dinner; but the niggers pre
ferred the gorilla. I got the little gorilla safe in a cage and 
gave her some fruit, &c. to eat; she would not take anything 
from me, but was as wild as the rest I had caught. Just as 
we were going to sit down to dinner, ten of King Wootongo's 
slaves arrived, accompanied by one of the Fan King's head 
men, to say that King Injidigadaya would be happy to 
receive me. (I only suppose that His Majesty sent that 
message, for I believe there was not one in the whole camp 
that understood what the Fan did say.) Wootongo's men 
told us that we were to hunt as we liked on our way to the 
Fan town. I invited the Fan headman to dine with me 
and Mjumba my headman. I had none of his favourite 
meat (human flesh) to offer him, so he preferred some gorilla 
to my gazelle meat. 

But after dinner, when we sat in audience round the fire 
doing our usual smoke, I found my cannibal guest seemed 
to appreciate my tobacco very much, watching me very 
keenly, never taking his eyes off me all the evening, which 
gave me an uncomfortable feeling, and kept me wondering 
all the night what he thought of me—whether he had taken 
a fancy to eat me, or whether he felt disgusted with such a 
white-faced subject. I t might be that he would prefer his 
own kin. 

We arranged to move our camp the following morning 
down by the forest, which we had left the previous night, 
as that was on our way to the Fan town where we were 
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going. I said I supposed that was another African high 
road. 

The next morning we had an early breakfast, struck our 
camp, and moved to our new camping-ground. We pitched 
upon a suitable place, started for a day's hunt, and soon 
found more fresh gorilla tracks, which we followed up for 
four or five hours, when we came upon two young ones. I 
should say, from what I could see of them, they were half 
grown, as they were more active than the adults, for they 
very quickly disappeared in the thick underbush. We got a 
long shot at them, but I question if we touched a hair of 
their bodies. We followed them up, beating the bush until 
towards evening, but never caught sight of them again. On 
leaving the forest we came across a herd of wild hogs and 
bagged two of them. We had then something for the pot if 
we had had nothing in the camp, but we had no fear of 
starvation there, having been left well provisioned. We 
hurried up to camp and had fresh pork for dinner, which my 
cannibal friend did not object to—a proof that the Fans were 
not Jews. 

The following morning we all started out, only leaving two 
niggers in charge of the camp. Our cannibal friend was 
armed to the teeth, carrying his spears in one hand, and his 
big shield in the other, and a very large knife or cutlass 
hanging over his shoulder, and, with the exception of charms 
and fetishes hung round his neck, he was about as naked as 
Adam. 

We proceeded to the thickest and most impenetrable part 
of the forest where we left off the previous night. We 
found fresh gorilla tracks. We followed them up, creeping 
through the bush as quiet as possible, for some four or five 
hours, when we heard the peculiar shrill bark of gorillas, 
also the soft chuckle of some juvenile of the family. All 
the men were struck with terror at hearing a number of the 
ferocious animals, for one was quite enough for them to 
tackle at a time. We crept on without a whisper from any 
of the fellows, all in the greatest awe; some of the niggers 
positively turned pale. 

At last we got a full sight of a male and female gorilla, 
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sitting by an immense tree with a huge and hollow trunk. 
There they were close together, like Darby and Joan, con
versing over their family affairs, or perhaps the old woman 
reading him a curtain lecture, and the young one playing 
about, eating ground-nuts, all quite unconscious of being 
surrounded by enemies. There was no time to be lost in 
looking and pitying them in their happy state of ignorance. 

I let my two courageous hunters, Yongyong and Mongo-
gomo, have the first shot, one selecting the male and the 
other the female for their mark, I keeping my ammunition 
for self-defence, thinking that it was too long a shot to make 
sure of a kill. They both fired. The female crawled into 
the bush, the young one following its mother; the old male 
rose upon his legs, looking most ferocious. He stepped for
ward a few paces, stood looking round in a bewildered 
manner, then threw up his right arm, giving a tremendous 
roar and beating his breast. I could see he had been winged; 
he had only got one arm. He had caught sight of us and 
moved again. Most of the fellows ran off, but my cannibal 
friend stuck to me like a brick; the two hunters were re
loading. I did not feel the least timid, I had got used to 
gorilla hunts, and felt as indifferent as if I was going to 
shoot a midden fowl. He came a few steps nearer, swinging 
his arm and grinding his teeth; I thought he had got quite 
close enough to be comfortable. He gave another of his 
terrible roars. As he raised his leg for another move I took 
a deadly aim, and shot him in the heart. He fell forward, 
struggled and rolled over upon his back, grinding his teeth, 
and died like a Christian. 

All the niggers rushed up, determined to be in at the roast 
if they ran away from the kill. We then went to look after 
the old female. We found her dead and the young one 
fondling over her, but the underbush was so thick we could 
not throw the net over the young one, and it ran further into the 
bush, so we brought the mother away into the open space, and 
laid her near the old male, and hid behind the trees. We 
waited for some t ime; at last the young one came creeping 
very cautiously from the bush. I t looked first at its dead 
father, but evidently having most affection for its mother, 

p 
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left him and went to the mother, making a most pitiable 
lamentation. I t cuddled and kissed her as a child would its 
mother, took hold of her hand, as if to pull her up. We 
all surrounded it and threw the net over the mother and 
young one, and after a great deal of struggling, one nigger 
receiving a severe bite in the thick part of the arm, and 
others getting numerous scratches (for it was a most savage 
little wretch—we had never met with one half so vicious), at 
last I got a collar on it, with a good chain, put what was left 
of my old coat over its head, and tied its arms and legs safe 
with the net, so that they could carry it without being bitten 
or scratched, and started off at once for the camp, leaving 
sufficient men to bring the two corpses. 

Of course the niggers had to have their usual dance and 
song of praise to something for their great luck, so we 
left them to it and hurried away with our young prize. 
When we got to the camp we untied it and put it into a cage 
by itself, for it was so savage and wild in its manners I durst 
not put it with the little female. I found it was a very fine 
male; I should think it was nearly five years old, with a 
cast in one eye. I then put the cages opposite each other. 
They seemed to fraternize with each other, as if they had 
met before in the forest. 

The men arrived with the dead father and mother, and I 
examined them very minutely. The male was a monstrous 
beast, very nearly seven feet in height, with an immense 
chest, and a muscle on his arms and legs like a Eoman 
gladiator, and enormous tusks. The female was a foot 
shorter, but a fine muscular animal. I must confess that a 
feeling of repentance came over me for having taken such a 
cowardly advantage of the two noble creatures, and thought 
if they only went in organized companies, as we were, they 
would make short work of their enemies. I have never seen 
them but in pairs, which satisfied one that they were not poly-
gamists, like their negro countrymen. 

The fellows soon had their skins off, and the tusks of the 
male drawn, which was my share of the plunder, and whilst 
they cooked some of the meat I dressed the skins with 
arsenic. I and Mjumba had roast pig, but all the other 
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fellows tucked into the gorilla meat. After dinner came the 
division of the small teeth and the brains, which they prized 
very highly for gree-grees, &c. 

I felt somewhat disgusted with gorilla-hunting, and made 
my mind up to start the following morning for the Fan town 
I had a quiet night's rest, rose early and had breakfast, 
packed up and moved of£,and found another of their beauti
ful African high roads, through dense woods, up and down 
over hills, and everything but a path where a fellow could 
walk soberly. On our way, I occasionally had a shot at a 
monkey or a bird, and also bagged a splendid deer, which, 
unfortunately for himself, happened to cross our path. 

When we were some four or five miles off the town my 
cannibal friend and one of my niggers went on before to 
announce our arrival to King Wootongo, who accompanied 
them back to meet us ; we were only a short distance from 
the village, where we had made a halt to await their return, 
when the King and his retinue came up. Night was draw
ing on, so we marched quietly into the town, and were taken 
"to some houses allotted for our accommodation by the Fan 
King. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

AMONG THE CANNIBALS. 

W E arrived almost unobserved, for nobody noticed me, I 
having darkened my face and hands with fat pork and wood 
ashes. We retired quietly to rest, for we were all tired out. 
My house was stowed full with my baggage, so I had the two 
gorillas in their cages placed in the house where Mjumba 
slept. The houses had doors, which was very rare amongst 
other tribes, but no fastenings, so I barred mine up with 
chests, &c, so that it would have been much easier for the 
Fans to have got through the wall of the house than the 
door, and stretched my weary bones upon what I found to 
be another African gridiron similar to what I had endured 
before, only a frame of small bamboo sticks with a covering 
of matting made of leaves. I was not disturbed and slept 
very well, for I should have slept anywhere, even on a clothes 
line, but found my bones very sore when I got up in the 
morning. 

When I moved all the things, and opened the door, I 
took a quiet look round and observed plenty of ornaments 
around the house, comprising the well-picked bones of 
human bodies, &c. I went to Mjumba's house to see how 
my two prizes, the male and female gorillas, were going on. 
Presently King Wootongo came to arrange about my intro
duction to the Fan King, which was to take place at the 
Palaver House at midday. 

We had our breakfast together, and commenced our pre
paration for my grand reception by King Injidigadaya, the 
Chief of the Fans. King Wootongo made himself up in his 
royal robes (my groom's scarlet coat, blue vest and high hat, 
with gold lace, &c, but no breeches and boots). I was not aware 
that His Majesty had brought them. I was inclined to be-
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lieve that it was one reason that he had brought me there, 
to show himself in his new suit, and he seemed as proud as any 
African monarch could be. I put on my ring dress a la 
Napoleon, as I had appeared before the kings and chiefs of 
other tribes. 

We started off, accompanied by our head men, and seemed 
to create great sensation amongst the people, when we 
arrived at the Palaver House, which I found to be only a 
shed without side walls. There was a great crowd of people 
assembled. Presently the great King Injidigadaya arrived, 
accompanied by his two wives (he only had two), one of 
whom was the daughter of King Wootongo. 

The King of the Fans and his two Queens disdained all 
such trash as royal robes as useless vanity, and appeared in 
their original covering; that is, as naked as any of their 
tribe, the only difference in their a la Adam and Eve dress 
being that royalty wore a small piece of leopard skin and the 
subjects a bit of cloth. My first thought on beholding His 
Majesty was, I wished I had him at the Egyptian Hall in 
London, for he was a real African giant ; he stood over 
seven feet in height (mind he had no boots with cork soles), 
barefooted, a fine, handsome, well-proportioned man, of 
gladiatorial form (not a black negro—the Fans are more 
pale, a kind of dark bronze colour) ; his chest, stomach and 
back were tattooed in very bold designs ; his face was also 
tattooed in rude artistic characters ; his beard was something 
of the Dundreary style, but plaited and stiffened with some
thing to make it stick out from his chin like a pair of horns, 
ornamented with white beads; he wore no cap or crown, but 
his hair or wool combed back and formed into a long tail, 
not of artificial hair, but lengthened by the aid of the fine 
fibre of the bark of a tree dyed black, a la queue de Chinois, 
and ornamented with brass rings and beads; his teeth were 
filed and dyed black, and looked like a lot of tenpenny nails, 
and put me in mind of the man-trap which used to be set in 
the preserve grounds around gentlemen's country mansions 
in former days ; his body was painted red; he wore a string 
or very narrow belt, made of the inside of the bark of a tree, 
round his waist, from which hung a narrow piece of leopard 
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skin, and numerous brass rings round his ankles, which jingled 
like bells when he moved about, and strings of charms and 
gree-grees round his neck. 

The King Wootongo presented me to His Eoyal Majesty 
Injidigadaya, the King of the Cannibals, saying that the 
spirit had come from the other side of the big water to see 
the Fans. 

The King shook hands with me and replied that it was 
good, and then retired without any further formality, and we 
returned to our mansions (huts), followed by a large crowd 
from other Fan villages; the men generally being armed 
with spears or a rude sort of cross-bow, and a small bag 
hanging by their side containing poisoned arrows, which 
carry with them a quick and certain death. 

The cannibal King being wishful to show the usual gene
rosity of all African tribes, he sent me a young woman for a 
wife, to cook and attend upon me and do anything I required; 
but his generosity knew no bounds, for, having sent me the 
cook, he naturally thought I must have something for her to 
cook, so he sent me a fine young slave, as fat as a capon, 
to kill when I required him. I should find him young and 
tender. That upset my nerves entirely. 

I said, " Well, here is a pretty fix to be placed in; I might, 
if compelled, put up with the wife cook, but, blow it, I cannot 
eat the slave*! I wonder if that cannibal wretch is playing a 
lark upon m e ? " 

Mjumba said, "Oh, no! he means it! It's the usual 
way they treat their guests." 

So we went to look up my friend and guide, King Woo
tongo, and told him what had happened; he laughed till his 
old fat sides shook again. I begged him to go with us to see 
His Majesty, and we had better take him some presents to 
put him in a good humour, for I felt rather shaky over the 
affair. So we went to my house (and found my cook and 
the poor slave, who was bound and pinioned as if he was 
meant to be roasted whole like a fowl, still waiting). We 
picked out ten guns and some powder and shot—which were 
very rare articles amongst the Fan tribes—some cakes of 
tobacco, two looking-glasses, fire steels, knives, spoons, a 
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Neptune, two pipes and some coloured cloth—it was no use 
to offer him any of my suits of livery, he would not wear 
them—also a lot of white beads, brass rings and some of my 
coin necklaces, and a variety of other things for his wives, 
and away we trudged to see His Majesty. Wootongo pre
sented him with the presents from the white man; he was 
in raptures about the guns, and said they were good; also 
his wives, when they saw all the things spread out. Then 
Wootongo told him I was very grateful for his kindness, that 
I did not need either the cook or the slave, as we were well 
supplied with everything. 

The King replied, " That was well. But he thought that 
white man was very fond of slave to eat. What for they 
come across the big water to buy them but to eat ? If I 
did not want them I could send them back. But he thought 
if I did not want a cook I might keep her for my wife. I t 
was good." And that ended the palaver on the subject. 

He then said, " To-morrow he should show white man his 
warriors." That did not increase my happiness, for I thought 
he was cross and was going to show me that he was not to be 
trifled with. But Mjumba and Wootongo explained to me 
that he was going to pay me a very high compliment by 
putting his army through their exercise. 

We returned to my domicile, and I discharged the poor 
slave, who was quite overjoyed at not having to be killed 
and eaten by the white man; but discharging the cook 
was a different matter. She thought I had better keep her, 
for she was sure she could make me very comfortable. 

We then took a stroll through the town. I t seemed to me 
that no house would be thought to be complete without the 
usual ornaments of human bones, for they all showed a good 
display of leg, thigh and arm bones, &c.; the skulls were 
not so numerous. I was told that the heads of all the 
corpses were the royalty of the King. We entered several of 
the houses, which were all of a uniform size and model; they 
were built of the bark of huge trees, about twelve feet by 
seven and five feet high, with slanting roofs covered with a 
kind of matting made from the palm leaf ; the doors were 
about five feet by three, but there were no windows. In 
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this limited space they keep all their worldly goods, wardrobe 
included, and provisions, smoked meat, &c. (I noticed various 
pieces of human flesh hanging from the girders) and sleep, 
cook, eat, and have their being. 

The following morning King Wootongo went with me and 
Mjumba to witness the grand review, which was to take 
place on the plain, where the cannibal King drilled his troops. 
The King arrived on the ground at ten o'clock, equipped 
in full war array. His dress, or rather undress, was the 
same as when he appeared before me the previous day, with 
the exception that his head was ornamented with a variety of 
coloured feathers, and his teeth newly polished. He was 
armed with a number of spears, a kind of cutlass, and a 
small bag made of the skin of a tiger, containing a diversity 
of poisoned arrows, and decorated with additional fetishes 
and gree-grees, to protect him from witches, and all imple
ments of war and death ; and carried on his left arm a shield 
of elephant hide, about 1^ yards by 1 yard. He was accom
panied by his chiefs, also in war array. The King welcomed 
us, as all monarchs and great people receive each other; he 
appeared to be in high glee, and proud of what he was 
going to show the white man. 

I was told that he had collected on the plain 700 of his 
bravest warriors, and well he might be proud of such an 
army of fine stalwart war-looking fellows. Cannibalism, or 
whatever it might be, evidently appeared to agree with them. 
They were all equipped similarly to the King, each carrying 
a shield of elephant's hide, which meant 700 full-grown 
elephants, for each shield is made from one particular 
part across the back, which is smoked dry and hard, which 
makes it bullet proof. Each warrior had a cutlass and a 
bag of poisoned arrows hung by his side, and a rude kind of 
war-axe over the back of his left shoulder. There were lines 
of bowmen, for shooting the poisoned arrows, with which 
they could hit an object to a nicety at a pretty long distance, 
and which cause certain death wherever they touch, if the 
wound is only like the prick of a pin. This is the great 
terror to all other tribes. 

The rest of the warriors carried a number of spears, made 
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very slender, from the wood of a tree similar to hickory, 
seven feet in length, which they threw with immense force, 
whistling through the air, accurately hitting an object at 
fifty yards' distance. 

After the King had put. his army of warriors through 
their facings, he came up to us and said he was going to 
give the white man another grand treat—a great elephant 
hunt. He gave orders to his chiefs that all the men were 
to proceed to-morrow to some woods for the hunt on the fol
lowing day. 

When all was over we returned to the village; all the 
women were busy cooking food, &c, and the men sharpen
ing their spears, &c, for the elephant hunt. 

The next morning the two Kings, with their suites, and 
I and my headman, and the two hunters, also five of my 
niggers (leaving the other fellows to take care of my two 
young gorillas and baggage), started for the general rendez
vous, and, after tramping some ten or twelve miles through 
a rugged, woody, and very mountainous country, we found 
the camp already prepared in the African kingly style. 

We had a Eoyal dinner of fowls, goat and deer, &c, and 
I was most happy to find that there were no signs of any 
human flesh, which showed the propriety of his cannibal 
Majesty; after which we had our Eoyal smoke and palm 
wine, and retired to rest on our Eoyal beds, composed of 
dried leaves, <fec. 

The following morning we started for the hunting-ground. 
The King's 700 warriors had assembled, and were divided 
into different companies, and each company sent to a dif
ferent part of the forest. 

The elephants wander at random through the forest in 
search of provender, keeping to no regular path, as they can 
always command one wherever they place their huge feet, in 
the thickest of the underbush; and where they find what 
suits their palate, they generally make a long stay, and are 
not easily driven away from it, of which the Fans take ad
vantage. They tear down the rough climbing vines, which 
entwine round the highest trees to the very top, and, with 
great labour and ingenuity, they construct a kind of strong 
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network, which, if not strong enough to stop an elephant 
altogether, checks him, and he becomes entangled in the 
meshes, whilst the hunters are able to kill him by inces
santly darting their spears into his monstrous carcase, as 
numerous as the quills upon a huge overgrown porcupine. 

At the throw-off, they blew a large rude horn, and the 
hunt commenced, parties being placed at the various points 
of the immense network or barrier of vines; the forest being 
surrounded by a portion of the hunters, so as to drive the 
game towards the goal of execution ; and other companies 
proceeding stealthily through the woods in search of the 
game. 

When they discover an elephant, they work slyly round 
him, frequently lying full length on the ground, and crawl
ing with wonderful expedition like a snake, and scare him 
towards some part of the network. The elephant takes flight, 
running blindly into the barrier, which deters his locomo
tion, and he becomes enraged and tears at everything 
that comes in his way with his trunk, and stamping with his 
huge feet every obstruction. The more he tears and raves, 
the more entangled he becomes, for the vines are so intri
cately worked together; and not being fixed and stationary, 
they give way ,at every pull and blow, and the harder he 
strives he more entangled he becomes; and whilst he is 
struggling the hunters are wiring their spears (from all 
sides, some from trees) into the poor animal, until they have 
killed him. 

There were seven elephants slaughtered that day. None 
of the Fans could recollect ever having such a successful 
elephant hunt as the spirit (me) had brought them; and 
the King said the white man had brought them good luck. 

Then followed their sacred ceremony of offering their 
thanks to their idol for such good success of the day's 
hunt, without which none of the meat must be touched. 
In this ceremony all the hunters dance round each ele
phant, while the gree-gree, or medicine man, cuts off a 
portion of the most delicious part of it, which is put into 
baskets, around which they all dance and sing songs of 
praise to their idol, asking for such another good day's hunt. 
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The meat in the baskets is then cooked under the superin
tendence of the gree-gree man, and those men who were 
specially engaged in slaughtering each particular animal. 
All the sacrificial meat was then taken into the woods for the 
idol, but most likely would be eaten by some wild beast. 

The King believed if the ceremony was omitted, at the 
next hunt they would kill nothing; but the idol would be 
pleased with the praise of song and dance, and would give 
them better success for the future. 

After we had had our dinners we went to the ball, which 
was a very exciting affair. There was a big crowd of people 
there from various villages. The entire orchestra consisted 
of six drums, each one being made of the trunk of a par
ticular tree, cut about five feet long, bored out to a nicety, 
leaving the cylinder very thin but air-tight. The ends were 
covered tightly over with goatskin; the largest end would 
be from twelve to fifteen inches in diameter, the other end a 
little less, according to the narrowing of the trunk. 

The drummer held the instrument of torture obliquely 
between his knees, beating upon the largest end most vehe
mently with two knob-sticks. The drummers did not keep 
time with each other, but beat at random; then there was 
singing, but whether the singers accompanied the drummers, 
or the drummers accompanied the singers, would have 
puzzled the most expert musician. 

The dancing was on a par with the music, being a series 
of wild contortions. Altogether it would have been a fine 
subject for a Spurgeon to sermonize upon. 

One great feature of the dance was the offer to me, by his 
cannibal Majesty, of his marriageable daughter, who had on 
this occasion made her first entry into society. That stag
gered me completely ; I did not know how to answer, for it 
was a very delicate affair. If I answered abruptly " No," it 
might be taken as an insult, and I might be kept a prisoner, 
or perhaps eaten. 

I took a little promenade amongst the people to get out 
of the way, for I did not care to sit in the presence of 
Eoyalty like a cypher and say nothing. I moved about 
asking myself a few questions. 
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I thought " what a lark to marry a Princess and take her 
over to England. Well, English wives are said to have 
plenty of tongue, but they haven't their teeth sharpened;" 
for the Princess had her teeth filed like the rest of the adults, 
I suppose to make her debut; and she had also another 
accomplishment—she could dance the cancan. I concluded in 
my mind what to say, and returned to the Royal company. 
I told Mjumba, my guide and headman, that I intended 
to return in the following year upon a trading voyage, when 
I should be in a position to give my hand and heart to the 
Princess. He explained my views to King Wootongo, who 
communicated it to His Eoyal Majesty King Injidigadaya, 
who replied that it was good, his eyes beaming with joy at 
the thoughts of having a son-in-law to come to trade with 
him, and at once betrothed her to me. 

I t was soon known by all the people that the White 
Spirit was to marry the King's daughter, and created quite 
a sensation. I became the admiration of all beholders; but 
I was no happier, for I was playing a very high game, and 
felt most anxious to get out of the country as soon as con
venient, for I was really and virtually, by the Pan laws, 
married to the young princess, and I did not feel much 
elevated by my position. I hope she has not been waiting 
all this time for my return! 

The following day I had a long palaver with King Woo
tongo, and urged him to return home, on the pretence that I 
wanted to get back to my country to settle my affairs and 
prepare for my return voyage for to trade, upon which he 
was awfully delighted, and said we must stay a few days 
through courtesy to his Majesty. All the elephant meat 
had been brought in and divided amongst the people, and 
we had some for dinner. I t had been boiled twenty-four 
hours, but it was not tender, nor do I believe it would be if 
it was boiled twenty-four days. I t was coarse, gristly, tough 
and tasteless, but the Fans were very fond of it, in fact it 
was their chief animal food ; but for my part, I would have 
preferred to eat the poor little monkey, but for the name 
of it. 

The following day there was to be a Pan wedding, one of 
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his Majesty's chiefs, which was thought a grand affair; of 
course I must see it, especially as I was considered to belong 
to the cannibal tribe. The town was en fete, and more 
crowds coming i n ; the time for the marriage to take place 
was at hand, and the bride and bridegroom, accompanied by 
their relatives, arrived. The bridegroom looked as clean as 
a new made pin, with his body fresh oiled, looking as 
slippery as an eel, wearing round his neck and breast nume
rous charms, fetishes and gree-grees, and a piece of tiger's 
skin round his middle, his head dressed with gorgeous 
coloured feathers, and his teeth sharpened, blackened and 
polished to the highest degree. The bride was brilliantly 
decorated with brass and copper bracelets, rings, &c. (some 
of which I had presented her with), and her woolly head 
ornamented with white beads. 

The bride was handed over by her father (who had pre
viously received the price agreed upon) to her lord 
and master, and the ceremony was ended, and then com
menced the marriage festivities, which would last for days, 
for we left the town in the midst of their jollification. I was 
informed that the Fans never allowed their girls to be 
married till they arrived at the age of maturity, and watched 
over their chastity with the greatest care. In other tribes 
it is very common to betroth their female children at 
birth. A man has to buy his wife, the father making the 
best bargain he can, the price being regulated in a great 
measure by the intended husband's wealth, and his ardent 
love, and has to be paid for in trade goods, such as copper 
pans, or Neptunes as they are called, white beads, looking 
glasses, brass and copper rings, fire-steels, knives and 
spoons, &c. 

When the intended husband is in a position to pay the 
price agreed upon, and the day arranged, the friends of the 
bride and bridegroom are busily engaged some days before 
in accumulating a large stock of provisions, such as elephant 
meat (smoked), palm wine, &c, to feed the numbers of people 
who may be expected to attend the nuptial festivity. 

When the wedding day comes and the ceremony of giving 
the bride to the bridegroom is finished, the feast begins, 
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they dance and sing, eat elephant, &c, and drink palm wine, 
and enjoy themselves as long as there is any meat and wine 
left, then return to their homes without any further intima
tion, and the village settles down to its usual quietude. I 
was very glad to find that Wootongo was inclined to make a 
move, and the people were making preparations, getting in 
provisions, &c, for our return journey, and I was obliged to 
idle about, not enjoying myself, being too anxious to return 
to the coast. 

At last the wished for day came that we were to start on 
our return journey; all the people were very much dis
appointed at my going to leave them; they evidently had 
taken a liking to me, and thought it was cruel of me to 
leave the King's daughter. I could not reciprocate their 
feelings, but told them I should come back amongst them 
the following year, when I should be happy to see them all 
again. The King tried to persuade me to remain with him, 
and said he would find me plenty of hunting, which he 
thought I must be very fond of, having come so far across 
the big water, he did not know where, on purpose to hunt; 
the white men must be an extraordinary tribe. I told him 
when I came back I would stay and live with him; the 
Princess fretted very much, and I presented her Eoyal High
ness with the very last pocket-handkerchief I had left to 
dry up her tears and make herself happy till my return. I 
distributed numerous little presents to all from whom I had 
received any kindness. After much shaking of hands, &c, 
I took leave of his Majesty and his two queens, and mus
tered up courage to kiss the Princess and she, poor dear 
creature, cried as if her heart would break. I put on a little 
hypocrisy, and struggled hard to shed a tear, but it was no 
use, and what was more unfortunate, I had not a handker
chief to pretend to dry away my tears. 
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CHAPTEE XVII. 

EUROPE AGAIN. 

AT last we bid our final farewell, started on our march, 
and trudged along until the evening began to draw near; se 
we pitched our camp and lit fires for the night, but we were 
a good distance from our old camping place, which I expected 
we should have reached. We had a good dinner, plenty of 
smoked elephant meat, which I did not like, but as the 
Princess had provided half-a-dozen fowls, specially for me, 
I was independent of it. The only thing that troubled me 
was how I was going to get down the blessed mountains 
again. 

Next morning we started after an early breakfast, and 
tramped on about three hours, when we came to the first 
mountain. We had a short rest, arranging the baggage 
in the best form for our down-hill journey, my greatest 
anxiety being to have my two young gorillas, carried care
fully. We at last commenced our first descent; I straddled 
down much better than I expected, and was able to com
pete with the rest, in consequence of their being heaviljr 
handicapped, for King Wootongo had done a good trade 
with the natives in procuring ivory on trade for the sea 
coast. My animals got down safe and sound as well as 
myself, so I did not bother about the other people. We 
tramped along on the African highway as they called it, 
and arrived in the afternoon at our half-way house, where 
we stopped on our journey up. We took possession of our 
former huts, lit the fires, and arranged everything for the 
night, at this traveller's rest. 

Whilst we were having our dinner in marched a large 
trading party of the Chekiani tribes from nearer the sea 
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coast; I should calculate about one hundred and fifty, 
consisting of men, women and children, who had been into 
the interior, collecting india-rubber and ivory; they were 
awfully disappointed at finding the traders' village occupied, 
but as ours was such a small party they had the huts and 
sheds that we did not require, and built more temporary 
sheds for their requirements. What with their numerous 
fires and cooking, the chattering of the women and men, and 
the crying of the children, they spoiled our quiet lodgings, 
and we moved off early next morning, leaving them in full 
possession. 

We trudged on till we came to our last mountain descent; 
we had breakfast, got all arranged, and started down, all 
landing safe at the bottom, for which I was very thankful. 
We marched on, all being in high spirits, as we were getting 
so near home. When we arrived near King Wootongo's 
town all the people came to meet us, and there was great 
rejoicing at our returning all safe. The King's wives had 
killed the fatted calf and prepared a grand banquet for us, 
and all were jolly. There were four niggers who had come 
from the sea coast, to bring me news of a ship; they had 
been waiting nearly a week, for they were afraid to come 
into the Fan country to fetch me. I had not much time to 
stay with the King, and began to prepare for my departure 
the following day ; but the King would not hear of my going, 
for he had ordered a big dance to take place in the evening, 
and his wives must prepare some eatables for our voyage. 
I could not refuse him after all his kindness to me, so I 
settled myself down as contentedly as I could, under the 
urgent circumstances, with a determination to start early 
the following morning. 

I found my young leopard in good condition, and looking 
as if he had been well fed, and much better than when we 
caught him. The King's wives brought us plenty of provi
sions, and we got all ready for our voyage down the coast. 
I dined with his Majesty, and made numerous presents, in 
acknowledgment of kindnesses received, not forgetting 
Mongogomo, the King's favourite hunter, and attended the 
grand ball, much against my will. Of course, it was the 
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same as the African dances I had previously witnessed. I 
was highly complimented upon my intended marriage with 
the Fan Princess by all the King's wives. 

The following morning I rose early, and my men got all 
ready and carried my baggage down to the canoes. King 
Wootongo came, accompanied by all his wives, followed by 
all the people of the village, singing and shouting, and 
firing their old trade guns, and again I had to go through, 
the ceremony of shaking hands with everybody, which 
wasted some considerable time, when I was anxious to get 
on my way to the coast, but as that was the mode of eti
quette, a VAfricaine, I was obliged to do the amiable. 

At last we got off, bidding a final farewell to the village of 
King Wootongo. The good fellows were very anxious on 
my account, and worked their hardest. As the rainy season 
had set in we were favoured with more water down stream, 
and got on much better than when we came up. When we 
got down the creek to the Eiver Como we found we had 
just hit the turn of the tide, and took the advantage of it, 
and never stopped till we met the tide coming up, and as 
night was drawing on we pulled to shore, lit fires, had our 
dinners and fed the animals. The niggers managed to 
make temporary shelters of what branches of trees they 
could collect, for in the rainy season it invariably rains at 
night. 

We sat round the fires to have a smoke before lying down 
to rest, but our pleasure was of short duration; it came on 
to rain in torrents, and we were glad to tumble under our 
sheds, a couple of men keeping up the fires as best they 
could. I found my shed not to be all I could wish, for ; the 
water came in as from so many water-spouts ; but thanks to 
my nearly worn out water-proof sheets keeping me partially 
dry, I was rather better off than in the open. At the first 
peep of light I jumped up and called all hands on board. 
I t was still raining, but we could make a good two hours' 
paddle before the tide came, which was not comfortable 
travelling by any means, but was quite as enjoyable as 
sleeping out in the rain. The good niggers pulled with all 
their might. At last we had to pull on shore, for it was no 
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use pulling against the tide ; we could have no fires, so we had 
a cold collation for breakfast, and smoked to warm ourselves, 
and as soon as the current of the tide had slackened we started 
off, and never ceased paddling till we arrived at the village 
of Mbembo, the Chekiani chief, where we had to change 
our canoes, for our large one we had left. Mbembo received 
us with great joy, saying he thought we had all been eaten 
by the F a n s ; he treated us very jolly; he knew I was 
anxious to get to the coast, for he had directed the niggers 
that came in search of me where to find me, but I must 
stay all night with him. We got our baggage up to my 
house, I got my clothes dried, and my animals comfortably 
housed, returned the two canoes which the chief had kindly 
lent to me, and got our own ready for putting our baggage 
on board early in the morning, and Mjumba dined with the 
chief, and a jolly good dinner he gave us, for we were 
awfully hungry. We spent a comfortable evening with 
him, giving him the history of our journey up the interior, 
&G. I gave him more presents, and settled with Yong-yong, 
his favourite hunter, whom he had lent to me ; I had kept 
him much longer away than he expected. Yong-yong was 
very proud of having visited the Fans, and was the lion of 
the village. 

I had a comfortable night's sleep ; we had an early break
fast, and the niggers got all on board; the chief and all the 
people came to see us off, gave us a cheer and a volley from 
their old muskets, and we got off for my last canoe voyage, 
never stopping until we arrived at the end of our voyage, 
only just to have something to eat. The good niggers 
paddled all night ; I gave them plenty of tobacco, which 
encouraged them; I only wished I had some rum to give 
them. We arrived in the afternoon; there were several 
niggers looking out, either for me or their companions, who 
had come in search of me, and my young negro, Mmbaloo, 
came running up to me. My first inquiry was after my little 
kooloo and gorilla, and received an evasive answer. . I 
thought something was wrong, and was most anxious to get 
on to my house. We soon had our baggage on shore. When 
the negroes saw the two gorillas and leopard they gave a 
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great hurrah. I wanted to go at once, and leave the men to 
bring up the things, but Mjumba said we had better look 
after them, for the people on the coast were not so honest 
as the people up the interior. jNlmbaloo seemed to hang 
behind, and when we got to our place I found my two cages 
empty. I looked for Mr. Nimbaloo, he was some distance 
off; I went to meet him to bring him up to give an account 
of his stewardship; when I asked him where the animals 
were he said, " Oh! 'em dead, massa." I asked him 
different questions as to how long ago ? what he had given 
them to ea t? what did he do with them? where did he 
bury them ? &c, but whatever I asked, his only reply was, 
" 'em dead, massa." I felt very much inclined to shoot him, 
but considered it would be dangerous in my position to do so, 
and had to grin and bear it. Mjumba made every inquiry, but 
nobody knew anything about them. I could never fathom 
the mystery, but made my mind up not to take Mr. Nim-
baloo with me any further. 

Mjumba and I then went to see the merchant, to hear 
about the ship, <fec, and found that it was a Portuguese 
trader, and had gone down to Cape Lopez, and was expected 
back every day, and that my letters had been sent to Sierra 
Leone to be posted. I felt somewhat doubtful about the 
ship returning, but the merchant assured me that he had a 
great quantity of merchandize to put on board of her, and 
I need not be afraid, it would be all right for me ; so I was 
obliged to be content and wait my time. However, she 
turned up in two days after, and to my delight it was a 
steam ship, an old-fashioned paddle-boat, and certainly not 
A l at Lloyd's. I did not like the look of he r ; but what 
was I to do ? I might have to wait for weeks. There was 
no insurance office; I thought what would be the good of 
my being insured if I was drowned; anyhow if the captain 
was not afraid of risking a valuable cargo I might risk 
mine, for go I mus t ; he was only going to stay two days. 

I had got settled with all my people, and had nothing left 
in trade goods, and only some of my circus liveries to take 
back with me, so I had not much baggage, and I agreed 
with the captain to take me and my three animals, to board 

Q 2 
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and lodge us, and land us at Cadiz, for fifteen gold Isabellas 
(£1 Os. 6d. English, each). 

I got all on board the day before the steamer was to leave, 
wishing everybody good-bye, and stuck on board while she 
started. We had a fair wind, so we had the advantage of 
the canvas as well as steam, and I did not mind as long as 
the old thing kept on the top of the water without any leak
age ; but I found that the master of the ship was a staunch 
economizer, for they used very little steam, only just keep
ing the fires in, when favoured with a fair wind, and trust
ing to the canvas; so I was mistaken when I congratulated 
myself on my having the advantage of both. However, I 
had the consolation that if we had contrary winds there 
were the engines to fall back upon, and that I was better off 
than when I was on the Mary Elizabeth in the Mediter
ranean. So I settled myself down to see what I could do 
with my animals. The gorillas were still as wild as they 
were when I caught them; the leopard was becoming 
docile. 

I began to lament, and wonder what had become of my koo-
loo and gorilla; then I thought of my animals in Cadiz, won
dering if I should find them alive or dead, &c. I did not 
find my ship's table supplied with any luxuries, but I 
thought, why should I grumble, after living for months any
how, and upon anything that I could get; is my stomach 
becoming civilized again ? I must wait patiently until I get 
to beautiful Cadiz. 

I became more familiar with the ship's crew, and in con
versation with the mate I was surprized to learn that my 
ship had been longer acquainted with London than I had, 
and it was somewhat disheartening to me to think that she 
had been sold in consequence of old age, and being not sea
worthy ; so I might be prepared at any time for a sudden 
collapse to occur. I was sorry I had gained this informa
tion, for it did not add to my happiness. I thought the less 
one knows the more happy one is; I wished I was still in 
the African forests, where I should not be drowned. The 
old ship went on very well, and when the wind slackened or 
changed they put on more steam, and I spent most of my 
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time with my animals. I got the leopard as tame as a cax« 
and I gave him free liberty of the ship during the day, but 
the gorillas showed no signs of docility. At last we came 
into the beautiful Bay of Cadiz, and I settled with Captain 
Pedro. 
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CHAPTEE XVIII. 

HAVANA. 

THEY cast anchor outside the harbour about ten o'clock in 
the morning. The captain could not go inside without pay
ing dues. Boats came out to meet us—agents, ship chandlers, 
&c. I got one of them to go and send a good sized boat to 
take me and my baggage on shore. I had a bother with 
some of the Customs officers, they wanting me to pay duty. 
When the crowd which had assembled saw the animals they 
called out,— 

"Monos grandes, Wan Hare" (they always spelt Van 
with a W), for they had recognized me. 

Then the officers passed my baggage. I could not leave 
my things on the quay to run to my friend the English mer
chant, and I did not know where to go to look for my poor 
animals I had left, for I felt certain that the manager of the 
gardens would not keep them on so long; so I engaged a 
trolley, got my baggage all on, and started off to call upon 
my friend, followed by a crowd of people, the boys cheering 
me, when up came my English friend (some one had run to 
tell him of my arrival). He was delighted to see me back, 
for he had concluded that I was eaten up either by the 
savages or wild animals, or shipwrecked, for he had never 
heard anything of me. You can guess he was not more 
pleased than I was, and especially when he told me my 
animals were all alive and kicking, and I was to take all I 
had brought up to the gardens. He walked up the street 
with me, and left me to go home, saying he would follow me ; 
and I went on with my things to the gardens. 

The people seemed to recognize me all along as I went, 
some asking me if I was come to La Eeria (the Eair). I 
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suppose it was seeing the cages and animals that brought me 
to their minds, or they could not have known me again, for 
I was in a most dilapidated state, ragged and dirty, as I 
had never shaved since I left Cadiz. 

Before I arrived at the gardens my friend overtook us in 
his dog-cart, and went on to apprise them of my arrival; 
and presently came my young Spaniard, Antonio, to meet 
me, with poor old Nap, who rushed up to me snuffing, smell
ing, and wagging his tail. I pretended not to know him, 
and would not notice h i m ; but he soon made me, or he 
would have pulled me down. At last I spoke to him. H e 
was so overjoyed I thought he would have gone off his head. 
He kissed and licked, and positively spoke to me in his own 
way. 

The poor dog's honest affection brought me to tears with 
joy, as it had with grief on leaving him. 

When I got to the gardens I arranged the cages with the 
leopard and the gorillas in the house where the other 
animals were. I then had another scene to go through. I 
had to shut poor Napoleon up in another place, whilst I had 
the other dogs out, or there would have been such jealousy. 
The large dogs would have all sprung upon poor Nap, as 
they always did, knowing that he was the greatest favourite. 
Anyhow, all the dogs, both big and little, showed great 
affection for me. 

The monkeys chattered and the baboons barked with joy 
to see me again. They all appeared in good condition; tha t 
showed that Antonio had done his duty to them, for which 
I complimented him. 

My friend and I then adjourned to a private room to talk 
over our affairs. 

We did not go into the accounts, but he told me that my 
troupe had done nothing for three months ; but the manager 
had allowed them to remain without charging any rent for 
them. My man Antonio had boarded and lodged on the same 
terms as I agreed upon, so I calculated I should not have much 
money to draw. He asked me to return to town with him 
to dine; but I begged to be excused, for I was so seedy I 
could not go anywhere until I got shaved and trimmed up 
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a bit, and some new togs, which I almost dreaded, for "ropo," 
as they call it (clothes), I knew was frightfully dear in Cadiz. 

I arranged with the landlord to board and lodge with him 
whilst I got my animals into working order, and settled 
myself down quietly to stay and look after them, and pro
mised to call upon my friend the following day, when he 
would take me to his tailor to have a rig out. 

I spent some time amongst my animals, and then had my 
dinner, after which I had a long conversation with my man 
Antonio about the summer business at the gardens, &c, 
getting to know all the ins and outs I could. At nine P.M. I 
took another walk round the gardens, inspected the animals, 
and went to bed, accompanied by Napoleon, who wagged his 
tail with delight as he trotted upstairs. I felt somewhat in 
a dissatisfied mood, betwixt savage and civilized life, as I 
tumbled into the first real comfortable bed for months; and 
I think the dog was happier than I was. At last I fell 
asleep, and did not wake till eight o'clock next morning. 
Turned out and took the dogs out for a walk; had my 
breakfast, and trudged off to town, accompanied by Napo
leon. On my way I stared about like a bewildered rat in a 
demi-civilized country; called upon my friend, who accom
panied me to his tailor's. He took my measure and I 
asked the price, which I calculated was about six times as 
much as I should have to pay in London. 

I said, " Can you let me have them io-morrow ? " 
" Oh dear n o ! " 
" When ? " 
" In three days." 
" Three days, oh! Why they advertise here to furnish 

your funeral complete, and bury you within three hours ; 
and yet it takes three days to make a suit of clothes." 

"Yes , " he answered, " b u t people are obliged to be 
buried." 

I said, " Well, just take stock of my costume, and see if 
you do not think it compulsory that I should be furnished 
with something to wear, in lieu of what I consider would be 
only an apology in any civilized country. But let me have 
them at your earliest convenience." 
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We went straight down town, amongst the shipping, out
fitters, &c.—a kind of Eatcliff Highway, and purchased upon 
the most economical terms a suit of togs, which I a t once 
wore, leaving my dilapidated raiment behind. 

You must not imagine that the Spaniards cannot put 
themselves out of their way. Suggest anything in the way 
of a bull-fight, and see if they will not. The first thing they 
ask a stranger going into Cadiz is, " have you seen our mag
nificent Bull Eing ? " which they boast of having built in eight 
days. 

Queen Isabella announced that she should visit Cadiz on 
a certain day, which created a great excitement in the town. 
The Alcalde and all the grandees met to arrange a grand re
ception for her. They must give her Majesty a grand bull
fight, but their Bull Eing had got into such a dilapidated 
state that it was not fit to entertain Eoyalty. They must 
have a new one built, regardless of expense; they only had 
ten days' notice; they must have it done, and it must be 
the largest in Spain. Anyhow, they got it built, and all ready 
the day before she arrived; and it was really a gigantic piece 
of work to be put together in so short a time. I t contained 
seating, all roofed over, for twenty thousand people. An 
immense quantity of wood it must have taken, and not an 
inch but was new. The men worked night and day. I do 
not know if there were any Saint days intervened, on which days 
you could not get anybody to carry your portmanteau to the 
station ; but perhaps for an occasion of a bull-fight they 
might forget the Saint. 

I went on practising day after day for some time ; taught 
them some new tricks, and had got the young leopard to 
perform with the dogs very nicely, which I considered would 
be a great novelty, and thought it was time to make a move 
in some direction, so I got up a performance in the theatre 
at the gardens, which the manager gave me free to practice 
in. I got some amateur gymnasts, which you can always 
find in every decent sized town in Spain, and generally as 
good as the professionals. I put out bills and advertisements 
for the following Sunday, and tickets to be had at different 
places in the town; and every ticket was sold in three 
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days, and not a place to be had for any part of the 
theatre. 

On the Sunday, as advertised, crowds of people came to 
the gardens. I could have filled the theatre three or four 
times. I had a great reception, and the performance went 
off very well. As there was a Saint's day in the following 
week I announced another performance for that day. 

I found there were several managers from different towns 
had come to see the performing leopard, who were anxious 
to see me after the performance. I said to myself the leopard 
is going to prove a big novelty, so I carried everything with 
a high hand, and told the managers I could not give an 
answer at present. If they wrote to me I would communi
cate with them; but one of them would not be put off in 
that manner. He must have half an hour's serious talk with 
me ; so I told him if he liked to wait until I had got all put 
straight I would see him. I did not hurry myself; I had 
to see several friends, and I did not wish to show him that I 
was at all anxious, and kept him waiting, which he took very 
patiently. 

At last I condescended to give him an audience, when he 
told me he was going to take a company to Havana for a 
month, and he should like to engage my show. What would 
be my terms; he to pay my fare first-class, there and back, 
to perform one month, and to pay all my expenses, &c. I 
told him I could not say at present; I would think it 
over. 

He said, " Might he come'to see me the next day ? " 
I said, " I had a good many things to see to, could he not 

see me the day after ? " 
But he begged of me to see. him the following day, for it 

was of the greatest importance to him, as he would leave 
with his company in about a week; so I agreed to meet him 
in town, as I had some business to do there. 

I met him as per appointment, and told him that I had 
made up my mind that I would go to Havana to perform 
for one month for four hundred pounds sterling, and to be 
paid one half in advance ; the fare of myself, my keeper, and 
my animals to be paid to Havana and back, to Gadiz by 
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A l steamship, myself to travel first-class cabin passenger, 
and every other expense paid during our stay at the best 
hotel, and these were the only terms I could accept. He 
said he would agree to my terms, with the exception of the 
two hundred pounds in advance. He did not know why I 
should be paid in advance, for he was running a greater risk 
than I was, considering the outlay in travelling for the com
pany alone would be enormous. I said I did not care about 
going so long a journey for so short an engagement; then he 
repeated he did not like paying in advance. Supposing I got 
the money and then made some excuse, and would not go 
unless I received the whole four hundred pounds. I said I 
had a friend in Cadiz who would be security for me. 

" Well," he said, " will you give me two days to think it 
over ? I have got to consult a friend, when I will give you 
a definite answer; but you must promise me not to enter into 
any other arrangement before.'' 

I said, " Yes, I will keep myself open." 
I went on with my business for the coming fete day, prac

tising my animals, &c. I received various offers, which I 
could not reply to. Mr. Manager turned up within the 
specified time, bringing the money with him ; so I took him 
to my English friend to have the agreement properly drawn 
up, signed, and witnessed, and received the two hundred 
pounds. I handed it over to my friend, saying,— 

" You can take care of that till my "return, and if I do not 
fulfil my engagement you can return it to the gentleman." I 
was to be ready to start on the following Tuesday or Wed
nesday. I called at the ticket places to see how they were 
going, and found they were nearly all sold. 

On the fete or Saints' day there was a larger crowd than 
the previous Sunday, and not a place to be had for the 
theatre. My friends advised me to take the Bull Eing for 
the following Sunday, but I told them there was not time to 
work it up. I would leave it till I came back; so I an
nounced in the teatro, during the performance, that I should 
repeat the entertainment the following Sunday, and that I 
should leave Cadiz on the Tuesday for Cuba, &Q. I did not 
tell them I was coming back, in case it might injure the 
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show. I got my bills and advertisements out announcing 
that in accordance with the desire of the leading grandees 
of Cadiz and my numerous friends I should give one more 
performance as a grand testimonial benefit previous to leav
ing for Havana, and did not forget to double the price of ad
mission, and got my tickets out ; and the following day there 
was not a ticket to be had for love or money, for you cannot 
issue more tickets than there are seats in any place of 
amusement in Spain. There is no placing chairs in the 
aisles, and although all the theatres are warmed by hot 
air in the winter I have never heard of one being burnt 
down. 

I had to pay another visit to my tailor, for I could not 
think of going to Havana without having a proper ward
robe. He was a very good tailor, but very dear ; but I ex
pected that clothes would be much dearer in Havana than 
in Cadiz, and I laid in a good stock of every kind of wearing 
apparel. I had many invitations from various friends and 
acquaintances to dine, &c, but excused myself on the ground 
of having so many things to attend to. On the Sunday I 
had a larger crowd than ever; I believe I could have filled 
the Bull Ring. My future manager came to see me, and was 
rapturous at the success. I asked him if he would cancel 
my engagement. He said, " Oh, no ; not for any amount/ ' 
and I must be in readiness on the Wednesday morning fol
lowing for embarl>fcion. 

The following day I collected all my ticket money, and got 
everything ready, in case I should have to go on the Tues
day. I called on all my friends to wish them good-bye, 
telling them I should be back in Cadiz in about two months. 
I found I should not be required till Wednesday, so I had 
all the Tuesday to myself, and spent the day paying visits, 
and dined with my English friend. I engaged a trolly to 
come the next morning for my animals and baggage, rose early, 
and got all ready, had breakfast with the manager, who was 
very sorry I was leaving him, and hoped I should come and 
stay with him when I came back, for I had made him good 
business, &c. I thanked him very much, and told him the 
business had been reciprocal; and, wishing him good-bye, 
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we started, all the dogs having free liberty till we came to 
the town, which they greatly enjoyed. 

My English friend met me on the quay, and saw me and 
all my belongings on board the good steamship Cristobal, 
el Capetan Martineau. I found plenty of company, number
ing nearly fifty artistes, including the orchestra, and one of the 
finest ballet companies in Spain, the ladies all being picked 
Andalusian beauties. I got all put on board in their proper 
places, took charge of my private cabin, which the manager 
had arranged for me, my friend wished me God-speed, a 
good voyage and a quick return, and not to keep myself 
dark so long as I had on my previous voyage. The steam 
was up, and we started on our course for the Cuban capital. 
I found her a very fine, first-class steamer, and everything I 
could wish for. We had plenty of singing and guitar play
ing, dancing, castagnettes et tambour de basques, &c, and a 
splendid voyage for the time of year, and arrived all right 
at the golden Havana, or, as it is styled in official docu
ments, " La siempre Fidelisima Ciudad de San Cristobal 
de la Habana." 

The agent was there to meet the company, and my animals 
and apparatus, with the theatrical wardrobe and proper
ties, &c, were taken to the Grand Teatro, and our per
sonal luggage to a private hotel. I took possession of my 
dressing-room, and arranged my animals in rooms adjoining, 
all being near to the stage. I found plenty of fellows 
anxious to assist me, and also anxious to be well paid for 
what they did (as they say it costs you five shillings to open 
a man's mouth, and five more to shut it again). Having 
got all in order, I was conducted to a kind of private hotel 
or boarding-house close by, for which the agent had ar
ranged. I had a private room to myself, but had to take 
my meals (which was all Spanish fare) with the rest of the 
company. This was not exactly according to my agree
ment, but I put up with it, for I never liked to make myself 
disagreeable, and enjoyed myself, like other people, as well 
as I could. We had three days' quiet, for rehearsals, &c, as 
we were not to perform till the following Sunday. 

I took a stroll round the town, and came upon a menagerie. 
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The performance was going on, so I paid my money, half-a-
duro (two shillings and a penny), and walked in. I found a 
big crowd standing, and the grandees occupying raised seats, 
like in a circus tent, for which they were charged another half -
duro. As the place was full, I could not see over the people's 
heads, so I took a seat; that was four shillings and twopence. I 
thought I was commencing rather extravagantly to pay four 
shillings and twopence to see Herr Jounglar, the great lion tamer. 
Well, if he was not German the musicians were. The mena
gerie consisted of three caravans or waggons, one containing 
a. pair of tigers, another with a partition across the centre, 
one end occupied by a bear, the other by a pair of jackals; and 
the third, which was much larger, and contained five fine 
lions, Herr Jounglar entered, and put the lions through 
their performance, to the great delight of the audience. The 
menagerie was enclosed by a large canvas tent. 

After the performance I sent my card to him (Mr. 
Jounglar) ; he came to speak to me, saying he had heard of 
me before. We spent the evening together; he assured me 
he was English, but having been so many years away he had 
almost forgotten his own country; that his wife was G-erman, 
and that he was the sole proprietor and manager of the 
show. I told him if I had known that he was in Havana 
I should not have come, for he would crab my performance. 

He said,—"Oh no ; everything did well that came. 
There was plenty of money for anything." 

I found him a very nice fellow, and we became great 
friends. I showed him my troupe the next day; he was very 
much taken with my performing leopard, and begged of me 
to sell it to him. He made me great offers for it, in fact, I 
think he would have given me all he was possessed of. I 
went every day to see him perform the lions ; he wanted me 
to go into partnership with him, but I told him I could not 
break my engagement. He said Sunday was his best day; 
he always gave two performances, but he must come and see 
my performance. 

On the Sunday I was most anxious to know how my enter
tainment was received, for I was told by the manager that 
there was a great call for tickets; but I made time to run 
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over to see how the menagerie was attended, and found it 
crowded. At last the time came for opening the theatre, and 
there was a big crowd round ; when the doors opened they 
flocked in till every seat was taken up, and numbers could 
not be admitted, as it was on the same principle as the 
theatres in Spain. The performance commenced, and every
thing was greatly applauded, which put me into better spirits. 
My entertainment was to take place in two acts, between the 
pieces; the first was Napoleon, the Wizard Dog (el Pero 
adivino), which struck the audience with bewilderment and 
dismay. They seemed to have lost all power to applaud; I 
did not know what to think, whether they were pleased or 
no t ; but anyhow I had not caught the bird, as we call it in 
Spain (when anything did not please them they whistled). 
The next was the troupe of performing dogs and leopard; 
that livened them up, and they became exuberant with ap
plause, especially when the leopard gave an awful growl at 
one of the dogs, which the audience anticipated would come 
to a fight, for which they were very anxious to have an encore 
of the first part, after which we were called before the cur
tain, &c. My next part did not come on for an hour ; that 
was " el Mono Blondin," the celebrated Blondin Monkey, on 
the high rope, carrying Madame Blondin on his back, &c. That 
pleased them immensely. The next was a short ballet, to give 
me time to get ready for the grand steeple-chase with the 
large dogs and baboons (Peros y Monos Africanos), which 
finished the night's entertainment, and sent the audience 
home highly delighted. Herr Jounglar came round to see 
m e ; he had been in front of the house ; he was very much 
pleased, and wished I could only join him—we could make a 
fortune. When I had got all put straight I went with him 
to a grand cafe, and spent a couple of hours with him, and 
arranged that I should call upon him after rehearsal the fol
lowing day; he would take me for a stroll round the suburbs, 
or barrios estra muros. 

The next morning I was anxious to see the papers ; I found 
they all gave me very good notices. I was very well satisfied 
that I had got the first night over with every prospect of being a 
great success, and went to the theatre to practise the animals, 
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&c., and after breakfast went to call upon my friend Joung-
lar, when I met with a moral disappointment. I found him 
very ill in bed; his wife told me when he came home he com
plained of not feeling well, and was afterwards taken worse. 
She had had the doctor to see him, who said it was a slight 
attack of fever; he would be better in a day or two; so I 
had to stroll by myself, feeling anything but cheerful. I did 
not go far, for I could not enjoy myself, and returned to the 
theatre to stay with my animals. I had almost forgotten my 
little gorillas in the excitement'of my other affairs; I thought 
I would try if I could do anything with them; not a bit of 
i t ; they were more wild if possible than the day I caught 
them. 

After dinner I went to see my friend; he was no better, 
and the menagerie was closed. I felt very sad on going to 
the theatre to give my second performance. I found crowds 
outside, and the theatre with every seat engaged. The excite
ment of the people, the music and gaiety of the artistes, soon 
drove away my melancholy, and I went through my per
formance as if nothing was the matter. I got immense ap
plause for everything I did, and felt in high spirits. I saw 
that all my things were taken care of, and fed the animals 
and bid them good-night, and went to inquire after my 
friend, and found him worse. I stayed with him some time, 
and returned to the hotel. I found the company enjoying 
themselves as usual, but I felt too sad to join them, and went 
to bed. 

In the morning I went to inquire how my friend Jounglar 
was, and found he was worse; he had had a bad night. 
During the day the fever was more severe, and at night he 
became delirious. The following day he got worse and 
worse, and the following morning, poor fellow, he died. He 
had only been ill three days, and three hours after his death 
it was my mournful lot to attend his funeral. That was the 
most melancholy affair I had ever had to do with; the poor 
woman was almost broken-hearted. But however sad my 
feelings were, I had to go through my performance at the 
theatre as usual. 

The following day the poor woman sent for me. I went; 
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she wanted to consult me about her affairs; she did not know 
what she should do with the animals; they were no use 
without her husband to perform them. I could see what 
she was working round for, and at last she mustered up 
courage to ask me if I would undertake to perform them. I 
said that would require some consideration, and I was not 
my own master; if I was willing to do so I should have to 
consult my manager. She said I could have my own terms ; 
I had only to name the price, she would give it me. I said, 
well, I would think over it, and let her know the following 
day. 

I consulted with my manager; he said he thought I should 
be very foolish to run the risk of being worried; in fact, he 
could not allow it. Who was to recoup him for his loss if 
anything happened to me ? 

I said, " No fear. Supposing we were to take half the re
ceipts, which the poor woman, I have no doubt, would be 
very glad to give, for she says I can name my own terms, 
and you and I divide the half betwixt us ; it will ease your 
expenses, and make me a bigger draw in your show." 

He replied, " Well, if you think it safe I do not mind, but 
I should not like to lose you." 

I said, " I am sure to be a big draw to the menagerie, 
for everybody will rush to see me, in expectation that I shall 
be worried." 

I went to see Madame Jounglar (or rather Mrs. Braith-
waite, for her late husband's name was William Braithwaite), 
and told her what the manager would agree to take. She 
said she would be thankful if I would undertake it upon the 
terms. 

I said, " I must have a few days to get used to the lions." 
I commenced paying them friendly visits several times a 

day, in order to become more acquainted with their temper, 
&c, for I had taken particular notice of the modus operandi 
of their late " Domador." 

On the third day I suppose I had got tired of dawdling 
outside the cage, for something came over me. I felt I must 
enter the den, and get over my difficulty. There were three 
of the servants standing by. 

R 
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I said, " Now, boys, give us the steps ; I'm going inside to 
shake hands with these animals." 

They thought I was joking, but when they saw that I was 
determined they wanted to persuade me not to go in that 
day. But it was no use, go I must, and I rushed in with 
the heart of a lion, poor Jounglar's whip in hand. The 
animals were at once struck with awe, and crouched into 
their usual corner. I felt at once I was their master; I 
placed the hoop against the iron bars for them to leap 
through; the first came up with a growl. I gave him a good 
cut with a whip, which he answered pretty quickly by flying 
through the hoop like lightning, and the others followed 
suit. I found I could do as I liked with them, and put them 
through their performance, and backed out of the cage. The 
men applauded me greatly, saying they had never seen them 
perform so quick before. I felt somewhat proud at my 
achievements ; but still a sadness crept over me for the poor 
fellow, whom I had taken a great liking to, but felt that I 
was doing a kindness to his sorrowing widow. She was 
awfully astonished when I went and told her that I was 
ready to perform the lions any time she liked. I then told 
my manager; he was pleased, and said we must have an 
agreement from the proprietress, which was at once made out 
and executed. 

I then said to my manager, " But I must have an agree
ment from you, signor, or perhaps I shall get nothing." 

"Oh," he said, "there is no occasion for that; we can 
settle that betwixt ourselves." 

"No," I said, " I am your servant; you have got an 
agreement for me to perform under certain conditions for .„ 
stipulated remuneration, and I am not going to risk my life 
at your mercy without having any claim upon you. I must 
have an agreement signed by you, that I shall receive one 
half of the money received for every performance, or I shall 
throw it up. It will be more beneficial to you than to me." 

So he said, " Well, if you must, I suppose you must. Write 
what you want and I will sign it." 

I got that settled, and went to see Madame Jounglar, and 
arranged with her that I should be announced to perform for 
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her benefit, and to double the price of admission; for there 
would be great sympathy for her, and no doubt but the 
people would be anxious to see if I should be worried. So I 
concocted an advertisement, stating that Professor Yan Hare, 
" T h e African Traveller," from the Teatro Principal, had 
volunteered to perform the lions for the benefit of Madame 
Jounglar, &c, &c. Admission, one duro ; seats, two duros ; 
and a limited number of reserved seats with a full view of 
the lions' den, five duros (by ticket only), which was sent to 
each paper, and put on some posters all over the town and 
neighbourhood. 

I practised the lions every day, so as to keep on good terms 
with them. We had the tent enlarged to its utmost capacity, 
and added more seats, and erected a very ornamental gallery, 
with two hundred numbered stalls in the best position. I t 
created the greatest excitement amongst all classes; the best 
seats were quickly taken up, the people were rushing to 
secure the second seats, and the poorest were anxious to in
vest their duros for standing room. Consequently, when the 
appointed time arrived for opening the show, the place 
was besieged, and every space filled to the utmost, to the 
disappointment of hundreds of eager sightseers who could 
not be admitted. 

On my appearance I was greatly cheered, the animals went 
through their performance with a gallant spirit, which only 
the noble lion can achieve ; and when I made my exit from 
the cage I was accorded the greatest ovation I ever recollect 
receiving. I had then to rush off to the theatre to attend 
to my^own performance. I was followed by the crowd, cheer
ing me all the way, as excited as I ever saw the wild 
Africans. At the theatre, on appearing on the stage, the 
people all stood up to cheer me, and I could not commence 
my performance for full ten minutes, and all through I was 
immensely applauded, and was evidently the lion of the 
lions. 

After the theatre was over I put all my things and the 
animals away right, and went on to the menagerie, to see 
how the lions were getting on. I found Signor Mieron, my 
manager, there, looking after the cash. They had counted 

E 2 
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up the checks and money, <fec, which I reckoned amounted 
to a little over <£480 in English money. The next day the 
ticket money was collected and all settled up, I taking my 
share, which I considered I was honestly entitled to. Ma
dame Jounglar was very grateful, and as for Signor Mieron, my 
manager, he chuckled over it, as well he might. That being 
Saturday, I thought we had better not give a performance, 
but get the bills out for the Sunday, stating that " Madame 
Jounglar has great pleasure in announcing to the nobility, 
gentry, &c, &c, that she had prevailed upon Professor Van 
Hare, ' The African Traveller,' to perform with her splendid 
group of noble lions, from Mount Atlas, for a limited period, 
&c. Admission as usual: Stalls, numbered, 2 duros ; Seats, 
1 duro ; Area, i duro. 

On the Sunday I gave two performances, the tent being well 
filled each time, and during the following week was well 
attended. The theatre was crowded every night. The fol
lowing Sunday the receipts for the menagerie were not so 
good as the previous Sunday, and the following week they kept 
falling off every day. The excitement was fast dying out, 
and we advertised the last nights, which kept it up, but the 
receipts did not improve. I told Madame Jounglar I thought 
the show was getting pretty well played out; she had better 
make some arrangement to be moving to some " fresh woods 
and pastures new." 

She said she hoped I would not leave her, she was a poor 
lone woman, and did not know what to do. If I would only 
join her, and take the management of the show, and take it 
where I thought the best, I might give her what I liked. 

I said, " But my engagement is not finished with Signor 
Mieron. When I get back to Cadiz if I join you it must be 
upon mutual terms; I should not wish to take any advantage. 
I will ask my manager, Signor Mieron, if he will let me stay 
here after my month is up." 

I went and spoke to him on the subject. 
He said, " Oh no! certainly not; I shall carry out my 

agreement, and not settle with you till we arrive in Cadiz." 
I said, " But look what you will save by not having to pay 

my fare back." 
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He said that was of very little consequence, and if I 
objected to go he should have me put in prison ; so, knowing 
something about Spanish justice, I felt it was no use to 
trouble the Consul-General on the matter, but settle myself 
down quietly to my fate, and I told Madame Jounglar that 
I should be obliged to leave with the rest of the company, 
and she must get some one else to perform the lions for he r ; 
I would do anything I could for her during my stay. 

I tried to persuade the man who had been there for some 
time looking after the animals that he was the most likely 
man to perform them, but he said, " No, thank you." I tried 
some of the black fellows that were hanging about; it was no 
use. 

The theatre continued to be crammed every night, but the 
menagerie did not improve. I continued to perform the 
animals, but only giving one show on Sundays instead of two. 

Having been so much occupied between the two shows I 
had not seen any part of the city. I thought it would be strange 
to stay a month in a town and to leave it without even see
ing it, so the next few days I had left I took an occasional 
stroll. I was told I must go and see the Cathedral, in the 
Calle del Ignacia, near the Captain-General's mansion, the 
burial-place of Columbus, the discoverer of the New World. 

A gentleman of the town, with whom I had become 
acquainted, volunteered to take and show it me, for i t 
appears that every visitor is supposed to pay a visit to the 
tomb of Columbus. My friend pointed out to me a tablet of 
stone in the wall, in front of the altar, and the bust of 
Columbus in bas-relief, just above the opening of his tomb. 

Within the city walls the streets are very narrow, like the 
towns in Spain, with the exception that they cross each other 
at right angles, and extend in straight lines from one side of 
the town to the other ; but outside, in the suburb called the 
Salud, they are fine wide streets with magnificent mansions. 
I also paid a visit to the village of Casa Blanca, at the oppo
site side of the harbour, which used to be a notorious resort 
of slavers who frequent the Havana. 

The end of our season had arrived, and we were to give our 
last performance on the Monday; so I gave my last show at 
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the menagerie on the Sunday and had the tent crowded, re
ceiving immense applause, which made me think the excite
ment was reviving. 

We were to be ready on the following Wednesday to em
bark on the steamer Guaditana. I was sorry to leave the 
lions, for they had really become very fond of me, and I of 
them. Madame Jounglar had often told me that they had 
taken more to me than to her dear husband. 

Our last night at the theatre was as crowded as our open
ing night, and we received a great ovation. The following 
day we were busy packing up. At night I went to the mena
gerie to take a farewell of the lions; I shook hands with all 
of them, and wished they might get a kind master. They 
looked very sorrowfully at me, as if they understood what I 
said, and were doubtful whether they would meet with another 
as kind as I had been to them. I really believe that all 
animals appreciate kindness more than human beings. 

Madame Jounglar said it was a pity that I was obliged 
to leave, she was very sorry, for everything had gone so well; 
I had got used to the animals, and they seemed so fond of 
me. She did not know what she should do. She had written 
to a friend in San Francisco, but she had not yet received 
an answer. She should come to see me off in the morning. 

The next morning we were all astir, and got all down to 
the steamer. There was a great crowd assembled to see the 
company go on board, and poor Madame Jounglar came in 
great trouble. She had received no letter from San Fran
cisco ; she fretted very much, and wished she was going with 
us. She promised to write to me in Cadiz to let me know 
how she was getting on. ' 
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CHAPTEE XIX. 

AT CADIZ AGAIN. 

AT last we got off with a hearty cheer from the crowd, 
and I bade good-bye to the G-olden Havana. I did not find 
things so comfortable as on our previous voyage; she was not 
such a fine ship, and we had a rough sea; altogether I did 
not feel at home with myself. 

The manager, Signor Mieron, came to me two or three 
days before we arrived at Cadiz, and told me he was going 
to take his company to Barcelona—what would I take for a 
month to join them ? 

I then perceived his motive for not letting me stay in 
Havana. I said no, I was going direct to England. He was 
very much put out, and tried a bit of Spanish swearing, 
for no country in the world can use worse language. 

He scarcely spoke to me till we arrived in Cadiz, when 
he told me I must meet him the following day at three 
o'clock at the office of my friend who witnessed the agree
ment, and he would settle with me. He had to go to the 
bank to get his draft from the bank in Havana cashed. The 
steamer would not leave for two or three days, as they had 
to discharge some goods and take in more for Barcelona. 

I inquired of the captain, mate, and some of the officers 
to make sure, and was told they would certainly be two days 
in port, so I got my animals and baggage on shore, and 
placed on a trolly, and Antonio and I led the dogs and went 
straight to the gardens. The manager was very glad to see 
us return, and gave us our old quarters. We arranged the 
animals and put our traps away straight, had a wash and 
brush up, and went up to town. Young Antonio was anxious 
to see his parents, for he had never been from home before, 
and I went to see my English friend. 
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He said, " I am glad you have got back, some young gen
tlemen, friends of mine, have been anxiously looking for you; 
they have formed a troupe of amateur gymnasts, and very 
clever they are ; they are going to erect a wooden building 
at Seville for the great Fair; they want to engage your troupe. 
We shall see some of them at the cafe." 

I had to give him the history of my Havana trip, and how 
I had settled with the manager, Signor Mieron; that he was 
to come to meet me at his office the next day at three o'clock, 
to pay me, &e. We then went to the Cafe Grande; there 
I met some of our Havana company. I asked them where 
the director was. Oh! they did not know. We had not 
been long seated when some of the amateur gentlemen 
came rushing up to me. I knew some of them very well, as 
they had performed with me at the Fair, so during the 
evening they told me what they were going to do, &c. I 
asked when the Fair was. 

My friend said, " Oh! it commences on Easter Sunday. 
You can do nothing next week, all places of amusement will 
be closed. It's Passion Week ; what they call La Semana 
Santa. You can amuse yourself with watching the religious 
processions of images and priests, chanting-boys and incense, 
for the next eight days and nights." 

I arranged to meet the whole troupe of amateurs the 
following day to discuss their proposition, and returned to the 
gardens. 

The first ;thing next morning, upon arriving in town, I 
went down to the Quay. I found the steamer busy taking in 
goods. I inquired for Signor Mieron, they had not seen him, 
he had not slept on board. I thought that looked rather 
strange, but thought he might be staying with some friends, 
and went to meet the Spanish troupe as appointed; they had 
all assembled, eighteen in number. I proposed that they 
should put up a building like a miniature bull-ring, with 
walls of boards, seats all round, and a canvas top. That met 
with their approbation; they asked me what salary I should 
expect. 

I said, " Oh! well, you shall pay all my expenses, board 
and lodgings, find the building and music, &c, and I will 
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take one-third of the gross receipts." They would agree to 
that with pleasure; so I had an agreement drawn up, signed 
and witnessed by my friend, and that was settled. 

I waited with my friend in his office for the appointed 
time of my late director, Signor Mieron; he did not turn up. 
I waited nearly an hour, then hurried off to the steamer. 
She had left the Quay and anchored outside on account of the 
tide, but was still taking goods on board. I took a boat and 
boarded her; I found all the company on board, but no 
director. They were expecting him. Some of them said, per
haps he had gone by railway. 

I hurried back to the office, and my friend went with me 
to the Alcaldes to know if I could not have Signor Mieron's 
property seized, and stated my case to him. 

He said, if the steamer is out of the harbour there is no 
law to seize the property. I asked him to advise me the 
best way to get my money of him. He asked me if the 
debtor had got any property in Spain, for if he had not I 
could do nothing to him; there was no imprisonment for 
debt. I said he had got his theatrical properties, which he 
was taking to Barcelona. 

He said, " If he has got no other property than that it 
would not pay your expenses in going after it." 

I was not satisfied with the Alcaldes interpretation of the 
law, so we went and saw the Captain-General; he gave his 
opinion to the same effect. We then went to the English 
Consul; he simply verified what they had told us. 

So I said to my friend, " Well, he has done me brown; he 
has made a good thing out of me ; I have not only worked 
for him for nothing, but he made money out of my perform
ing the lions in Havana. I think, after I have finished the 
Fair at Seville, I shall make my way to Barcelona and see 
what I can do with him." 

The following week was a blank, with the exception of the 
religious processions, so I stayed at the gardens practising 
the animals. The young gorillas continued as wild as ever. 
I commenced feeding them upon goat's milk and eggs, which 
they highly appreciated. 

On the Saturday we went by railway to Seville to be ready 
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for the Sunday, the great day of the Fair, which was held on 
a kind of common, a large open plain; it looked something 
like the camp at Aldershot. 

Noticing a great many booths, tents, and wooden houses, 
I inquired what sort of shows they were. I was told that 
they were all private—what the townspeople had built to live 
in during the Fair. 

I said, " Then where is our show ? " 
" O h ! " they replied, " it's down there, on the regular 

Fair ground." 
So we went on, threading through a labyrinth of almost 

endless temporary erections, containing a great variety of 
amusements, including a kind of Marionettes with small 
puppets, worked upon a very different principle to what you 
see in England; Punch-and-Judy shows, for which you have 
to pay a real (2Jd.) to witness the entertainment; conjuring 
booths, curiosities, monstrosities, and eccentricities without 
number; mammoth dancing and drinking booths ; immense 
rows of gingerbread stalls and fancy bazaars, all of which 
did a big business in the way of lotteries; and tribes of 
Spanish gipsies innumerable. 

I found that our show was the largest and handsomest 
building in the Fair, and highly creditable to the Spanish 
Amateur Troupe, for the spirit and ingenuity, regardless of 
expense, in which they had fitted it up. There were beautiful 
dressing-rooms, and a suite of rooms for my accommodation, 
the animals and attendant, so that we could live and sleep 
on the premises. 

The next day, Sunday, after the services were finished 
at all the churches, the Fair commenced, and big crowds 
flocked in from all parts of the country; the peasants 
in their national costume, and streams of carriages occu
pied by grandees and senoritas bonitas (beautiful ladies), 
passing to and fro, formed a most varied and picturesque 
crowd. 

We gave five shows to full houses, price of admission two 
reals (5d.), four reals (10d.), and reserved seats eight reals 
(Is. 8d.). All the aristocracy go to visit the shows. We 
had a very good orchestra, and everything went well. The 
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young Spaniards were very tired, and we only gave two per
formances each day afterwards. 

In another part of the common was the fair for the sale of 
the famous Andalusian horses, mules, and asses. My time 
not being wholly occupied, I made occasional rambles in and 
about the city. I found it well stocked with splendid churches 
and convents, all of which are said to possess much wealth. 
The Cathedral is believed to be the largest church in the 
world, except St. Peter's at Eome; it has a tremendously high 
steeple, and of very curious workmanship, comprised of three 
towers, one above the other, each with galleries and balconies. 

The Alcazar (the Eoyal Palace), partly built by the Moors 
and finished by King Pedro, is a mile in extent, flanked by 
large square towers, built of stones taken from the ancient 
temple of Hercules, behind which is the royal snuff factory, 
which is strictly guarded. There are more than a hundred 
richly endowed hospitals, The Town-house and the Exchange 
are fine large architectural buildings, the former being 
adorned with a number of statues, in front of which 
there is a large square with a magnificent fountain in the 
centre. There is also one of the largest foundries and depots 
for artillery in the kingdom. The suburbs possess beautiful 
scenery, lovely gardens, and delicious fruit. I had particu
larly pointed out to me an olive grove, said to extend over 
thirty miles in length ; but I did not pace its length, pre
ferring to believe rather than measure it. 

The suburb of Triano is the fashionable promenade of the 
inhabitants, where they go to take the air, and to which you 
cross the river over a long bridge of boats; it contains fine 
public walks. I was there shown the spot where the house 
of the Inquisition stood. We continued to be pretty well 
patronized during the Pair, which paid me very well, but I 
was sorry to find that my comrades had to live on their loss, 
for I had the best of the bargain. They had gone to great ex
pense with the building, and carried everything out to the 
letter and never grumbled, but acted in a most gentlemanly 
manner; they had their fad and enjoyed themselves, for I 
never saw them after the performance till the following day, 
as they were living at an hotel in the city. 
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After the Fair we returned to Cadiz. I thought I would 
give a farewell performance in the Bull Eing, and asked the 
gentlemen amateurs to join me ; they said they would with 
much pleasure, but upon more amicable terms, and suggested 
that we should make a tour through a part of Spain where 
no gymnastic companies had ever travelled; we should be 
sure to do immense business. As I had found them a lot of 
jolly, good, straightforward fellows, I consented, if we could 
agree to terms. So we had a meeting altogether, and, after 
a great deal of argument, it was agreed upon that we should 
all travel and live together, and, after deducting all expenses, 
divide the profits; I taking one-half and they dividing the other 
half amongst them. We had an agreement drawn up, to be 
signed the next day, When they met to sign five of them 
wished to cry off, as they could not be spared from home so 
long, but they would perform at the Bull Eing, so it was then 
arranged that I was to take two-thirds of the profits, and 
they one-third. 

We got the Bull Eing upon a share, and got our bills and 
advertisements out for the Sunday. In the meantime we 
were arranging for our tour, and engaged the band we had at 
the Fair, as they said we should not find music at some of 
the places where we should go to. We got a lot of posters 
printed, leaving a blank space to fill in the different towns 
and dates. 

We had a very good attendance for our performance on 
the Sunday at the Bull Eing, and after all expenses we had 
nearly ,£190 to share. I took my two-thirds, and they shared 
one-third amongst them; but the five young fellows who 
could not go with us took their shares and handed them to me, 
saying they had performed for my benefit; as they could not 
join us they had no right to the money. That heightened 
the Spaniards in my estimation very much, and proved to me 
that there were good and bad in all countries ; thinking of 
my late manager, Signor Mieron, who had gone away owing 
me so much. 

We got our business settled, and our arrangements com
pleted for our tour, and our agent, one of the young fellows 
in the company who had undertaken the management of the 
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tour, having previously travelled through that province on 
business for his father, who carried on an extensive business 
as surveyor, land agent, &c, started off on the Tuesday to 
arrange for the following Sunday. 

Not having received any letters from my good friend, the 
captain of the Eclipse, I wrote to him at the address he gave 
me in America, telling him to write to me in Cadiz, where it 
would find me for the next three months. 
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CHAPTEE XX. 

TOUR WITH THE AMATEUR SPANISH GYMNASTS. 

ON the Thursday we received a letter from our agent to say 
that we were to perform in Constantina on the Sunday, so 
we started by the first train on Friday morning. My 
English friend met us at the station to see us off, also a 
crowd of friends of the company. We passed through 
Seville, then on to Alcala, about twenty miles further, when 
we had to go twenty miles by road. There was no conveyance 
to be got, only an antiquated kind of a waggon and four 
mules. We could not get all our baggage on to it, but we 
were fortunate enough to find a kind of cart, drawn by a 
pair of oxen, there being only a few mules to be found, not 
half sufficient for all the company, so we all had to " pad the 
hough." 

We found the roads as bad as the conveyance. It was 
bad enough walking, but it would have been worse riding in 
the jolting old waggon. It was getting pretty hot then in 
the south of Spain, and awfully dusty, and nothing to be got, 
not even water. I t was late when we arrived, and most 
people had retired to rest. We went straight to the theatre, 
and found our agent waiting for us, having only returned a 
short time from other towns where he had been making 
further arrangements. We at once unloaded our baggage 
and menagerie. We got all stowed away as best we could 
for the night, putting the animals into the so-called dressing-
rooms, which were scarcely fit to put a dog into. 

I began to think it was worse travelling there than in 
Africa, for there, when we were tired, we could pitch our camp 
and rest. The young gentleman who acted as our agent 
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proved himself a good caterer. He had procured some goat's 
milk and eggs, &c, for the monkeys, baboons, and gorillas, 
meat, bread, and water for the young leopard and dogs, and we 
got them all fed. The poor dogs were very tired, and more 
thirsty than hungry. After making them as comfortable as 
the circumstances would admit, we began to feel anxious for 
our own welfare, and found our agent was up to his work. 
He had arranged all that, so we settled with the drivers of 
our transport service, as they wanted to start back very early. 
They were going to put up the mules and oxen at the posada, 
and sleep on the floor a couple of hours ; and there our 
apartments were secured, for there was no hotel in the town. 

I turned out, had a good wash, having fortunately laid in 
a stock of soap, it being a scarce and expensive article in 
that country. I went straight to the theatre to see after my 
animals. I had a look round the Grand Teatro, which I 
found did not boast a roof with a magnificent decorated 
ceiling and chandelier. I was afterwards told the reason 
for not having a roof was to have it cool in summer. I 
inquired how they managed when it rained. Oh ! they put 
it off till the nexfc night ; but it very seldom rained in the 
summer. The boxes and stage were roofed over. They 
evidently did not employ a permanent scenic artist, for the 
scenery had done duty, I should say, for a few generations, 
and it was difficult to tell a drawing-room from a wood 
scene. 

W e gave two performances on the Sunday, one in the 
afternoon the other in the evening. The people of the town 
were very curious to know what we were, and what we were 
going to do, seeing such a lot of fellows going to and fro. 
Some wondered if we had broken out of some " Establecimiento 
demente" (Asylum), for they had never seen such a com
pany in that part of Spain in their lives, nor their fathers 
before them. 

The next day, Sunday, there were crowds of the peasantry 
from the adjacent neighbourhood prowling about in their 
best national and picturesque costumes. We had the 
theatre full each performance; but it was very small, and 
would not pay our expenses to give a show one day in the 
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week. The people were delighted, for they had only seen 
occasionally what they called " titiriteros " (mountebanks), 
and begged of us to stay over Wednesday, which was a 
Saint's day. I believe they thought we were making a large 
fortune. We had bought the hind half of a sheep in the 
morning for our dinners. I expected we should have roast 
leg of mutton; but they had no convenience for roasting, so 
they boiled everything. 

When we had finished our last performance we took all 
our apparatus down and packed up all we could to get away 
pretty early the next morning, after an early breakfast, for 
we had another journey by road, nearly thirty miles. We 
had two mule waggons with seven each, and took particular 
good caution to lay in a stock of provisions and a pig-skin 
of wine, so that we should not be famished on the way, and 
if we were late on arriving we should have something to fall 
back upon. We got off as soon as we possibly could, so 
that we could rest on the way. All the people in the place 
came to see us start, many following us some distance out 
of the town. We had left a space in one of the waggons 
sufficient for four to ride, which we were to take in turns, 
not forgetting the dogs,**but we were too proud to ride out 
of the town in such a humble conveyance. We walked 
about three miles, when the riding turns commenced, which 
were to be limited to two miles; but when the pedestrians 
thought it was their turn, and called out " Loup," the parties 
riding objected to get down, saying they had not had a two 
miles ride, which proved a difficult matter to decide, so the 
only plan was to pull them out. I thought this was a novel 
mode of young gentlemen travelling for pleasure, for I did 
not feel much inclined to enjoy it, according to the present 
prospects of remuneration. We trudged along till mid-day, 
for it was very hot and dusty ; so we rested three hours, fed 
the mules, and had our lunch with wine from the pig-skin. 
Most of them had a siesta (a mid-day sleep), after which 
the mules were yoked, when there was a scramble for the 
next tu rn ; the very party who had the first ride made a 
claim for the next turn. There were half a dozen of us, who 
had not taken the opportunity of a ride, and objected; but they 
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coolly persisted that they had not had a turn, which was 
overruled by the whole company. 

However, we reached our destination, gave our perform
ances, and moved on from place to place with very similar 
experiences at each. At one we found great difficulty in hiring 
any conveyance; we were told we should have to travel with 
mules, it was so hilly, and the roads were not used for wag
gons, unless we went eighty or a hundred miles round. I 
said it was impossible to take our things without a convey
ance. They replied they could sling anything at each side 
of the mules. 

I laughed at the idea of a travelling menagerie on mules. 
However, with much difficulty and persuasion by golden 
Isabellas, we procured two vehicles which were used for the 
conveyance of wool and cloth, with seven mules to each ; the 
odd mule, placed first (like the three-horse coaches in Eng
land, called driving the unicorn), was ridden by a muleteer 
or postilion. I t was understood that if they could not get 
on with the waggons they would unyoke the mules for our 
transport. We laid in a good stock of provisions, with two 
pig-skins of wine, &c, as they said we might not be able to 
get anything on the way. 

We started early in the morning without breakfast, except 
a cup of chocolate and a roll, travelling on till eleven o'clock 
A.M., when we stopped to have some refreshment, and rested 
or slept till three P.M., when the heat of the day was dimin
ishing in its intensity, then trudged on till evening without 
coming in sight of any village. We saw numerous large 
herds of sheep and black swine on the hill-sides, by immense 
beech and oak forests, with here and there some peasants' 
huts, who attended the flocks. We had to pull up and do a 
bit of camping out, for there not being any regular roads, we 
could not travel by night, as is the general rule with the dili
gences in Spain. 

They unyoked the mules and tethered them in different 
parts to graze and rest. We had some refreshment, and 
wrapped ourselves up and lay down to sleep. We could not 
have fires as in Africa. As soon as it was light they har
nessed the mules and re-yoked them, and we started off again. 

s 
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When we had travelled some four or five miles, a band of 
brigands came from a forest, and stopped the mules. The 
poor drivers shook with fear. They began to overhaul our 
baggage. No doubt they thought they had sprung upon a 
rich convoy. They questioned us very strictly as to what 
we had got, where we were going, &c. We told them that 
we were poor titiriteros (mountebanks) going to Truxillo to 
perform to try to get a living, and showed them some tights 
and the gymnastic fixings, &c. 

They wanted to know what we had so many dogs for. I 
told them they performed, but they must not touch the large 
dogs, for they were very savage. Well, what did the leopard 
and the baboons do ? I said they did nothing, but if they 
got loose, they would worry the lot of us. 

Well, had we made plenty of money ? ISTo ! we wished 
we had. We had done very badly. We were half-starved. 
We had some wine, which was given to us by some gentle
men at Albuquerque, to cheer us up on the road. Would 
they try a drink ? 

" Y e s ! " 
So they each had a tumblerful, which reduced our pig-skin 

materially, for they were seventeen in number. Well, they 
would like to see some of our performance, so I put the small 
dogs through their capers, and the young Spaniards did 
some pyramids and a bit of ground and lofty tumbling, 
whilst the brigands sat round applauding. They told us to 
be careful and not let any of the animals get out of their 
dens, for they would get into the forests and worry all the 
sheep. We should never get them any more. Then they 
wished us good-bye and better luck, saying they would come 
and see us on Sunday. 

I think they were as much afraid of us as we were of 
them, for we outnumbered them, and the five monster New
foundland dogs would certainly have collared them if they 
had shown fight; and the young Spaniards being in good 
training with their gymnastic exercises, they would have had 
a hot job of it. But we were all perfectly satisfied to get 
along quietly without any bloodshed, and the poor drivers 
were awfully thankful, for they expected we should all be 
murdered. 
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We travelled on till near mid-day, and pulled up to bait 
and have some refreshment, and rested until it became 
cooler, and started on2 again, wondering if we should get to 
our destination that night. After three hours' travel we 
saw some peasants against a hut. We stopped and went up 
to ask them how far it was to Truxillo, all the dogs follow
ing us. 

The poor peasants put up their hands in form of suppli
cation, begging of us not to kill them, and they evidently 
took us for brigands; they had never seen such a lot of 
big dogs in their lives, for Newfoundland dogs were almost 
as rare in Spain as lions (mine were greatly admired in 
every town I visited by all the grandees, who very often 
brought their families to see them privately). We asked 
how far we were from Truxillo, and which was the best and 
nearest way. They did not know; they had never been 
there. 

We started on our tedious and difficult journey again, like 
a mariner without his compass. The night was coming on, 
so we held a consultation as to what we had best do, for we 
were not certain whether we were in the right direction 
for Truxillo, or were on our way to Madrid; and as our 
drivers were as uncertain as ourselves, there would be no 
chance of our arriving there that night; for if we did not 
know the road by daylight, it would be impossible for us to 
dp so in the dark, so we agreed to pull up at a convenient 
place to camp till the light of the morning broke upon us. 
We overhauled our larder, and found, to our discomfort, 
that it had nearly run out, so we shared what we had left 
equally round, not forgetting the animals. We squeezed 
every drop of wine out of the two pig-skins, and every one 
had to turn his pockets out to show what tobacco they had 
left, and went upon the Chartist system, share and share 
alike; those who had none left must share with those who 
had been more careful and saved up. 

We lay down to sleep, with the star-decked heaven for 
our ceiling and Mother Earth for our bed. We were weary 
and tired and went to sleep, wondering if we should arrive 
at our goal the next day. We did not oversleep ourselves, 

s 2 
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for at break of day we were ready to wake, and jumped up 
with a determination to find our way to some place—wherever 
it might happen, it did not matter, if we could get something 
to eat—and started off. After rambling on for two hours, 
we came to indications of a more populated district, which 
prognostication reassured us that we should arrive some
where in the land of the living, and we tramped along in hope
ful spirits. At last we signalled a castle on the top of a hill, 
and pushed on, determined not to lose sight of it, but storm 
the fortress, whatever place it might be. The further we 
got the more exuberant our spirits became. At last we 
struck upon a road leading to the town, and actually saw 
people at work in the fields and gardens. Then we met a 
gentleman on horseback, and asked him if that was Truxillo, 
to which he replied,— 

"S i , Seiior" (yes, sir). 
To which every one shouted, " Muchas gracias, Senor" 

(thank you much, sir). 
He smiled, asking if we were going to perform at the 

Plaza de Toros ? 
We replied, " Yes." 
" Why, you were expected yesterday," he said. " The 

Alcalde is getting uneasy, for the bills are out, and he is 
frightened that something has happened, and you are not 
coming, which would be a very serious thing to him." 

We pushed on at our best speed, and soon entered the 
town. We met some boys, of whom we asked the way to the 
Plaza de Toros. They ran on before us to show us the way. 
Everybody seemed to have turned out of their shops and 
houses in the streets which we passed through, looking 
astonished to see such a lot of fellows and animals, saying, 
" Plaza de Toros, bueno ! " 

When we arrived at the Bull-ring the E-egisseur was de
lighted to see us, for he thought we were lost. We imme
diately unloaded, and got him to go on to the hotel, that our 
agent had arranged for us to put up at, and tell them to get 
us a good breakfast ready. We arranged the poor animals 
comfortably, got them some food, then went to pacify our 
own empty stomachs. 
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The following day we made fixings and had a little prac
tice. My little female gorilla was very unwell and refused 
her food. I thought perhaps it was the three days' travel
ling that had upset her a little, and she would soon recover 
her appetite, for they had improved and grown wonderfully 
since we had been in Spain. The goats' milk and eggs 
seemed to have agreed with them, although they continued 
to be as wild as ever. 

In the evening our young agent arrived just when we 
were sitting down to dinner, during which all our conversa
tion was upon our extraordinary journey, our encounter with 
the brigands, &c. 

I went to feed the animals, for I always had plenty of fowl 
bones, meat, bread, and abundance of all kinds of the finest 
fruit in season, from the dinner-table to take to them. But 
the poor little gorilla would not be tempted with anything, 
but was still so wild and savage I could not give her any
thing. 

The next morning she again refused her breakfast. W e 
practised till twelve o'clock mid-day. I kept going every 
now and then to see how she was. We went to breakfast, 
afterwards I took a lot of fresh fruit, which was left, for the 
monos. On my arrival at the Bull-ring I found the poor little 
gorilla in a convulsive fit. I took her out of the cage, for 
she was too tame then; but she never recovered conscious
ness and died upon my lap. I afterwards made a post
mortem examination; I could find nothing wrong in the 
stomach, no signs of any poisonous mat ter ; but upon 
examining her mouth, I found she was cutting some fresh 
teeth, which I have no doubt was the cause of death. I 
have always found the baboon and monkey tribe to suffer 
greatly from teething, and this to be one great cause tha t 
so many die, as well as from consumption. I was much 
grieved to think that the poor little gorilla's skin was all I 
had to look at, after the enormous trouble and expense I 
had endured in procuring it. 

The following day, Sunday, the peasantry were streaming 
into the town to attend Mass, and to every appearance we 
calculated we should have a good audience, for of course 
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they would stay to go to the Plaza de Toros. So they did ; 
and we had a capital Bull-ring, for our performance was a 
greater novelty to them than a bull-fight, and that was only 
of rare occurrence; but I do not believe they ever had either 
a circus or gymnastic company in that part of Spain. We 
might have made another day there, for it happened there 
was a Saint's day during the week; but it fell upon the 
Friday, and if we stayed for that we should have had to 
stop the Sunday, as there would be no time to move to the 
next town, having to travel by road; and our young agent 
was up to his work, for he had arranged the next town, 
Caceres, for the Bull-ring for two days, Friday and Sunday; 
so we had a good practice on Monday morning, and packed 
up our apparatus in the afternoon, and started the next 
morning, only having some twenty miles to go. 

I found Caceres a better-looking town than we had left, 
for it boasted an episcopal palace, a college, and hospital, 
and numerous manufactures, &c, and the Bull-ring was 
the best we had met with in Estramadura, and we had much 
vacant time to look around and see the town and suburbs. 

But I had not got over my loss of the gorilla, and thought 
I must take some steps to tame the other fellow, so that if 
he became sick I might be able to give him something ; for 
if I lost him I should be a ruined man. So I took the 
opportunity, when all the company had gone out of the 
town for a stroll, not forgetting to tell my attendant that 
he could go for a walk, so that I should have no one to 
bother me. I now determined to settle the question which 
had for some time been wavering in my mind, whether the 
gorilla was capable of being tamed or not. I tried to pet 
him, but he did not appreciate my kind way of coaxing. He 
looked upon it as Irish blarney. I endeavoured to stroke 
h im: not a bit of i t ; he would not allow me to touch a hair 
of his body. At last my patience gave ou t ; I seized him 
by the back of the neck, he raved, kicked, and tore in a 
most maddened s ta te ; and, although so young, he was so 
powerful that I almost felt helpless in overpowering h i m ; 
but the more he struggled the harder I pinched and twisted 
his neck. At last he fell down, as in a fit, breathless, and 
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lay as quiet as death. I took him upon my lap; I could 
not perceive any sign of life in h im; I felt overcome with 
grief; I burst out in tears and sobs like a child; I laid him 
down on the top of a box ; he lay like a corpse ; I rubbed 
his ears; I tried to open his mouth to put some water down 
his throat, but his teeth were fixed; I wetted his face, still 
no signs of life. I then nicked one of his ears, when blood 
issued out, which gave me some hopes, and stood over him 
rubbing his body, and watching him with the most in
tense grief. I felt his pulse beat very faintly and slow; 
it became a little quicker, which revived my hopes. I 
persevered in rubbing him vehemently; his eyes became 
partly opened; I jumped with joy, for I saw that he was re
viving. I ran to the Eegisseur's office and got a little aguar
diente, a liquor very common in Spain, made from a herb, 
and a very strong spirit, which, if indulged in too frequently 
generally ends in madness. I diluted it with water, and 
kept putting a teaspoonful down his throat at intervals; 
and at last he came to himself, and sat up looking around 
very mysteriously, as much as to say, " Where are we now ? " 
I took him on my l ap ; he sat perfectly quiet. I knew I 
had mastered him, and was happy and satisfied that I had 
succeeded in my project. I stayed with him till six o'clock, 
when it was time to go to dinner, put him comfortably into 
his den, and left him to himself to think and muse upon our 
contest for mastership. 

I found all the fellows at the hotel, ready for their din
ners ; they had had a long walk, and got good appetites. 
I never mentioned a word about what I had been doing; 
after dinner I slipped quietly away, and went to look after 
my ward; he had got pretty well right, and I offered 
him some beautiful fruit, which he accepted from my 
hand with seeming gratitude. My attendant, young Antonio, 
came to see about feeding the animals, and that gone 
through we left them for the night. 

Next morning I was up and off to the Bull-ring before 
any of them were up, and found Master Gorilla all right, so 
I had him out and took him for a walk round the arena 
before any of them turned up for practice. The following 
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was the Saint's day ; the morning was magnificent, and the 
town full of people, with every prospect of having a crowded 
Bull-ring up to an hour before opening the doors, when it 
came on one of those beautiful Spanish rains which in that 
part of Spain and season of the year are very rare. I t 
kept on, with thunder and lightning, for nearly two hours, 
and we had to abandon our performance; for the Spanish 
people have such an aversion to the least dampness, that 
nobody would have come if we paid them to do so, and even 
if they had, it would have been impossible to give a show, 
for the arena was a fac-simile of the Bound Pond in Ken
sington G-ardens minus the ducks, so we had to look to 
Sunday. The following day, Saturday, we were not able to 
practise on account of the water in the ring, but we got it 
in fine order for the Sunday's performance, for which we had 
an immense crowd, but of course it could not make up our 
loss on the previous day. 

After this we moved on in our usual way from town to 
town. One day, at Salamanca, we had arrived half famished, 
and had consequently astonished the landlord of the hotel 
by our appetites at breakfast. At six o'clock we all trooped 
down to the hotel to dinner, and found that our worthy host 
had made superabundant preparations for our appetites, no 
doubt taking our breakfast as a specimen of our gorman
dizing capabilities, having provided viands sufficient for 
three times our number. As we had made such a hearty 
breakfast we were scarcely prepared for such a good feed. 
Upon the production of each course we looked round at 
each other with a laugh, and the waiters also laughed, as 
much as to say, " W e will give you enough this time." I told 
the company of a similar incident which was told to me, 
when in my teens, by the landlord of the " Half Moon 
Hotel," at Howden, in Yorkshire, where we usually put up 
during the great Annual Horse Show. 

A young commercial traveller, being upon his first round 
(commercial travellers in those days were looked upon as 
very high personages in provincial towns, inviting their cus
tomers to their hotel to take a bottle of champagne, or other 
wine, &c.; in fact, they were considered the fastest men of 
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the day, and the man who could stand the road ten years 
was a wonder), put up at the "Half Moon," ordered his 
dinner for a certain hour, and went to make calls upon the 
customers of the firm. Returning at the appointed time, 
there was placed before him a joint and a roast goose, &c.; 
when he had finished, he went out to do a little more busi
ness, and the waiter went to clear the table, but to his sur
prise the goose had entirely disappeared, bones and all. This 
created a great deal of laughing and chaffing among the 
household; some suggested that he had taken it out with 
him, others said they had seen him go out and he had got 
no parcel. At last they summed it up and came to the con
clusion that he must have eaten the goose and bones too; but 
as commercials were generally very profitable customers, the 
landlord laughed and took it as a good joke. 

After some length of time, the young commercial made 
his reappearance, for his second round, and ordered his din
ner as before. The landlord thought he would retaliate the 
joke, on his ravenous customer on this occasion and ordered 
to be got ready two large joints, and also two geese, besides 
other extras. The young gentleman returned to his time, 
sat himself down to table, and was astonished to find so 
much provided for a single guest, and bethought himself of 
his previous visit and the goose, and rang the bell and 
asked the waiter to tell his master he wished to speak to 
him. The landlord made his appearance with a smiling 
countenance. The commercial, after passing the usual com
pliments, said, " You recollect me being here some time ago, 
upon my round ? I wish to give an explanation, and also 
to make an apology for that occasion. That was my first 
journey as a commercial traveller. I am a very young man, 
and at that time was somewhat green, and not gifted in the art 
of carving. I well remember that I had roast goose for 
dinner; I did not know how to joint it, so I cut a bit off 
anywhere, where I could cut some flesh without the bone. 
After I had done, the goose looked such a total wreck, I felt 
very much ashamed at my incompetency, which at that time 
I was too bashful to acknowledge. I went to look out of 
the window, pondering over in my mind what I could do 
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with the skeleton. A poor woman came under the window, 
begging of me for something ; I fetched dish and goose from 
the table, and told her to hold her apron, into which I emptied 
the remains of the goose. I put on my hat and walked 
silently out, without being ambitious to be noticed; you 
have refreshed my memory upon a subject I have been wish
ful to forget; I am now altered, and, like good wine, have im
proved by keeping. Come, crack a bottle with me, the best 
you have got." 

The following morning we were up early, had a practice, 
and made all ready for the performance, and at twelve 
o'clock went to our breakfast, and found everything first 
class—for Spain. We had good accommodation and plenty 
of good beds, which we had not enjoyed for some time, and 
the landlord did not find that we were such gormandizers as 
he anticipated. 

We had a splendid Ball-ring, including all the grandees, 
priests, and collegians, &c, of the town. The Alcalde and 
his family, in his state box, applauded everything, and as a 
matter of course everybody else did the same, after which 
we had a capital dinner, and all was jolly and happy once 
more. We had then two vacant days ; we practised in the 
mornings, and after breakfast took our pleasure in seeing 
the city and its suburbs. 

The city of Salamanca is of very ancient date, formerly 
called the Ancient Salmantica. Within the present century 
it was the most noted city in Spain, and the richest in con
vents, colleges, and schools ; it has now a famous University, 
twenty-five churches, an immense curious building called the 
Schools, which were formerly attended by 15,000 students, 
but now only by about 500. One portion of the town is built 
on hills, the other on the plain, and surrounded by a strong 
wall. There is a magnificent cathedral, which the citizens 
boast of as being the handsomest in Spain, a public square 
of great magnitude, splendid fountains, &c, all of which 
add to the beauty and grandeur of the city. The Eiver 
Tormes runs close to the wall of the town, and is crossed 
by a bridge of about 300 yards in length. 

On Sunday we had a big crowd again, and the perform-
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ance went off immensely well, but a most extraordinary 
occurrence took place when I was performing the dogs. I 
had them all seated upon chairs, the small poodles in the 
centre, the leopard at one corner, and Napoleon at the other, 
like the corner men in a Christy Minstrel Troupe. I was 
busily engaged putting the poodle dogs through their tricks, 
when I heard screams amongst the audience, and just cast my 
eye round to see what was the matter ; all the people were 
rushing and scrambling to get out, and, looking round me, I 
found that Mr. Leopard was not in his place. The atten
dants came running to point where the leopard was. My lorVi 
was deliberately walking upon the top of the high fence 
which encircles the arena, to impede the bulls from getting 
amongst the audience ; there he was calmly and majestically 
wagging his tail, enjoying himself as if nothing was the 
matter. I ran straight across to him, and stood looking up 
at h im; he stopped, looking down upon me, wagging his tail 
the more. I called out, " Come, J i m m y ; " he gave a spring, 
and jumped right over my head, and a most terrific scream 
rent the air ; the people were sure he was going to worry me ; 
but he didn't, he came fawning round me like a cat. I took 
hold of his collar and bowed to the audience, and walked 
him quietly back to his chair; he sat as quiet as a lamb, 
and all the people returned to their seats. I at once put 
him through his performance with the other dogs, which 
drew down thunders of applause; he had always behaved 
himself as a well-conducted animal, and never before 
attempted to leave his seat. I suppose it was absence of 
mind, he thought he was on the mountain side adjoining 
the forests! 

We left next morning by the railway for Palencia, a dis
tance of between sixty and seventy miles. I felt as pleased 
as any child would to have a ride on the iron horse, and told 
the young gentlemen that I would not perform anywhere 
further than a mile from the railway track. They might 
take me where they thought best, but they must not take me 
away from the line ; they laughed heartily, no doubt, think
ing what a nice chase they had led me. 

Travelling quietly on I began to study and think of my 
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affairs past and future, for which I had had no time for 
three months ; and amongst other things I bethought myself 
of my late fraudulent manager, who owed me so much coin, 
and his going away to Barcelona. I inquired of our young 
agent if we were not going there, and found it was situated on 
the other side of Spain, about 400 miles off, so all my hopes 
were blighted. 

We arrived at the station and had to wait some time for a 
conveyance to take our baggage, &c. to the bull-ring. At 
last we got there all right. I found the same man still living 
there who had charge of it when we were performing there 
more than two years before. There was also the bull-fighter 
who kept the hotel where we stopped, for which he was 
never paid his bill, of which I gave an account in the first 
part of my visit to Spain; he was waiting for our arrival; 
they professed to be very glad to see me. I told the landlord 
of the hotel, Don Pedro G-uello, that he said at that time he 
would sooner give every Englishman Hye pesetos each to stay 
away from his place ; but he said he only meant our mana
gers who robbed us. He hurried away to his Fonda to order 
our breakfasts to be got ready as soon as possible. After 
which we made our fixings and put all in order for the next 
performance. In the morning we had a practice till break
fast, and rested till the time to open. We had a big 
audience. The Bull-ring, which was a very fine building, 
seating over 15,000 people, was well filled, although the 
total population of the town was not more than 12,000. They 
were awfully disappointed to hear that we were not going to 
give any more shows after doing so well. Our bull-fighting 
landlord said,— 

" You have done much better than you did the last time 
you were here, and you stopped three weeks." 

I said, "Yes, we stopped so long that our managers could 
not pay you." 

We pulled down our gymnastic apparatus, &c, packed all 
up that night, and left by the first train in the morning 
for Valladolid, about twenty-five miles. We arrived there 
and got all our fixings done at the Teatro du Loupe before 
we went to breakfast at the " Cafe Mocho," kept by two French 
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gentlemen (I call them gentlemen, for they behaved most 
kindly to us before, although they were not paid. I have 
spoken of them previously). I felt awfully happy to see the 
beautiful old peacock in his cage, the lovely flower-garden 
with its fountains, surrounded by the dining-rooms and 
sleeping apartments, and the nice French breakfasts and 
dinners, and the kind and affable proprietors. I was fairly 
enchanted, and felt as if I should like to spend the re
mainder of my days in the place. 

We had a very good audience. The theatre, which is a 
pretty large one and very handsomely fitted up, was comfort
ably filled. We performed four nights to fair houses, and 
moved our traps on Friday to the Bull-ring to get ready for 
Sunday. We had all the best class in the town, for when it 
became known that the troupe of Spanish gymnasts were 
young gentlemen, who were simply making a pleasure tour, 
and not for profit, they would support u s ; whereas two years 
before our company were almost starving — in fact, we 
should have starved, but for the proprietors of the " Cafe 
Mocho " ; but as everything went on comfortably and jollily, 
we had plenty of time to go about and see the town, which 
I saw very little of before, being bothered so much with duns 
from other towns, where our respected managers had not 
paid their bills. 

The city of Yalladolid, in Leon, and capital of the pro
vince, is to my mind the most beautiful inland town in Spain; 
it possesses a magnificent cathedral, one of the six Universi
ties of Spain, with between 2,000 and 3,000 students, a 
museum, a fine library and Lyceum, and numerous public 
buildings, law courts, &c. The celebrated Campo Grande, 
one of the greatest ornaments of the town, is the great field 
for Royal festivities. There are numerous convents, hospitals, 
palaces, &c, and its environs are full of orchards, vine
yards, and the most lovely gardens. 

On the Sunday we had a crowded Bull-ring, and the audi
ence were as jubilant as if at a bull-fight. Not having any
where to perform till the following Sunday, and prompted by 
our great success, the many friends we had made, the comforts 
of the " Cafe Mocho," and jollity of the town, we arranged 
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to give two more performances at the theatre—on the Mon
day and Tuesday night (Ultimas y Definitivas Funciones— 
positively the last and only performances), for which we had 
a very good attendance each night. We let our fixings re
main up until the following Thursday, to practice in the 
mornings and amuse ourselves the rest of the day. On the 
Thursday evening the proprietors of the hotel gave us a 
grand dinner, with some of the finest wines in the country. 
On the Friday we started after breakfast, soon after mid-day, 
accompanied by a crowd of friends and acquaintances to the 
station, which is some distance out of the town. Then came 
the usual ceremony of parting, &c. At last the train arrived 
and we bade a final adieu. 

On the Monday we packed up our traps and left in the 
afternoon by rail to Aranjuez, in New Castile, about twenty-
five miles distant, arriving in time to put all our things 
comfortably in the theatre before going to our dinner at the 
hotel (Fonda Imperial), the best hotel in the town, and 
which we found to be by far the most expensive place we 
had put up at in all our tour ; but the young gentlemen 
never studied expenses. So long as I had not to put my hand 
in my own pocket I did not grumble, for I was always per
fectly willing to be jolly and comfortable. 

The next morning (Tuesday) we arranged all fixings at 
the theatre and had a practice before breakfast; and as this 
was a fashionable summer resort, we had all to dress to the 
best advantage to promenade the town and its beautiful 
surroundings. Our agent had arranged for us to give two 
performances—Wednesday and Thursday evenings—as the 
theatrical company only played three nights a week. W e 
were well patronized both nights at the theatre by all the 
leading nobility and visitors to the town, and on Friday 
moved our apparatus and animals to the Bull-ring, prepared 
for our Sunday performance, and amused ourselves by visit
ing the charming views of the town, &c. 

The pride of Aranjuez is the Eoyal Palace and Gardens, 
which are very picturesque, situated upon an island formed 
by the Xarama, the Tagus, and a canal. This must have been 
a most magnificent place in former times, when Spain was in 
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its grandeur. The town, unlike other Spanish towns, is 
built with broad streets, which intersect each other at right 
angles, but it only possesses three churches. The grand 
square is surrounded by porticoes with a central fountain 
which supplies the town with water. W e had a grand re
ception at the Plaza de Toros by a crowded audience, com
prising the elite of the town and neighbourhood. 

The following morning we packed up and left for Granada, 
nearly forty miles by rail, and glad I was, for the agent said, 
" Van Hare, you'll be happy at the next town. We shall 
put up at a French hotel / ' We arrived early in the evening 
and got all our traps put away and the animals comfortably 
settled at the Bull-ring, and our luggage sent to the " Hotel 
de Paris," where we had a jolly good French dinner, which I 
enjoyed very much, notwithstanding the chaff of the Spanish 
company. 

The following day (Tuesday) we put up our apparatus in 
the arena, had a practice, and went to enjoy our French 
breakfast, after which we went for a promenade, to see what 
sort of a prospect we had for our performance. The follow
ing day (Wednesday), which was only a common day, not 
being a Saint's day, which I concluded would not be very 
great, proved to be the fact; for the Bull-ring was only half 
full, and we had the quality, but not the quantity. The audi
ence were greatly delighted, and would be sure to crowd the 
place for our remaining two shows, on the following Sunday 
and Monday, being a good Saint's day. 

We had three vacant days to see all that was worth see
ing, and my great ambition was to see the wonderful 
Alhambra. So I persuaded the young Spaniards to accom
pany me to see the Alhambra the first thing, for fear I 
should not have sufficient time to inspect all its grandeur if 
I delayed it to the last, for from what I had seen at the 
Crystal Palace in London, I fancied it would take me all 
the time we had to stay to carefully examine its magnifi
cence. But I was somewhat disappointed, for I did not find 
it as bright as I expected. The exterior I found to be 
very unpromising, but the interior, in extent is perfectly 
bewildering, its architecture, ornament, and decoration is 
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magnificent beyond any description, and gives one an idea 
that it was almost an earthly paradise, and one of the 
wonders of the world in bygone days, when the palace of the 
Moorish Kings; but now some parts of it are used for con
vict prisons, and the entire building is in a state of desola
tion, and only rich in its ruins and recollections. 

The city of G-ranada, capital of the province of Granada, 
part of Andalusia, is built upon four hills. Upon one is 
the University, on another is the famous Alhambra, the 
ancient palace of the Moorish Kings, also a palace of the 
Kings of Spain. On the third is the celebrated church 
which contains the tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella, by 
whom the place was taken from the Moors. The fourth 
possesses nothing of importance, but the public buildings are 
splendid specimens of architecture, and the cathedral and 
convents contain some fine paintings by Spanish artists. 
The walls, the gates, and the aqueducts, are for the most 
part destroyed. The population is considerably under 
100,000, a great part of which are priests, lawyers, and 
beggars; but, taking it altogether, it is a most charming 
city, and we enjoyed ourselves amazingly. 

On the Sunday and the Saint's day (Monday) we had the 
Bull Eing crowded at each performance. On the Tuesday 
we took it quietly, pulling down and packing up, and left on 
Wednesday morning for Malaga, about eighty miles by rail, 
arriving about mid-day. We got the animals up to the Bull 
Eing, leaving all the baggage at the station, and went to have a 
French breakfast, for our considerate young agent said he 
knew I was in love with French living, so he had arranged for 
us to stay at the " Hotel de France," which I took as a high 
compliment. After breakfast we got our things from the 
station to the Bull Eing, and our private luggage to the 
hotel, and took a stroll amongst the shipping. I found 
several English vessels, some of them called " fruiters." They 
are generally a smart little sailing craft; they bring coals 
from England, and load back with fruit at that time of the 
year, being the fruit season. 

We soon picked up plenty of acquaintances, and as this 
was to be the last place where we should perform, we made 
a kind of holiday of it, and enjoyed ourselves. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

FAREWELL TO SPAIN. 

ON Sunday we had only a middling Bull Eing, but we 
did not mind, as we had to give two more shows. We had 
now almost given up our usual practice in the mornings, and 
resigned ourselves to pleasure, such as sea-bathing, fishing, 
and excursions into the country, shooting, &c. 

On the Wednesday evening we all invited our particular 
friends to dine with us, ordering the proprietor of our hotel 
to supply the table with the best wines he could procure, so 
that we might astonish our guests. Our dinner party num
bered more than forty. I had some half-dozen of my new 
acquaintances, three being English, and one American cap
tain ; altogether we spent a very jovial evening. One of the 
Spanish gymnasts commenced chaffing me about the young 
gorilla, saying that I should never be able to tame him like 
the leopard, and I should never make anything of him, <fec. 
I took it all in good part for some time, and after I thought 
he had picked as much fun out of me as was compatible to 
my constitution, I said to him very quietly,— 

" I suppose you would be astonished to see the gorilla, 
throw a somersault ? " 

" Bah! " he said ; " I would as soon believe a pig would 

%•" 
" Well," said I, " if I show you that he can, you shall 

stand a dinner for all present." 
Yes, he would; but if he did not throw a somersault I 

must pay for the dinner. Yes, I would agree to that; so we 
had an agreement drawn up, setting forth particulars of the 
wager. One stipulation was that the winner should not be 

T 
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allowed to introduce more than twelve of his friends to the 
dinner, but the loser could invite as many as he liked. We 
both put our signatures to it, and it was signed and wit
nessed by all the company present. The wager was to be 
decided the following morning at the Bull Ring at eleven 
o'clock. I t being a Saint's day, there would be no business 
done, and the captains and our other friends would have 
nothing to prevent them from attending the perform
ance. 

At the appointed time they were all there, laughing and 
chuckling in their sleeves, feeling certain that I was had, 
and what a nice exhibition it would be. Of course, no one 
had ever seen me practise the gorilla except my own servant. 
All the people who were to act as the jury stood around out
side the small ring, where I performed my animals, which 
was fixed in the arena where the bull-fights take place. I 
walked in, leading the gorilla by the chain. I made my bow 
to the jury, walked him round, then to the centre of the 
ring, and gave him the cue. He turned a complete somer
sault ; they were all dumbfounded. 

I said, " Is that a somersault ? " 
All replied, " Yes." 
" A r e you satisfied? " 
All answered, " Yes, perfectly." 
I took him to the side of the ring, and made him throw 

somersaults straight across to the entrance, made my bow 
and retired, put him in his den and returned, when they all 
gave me a jolly cheer. The young Spaniard began to com
plain, and asked why did I not let them know before ? I 
ought to have performed him, <fcc. 

I replied, " Simply because you never asked me before 
last night, and now I have shown you." 

We then arranged that the dinner should take place on 
Saturday night at eight o'clock, and I proposed to the whole 
of the Spanish Gymnastic Company that it should be entered 
in our bill, and then each of us would pay our share; to 
which they were all agreeable, for I said, " I only did it for 
a lark." 

We all strolled down with the captains to the harbour, 
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and had a liquor up with the American captain, and returned 
to breakfast. The town was full of country people, and we 
had the Bull Eing crowded. We advertised the following 
Sunday that it would positively be the last performance the 
Company would give in Spain, after which they would go 
direct to England to perform at the Crystal Palace, where 
they were engaged at an enormous salary. 

On the Saturday night our grand dinner party consisted 
of sixty-nine persons, and a grand night we had of it. I t 
was even more jolly than our first; nothing would satisfy 
the American captain but we must make him a present of 
the agreement for the wager, &c, with all the signatures, 
which was the occasion of this grand dinner, as a souvenir 
to show to his friends in New York; so we presented him 
with the valuable document, recommending him to keep it 
in a glass case. 

The following day, Sunday, we had another big crowd at 
the Bull Eing. Finding that there would be no steamer for 
Cadiz before Thursday, the young Spaniards proposed that 
we should go to Lisbon, to which I objected, saying that 
they were perfectly at liberty to go where they liked, but I 
should not go there upon any consideration at present; so 
we thought we had better try another performance at the 
Bull Eing. So we settled for Tuesday, got fresh bills out, 
stating, of course, that, at the solicitation of numerous friends 
and the elite of the city, &c, we had been influenced to give 
one more performance. 

The town was posted better than before, but it turned out 
to be a very poor Bull Eing, so I concluded that we were 
played ou t ; and the next day we packed up, and left on 
Thursday for Cadiz by steamer. The young Spaniards 
were teasing me all the voyage. Upon arriving, we 
found a steamer was leaving the same day for Lisbon, and 
at last I gave my consent to go ; so we transferred all our 
baggage and animals to the Lisbon boat. We had a fine 
passage of only two days. Upon our arrival our agent left 
us to go and procure apartments. He returned in high glee, 
saying he had taken the French hotel for Van Hare, so he 
will be happy enough. We got our traps up to the hotel, 

T 2 
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stowed them away in some outhouses, and had a wash and 
brush up. We consulted the landlord, who said the Grand 
Theatre was closed, which would be the best place for us, 
and went with us to look after it. We found they would 
not let it upon sharing terms, so we took it for six nights, 
just to try it, and had to pay high terms. 

Our young agent, accompanied by the hotel-keeper, went 
off to the printer's to get the bills out for the following 
Sunday, and we went to get our apparatus and animals up 
to the theatre from the hotel, and got everything comfort
ably settled before dinner. 

The next morning we made our fixing at the theatre, and 
had a practice before breakfast. We found the French 
house very jolly and comfortable. We went on practising 
every morning, and strolling about the rest of the day, 
trying to find something to look at in the city, which is built 
on seven hills; and the town is so long that it took us two 
hours to walk through its badly paved, narrow streets before 
we reached its outmost extremity. The Eoyal Palace, front
ing the river, is a magnificent building. They are well off 
for churches, numbering over forty. The India House, 
Custom House, and Exchange, are handsome, also the 
Cathedral, which is rich and magnificent in the interior. There 
is a fine harbour capable of containing a vast amount of 
shipping in great safety, defended by two forts. The city 
had formerly been walled round, but has increased so much 
that the old wall has divided it into two dioceses, one under 
the Archbishop, the other under the Patriarch. Before the 
entrance to the town is the fort of Belem, near which is a 
grand aqueduct, built by the Moors, which runs between 
two hills, and supplies an enormous reservoir, which 
provides the population with water. The population is about 
300,000, of a varied class; and the lower orders are very 
debased, and much more dirty and lazy than the Spanish, 
and that is saying a good deal. 

On the Sunday, our opening night, we had a very poor 
house. Monday night worse, and every night it got 
" worseref " ; so we finished on the Friday night, and moved 
up to the Bull Ring, which is over a mile out of town. (The 
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Portuguese bull-fights differ very much from the Spanish 
bull-fights, the bulls' horns being padded at the point, so 
that they cannot do so much injury to either man or horse; 
neither do they kill the bulls.) 

We got all prepared early on the Sunday morning, but 
about 11 A.M. it came on to rain. So it was all up with us for 
giving a show. I laughed, saying we were in luck's way. 
The young Spaniards proposed to stay and try the following 
Sunday, but I vetoed it, saying we had better pack up, and 
take the first steamer back to Cadiz; for it appeared to me 
that the Portuguese were not in love with the Spanish, and 
if we stayed another week perhaps our bank would be broke, 
and we should have to wait another week for a remittance 
before we could get away. They said there was no fear of 
that, but they acknowledged that if they had taken my 
advice, and had not come, it would have been much better, 
and they agreed to my proposition. I said to myself, " A 
good job too, or I shall get no share at all, after nearly seven 
months' wandering about." 

On the Tuesday there was a steamer to leave for Cadiz, 
so we took the opportunity of leaving Lisbon with her, 
regretting very much that we had ever set foot in the 
town. 

Upon arriving in Cadiz, I took my animals and baggage to 
the Gardens. The manager was delighted, he said, to see 
me back, for the season was over, he was very dull, and I 
would cheer him up a l i t t le; and I was welcome to stay as 
long as I liked. I and my servant, Antonio, got all the animals 
placed in order, where we used to keep them before, fed them, 
had our dinners, and went up to town. I called upon my 
friend, the English merchant (young Antonio went off to see 
his parents, and was to call for me at 12 P.M. at the 
" Cafe de Paris," where I had arranged to meet the Spanish 
troupe), and I spent an hour with him, telling him a few of 
the ins and outs of our tour, and talking over business 
matters, &c.f when he accompanied me to the Cafe, where we 
were presently joined by the young Spaniards and several 
friends; and we spent a very jolly night of it, breaking up 
about 1 A.M., with an understanding that we should meet at 
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2 P.M. the following day to go through the accounts, and 
settle up our touring affair. 

The next morning I had breakfast at 11 A.M., and went to 
town. My first visit was to the Post Office, but after numer
ous inquiries I could find no letter from my friend, the cap
tain of the Eclipse, who took me to Western Africa, or any
one else, not even from Madame Jounglar, whom I left in 
Havana. I made a few calls before going to meet the Gentle
men G-ymnasts. I found them all in high spirits; the trea
surer and the young agent had made up the accounts, which 
I went through very minutely, and found to be very correct 
and straightforward, with a balance of J £ 2 0 9 odd to share, of 
which my two-thirds share was a little over J6139, not much 
for seven months' tramping, but it was much more than I 
expected ; and they were delighted with their share, £69 13s. 
to divide amongst thirteen of them, and wanted to arrange 
for another tour in the Spring; I told them we had better 
postpone the affair till after Christmas, but if I had told 
them the truth, I should have said that I had had enough of 
it, thank you. Their friends were all joyful at their safe 
return. There were to be a round of festivities amongst 
them, to which I was to be invited. Even my servant young 
Antonio's friends were going to have a merry-making for his 
return, they considering him then a great traveller. My 
friends and acquaintances wanted to persuade me to stay for 
the Fair at Christmas, but I told them it was not good 
enough; I must go to London with the performing leopard 
and the gorilla, where I should make a fortune. 

I next called upon my merchant friend to consult him 
what I could do about the fraudulent manager, Signor 
Mieron, and the <£200 he owed me. We made every in
quiry, but could hear nothing about him. After being 
feasted, attending dinner parties, &c, every night for a fort
night (and it was then the middle of November), it was 
time I made a move to get to England for Christmas. So I 
began to prepare for my departure, and settled up all my 
affairs with my English friend, and made him a present of a 
couple of black Newfoundland dogs, which he was very 
proud of. 
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I had no warm clothing, and thought I would wait till I got 
to London, as clothes were very dear in Cadiz ; so I bought 
one of the best Spanish cloaks to wrap myself in on the 
voyage. The young Spaniards got up a grand dinner at the 
Cafe, independent of their friends, invited me and my 
English friend, and some of their young friends ; and after 
dinner each of them presented me with a present, as a token 
of respect, to keep as a souvenir of our tour. The musi
cians in our late band walked quietly into the room, unknown 
to any of us, and asked if they might be allowed to present 
me with something, in remembrance of our tour. The good-
hearted fellows had subscribed amongst themselves to pur
chase a diamond ring, which they begged of me to accept as 
a small token of their gratitude for my gentlemanly treat
ment of them during our tour, &c. They had brought 
their instruments with them if we liked to have a little 
music. 

" Oh, yes; by all means let's have some music. Bring up 
the instruments." 

We soon planned an orchestra at one end of the room, and 
gave them carte blanche to order whatever they liked; and we 
had a most jovial night of it, and did not break up till day
light did appear. My English friend made me a present of 
the rifle which he lent to me when I went to the Gaboon, 
saying he thought it the most appropriate present he could 
make, it having been my faithful companion in the African 
forests. 

My departure was approaching, and I began to feel reluc
tant at leaving the shores where I had passed so many happy 
days, although they had been intermingled with some re
verses. But I had met with many kind friends, and having 
been so long absent from England I should be quite forgot
ten, and not materially missed. Then there was my faithful 
servant Antonio, who was most anxious to accompany me, 
but his father would insist upon his remaining at home to 
learn his trade of shoemaking. What with one thing and 
another, I had much difficulty in mastering my feelings, but 
at last I plucked myself up with a determination to take the 
first steamer leaving for England. But I would not let any-
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one know, except my English friend, what day I meant to 
leave, for I wished to get away quietly without any cere
mony. But I was awfully deceived if I thought I could 
baffle the young Spaniards, my late companions, for they all 
came down in a body to my hotel at the Gardens, and sere
naded me before I was out of my bed. 

I holloaed out, " Wha t do you want ? " 
" Oh, we have come to assist you in packing up, and see 

you off; if you deceived us with the gorilla turning somer
saults, you are not going to deceive us in going away with
out our seeing you off." 

I jumped up, saying, " All right, my boys, I'll be with you 
in a jiffy." 

They stayed and had breakfast with me. I settled with 
the landlord and we started off, bag and baggage, and got all 
on board. My English friend was down in the cabin with 
the captain having a liquor. I arranged the dogs on the 
deck, but I could not risk the leopard and the monkey tribe 
there, it would be too cold. I spoke to the captain. He 
said they had got no room in the hold, we had better put 
them down in the engine-room, they would be warm there. 
We got all placed as comfortably as circumstances would 
admit. 

The manager from the Gardens turned up and a lot more 
acquaintances. The captain told us they were only going 
outside the harbour that night, and would not leave before 
ten o'clock the next morning. The young Spaniards wanted 
me to go on shore and spend the night with them, but I 
begged to be excused. They went and arranged with the 
steward to prepare us a jolly good dinner, and charge what 
he pleased. My English friend and the proprietor of the 
Gardens stayed, the young Spaniards, and some of their 
friends. Altogether we mustered twenty-seven, without 
reckoning the captain, officers, <fcc. 

There were only two passengers; one had gone ashore for 
the night, the other, who was dying of consumption, had a 
private cabin, and never got up. We enjoyed ourselves till 
ten o'clock, when all my friends must go on shore. We had 
a farewell parting, and I retired to my berth. The next 
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morning, when they were weighing anchor, who should I see 
but the young Spaniards coming up with a couple of boats. 
There was no chance of their coming on board, for the ship 
was just starting on her way, but they came near enough to 
speak to me, saying, " We have come to say another Good
bye," shouting and waving their handkerchiefs till we got 
clear away. 
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CHAPTEE XXII. 

HASSAN, THE GORILLA CHIEF. 

WHEN we sat down to dinner (tbere was only one passenger 
besides your bumble servant, and tbe invalid wbo kept bis 
bed; this being tbe stormy part of tbe year tbere were no 
travellers on pleasure, and tbe sbip was entirely freigbted 
witb sberry) I took tbe opportunity of asking tbe captain 
bis opinion about tbe weatber, and wbat sort of a voyage 
we sbould bave, to wbicb be replied,— 

" I cannot tell you; wait till we get to tbe Bay." 
" Ob, I recollect," said I, " tbe last time I crossed tbe Bay 

I sbaved myself for a lark." 
He said, " I do not tbink you will tbis time." 
I replied, " Tbe vessel can't be expected to keep very 

steady wben sbe is full of wine." 
Towards nigbt it began to appear wild and stormy-look

ing, tben tbe sea became rougb, and tbe sbip began to roll. 
I stayed some time on deck, till I got very cold, baving only 
tbe clotbes I bad been wearing during tbe summer in Spain. 
It still got rougber, and I found I bad not got my sea-legs 
on, so I went down in tbe cabin and played at cards witb my 
fellow-passenger for a couple of bours, and tben tumbled into 
my bertb. Next morning it was as rougb as ever, and we got 
our breakfasts witb mucb difficulty, and wben I went down 
to dinner I found tbe cradles placed upon tbe table to pro
tect tbe soup, &c, wbicb remained in tbeir places till we 
arrived at tbe Nore. 

When we got to the Bay of Biscay we bad a frigbtful 
storm. Tbe poor dogs were almost drowned and wasbed 
out of tbeir dens ; tbe monkey tribe in tbe engine-room were 
knocked about awfully, but tbey could bold on by tbe iron 
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bars. Poor Jimmy, the leopard, was nearly knocked to 
pieces, and was taken very ill, was very sick, and could eat 
nothing. I could not get him to take anything, and he soon 
" kicked the bucket," as they say in England. This was a great 
shock to me. I wished myself and animals had never left 
Spain, for I should not have left, only I thought the leopard 
performing with the dogs would be a big novelty. At last I 
thought it was no use crying over spilt milk, and I still had 
the gorilla in good health, and very promising. Wi th the 
assistance of the ship's butcher I skinned the poor leopard, 
and dressed the skin with arsenic, and lowered his carcase 
solemnly but without any ceremony, into the briny ocean for 
the benefit of the hungry fishes. 

After a fearfully stormy voyage we arrived safe and sound 
in the London Docks, having been two days longer than the 
usual time, and as a welcome to my native shores I met 
with a hearty reception by a real genuine English rainy day. 
I t was getting too late in the day to get the animals away, 
and I had to leave everything till the next morning. When I 
got out of the dock gates into the muddy streets, I had never 
in all my travels endured such a miserable, dejected feeling, 
tramping through Batcliffe Highway, through the muddy 
streets, thinly clad, and nothing but the Spanish cloak to 
protect me from the weather. When I got to Tower Hill I 
found a cab, the driver condescending to take me to my home 
close to Buckingham Palace, where I spent a restless sort of 
night, thinking about my animals being left to the mercy of 
the London Docks, and feeling altogether out of my latitude. 
I rose early and hired a large furniture van, and fetched them 
all up. Having got them well housed, I took a few days' 
quiet to regain my equilibrium. 

My first business was to get an English outfit. I then 
called upon my old friend Mr. Green (Paddy Green), pro
prietor of Evans's Hotel and Music Hall, Covent Garden. 
He said, " Well, my dear boy, what have you got ? " and of 
course I soon made an engagement with him. During the 
Christmas holidays I was engaged at a good many private 
parties of the nobility, both in town and country. 

I had now determined upon the line of business the gorilla 
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should adopt as a professional gymnast. I christened him 
Hassan—after a very clever Arab, who was the chief of an 
Arab troupe I formerly had—in consequence of the gorilla 
resembling him in the cast of one of his eyes. I set to work 
in right good earnest to teach Master Hassan to dance the 
tight-rope, and gave up all other engagements, practising six 
hours every day, and in the evening I had him in my room 
for company for three hours more, and occasionally giving 
him a lesson in (I had almost said writing) music—not a wind 
instrument, for fear of injuring his lungs and bringing on 
consumption, which generally proves fatal to all the monkey 
tribe who visit England. I practised him on the drum, 
which drove my next-door neighbour to distraction, and I 
was obliged to abandon his musical education. He amused 
himself by sitting upon a chair at the table while I was 
writing, observing me with very curious attention. If I 
was sitting in my easy-chair he would come slyly on to my 
lap, where he would sit quietly watching and skimming over 
the newspaper, I daresay wondering what I found to look 
a t ; if it was a book I was reading, he would show his ap
preciation of a novel, if he perceived my attention taken 
from it, by biting a piece of the corner clean off it, and in a 
moment he would be at the other end of the room looking 
perfectly satisfied that he had accomplished something clever. 
I have several specimens of his 'cuteness. We varied our 
evenings by practising a few somersaults occasionally, but 
about ten o'clock he would get sleepy and sit gaping and 
yawning like a child wanting to go to bed. I have often 
thought he used a good deal of cunning and shammed a bit, 
as when he went to bed he always had his glass of warm 
rum-and-water, sweetened with honey, which he was very 
fond of, and the stronger I made it the better he liked it. 

I perceived that to make him a qualified gymnast he must 
have gladiatorial strength, particularly in his legs and back, 
to carry his large corpulent body upright ; for the gorilla in 
his natural state usually goes on all fours, only drawing 
himself up erect to reach any fruit, &c, from the branches in 
the forest, or when he is surprised by apprehension of danger 
to defend himself. So I must feed him on sinew and muscle-
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making food. I kept him upon rice, oatmeal, turkey-eggs— 
of which he would eat a dozen a day—very strong soup made 
from leg of beef (which I called gorilla-soup, and which I 
always introduced to my guests at dinner, who praised it 
very much, and the gorilla-soup became a household word). 
He was fond of all kinds of fruit, but as there was not such 
a variety in England at this season of the year as in Spain, 
I gave him plenty of oranges. He would first take off the 
peel, not leaving a particle of the white inner skin on i t ; he 
would then part it into small portions, put each piece into 
his mouth (like any other civilized being), which he would 
suck and put out the pulp. If I offered him an apple and a 
pear together on a plate he would choose the pear, and not, 
like some rude children, take the two ; he would pare off the 
skin with his teeth, then bite bits off it, leaving the core 
entire and replacing it on the plate. 

To keep him in good health, I gave him a cold bath every 
morning, and two or three times a week I gave him a sham
pooing. I also administered to him cod-liver oil twice a day 
in cold weather. 

I had now to experience" another calamity. My favourite 
Dog Napoleon was taken ill from having injured himself, I 
have every reason to believe, during his performance at 
Evans's Music Hall. The stage being covered with oilcloth, 
it was very slippery, and in leaping over a number of chairs 
he failed in getting a firm footing and fell, but showed his 
sense by not attempting the trick again, notwithstanding all 
the persuasion I could bring to bear. I had a professor from 
the Eoyal Veterinary College, also a celebrated physician; 
but all the advice I could command could not save him. 
Inflammation set in, which cut him off in the prime of life. 
This was the greatest bereavement I had ever experienced 
through life, he having been my constant and inseparable com
panion for eleven years, with the exception of my voyage and 
travels in West Africa. I had beautiful mourning cards got 
up purposely for him, as per copy:—"In memory of Mr. Van 
Hare's celebrated D o g ' Napoleon/ who died 24th April, 1868, 
aged 12 years. He was the most noble, sagacious, and 
affectionate of animals, and a universal favourite in every 
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country he visited.—' He was a dog, take him for all in all, 
we shall not look upon his like again.' " 

From the Era, May 3rd, 1868.—" Death of a celebrated 
four-footed Artiste. Mr. Van Hare's renowned Dog Napoleon, 
designated ' The Wizard Dog/ died on the 24th ult., aged 
12 years. He was a noble specimen of the Newfoundland 
breed (weighing near 200 lbs.), for which he took the prize 
at the first Agricultural Hall Dog Show. Besides his mag
nificent appearance and symmetry he was the most extra
ordinarily sagacious and highly-trained animal ever known. 
He is now being preserved and beautifully mounted by the 
celebrated naturalist, Mr. Edwin Ward, of 24, Wigmore 
Street, Cavendish Square, who completed the artistic work 
of ' The Struggle,' so much admired at the Paris Exhibition 
and for which he was awarded a medal." 

I then pensioned off all my dogs for life, and presented 
the monkey tribe to the Zoological Society. I now gave my 
whole attention to Master " Hassan," the gorilla, never going 
into society or seeing any visitors. I was a long time before 
I got over my loss. When I got up of a morning I have 
shed many a tear, not having poor old Nap to welcome me, 
my whole and sole time being occupied from getting up till 
going to bed, for twelve months or more, studying the 
physical training of my pupil. I found he had a great 
partiality for English strawberries, and during the season I 
gave him as many as he could eat, which I reckoned to cost 
over five pounds sterling, and have always allowed him a 
fiver every year as pin-money for that purpose. 

After twelve months perseverance, and having had several 
suits of clothes so much altered that I could not get them on, 
for he evidently had a great objection to my wearing clothes, 
at last I thought I would have a suit he could not tear, so I 
went to G-roves's, in the New Cut, and got measured for a 
workman's suit of the very best fustian ; but when I appeared 
before him in my new costume he professed to be perfectly 
disgusted with me—in fact, he had so great an objection to 
my new togs, that he would not come near me ; and, worse 
still, he would not allow me to go near him, so I had to take 
them off. This puzzled me very much. At last I came to the 
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conclusion that the scent did not please him, for the fustian 
had a peculiar smell; but I said he must be a very aristo
cratic ape to assume such delicate airs. I had them well 
soaked for a couple of days, then washed, but he was some 
time before he took kindly to them, and gave me many a 
hard pinch. I suppose he was annoyed because he could not 
tear them, so he gripped my skin as well. 

Anyhow, he had got on very well with his exercises, and 
grown wonderfully in every p a r t ; even his tusks were getting 
too long and sharp to look upon pleasantly; his muscle was 
becoming immense, and I perceived a prospect of his be
coming a wonderful gymnast. 

I went on practising with greater spirit, and allowed some 
of my friends to see him—particularly the late Mr. William 
Watling (proprietor of the famous picnic-pie manufactory, 
Pimlico, and son of Mr. William Watling, the original pork-
pie man) was a frequent visitor. I recollect one morning 
when he came I was teaching him to put his hand to his 
mouth, to make his bow before and after every trick he per
formed, like all other gymnasts. He looked on for some 
time, at last he jumped up and said, " Why, Yan ! I shall 
have to put you down as a confirmed lunatic. Do you really 
think you will ever get him to do that ? " and he started off 
as if he really meant what he said, for he did not come near 
me for a fortnight. The first thing he asked was, if I had 
got that beast to do what I was trying to teach him. I took 
no notice, but commenced rehearsing, and Mr. William 
stared with the greatest astonishment. At last he shouted 
out at the top of his voice, " Why, Yan! I never thought you 
could have learnt him to do t h a t ! Why the devil don't you 
learn him to talk ? " 

I went on practising for some time, when Peter Lupino, a 
celebrated trainer, came to see me. After seeing Hassan 
perform he was regularly taken aback, saying, in Yankee 
phrase, he should have to take a back seat. His wife told 
me afterwards that he came home quite disconsolate, saying 
he had seen a most extraordinary performance; it licked every
thing he had seen, &c. He had gone and told Mr. E. T. 
Smith, who was at that time lessee of Astley's Amphitheatre, 
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and to my surprise my old friend E. T. drove up; and after 
his usual style of compliments, which were always of an ex
traordinary character, he said, " Yan, I have come to see the 
gorilla," &c. After seeing him practise, he made no com
ment, either good or bad, but proposed that I should bring 
him out at Astley's. I told him I would not, it was not good 
enough. I must first introduce him at the West End. He 
then said he was about taking Crockford's Club, at the top of 
St. James's Street. Would I go and look over it, to see if 
there was a room large enough for a miniature circus, where 
we could give a performance with poneys, dogs, monkeys, 
&c? 

I went and looked over it, and told him there was a room 
would just suit us. It was a most magnificent room. I said, 
" Only think of the celebrated aristocratic Club coming to 
be a monkey-house." Anyhow, he took it (he would have 
taken Buckingham Palace if he had had the chance), and 
then engaged Lupino to train what we should require to 
make up a performance for the introduction of " Hassan 
the Gorilla Chief," and sent Peter to select what monkeys 
would suit at Jamrack's, the wild beast merchant, in Eatcliffe 
Highway. Peter brought a list of all he had got, with the 
prices, amounting to about .£200. 

"Well," E. T. said, " I will take the lot, and give him a 
three months' bill," to which Jamrack agreed. 

I went over with Peter to have a look at what he had 
selected, and Peter handed Jamrack the three months bill 
for the amount, and received five per cent, commission. I 
looked at Jamrack, saying,— 

" I thought you were a Sheany (a Jew), but I do not think 
so now, when you part with good gold for paper." 

" Oh," he said, " a three months' bill is as good as ready 
money." 

" Oh," I said, " I am glad you think so. But how if the 
bill is not met?" 

Of course the bill was not met, and a lawsuit commenced, 
and the case was tried at Westminster, which, of course, was 
undefended; and, of course, resulted in a verdict for the 
amount claimed, in favour of the plaintiff, Mr. Charles 
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Jamrack, which he never got; and, to make matters worse, 
he had lent his solicitor £50, which was another dead loss. 

The monkeys were never made anything of, several of 
them died, and the rest were sold to Mr. Strange, the pro
prietor of the Royal Surrey Gardens, who omitted paying 
for them, and to whom Mr. Jamrack sold a lot of other 
animals on the same terms. Another case, about the same 
period, was rather amusing, not being so much of a pecu
niary loss, and Mr. Jamrack, being a wealthy man, could 
afford it. 

A certain public caterer advertised a prize monkey exhi
bition, offering premiums for the best specimen in each class 
of the various species of apes, baboons, and other monkeys. 
He advertised and billed with naming posters, &c, for some 
considerable time ; but when the time was drawing near for 
the monkey show to open, the caterer found that he had no 
applications for exhibits, therefore, he would have no com
petitions for rivalry. What was he to do ? He had gone 
to great expense, which he would lose, as well as disap
point the public. He applied to Mr. Bartlett, the curator 
and manager at the Royal Zoological Gardens, who told him 
that he could not assist him, but advised him to go and see 
Mr. Jamrack, the wild beast merchant in Eatcliffe Highway, 
perhaps he might be able to get him out of his difficulty. 
I t was too late to find Mr. Jamrack at his place of business 
in the Highway, so he went to his country mansion, and 
called him up in the middle of the night, telling him that he 
(Jamrack) was the only man that could save him; and after 
explaining the awkward position he was in, asked Jamrack 
how many monkeys he had, and what he would take to send 
them all to be exhibited at the monkey show for one week. 
He would give him (Jamrack) anything to get him out of 
his trouble. 

Jamrack said, " Why do you not go and see Bartlett at 
the Zoo ? " 

" Oh, I have been there, and he has sent me to you." 
" Well," said Jamrack, " I will not charge you anything. 

I will send you all the monkeys I have. Yoa shall pay my 
men in attendance upon them, and the expense of fitting up 

XJ 
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the exhibition, &c, and I will take the premiums you adver
tise, and the chance of selling some of the animals." 

The caterer jumped at the chance, and went away de
lighted. The monkey show opened as announced, and 
proved such a great success that the caterer begged for the 
monkeys to remain on exhibition for another week. There 
were several monkeys sold, for which the caterer received 
the money, and several others died, including four chimpan
zees of considerable value. And, of course, Jamrack was 
supposed to have gained all the prizes that were offered, 
which, I believe, he never received, nor the money for which 
the monkeys were sold—at least he had not the last time I 
saw him. 

Mr. E. T. Smith's Crockford Club speculation fell through. 
He gave some fancy dress balls, or something of the sort, at 
the Club house, which were not a success, and eventually it 
reopened as a Club. 

At this time there arrived from Paris, where he had been 
all the rage for months past, an extraordinary equestrian 
monkey called Boss, the property of M. Olivier, which was 
performing at the Holborn Amphitheatre, then the property 
of Mr. Tom MaccuUum, the renowned American rider, upon 
which Mr. Frank Buckland, the naturalist, wrote an elabo
rate article in the Land and Water newspaper, in which h e 
said that monkeys had no memory, &c, to which I replied as 
follows:— 

From tie " Era," Nov. Uth, 1869. 

M E . FEANK BUCKLAND AND THE PEEFOEMING MONKEYS. 

To tie Editor of tie "Era." 
SlE, 

I have read with much pleasure Mr. Prank Buckland's 
elaborate 'description of the performing monkeys at the 
Holborn Circus, but I must really disagree with him and M. 
Olivier as to monkeys having short memories, having ob
served with great interest for many years their habits and 
capabilities. I have one now, at least a species of goril]a, 
who would make half a dozen of Boss. He has been my 
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travelling companion for four years. I have taken great 
trouble in teaching him, not with the idea of making an 
exhibition of him, but to ascertain to what extent his capacities 
might be developed; and can assure you that Hassan (that is 
his christened name) has proved himself in every way an apt 
scholar and an accomplished artiste ; and as to his memory, 
it is superior to that of many bipeds. I have known him 
to be six months without practising his leaping and somer
saults through papered hoops, &c, and not to make the least 
demur in going through this special performance, the same 
as if he had executed the feat every day. If I were not en
croaching too much upon your valuable space, I could give 
numerous amusing anecdotes of Master Hassan's exploits, 
although at times they have given me much annoyance. 

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant, 

Professor YAN H A R E . 
" The African Traveller " and Naturalist 

One morning a messenger brought me a note and a Times 
paper, saying, " Dear Yan, come and see me," and the follow
ing advertisement marked with red ink :— 

" Astley's.—More Sensation.—First Appearance, on Satur
day, 27th November, 1869, of a distinguished foreign Artiste, 
the Gorilla Monkey.—E. T. Smith informs his patrons that 
he has received a communication from Hassan, the cele
brated Chief of the tribe of Gorillas, that in consequence of 
his having read an article in the Standard newspaper, ' that 
distinguished naturalists have decided that the performances 
of extraordinary animals of the monkey race are without a 
parallel in the history of Zoology, and marvels that they 
should have been so perfectly trained, &c.,' he applied to 
and obtained permission of Mr. Yan Hare, his friend and 
protector, to allow him to appear at Astley's Theatre, not as 
an equestrian, but as the * Champion Tight-rope Artiste of 
the Wor ld ; ' and Mr. Yan Hare having consented, after 
many golden reflections, the public will have an opportunity 
of witnessing, for the first time in London, the Great and 
Marvellous Performance a la Blondin on the tight-rope, by 
Hassan, the Gorilla Chief. This monkey has been trained 

u 2 
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for three years by Mr. Van Hare, and his intelligence and 
sagacity are extraordinary. He is one of the handsomest 
ever seen, and it is to be hoped that on his first appearance 
every indulgence will be shown, as usual, to a foreign 
Artiste by an English audience; not that he is like other 
monkeys, nervous, but daring in his performance, dancing 
on the rope with his pole in hand, and taking numerous 
somersaults. His performances must be seen to be believed. 
Kemember Astley's, Saturday, Nov. 27th." 

Besides the above there were three verses of poetry. 
I went off in a rage, and found Mr. E. T. waiting for me 

in the principal entrance. I said, " Well, Mr. Smith, you 
have got a nerve to take upon yourself to put that advertise
ment in without ever consulting me ; you are only wasting 
your money, for it is impossible for him to perform if I was 
ever so wishful to oblige you. I n the first place, I have no 
cross poles or fixings to put upon a stage, he has only been 
practised upon a rope four feet from the ground, and in a 
small room ; has never performed to an audience with music 
(only to my whistling to him), gas, and scenery, &c.; it 
would be perfect madness to think of such a thing." 

" Oh! " he said, " he was sure he would do it all r igh t ; he 
had seen enough of him, that he could do anything I liked 
to put him to ; he wanted to make me a fortune ; the adver
tisement is in all the papers, it will cost me over J2100." 

I said, " Then do you expect me to come and perform him 
for nothing, for we have had no arrangement as to terms, 
&c." 

He said, " Well, I shall give you half the receipts after 
<£40 per night, and you know I am doing good business with 
this lady playing Mazeppa." 

I said, " Yes, look what a bad time it is, only two weeks 
before Christmas." 

He begged of me not to be obstinate, for the terms he 
was going to give me were extraordinary; he would not have 
offered any one else anything like i t ; besides, what a name I 
should get from Astley's, &c. 

At last I gave in and said I would try. This was our 
entire and verbal agreement betwixt us, and no witness, so I 
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left him, thinking to myself that if I did not succeed, I 
should not be compelled to perform, if I was not ready; I 
only had like four days to prepare. I went first to my carpen
ter's and gaye orders for a set of cross poles, also a small 
house like a sedan chair, with a seat, and just room for him 
to sit down in the place, for the box had to be made no 
larger than would go into the doorway of a four-wheeled 
cab; this was for the purpose of taking him to and from 
the theatre. Then there was another difficulty, the animal 
had neyer worn any costume; so I got E. T. to put in his 
advertisements, that in consequence of the Gorilla's beauti
ful symmetrical figure, he would not be dressed up like other 
performing monkeys, so that the audience might see and 
admire his form and elegance. 

With some difficulty I got all ready by Saturday morning, 
and my man secured a four-wheeler, and we started for the 
theatre. We found the stage occupied by carpenters, 
scene-painters, <fcc. at work for the pantomime. E. T. was 
not there ; what was I to do ? The stage-manager came, I 
told him it would be no use attempting to perform that 
night, I must return home, and they must make some 
apology; publish a doctor's certificate that the Gorilla 
Chief had got the measles or something. He said, could I 
not practise in the green room, a large lofty place, for two 
or three hours, when he would haye the stage ready for me, 
for they were very much pushed for time to get the panto
mime ready for Boxing-day ; so we fixed our new tressels up 
in the room and commenced to practise, but when I got 
Master Hassan on the rope, he exhibited a perceptible 
objection to remain; it was three feet higher than what he 
had been used to, and he did not fancy risking his young 
self so high. 

I t was one of those cheerless, miserable, cold, foggy 
November days, and, to make it comfortable, they had made 
a fire for us, which made things worse, for we were choked 
with smoke, and could not see across the room. After 
much trouble and perseverance I got him to dance a little, 
and throw a somersault, &c. We then moved on to the 
stage; that was worse still, being such a large place, with the 
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scenery, &c.; he was perfectly bewildered, and I had as 
much trouble to get him to do anything at first as I had 
before in the room, and I determined not to attempt to>, per
form him that night, which the stage-manager communicated 
to Mr. E. T. Smith, who came poste-haste to the theatre. 
I told him it was no use making a fool of myself and the 
animal too. 

Oh! if I did not appear I should ruin h im; if I only 
showed the animal people would be satisfied. I felt that 
I was in an awkward position, for I did not wish to injure 
Mr. Smith, nor did I want to injure myself. They had just 
opened the doors and the people were crowding in, and E. T. 
was stamping and raying about distracted, begging of me 
to save him. He said, " For G-od's sake, Yan, show the 
animal!" At last I gave in, saying, " I suppose I must try, it 
will show willingness; but I know it's a forlorn hope to expect 
him to do anything." I would not dress myself, not even 
wash myself, but appeared in the clothes I had been working 
in all day, for I thought if I made a fuss in dressing myself 
up, it would be assuming that I was going to do something 
grand, and I should only be a laughing-stock. 

E. T. wanted to cheer me up. " Have some brandy, Yan, 
it will put you in better spirits." 

" No, thanks, I feel silly enough already." 
The time arrived, I screwed up my nerves, the orchestra 

struck up, and I went on leading Master Hassan, prepared 
for the worst. Here was another difficulty, he had never 
practised to music ; anyhow I got him to do something, and 
finished with him throwing a somersault, and was awfully 
glad when I got from the stage. There was some party in 
the gallery who tried to get up a hissing ; I suppose it was 
some opposition come for the purpose, and if the perform
ance had been better they would have hissed the more; but 
the best part of the house, I suppose, pitied me, for they gave 
us good applause. A friend of mine in the pit told me, a 
gentleman sitting behind him said, when some one was hiss
ing, " The brutes, the animal is worth double the money to 
look at without doing anything." 

I went round to the saloon in front of the house ; I found 
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a crowd of Jews jeering E. T. Smith about his wonderful 
performing gorilla at d£40 a night. I t appeared that he had 
told them all that he had engaged this extraordinary animal 
at J240 per night, and was telling them that they must not 
take him for a fool; he knew what the animal could do. 
He said, " Yan, come and have a bottle of fiz." 

" Not I, I am too much disgusted; I told you how it 
would be." 

He said, " Oh ! never mind, he did as well as I expected, 
he will be all right when he gets used to the place." 

I went to prepare to go home. I found a particular friend 
waiting in my dressing-room, who had evidently had some 
drink, and read me a nice lecture, saying, " You have made 
a nice exhibition of yourself to-night after all your training; 
if I was in your place, I should not go across that bridge to
night, I should throw myself over into the Thames, &c." 

" Oh! thank you, good night," and away we started off 
home. You can guess I did not sleep over well that night. 

Next morning (Sunday) I was up early, sent for a cab, 
and went to the theatre, and practised all day on the stage, 
as we had it all to ourselves, and got on much better. On 
the Monday I had the stage for a couple of hours, and a 
rehearsal with the band, and Master Hassan was more at 
home with himself; and at night he went through his per
formance all right. But now another obstacle is put forward, 
Mr. E. T. Smith came to me, saying,— 

" Eirst-class, Yan ; but we shall be compelled to have the 
animal dressed. The editor of a high-class paper says, if he 
appears in his nude state to-morrow night, he shall report i t 
as being an indecent exhibition. Well," he said, " see the 
costumier, he will soon concoct something to cover his 
nakedness." 

" But I don't believe he will have anything on him, for 
he has not yet been civilized to wear clothes." 

Anyhow I took his measurement, under the directions of 
the tailor, for a set of trunks, or short drawers, and Swiss 
braces, which were soon manufactured; and, with much 
difficulty, I got him dressed, and practised him, to see how 
he worked in them. They did not seem to set comfortably 
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upon him, or perhaps he did not sit easy in them. He kept 
feeling and pulling at them; and, when an opportunity 
occurred, he slyly nipped off some of the ornamental trim
mings which the costumier had adorned them with, no doubt 
nattering himself that he would make Master Hassan look 
more smart and attractive. But Master Hassan evidently 
did not appreciate this sort of finery, and eventually it had 
all disappeared from its proper place, and was only to be 
found strewed about the stage; and, instead of a dress re
hearsal, it finished with an undress, and the tailor had to 
be commissioned to make another with the least possible 
delay. 

At our next rehearsal I had to be more determined and 
use a little coercion, and we got on much better, and the 
dress only required to be retrimmed. At night he performed 
pretty well, but not equal to the previous night. 

The following day we had a good practice, and he was 
becoming more habituated to his dress, and at night he went 
through his performance all right, and some one kindly 
threw him an orange on the stage, which I picked up and 
put in my pocket. I placed it upon a table in the dressing-
room. A lady came in, and said,— 

"Oh, here is an orange." 
I said, " Yes, somebody threw it to the animal, but I shall 

not give it him." 
" Oh, I 'll eat it, then." 
And dearly she paid for it. 
She told me the next day she thought she should have 

died; she had to have the doctor, who gave her an emetic. 
She was bad all night. 

The following morning the doctor called to see her, and 
said she certainly had had some poison, which no doubt had 
been put in the orange. If she had not taken the emetic, 
she would have been a corpse. 

I sent the following advertisement to the agony columns 
of the Daily Telegraph:— 

" Envy, Malice, or Jealousy ?—,£100 Eeward.—In conse
quence of the legitimate success of Hassan, ' The Gorilla 
Chief,' or Man Monkey, at Astley's, now under the direction 
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of the Leviathan Manager, Mr. E. T. Smith, some ill-disposed 
person attempted the life of the poor animal by throwing a 
poisoned orange to him at the finish of his performance; but 
as Mr. Yan Hare, his cautious protector, never allows 
Hassan to have anything but from his own hands, their 
atrocious intentions were defeated. The above Reward will be 
paid on conviction of the offender by Yan Hare, 64, Stafford 
Place, Buckingham Palace.'' 

This created an immense sensation, and I was inundated 
with letters of condolence from all parts, which greatly en
hanced the popularity of the animal. I kept on practising 
him every day in his dress, and as he became used to it he 
performed all the better. 

I introduce a quotation from the Times, December 
1869 :— 

" Astley's Theatre.—A huge G-orilla monkey dancing on 
the tight rope in the interval between the pieces, is the 
greatest achievement in animal learning on record, and 
shows that the encouragement of brute talent, which dates 
from the time of Philip Astley, still continues at the house 
that bears his name." 

This was when the Times was a sixpenny paper, and to 
condescend to notice a monkey was considered a great thing, 
for a line in the Times was thought to be sufficient to make 
either vocalist or actor a great artiste. 

Hassan improved nightly for the term of thirteen nights, 
for which my share amounted to £234 7s.; and I must 
give E. T. credit, for I do not believe I was wronged the 
price of a gallery seat, and moreover I received every far
thing of my share. I repented very much that I had not 
taken E. T.'s advice, and opened at Astley's when he first 
wanted me; I should have made a small fortune. 

Although only a week before Christmas when we closed, 
the receipts were more than the first night I opened; and 
Mr. Smith would only have closed for Christmas-day ; 
but he was so pushed to get his pantomime ready in conse
quence of having that also at the Crystal Palace, which 
I had secured for him. And just to show what a shrewd 
fellow Smith was, I will give a brief narration of facts. 
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I arranged that he was to be paid £50 per day for finding 
the entire pantomime (with the exception of the orchestra), 
to be played every afternoon for one month certain. As the 
pantomime had to commence a week before Christmas at the 
C. P., Mr. E. T. Smith had all the properties, &c, made for 
it first, and delivered at the Palace, when he asked the 
Company and obtained an advance of .£500; and with this 
money he had to get his pantomime up for Astley's. I said, 
after that bit of diplomacy he would make a good Prime 
Minister. 

The pantomime at the C. P. was a great success, and ran 
eight weeks, and at the finish I said to E. T.,— 

" Well, you have received all your money, now pay me 
my commission of <£200." 

To which he replied in a very quiet way,— 
" Why, you thief, I have lost ,£500 by the thing, so you 

owe me <£300." 
So I never pressed him for i t ; but notwithstanding his 

great loss he was very glad to carry it on for five seasons 
more upon the same terms. 

Old Mr. Watling, the originator of Watling's celebrated 
Pimlico pork pies, and Mr. E. T. Smith, were great pals; 
and upon one occasion Smith wrote to Watling, addressing 
the letter thus :— 

" Bill Watling, Pork Pieman, Pimlico.,, 

To which he replied, addressing the letter :— 
"Ned Smith, ex-Policeman, Drury Lane Theatre." 
In fact Watling had become a very wealthy man (by his 

pork-pie speculation, in which he commenced in a very 
humble way), and assisted E. T. Smith in pecuniary matters, 
in which, at one time, they got so entangled in their 
affairs that they had to employ an accountant to put them 
straight. 
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C H A P T E E X X I I I . 

HASSAN'S ENGAGEMENTS. 

I HAD several offers of engagement for " The Gorilla Chief " 
from managers, but all of them said that my terms were too 
h igh; to which I gave the same answer as the Elder Earren 
(surnamed Cock Salmon), " I f you want salmon, you must 
pay salmon price." 

So I said, " Well, we will go on practising for a few months 
longer, and perhaps we shall command more." 

I went on quietly as before, day after day, and the animal 
improved daily, both in stature and his performance. 

A little after Easter, Howes' great American Circus was 
announced to be at Croydon for one day only. Not having 
met him for some years, I made up my mind to take a day's 
pleasure, and go and see his show; so I made every prepar
ation, gave Master Hassan an extra good breakfast, leaving 
him safe and comfortable, as I thought, having locked the 
door of his den, also the outer door of the building where I 
kept him, in the garden; and away I started to get to 
Croydon in time to see the Circus procession parade the 
town. I stopped to see the afternoon show. They wanted 
me to stay to dine, and wait to see the night show; but I 
felt anxious to get back to attend to my pupil, and so left 
without further ceremony. Anyhow, it was beginning to 
be dark when I arrived home. 

The first thing I went to look after the animal. When 
I opened the door Master Hassan came to welcome me, 
grinning and laughing all over his face. I could not help 
laughing myself; but if I had met him in any other 
place but where I left him, I certainly should not have 
known it was my G-orilla, but should have taken it for a 
very extraordinary animal, the like of which I had never 
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before seen. He had found a packet of plaster of Paris, 
which he had rubbed all over his face and head, also a 
jar with some black paint, and another with red paint, 
which he had used in turns in such an artistic manner, 
it was really a capital make up for a circus clown. But 
you can guess I did not laugh when I got inside, for he 
evidently had not wasted all his time upon ornamenting him
self. However, the first thing was to see how he had got out 
of his den. I found that he had torn some iron bars from 
the woodwork by main force; but then I was puzzled to 
know how he had got so far away, for I had locked his 
chain to the iron ring inside his den to make him all the 
more safe, because he had learnt the knack of unfastening i t ; 
I found the chain and collar inside. Finding he could not 
get the chain loosened, he had turned his attention to his 
collar, and succeeded in unbuckling it. I then took stock 
of the wreck of his other amusements, for the floor was 
strewed all over with the debris of his wanton destruction. 
He had emptied a hamper containing about five dozen turkey's 
eggs, which I had had in the previous day, by throwing i t 
on the floor. How many he had eaten I could not tell, bu t 
there were very few left whole. He had emptied a sack 
of sawdust, also a bag of white sand, and a large bottle of 
cod-liver oil; also a packet of flower of brimstone. This 
altogether, I thought, was a very nice mixture ; and, to 
crown all, he had found my whips, which I kept on a shelf, 
and broke and bitten every one of them into small bits, so 
that I could not chastise him if I wanted, for he would not 
take a bit of notice of a stick. 

I sat down and cried. Master Hassan did not fraternize 
with me in my grief, but laughed, evidently believing that 
he had done a clever performance. At last I set to work 
and cleaned up the waste, picking out anything worth 
saving, Master Hassan sitting quietly looking on, no doubt 
thinking me very foolish in troubling myself so much about it. 
I put him to bed, fastened his collar so that I thought he 
would not be able to loose it. The bars I could not repair, 
but I fastened the shutter so that he could not get out, and 
left him without giving him his supper or anything. 
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The following morning I found him minus his collar. I 
got the carpenter to repair his den. I went on with my prac
tising as usual. If I put his collar on he intrepidly unbuckled 
it before me, so I went straight away and ordered a collar to be 
made with a lock buckle on it, so that no one could unbuckle 
it without the key. As I was returning home, I suddenly 
bethought myself that on the day I went to Croydon 
wishing to take only money enough for my expenses, I just 
twisted three sovereigns in a piece of paper and placed it on 
the shelf in the corner. I strode away home as fast as my 
legs would let me. I went straight to the place to look for 
it, but found it was gone. I looked about, but could find no 
signs of it, not even the bit of paper it was wrapped in. I 
went to the dust-bin, took all the sawdust, egg-shells, <fec, 
out and sifted them over, but found no money. I searched 
every hole and corner, but to no purpose. I said to myself, 
" "With one thing and another, my only day's outing for a long 
time has cost me something." I looked every day in the dust-bin 
for days to see if I could find any gold glittering amongst the 
refuse. I thought, perhaps, Master Hassan had swallowed i t ; 
if so it will add £3 to his value. I trust he will pay me good 
interest for it. We had an Irish servant; I wondered if she 
had found it. 

One morning the dustmen came to empty the bin, so I 
told them I believed there were three sovereigns amongst the 
ashes ; if they would sift it all over I would give them half 
of what they found, which offer they very gladly accepted. 
I stood by all the time, so that they should not cheat me ; 
but it did not turn out a gold mine, for we found nothing of 
any value. The poor fellows were more disappointed than I 
was, so I gave them two shillings, and was satisfied that it 
was no use thinking any more about it, and gave it up for 
lost. 

Master Hassan was awfully indignant with his new collar. 
He tried every conceivable way to get it loose without effect, 
and evidently felt himself degraded at having to wear a 
collar like any uncivilized animal. He would laugh with 
delight when I took the key out of my pocket and unlocked 
his collar, and take hold of my hand to examine the key 
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with much curiosity; but it was very different when I put 
his collar on. He would push my hands away and twist his 
head about with the greatest displeasure. 

I began to give him more liberty. I t was beautiful 
summer weather, and I would sit in the garden for a couple 
of hours together (for I was engaged in making a model for 
a new house for Master Hassan, so I could give an eye to 
him). He would walk about and examine the flowers and 
not damage them. He was very fond of amusing himself 
by catching the gold fish at the fountain, which was my only 
trouble, for if I was not watching him he would give them a 
bite and throw them in again. 

"We had some young puppy dogs, and the servant brought 
one for him to look a t ; he caught hold of it, bit its head off, 
and threw it down in the twinkling'of an eye. One day, 
while I was busy at my model, Mr. Hassan slid into the 
house, and as he had remained there some time, I went to see 
what he was after. I noticed him put something into his 
mouth and rush into his den. I took hold of his collar and 
pulled him out. I saw he had something in his pouch, he 
would not let me feel, nor would he give it up, so I twisted 
his collar till he was nearly choked, and at last he disgorged, 
to my great surprise, the three sovereigns. The mystery to me 
was where he had got them from, for he must have had them 
hidden somewhere, and proved to me that he was possessed 
of an extraordinary memory, for it was nearly two months 
after I had lost them. 

I completed my model, which was made to scale, to work 
from; and contracted with an eminent builder to have it 
finished within a specified time, which he found to his cost 
he was not able to fulfil, for he said he was deceived in its 
complicated machinery, and should lose money by it. How
ever, he had it finished in the best possible style. I will 
here give a brief description of it. I t was really two houses 
in one, that is one house within another, with an open space 
of three inches all round, so that either hot or cold air could 
be infused into the inner house at discretion as required, 
likewise for proper ventilation, all of which were supplied 
by an apparatus in the bottom compartment, under tfye 
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inner house, and could be managed by ventilators, which 
could be opened or closed at pleasure, and the interior 
atmosphere regulated from cold to almost any degree of 
heat. 

The interior of the house was lined with enamelled 
metal, so that the Gorilla could not tear or bite the wood
work, and for the sake of cleanliness; it also contained a 
fixed couch, upon which he made his bed, or used for sitting. 
I had a cord suspended from the ceiling for his Majesty to 
pull himself up by when in bed, but I soon had to abandon 
that or he would have shaken his house into smithereens. 
There were two very thick plate glass windows in the front 
part of the house. The exterior of the house was grained 
granite, and the door and window-shutters old oak, and he 
boasted the Eoyal arms, and a brass plate on the door, upon 
which was engraved, " Hassan, the G-orilla Chief." 

There was a good deal of iron used to make the house as 
strong as possible, and small wheels on the bottom, so that 
it could be easily moved about. Master Hassan was very 
proud of his new house, more so, perhaps, as I had dispensed 
with his collar, which gave him an air of liberty and 
independence, for he was allowed to walk into the house and 
sit at table to take his meals with me, which privilege he did 
not abuse by rudeness, but conducted himself with commend
able etiquette, except occasionally, if anything did not please 
his Majesty's palate, when he would display his aversion by 
giving the table an electric shock, and placing the crockery 
in jeopardy. 

I began to think it necessary that Master Hassan should 
earn his own living, for he was a perfect artiste, and if I 
went on practising him till doomsday I could not teach him 
any more; I therefore got him a set of magnificent dresses 
made to perform in. 

At this time a gentleman from Liverpool had taken the 
extensive and elaborate premises in Argyle Street, Eegent 
Street (a part of which is now occupied by Hengler's Circus), 
with the idea of converting it into a Palais Eoyal, a la Paris. As 
the exhibition rooms were numerous, the building contained a 
variety of shows of one sort or another, including Dr. Cum-
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ming's Irish entertainment, with Diorama, the Tycoon's 
Troupe of Japanese, the Blue Hairless Horse, a Eussian con
jurer, a Mammoth Map of the Franco-Russian War, with lec
ture, and Professor Faber's Talking Machine; and I arranged 
to give my performance in a hall, the finest in the building, 
but inconvenient to get to, up flights of stone steps and long 
passages, <fcc.; in fact, it was a perfect maze to arrive at. 

Every entertainment was on shares after a fixed sum. I 
had to share after <£40 per week, to find the show, including 
music, check takers, my own performance with the Gorilla 
Chief and my Indian Magician, Mulobux ; and the proprietor 
found hall, advertisements, and money taker. The agree
ment was for two months. 

They had to erect a proper substantial stage for me to fix 
the tight-rope apparatus on, &c. I commenced about the 
middle of December. Of course it was the worst part of the 
year ; but I thought I should get into working order for 
Christmas. To my surprise, when I got the rope fixed, and 
rehearsed Mr. Hassan, he could not perform a b i t ; if he leaped 
over a banner, or threw a somersault, he came off the rope, 
and upon examination I found that the stage was not firm, 
and with his jump on the rope the stage sprang. The 
carpenters were set to work at it, but with all they could do 
they never could make it firm and strong. I found out that 
it was not a fixed stage, because they had to take it down on 
the Saturday nights, move it away, and place a pulpit on the 
floor over which the stage was fixed, as some celebrated Dis
senting minister had rented the hall for a length of time for 
Sunday preaching. As I had to go there on the Sundays to 
feed the animals, I found the parson had much larger 
audiences than I got, although they were nearly all of the 
fair sex, for he was a great favourite with the ladies. 

I think his show was a better paying game than mine. I 
never went to listen to his sermons ; but I do know that he 
was not at all superstitious in cracking two or three bottles 
of sherry with some of his friends after the evening 
service. I went on up to Christmas without feeling dis
appointed in not having any share of profits, for everybody 
about the place was very sanguine that they would have 
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good business during the holidays. I t was certainly better, 
but not good enough for any of the exhibitions to realize 
any share. 

At the end of the Christmas week I found there was no 
share for ine, although the manager told me in a consolatory 
way that my show had drawn more money than any one in 
the building. The Tycoon's Troupe of Japanese mysteriously 
skedaddled down to Manchester, and the manager com
menced an action against the Directeur for breach of con
tract. The Eussian conjurer burst up, and had his " appa-
rats " (as he called them) stopped. 

The Palais Eoyal proved a failure, as might be expected, 
for it was very badly advertised, and being a new place for 
amusements, there were very few people ever heard of it. 
One exhibition dropped out after another, till at last I was 
left to myself in my glory, and I stuck to the wreck till my 
engagement was finished. The stage was taken down, and I 
fixed the tight-rope on the solid floor, and Hassan went 
through his performance without a hitch, which proved to 
me that his bad temper and uncertainty in his performance 
was caused by the instability of the stage, and nothing else. 

At this time the manager of the Theatre Eoyal, Liverpoolr 

came to see Hassan practise, and was so much taken with his 
performance, that he at once concluded an engagement with 
me, upon big terms ; and one item in the agreement stated 
that I was to have <£10 for my expenses to Liverpool; also 
for every night I did not perform during the contract I 
should pay a penalty of £50. He took a great number of 
large posters of the G-orilla Chief, &c. I had nearly a fort
night to wait before I opened. I received bills announcing 
" Hassan, the G-orilla Chief," &c, but no cheque or P.O.O.s 
for my expenses. At last I wrote to Mr. Manager for a 
remittance and received an answer that I was to be paid upon 
my arrival. As I had only three days before the opening 
night,—I was in a iixy for I was compelled to go, or I should 
have to pay the heavy penalties ; so I sent off at once my 
heavy baggage by luggage train, and started with the Gorilla 
and my servant the following day (Friday) at mid-day from 
Euston Station. I engaged a coupe horse-box, with a private 

x 
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compartment, where we could sit and look after the Gorilla 
in his house. I t was fortunate that we had such accommo
dation, for it being the fast train from London to Liverpool 
in five hours, on some parts of the road the carriage 
shook and swayed tremendously, and we had great difficulty 
in staying up the house, to keep it from clashing from side 
to side of the horse-box; and if it had not damaged the 
house, it would have shaken Mr. Gorilla to death pretty well; 
and he was not insured. I proposed to insure him at the 
Euston Station for ,£1,000, but their terms were 5 per cent., 
so I took the insurance myself, and must look after him. 

The train stopped at a station not far from Liverpool, 
where I asked the guard, who had been very attentive to us, 
to take some refreshment, for it was a beautiful snowy day 
in February. As we were in the refreshment-room I called 
the guard's attention that the train was s tar t ing; but he 
said, " Oh, no ! it could not go without him being there to 
start it." So I felt satisfied; but to the great surprise of the 
guard the train moved quietly away, leaving us to look 
despairingly after it. 

Well, this was an awful sell, the Gorilla left to take care of 
himself, and the train without the guard, who abused the 
station-master, because he had no right to start the train, 
&c. I had a telegram sent to the Liverpool Station for the 
van to wait till we arrived by the next t ra in ; for I had 
telegraphed on leaving Euston Station to the T. R., Liver
pool, that they were to meet me at the station with a covered 
furniture van. 

We only had some fifteen minutes to wait for the next 
train, and soon found Mr. Gorilla comfortably waiting for 
us ; also the men with the van ; but nobody would venture 
to open the door of the horse-box. We got him up to the 
theatre, and were honoured by having the green-room given 
up entirely for the accommodation of H.E.H. Hassan, " The 
Gorilla Chief." I t was a very large room, fitted up all round 
with sofas, and gave evidence of its former grandeur, in the 
palmy days of the Theatre Eoyal, Liverpool, when all the 
most celebrated artistes fretted and strutted on its boards. I 
looked round and thought, Edmund Kean, Macready, and 
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other eminent stars have occupied this room, and now a 
Gorilla monkey is the bright and particular star. 

The following morning (Saturday) the railway delivery 
waggon brought my baggage, telling me they had brought it 
the previous day, but there was no one that could pay the 
carriage. I thought that did not look very healthy, so at 
mid-day I went in search of the Treasurer, thinking that I 
would be in advance of the people employed, whose usual 
time (if they are fortunate enough to get paid) when the 
ghost walks is 2 P.M. After a good deal of turning and 
twisting about upstairs and downstairs, I spied a door with 
' 'Treasurer's Office," painted in bold white letters. I 
knocked. 

A voice : " Come in," 
" Is the Treasurer in ? " 
"Yes, sir ; I hold that responsible post." 
" Will you oblige me with the <£10 allowed for my expenses 

from London ? " 
" Well, Mr. Yan Hare, will you oblige me by waiting till 

after the second piece to-night? The manager is out of 
town." 

" Oh ! certainly sir, if it will be more convenient to you, 
that time will do for me." 

I could not discern any signs of coin of the realm, not as 
much as a brass farthing; neither any preparation for the 
" walk of the ghost," as it is termed amongst the mummers ; 
and from what I could gather from some of the people 
engaged, the Treasurer's office was a kind of sinecure, for 
he was not much troubled with receiving money, and he 
troubled himself less*in paying it away; they had been 
doing wretched business, and the actors, &c, had almost 
forgotten what money was like. I did not feel at all happy 
about my engagement, for it had the appearance of another 
Palais Eoyal speculation. 

The people were evidently depending upon the following 
week for " The Gorilla Chief " to pull some money into the 
coffers, so that they would be able to have a good dinner; 
for I was conversant with some of them, who were enduring 
more fasting than was agreeable to their religious principles. 

x 2 
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At night, when the house opened, I became anxious to see 
what chance there would be for my getting the c£10 promised. 
There was a very thin audience, a portion of which were free 
tickets, which did not give me much confidence. But, nothing 
daunted, I put in an appearance at the time appointed; and 
the Treasurer asked me in very affectionate terms if I would 
oblige him by waiting till Monday night, for the manager 
had not returned. I t was no use saying I would not wait; 
so I told him I did not mind if he could let me have a por
tion of it. That was impossible, for he had got certain 
things that he was obliged to pay (I suppose one of them 
was his own salary). On the Sunday I spent all day with 
Master Hassan, and let my servant go out to amuse himself. 
I had several ladies and gentlemen call to see me, or at least 
to see the Gorilla. 

Monday I had a good practice with Hassan on the stage, 
and a rehearsal with the orchestra. In the afternoon a Clown 
arrived, whom the manager had sent from Manchester as 
Clown to " The Gorilla Chief " on the rope, so I had to have 
a little business with him; but as the rehearsal was over and the 
rope taken down, we could only arrange what we would do a t 
night. I particularly pointed out to him that when Hassan 
was leaping over a banner or through paper hoops, or throw
ing somersaults over the former or through the latter, he was 
to stand at the upper end of the rope, so that Hassan would 
not come off, as he was so liable to do, on account of the 
stage being a very steep descent. 

I felt a little anxious about the night's performance, for 
Master Hassan had never had a Clown to accompany him 
before, and I wondered how he would agree with him. At 
night the theatre was crowded. I was told there were be
tween 3,000 and 4,000 people in the house. After the first 
piece came the Gorilla Chief; everything went on very well 
and with immense applause. Then came an unrehearsed 
scene. The Clown always went to the upper end of the stage 
as I directed him, and Hassan, when leaping over a banner 
four feet wide, in lighting on the rope, came off opposite 
where the Clown was standing, and Mr. Clown attempted to 
catch him in his arms to break his fall. Hassan jumped up 
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on his feet and ran after the clown, who jumped into the 
stage-box, and I just caught Hassan in time to prevent his 
getting into the box after him. This fortuitous escapade 
created the greatest fun and excitement; the Clown evidently 
fancied himself in a circus, attending upon some young 
artiste, whom he was to catch in his arms in case of accident. 
When the Clown returned to the stage Master Hassan was 
standing on the rope leaning against the trestles. He shook 
his head and grinned, as much as to say, " If I had got hold 
of you I should have felt the thickness of your tights." 

After this Hassan was in high favour with the audience, 
who applauded -him more than ever; and when he had fin
ished his performance he was called back ; he threw a round 
of flip-flaps right across the stage, made his bow, kissing his 
hand to the audience, and took my hand and walked off with 
deafening applause. When I had got him undressed and 
put into his house, I ran off in a hurry to see Mr. Treasurer, 
but to my disgust I found the door locked and the bird had 
flown. I rushed about both back and front of the house 
inquiring for him, but no one had seen him go out. 

Mr. Treasurer never came near the following day till 
night. When I found him he told me he had taken the receipts 
of the previous night to the bank ; he expected the manager's 
coming, who would settle with me. Day after day I was told 
he was expected, but no Mr. Manager turned up. I was 
obliged to give the performance or I should break the en
gagement and have to pay damages. The Clown was anxiously 
looking for him, as he was to be paid his back salary which 
was owing to him in Manchester. I went on till Saturday ; 
there was still no manager to be seen, and there was no 
Treasury. There was a benefit that night, so I told the 
Treasurer if he did not pay me I should not perform, which 
he said he could not without the manager's orders. 

I got all ready for the performance, and sent a friend to 
tell the Treasurer that I should not go on unless he paid me 
<£20 on account. He replied that he could not, so I struck, 
and there was a great uproar in the house. I went before 
the curtain and explained the reason why I would not give 
my performance, which pacified them. I changed my clothes 
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and went out and found Mr. Manager waiting in the street 
opposite the stage door. I went up to speak to him, but he 
took to his heels and ran away. On my return I found 
a broker in possession and the actors removing their ward
robes. I t had just commenced to snow. Well, I was in a nice 
fix. I could not move the G-orilla at that hour of night, so I 
settled myself down quietly for the night to bear poor Hassan 
company in his captivity. 

Fred, my attendant, who always slept in the room with 
the Gorilla, kept up a blazing fire. The poor old bailiff, 
who had been a seafaring man, when he had locked all up 
came in to join us, and right glad he was to find such a jolly 
fire. We stretched ourselves on the sofas in our clothes; Fred 
had his bed properly arranged, and a suitable covering and 
horse-rug had to do service for me. I slept pretty well—only 
the rat-races occasionally woke us up, when we sat round 
the fire and had a smoke. I never heard anything of them 
during the day; there must have been hundreds of them by 
the noise they kicked up in racing up and down the passages ; 
and they must have been monsters, for they were more like a 
lot of mastiff dogs running ; they would sometimes come bang 
against the door of our green-room apartment with a most 
horrible scream. I think, in some of their big races, our door 
being at the corner where they had to turn into another 
passage, some of the competitors were jockeyed out of the 
track into the doorway. I would not have slept in that room 
with the door open for all the wealth in Liverpool. They 
certainly only made it a rendezvous for their nightly recrea
t ion; there was nothing for them to eat; even a mouse would 
have died of starvation if left dependent upon what it could 
find in the place. I don't know how the poor old bailiff 
would have got on if he had been left by himself without a 
fire. 

I t being Sunday morning, Fred had to go round the back 
streets in search of something for breakfast, as he had only 
provided for himself ; but Fred knew his way about, for he 
quickly returned with a good supply of the necessaries of 
life—consisting of bacon, eggs, butter, bread, tea, coffee, &c, 
also plates, cups and saucers, &c., so I had quite a grand 
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dejeuner a la fourchette. Fred then washed up the platters 
for the old bailiff's breakfast. 

During the day I had several friends call to congratulate 
me upon my golden success at the Theatre Royal, Liverpool, 
to which I replied in a very small way. Anyhow, I did not 
take it to heart, but treated it as a joke ; went with some of 
them and enjoyed a good dinner, returned to let my servant 
go out, and stopped in to look after the Grorilla. 

The following morning (Monday) two theatrical managers 
called upon the solicitor, the agent for the property, to ask 
him not to take any advantage of me ; also to allow me to 
keep the Grorilla in the theatre till I could get an engagement, 
which he very kindly agreed to do. Mr. Dan Saunders, the 
estimable manager of the Star Music Hall, came and engaged 
me to open with him the following week; but as the en
trance to the back part of the hall was too smalHo allow the 
Gorilla's house to be got in, I had to bring him to and fro 
from the theatre. The agent having heard that I was en
gaged at the Star, told the bailiff in possession at the theatre 
that he was not to allow me to remove my things without 
paying him one sovereign (£1). In the meantime he let the 
theatre to another manager, who told me to take the animal 
out of the theatre at once. I hunted all round the neigh
bourhood, but could get no place to keep him in. 

The following day the manager came again, finding we 
were still there, and left word with the bailiff that if I did 
not clear out by the next day he would throw the beast into 
the street. Here was a nice fix to be placed in—one party 
would not let me leave without paying for what he had 
agreed to let me have without charge, and the other party 
would throw me into the street. 

I did not pay much attention to the latter braggart, for 
he was not really in possession, and the old bailiff would be 
very sorry for me to leave, for I kept him in food and fire. 
Anyhow, I was not happy in the position I was placed in. 
But what was I to do ? I could not be turned into the 
street. I bethought myself of my old friend Usoff, who 
kept the Turkish Divan, opposite the stage door of the Star, 
for I had known him many years ago, when he had the 
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Turkish Divan in the Haymarket, London, where I used to 
go with my Arab troupe, when he would say,— 

" You take coffee ? " 
" Yes." 
Before leaving, when we asked him how much to pay,— 
"Oh, nothing; nothing to you. Six hundred cups of 

coffee a night, sixpence each, costs one penny. Good busi
ness !" 

I went straight to him and told him how I was fixed. He 
said at once,— 

" I will give you one room. Come, I will show it to you." 
He took me upstairs to a large front room with three 

windows. 
" W i l l that do for y o u ? " 
I said, " Yes, fine ; how much per week ? " 
" Oh, nothing to you." 
The next thing was I could not move Mr. Gorilla and his 

house till I settled with the agent of the theatre. I went to 
his office and tried to reason with him, telling him that he 
was very kind in letting me remain in the theatre for nothing, 
and I trusted he would not now charge me for it. 

He said, "Oh, no. You are making plenty of money 
now." 

I then told him I had not got the money. I talked till I 
got t ired; it was no use. So I threw him down a sovereign, 
saying,— 

" There is your pound of flesh. Give me a receipt for 
it." 

I told him in very few words how much I thought of 
him, and bid him good-bye. I got a conveyance, and we 
moved Master Hassan to his new lodgings. Usoff was very 
proud of his illustrious guest, and gave orders to his negro 
servant to supply us with what coals we required, which I 
expected to pay for, considering that we never let the fire go 
out. The negro servant had a bed in one corner of the 
room, and they put up another bedstead at the other end, 
near the fire, for my servant; and everything looked jolly 
and comfortable, and we only had to take Hassan just across 
the street on to the music-hall stage. And after the per-
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formance, and I had got the gorilla fed and put to bed, he 
(Usoif) would insist upon my going into the Divan to have a 
cigar and coffee, for which they would never allow me to pay ; 
and I used to have a chat with Madame TTsoff, who sat be
hind the counter (she was a fine handsome Algerian, in 
Oriental costume), which made me late in getting home, and 
I had some queer lodgings. The landlord had a small bed
room to himself, which was so near to the front door that 
he could reach to open it. There were no latch-keys allowed, 
and he grumbled every night, saying he should not let me 
in another night if I was so late. I was told he and his 
wife had not spoken to each other for thirteen years, so I 
suppose they had no quarrels. 

Liverpool races were coming on, and the house was let to 
a party every year for the race week, and all the lodgers 
had to clear out for the week, so I said to the landlord,— 

" I suppose I shall have to look for some fresh lodgings ? " 
He said, " Oh, n o ; we have got a bedroom for you." 
So I was moved to the top of the house, a very small 

room, and the bed-head stood up against a wall, behind 
which was an American bowling alley, recently opened at 
some large premises previously used as a bazaar. The first 
night (Saturday) I had to sleep in my new lodgings, I went 
home early, but not a wink of sleep could I get, for the 
blessed balls were bumping at the wall just behind my head 
without ceasing until midnight; so I retaliated upon the 
old man next morning, telling him it was no use coming 
home before the bowling alley was closed, for there was no 
sleep to be had. 

On the Monday night I did not hurry myself home. 
On my arrival I knocked at the door; a man came from 
the corner of the street, and opened the door with a latch
key. A man in the hall told me to walk upstairs. I 
called out for a light, which the landlady brought me. 
Whilst I was waiting the tout let in a gentleman in evening 
dress, who hung his hat up in the hall, and walked up to 
the first floor. I got very little sleep that n ight ; they made 
such a noise, as if playing roulette, or throwing the dice, &c. 
I concluded that it was taken for the sole purpose of gam-
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bling, and the man who opened the door to me mistook me 
for some gentleman that was going to play; that he was 
placed there as a tout, and only to let in those who were 
invited. This annoyance to my quiet lodgings continued 
nightly until Friday morning, when I suspected that the 
game birds had flown; for on my coming down the stairs 
I was astonished at the enormous quantity of empty bottles 
of various grades that were being removed, and at night I 
was allowed to repose quietly in my old apartment. 

On the Sunday I stayed with Hassan all day, to let my 
man have an outing. I sat reading till one o'clock in the 
morning, but Mr. Fred did not re turn ; so I gave Master 
Hassan his glass of warm rum with honey, wishing him 
good-night, and laid down on Fred's bed and went to sleep. 
About three o'clock I woke up, and cast my eye to see if the 
fire was all right. I could just discern some one sitting by 
the fire. I called, " Fred, I did not know you had come." 

Not receiving any answer, I roused myself up. I stirred 
up the fire, which blazed up, and found to my astonishment 
it was Master Hassan sitting in the chair fast asleep. I 
awoke h im; he shook his head and grinned, but said no
thing. I sat down on the side of the bed, wondering if I 
had left him sitting there. No, I thought it was impossible. 
I lit a candle and inspected his house, and found that I had 
locked the door; that is, I had turned the key without shut
ting the door close. I put Master Hassan to bed once more, 
taking particular caution to fasten his door this time. I 
laid myself down again, but could not go to sleep for think
ing what a stupid thing I had done, for the gorilla might 
have done me serious injury. 

Mr. Fred turned up early, but stood knocking at the room 
door. He durst not come in, because the young nigger had 
told him that the gorilla was loose. When he wanted to go 
to bed, he saw the gorilla walking about. He rushed back, 
shut the door, and went to sleep in the kitchen. Mr. Fred 
said he went across to Birkenhead, missed the last boat, and 
had to stay all night. I found Master Hassan had been 
very industrious while I was sleeping. He had found the 
young negro's Sunday shirt, which he had taken much 
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trouble in altering, by taking off the collar and wristbands, 
also the buttons off the front. Not being of a lazy disposi
tion, he found an extra job upon a very highly-coloured neck
tie, which the nigger was very proud of. He picked it to 
pieces, but got tired [and left it unfinished, and I suppose 
went to sleep where I found him. When the nigger came 
up and examined the work, which Hassan had finished no 
doubt to the best of his ability, he appeared to be very dis
satisfied ; so I paid him the money he said they cost him 
when new, telling him that I would take care that Hassan 
should not do any more work for him. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

HASSAN'S TEETH. 

I FINISHED my engagement here on the Saturday and 
opened at the Theatre Eoyal, Wigan, to a crowded house, 
not a standing place to be got, and the roughest audience I 
ever saw collected together either before or since. The dress 
circle and boxes were occupied by the unwashed miners, just 
as they had come out of the coal-mines, but it did not 
matter about their black faces—their silver was white. They 
complimented Master Hassan in the most refined Wigan 
grammar. I heard one of the gentlemen say to another, " I 
say, Bill, he be a rum 'un, that." The theatre was crowded 
every night during the week in the same fashion. 

Here I had again quiet lodgings. I always made a point 
of getting apartments as near to where I was engaged as 
possible, in case of any accident; but it appeared that pro
fessionals coming to the Theatre Eoyal, Wigan, did not 
stand very high in the estimation of letters of lodgings in 
the immediate vicinity. I was directed to a very nice-look
ing pastrycook's shop close by, kept by two sisters ( I suppose 
they were old maids) who took boarders. Of course I repre
sented myself in an ostentatious style, that I had come to 
perform at the Theatre Eoyal, thinking they would take me 
for a great artiste, but I met with an awful snub, which 
made me feel very small when they said, " Oh, no ! we do 
not want people belonging to the theatre. We had some of 
the singers belonging to an opera company here lately; they 
lordered everything of the very best for their meals, regard
less of the cost, and went away without paying." I was 
boiling with passion to think that a gentleman of my posi
tion, coming to star at the Theatre Eoyal, should be refused 
a lodging. I took a long breath, then shouted out, " I 'm 
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not an opera singer ; I 'm the G-orilla Chief! " One of the 
sisters gave a scream, and dropped on the sofa in a fit, and 
I rushed out into the street, never looking back to see 
what was the matter. 

I strolled down a street leading to the outskirts, and en
gaged what I considered a very nice first-floor front bed
room. I was advised by the acting manager of the theatre 
not to be out alone late at night, for they thought nothing 
of kicking a stranger to death; and as if that was not 
sufficient to deter a fellow, he added,— 

" There was a man found one morning last week lying in 
the street who had been kicked to death." 

I replied, " Then I can consider myself now in a civilized 
country, and not amongst the poor African savages, for 
whom the philanthropists of England subscribe untold gold 
to send out missionaries to civilize them." 

So, not thinking that it would show any bravery on my 
part to be kicked to death in such a cowardly manner, I took 
my servant and one of the men at the theatre to see me safe 
home to my quiet lodgings, after which the man was to see 
the servant safe back to the theatre. I slept quietly enough 
till about five o'clock in the morning, when I was awakened 
by what I thought a very strange noise. I jumped up to 
look out of the window to see what was coming. I found it 
was the operatives streaming down in hundreds to their 
various occupations at the factories, iron-works, brass-
foundries, the coal-mines, &c. I tumbled into bed again, but 
the noise increased, rather than diminished. I lay listening 
to the tramping of the Lancashire clogs for nearly an hour. 
I could not stand lying there any longer, for there seemed 
to be no end of it. There must have been thousands passing 
that way every morning, but after hearing the first tramp I 
always got up and had a walk before I went to the theatre 
to disturb Hassan and the servant. 

All the week I was pestered, day after day, by a man of 
good position in the town, wanting to fight the Gorilla for 
any amount of money I liked to stake; stating that his 
mode of combat would be with two sticks of unequal length, 
giving the exact measurement as to circumference, &c, in 
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figures, which I did not think worth my while to make a 
note of, not feeling inclined to accommodate my learned 
friend's wishes, for I set a much higher value on the monkey 
than I did on the man. The last night (Saturday) was an
nounced for the benefit of " Hassan, the Gorilla Chief," at 
double prices, on which occasion the theatre was as crowded 
as ever. 

I enclosed one of the Bolton bills, wherein my last agree
ment was printed, to the proprietor of the South of England 
Music Hall, and received on .its delivery an immediate tele
gram, that he would engage me for two weeks, to commence 
on the following Monday, May 15th. " Wire back." I tele
graphed accepting the engagement. I received by post an 
announcement bill, as follows :— 

" The most astounding engagement ever entered into, and 
greatest novelty ever brought to Portsmouth. Special ap
pearance of the renowned Hassan, the Gorilla Chief! The 
proprietor has great pleasure in announcing to the public 
that he has succeeded in inducing Professor Yan Hare, the 
African traveller, to exhibit this extraordinary phenomenon 
for a limited number of nights, &c." 

On my arrival at Portsmouth I found the enterprising 
manager, having a very clever scenic artist, had covered every 
large vacant wall or gable-end of a house with mammoth 
pictures on canvas of the Gorilla in his various performances. 
The first night, the acting manager told me that I should 
have to perform at eight o'clock. After I got it over I put 
Master Hassan into his house, dressed myself, and went in 
front to witness the entertainments, when I was surprised 
by the acting manager telling me that my next turn was at 
eleven o'clock. 

I said, " I have given all the performance that I am en
gaged for; I have got no other performance with me." 

He said, " But don't you know that we have two different 
houses a night, the first for the soldiers and sailors, so that 
they can get into barracks, and the second for the towns
people ? " 

" I know I am not engaged to perform two weeks in one, 
and if I perform twice a night I shall want two salaries." 
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" Oh ! come with me to see the governor." 
I went and explained to him that I never dreamt of having 

to perform twice ; he ought to have stated that in his tele
gram. 

" Oh ! " he said, " it was the same with Blondin. Well, I 
must pay you half salary for the second turn." 

" Very well," said I, " all right." 
So I had to go and put my togs on, and pull Master Hassan 

out of bed, to give another display to another full house. 
The hall held about 4,000 people, and was crowded twice 
every night. I and Hassan enjoyed ourselves awfully; he 
had his sea-water bath every morning, which my man fetched 
fresh every morning from the sea. At mid-day we took a 
drive in an open carriage by the sea-shore and through the 
town, which somewhat astonished the natives. But this 
luxury we were only able to enjoy for a few days, as the 
coachman said he was very sorry that he must give it up— 
for I paid him better than any one else ; but the other coach
men chaffed him so much about driving a Gorilla, that he 
was afraid it would injure his business, for if any one came 
to engage him, they shouted, " That's the Gorilla's carriage, 
my lady, &c," and of course it was no use trying any of the 
other fellows, so Master Hassan had to content himself at 
home, for which I was much grieved. 

On the Saturday I went to have my dinner at the usual 
hour at the Cambridge Hotel, when I was accosted by Mr. 
Guy Linton (a very promising comic singer and musical 
Momus, who was also staying at the hotel). 

" Oh, Mr. Yan Hare, have you got your salary ? " 
" N o ; I thought two o'clock was the time we should re

ceive the rewards of merit." 
" Why, it 's been waiting for you in the bar ever since 

breakfast, stuck in a glass with your name on i t ! " 
I thought he was chaffing me, and I replied,— 
" Oh, none of your gammon, Mr. Guy Linton." 
" No, it 's right, Yan Hare, upon my word." 
After a little reflection I said, " Well, I 'll go see ; you 

can but laugh at me. But it 's not the First of April." 
I went straight to the bar of the public-house. One of 
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the barmen reached a glass from a shelf and placed it on the 
counter, saying,— 

" You're late, Mr. Yan Hare." 
Only think of my surprise at seventy-five sovereigns stuck 

in a glass tumbler, and a scrap of paper, with Yan Hare 
scribbled on it, as if it were so many farthings. I t had been 
there four hours waiting for an owner. I t appeared that 
Mr. Brown, every Saturday morning before breakfast, 
counted out every artiste's salary into a tumbler with his 
name, and placed them all in a row upon a shelf in the bar. 
So they had nothing to do but say, " I'll take a glass of " 
(pointing to the shelf) " tha t . " There was no question 
asked, no book to sign, no receipt to give, nor anybody to 
thank. You counted your money, put it in your pocket, and 
walked off, wishing them good morning, unless you happened 
to meet with some of the other artistes, and took a drink. I 
have no doubt but some of them rose earlier on Saturday 
mornings than any day in the week. 

I hurried back to my dinner; I shook the yellow boys, 
tied up in my pocket-handkerchief, on the table before Mr. 
Guy Linton, saying,— 

"Here , that 's better than comic singing," thinking to 
myself that I had the best of the laugh. 

As a proof of Hassan's success he was re-engaged. I 
enjoyed myself in boating and bathing, and everything 
was comfortable and jolly, which impressed upon my memory 
a continued happy remembrance of Portsmouth and its 
people. At the end of my engagement, not finding any en
terprising manager to pay my terms, I returned to London. 
I received numerous applications from Continental Direc-
teurs, but a thought struck me that I must revisit Jersey, 
for I had an impression that where one had lost anything was 
the most likely place to look for it. I looked in the Era 
newspaper, and found that Mr. Eichard Marshall, the mana
ger of the Theatre Eoyal, Jersey, required a great novelty. 
I answered his advertisement, enclosing bills, &c, saying that 
I would accept <£50 per week, for not less than two weeks, a 
clear half of the gross receipts of one night for a benefit, 
and my travelling expenses to be paid. He replied by re-
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turn, offering me a clear half of the receipts of the house 
every night for two weeks, and longer if necessary, if agree
able to both, and I was to find picture posters. I replied 
that I would take two-thirds of the gross receipts, and one 
clear benefit. His answer was to know why I did not ask 
for the whole of the receipts. So I offered to take one-half 
of the gross receipts and a clear benefit, which he accepted, 
to commence on Monday, the 31st of July. 

I sent off the posters, &c, and began to prepare. The 
weather became very hot, which ruffled Master Hassan's 
temper. I got all ready to start on my journey on Thursday 
morning, July 27th ; but the Wednesday night previous I 
thought I would practice Hassan a little, before he had his 
supper. He was awfully cross, and grated his teeth, &c, 
in a manner I had never before noticed; so I thought 
I would put his chain on, when he made a sudden grasp 
at my right hand, one of his tusks piercing through the 
palm, and some of his amiable sharp teeth lacerating the 
fingers, the wounds bleeding most profusely. I chastised 
him, and put him in his house, with a promise that he should 
have no supper. I had my hand dressed, and after awhile I 
abrogated my promise, and fetched him to have his supper 
with me. I showed him my hand, telling him what a bad 
boy he had been. He was very curious to take off the 
bandage, either wondering what I had it on for, or to know 
if I was shamming. 

The following morning I found I could not use my hand, there
fore I should not be able to perform the animal; had it been 
my left hand I could have managed. I telegraphed to the 
manager that I had met with an accident, asking him to 
postpone the opening till the Monday following, and to 
publish my telegram, which I would pay for. I received a 
very courteous answer by return. I started the following 
Thursday, arriving at Jersey on Friday about 3 P.M. ; but as 
it was low water the steamer could not get into the harbour, 
and the passengers went on shore in small boats. So I 
followed suit, and went up to the theatre, where I met with 
the manager, who at once sent for a nondescript sort of 
vehicle, and with two of his children accompanied me to 

Y 
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the harbour, where we left cabby to wait whilst we went on 
board the steamer. After introducing Master Hassan to our 
worthy manager, we returned. On arriving at the theatre, I 
not having engaged the conveyance, I did not wish to insult the 
manager by offering to pay ; but as he appeared no ways 
ambitious about paying I took the liberty of discharging cabby 
myself, to which Mr. Manager by no means objected. I then 
engaged a van to fetch up " The Gorilla Chief," bag and 
baggage, and got him comfortably put up at the theatre. 

We got the rope properly fixed on the stage, and had a 
short rehearsal; but he was not over amiable, for which I 
made some allowance, after having been travelling two days 
and a night, and the weather very hot. I procured some of the 
finest hot-house grapes, but he chucked them down with dis
dain. I thought he would be all right after the Sunday's 
quietude. 

On the Monday morning I commenced to practise, to get 
him ready for the evening performance, but he evidenced 
more ill-temper, jumped off the rope and left the stage. I 
fetched him back, and, to guard against such another inci
dent, I thought I would put the string (technically called, in 
circus parlance, a lunge) to him, upon which he made a 
sudden snatch, biting my left hand, for which I gave him a 
smart flogging, and put him into his house, went to the 
chemist's and got it plastered up. I now had both my hands 
bandaged up. I then put him through his performance, in 
which he behaved himself pretty well. At night he went 
through his performance very well for a first night show, 
and considering his sea voyage. The theatre, which is very 
large, having been built by Mr. John Cornwell for a circus 
and amphitheatre, was pretty well filled. 

The following morning, while I was practising, some of the 
people, connected with the theatre, in conversation said,— 

" I t was very unfortunate for you not being able to open 
last Monday night. There was a crowded house." 

" Oh," I said, " what had you on that night ? " 
« Why, they expected to see the gorilla." 
" But were there no bills out to tell the public of my acci

dent, and that I should not be able to appear ? " 
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" No. Mr. Marshall read your telegram to the audience 
after the first piece, and apologized for his great disappoint
ment at your nonfulfilment of your engagement." 

" Why, he had my telegram the previous Thursday." 
They looked at one another in astonishment. 
" Wha t sort of a house had you on Tuesday night ? " 
" Oh, nearly empty ; only some six or seven shillings. I t 

was a good job for the governor. He has never seen half 
such a house whilst he has been here. We have been doing 
wretched business. I believe we have played to as little as 
three and sixpence. We should not have kept open only for 
the gorilla coming, expecting that he would pull some coin 
in." 

" Then I suppose you want some arrears of salary ? " 
" Bather." 
" Did you get any money after the big house ? " 
" Yes, we got a few shillings; but he said he had been put 

to a great expense about the gorilla coming." 
" Well, you will get some of your back money this week if 

all goes well." 
" We hope so." 
Master Hassan behaved himself very well, and the theatre 

was better than the previous night. I did not trouble Master 
Hassan with any more rehearsals, for the heat was intense, 
almost tropical, and my whole study was to keep him cool 
and quiet. I consulted with the manager about what night 
I was to have for my benefit. He said I could have either 
Thursday or Friday night in the following week." 

I said, " I must look out for some patronage. Wha t do 
you think of Judge le Bailey, the banker ? " 

" Ah, that would be very good if you can get him ; but 
I do not think he goes to theatres. He has never been 
here." 

" Well, I think I can prevail upon him." I asked some of 
the resident gentlemen of the town; they only laughed at me, 
saying, " You will never get his patronage for a theatre. He 
never goes to places of amusement; he is very religious." 

I said, " Well, I will try. I cannot lose anything. And 
if I succeed it will be a big thing for me." 

T 2 
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So the next morning (Thursday) I walked boldly into the 
bank and asked if Mr. Judge le Bailey was in ? 

" No, s i r ; he has not arrived. We expect him every 
minute. What is your business, sir ? " 

" Well, I will leave my card and call in half an hour." 
I walked to the theatre and back. 
" H a s he come? " 
" Yes, sir. You will find him in his room, through that 

door." 
I marched in with a " Good morning, Mr. Judge le Bailey. 

Pardon the liberty," &c, &c.; told him my business, to 
which he listened very attentively. He rose from his seat 
( I thought he was going to show me the door) and said,— 

" I recollect having a grey horse of you some few years 
ago; he died a most wretched death " ( I recollected it too, 
and felt sure he was going to give me a lecture on the sub
ject that would not be agreeable, and wished myself quietly 
in the street; but I was equal to the occasion) ; " he had 
ulcers, or nan-berries they called them, I think, on the inside 
of his thighs and under his body; he was in a dreadful 
state." 

I said, " Well, do you know, Mr. Judge le Bailey, that 
beautiful cream-coloured horse I had of you in exchange, I 
put out for a winter's run in some grass fields ; he got into 
a drain, became so fixed in the clay bottom that he could 
not get out, and was found drowned." 

He began to fraternize with me, saying, " Dear, dear me ; 
what an extraordinary incident," and after further conversa
tion said, " Well, I will come and see the G-orilla, then I will 
tell you. I will be at the theatre in half an hour." 

I went and waited anxiously for him. At last he arrived. 
I gave him the history of Hassan's capture, &c.; he stayed 
chatting with me nearly an hour ; on leaving he shook hands 
with me, saying, " I will give you my patronage. You 
may also use my name." 

Everybody was very much astonished when I told them 
that I had succeeded in winning him over, for it was a very 
extraordinary thing, he being so religious and never having 
been known to patronize any entertainment, much less a 
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theatre. " We do not know how you have talked him into it." 
The stage manager suggested that we should have a morning 
performance on the Saturday, to which I agreed, and the bills 
were got out for the occasion. There being several boarding-
schools in the island, a gentleman proffered to drive me 
round and introduce me to the proprietors, with a view of 
making arrangements to admit the pupils at reduced prices. 
I t was arranged that he should call for me at the theatre the 
following day (Friday) at 2 P.M. I had Hassan on the stage 
fastened to a stage screw put in the centre with a long chain, 
so that he could walk about for exercise, and I sat reading 
some English newspapers. 

My friend Mr. Jones came into the pit, where some of the 
people of the theatre were sitting, and asked me if I was 
ready. I got up and went to loosen the chain. On stooping 
down to undo it Master Hassan came up playfully, shaking his 
head and grinning, and without my noticing him and as quick 
as lightning, darted one of his tusks—four inches long—into 
my left thigh. I had got the chain loose. When I stood up 
he was standing oh° some distance, shaking his head and 
grinning. I felt the blood trickling down my leg. I had 
no whip or anything to defend myself, and expecting he 
would be coming to give me another grip, I was in a fix. I 
could not let go the chain to fetch anything to defend 
myself, for he would be loose, and might pounce upon the 
people that were in the pit. I wished I had him safe in his 
house. I put a bold front on, as if nothing had happened. 
I pulled the chain, saying "Come on, Hassan." He came up, 
took hold of my hand, and walked off with me as usual. I 
locked him up in his house and went down into the pit. I 
called Mr. Jones, and when we got out of the theatre I asked 
him where there was a doctor. 

He said, " W h a t ' s the m a t t e r ? " I pulled up the leg of 
my trousers; my boot was full of blood. " Has the Gorilla 
bit y o u ? " 

" Yes ! " 
" I did not notice him ; no more did the other people." 
He drove me to the nearest doctor's. He had gone to the 

regatta. We went to another, and got the same answer. 
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We called at every doctor's in St. Helier's. We then went 
to some chemists', but they, like the doctors, had all gone off 
to the regatta; so I told one of the shop-boys to give me a 
lot of diachylon-plaster and lint. 

We drove back to the theatre and had a look in at Master 
Hassan. Fred, my man, had come back. I took him with 
me to my lodging close by. I changed my clothes, washed 
the wound, and bound it up with plenty of the sticking-
plaster, sat down against one of the windows resting my leg 
on a chair, and sent Fred to the theatre to watch Hassan, 
giving him strict orders not to mention anything about my 
being bitten, for I intended to perform him as usual. I sat 
quietly for a couple of hours and had my tea. I t was get
ting on to the time of opening, and Fred came to ask if he 
was to get the properties ready. I got upon my feet, but 
found I could not walk, so I leaned upon Fred's shoulder, 
toddled into the next room, tumbled into bed, and told Fred 
to go and tell the manager that I wished to speak to him, 
He came to see what I wanted. I told him that I should 
not be able to appear with Hassan that night, that he had 
better put a notice outside the theatre to that effect, and he 
left me with that object. 

My friend Mr. Jones came to see how I was, and finding 
me stuck in bed he advised me to have Doctor G-odfrey, who 
was the most skilful physician in the island. He took my 
servant with him to the doctor's residence, so that he should 
be able to find it by himself in future. The doctor had not 
returned from the regatta, and was not going to dine at 
home; they had better leave word at the hospital, as he 
might call there. I waited- patiently till nearly midnight. 
Some of the people came to see me from the theatre. I kept 
sending messengers to the theatre for my servant. At last, 
after the theatre was closed, he turned up, telling me that he 
could not leave, for after the first piece, when Hassan was 
supposed to perform, the manager went on the stage and 
told the audience that he had just received a note from 
Professor Yan Hare, who was ill in bed, and that the Gorilla 
could not appear that evening. He was very sorry to have to 
apologize for the disappointment, but those who wished could 
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see the Gorilla in his house, or they could have their money 
returned at the pay-box ; but the whole audience expressed 
a wish to see the Gorilla, with the exception of two, who 
had come into the theatre with a free order, which had been 
given for exhibiting the bills, preferred to go to the pay-box 
and demand their money back; and being known they con
sequently got lifted into the street. 

So Fred had to stay and act the showman, and as there 
were about 2,000 people, and as the room was small, and only 
about a score could be admitted at a time, it took nearly 
four hours for them all to get in ; but they were all perfectly 
satisfied at having a peep at Hassan through the two windows 
of his house, so said the showman. Fred told me that there 
was no notice put up at the front of the theatre or anywhere 
else, and that no one about the theatre knew anything of it 
until the manager went on the stage to tell the audience. 

I sent Fred off to the doctor's, also to the Hospital; but 
there were no tidings of the doctor, so I sent Fred to his bed 
in the room where the Gorilla was, with instructions what 
to give Hassan for his supper, and how to give it him. I 
gave him the key to take out a shutter at the lower part of 
the house, when he could pull out a drawer, place the dishes, 
<fec, containing his food, shut the drawer till he had eaten it, 
then open the drawer, clean it out, and put in clean sawdust; 
and I settled myself down quietly for the night. I t was so 
hot I had the door and windows left wide open. Fred came 
next morning to see how I was. I gave him further instruc
tions how to go on with Hassan, and to come back after he 
had done and got his breakfast. I should want a wash and 
a shave before the doctor came. I got my breakfast, and 
sat up in bed to shave, &c, Fred holding the glass for me, 
and had all put tidy by soon after nine o'clock, when the 
doctor turned up. He dressed the wound, and ordered me 
to have hot poultices on every four hours. I asked him 
when I should be able to perform. He said, " Oh, you will 
be better by Tuesday." He sent me some ground linseed 
and a bottle of quinine. 

People began to drop in to see me, so I sent Fred for a 
couple of bottles of Marten's best cognac, some good cigars, 
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ginger beer, and soda-water; and I had no lack of visitors. 
Some of the mummers came to tell me that the manager had 
skedaddled and taken all the money with him, and paid 
nobody; but had left his two little girls to take the money 
at the theatre. Then Fred came in a hurry to tell me that 
they were going to have the morning performance, as an
nounced ; and the stage manager had asked him to show the 
Gorilla as he had the previous night ; but he had told him 
that he must not unless he (the acting manager) got leave 
from Mr. Van Hare. 

After opening the doors, and people began to roll in, Mr. 
Acting Manager came to ask me very kindly if I would be 
so kind as to let the Gorilla be seen, as the night before, for 
several of the people belonging to the theatre were left 
without money, and some were actually without food. I 
gave my consent, of course, trusting that the leading actors 
would not take the largest share, but think of those who 
were in the greatest distress. I considered that I was the 
most unfortunate, having found books (" History of Hassan, 
the Gorilla Chief") and posters, paid my own travelling 
expenses, about <£15, and performed all the week for 
nothing, I said, " And where am I now ? " And the only 
consolation I received was, " I t was a bad job ; but I could 
afford it." 

They had a very nice audience, but the greatest piece of 
impertinence was the late manager's daughters going to the 
theatre with the expectation of taking the money. They 
were only young, though old enough in iniquity. Of course 
they had been ordered by their father to do so. I now learnt 
for the first time that Marshall was not his right name ; tha t 
he had been advised to change his name, in consequence of 
his other name being similar to that of a previous manager 
in Jersey. 

Poor man, I do not think one could blame him very much 
for the action he took, for no doubt he had lost what money 
he h a d ; for it was admitted that they had been very poorly 
patronized, and the company's salaries were very much in 
arrear. He had recouped himself; and finding that I was 
jacked up, if he remained over Saturday he would have to 
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part to his employes, and leave himself without, or be walked 
off to the Gloucester Hotel (Gaol). 

They opened at night again, but had an indifferent house, 
as my accident was becoming pretty well blown. On Sunday 
morning Dr. Godfrey called and said the wound was going 
on beautifully. On Monday Mr. C. Godfrey, the wood 
merchant, who acted as agent for Mr. Eousby, the proprietor 
of the theatre, came to see me, and told me that he had 
arranged with the company for them to carry on the theatre 
as a commonwealth. I asked him to allow me to have the 
room for Hassan till I was better. " Oh! certainly," he 
said, " no one would ever be so mean and unreasonable as 
to turn you out in your position." 

The doctor called. He said,— 
" T h e wound was not looking so well. Wha t did I 

drink P " 
I said, " Ginger beer." 
Towards night I felt it much more painful. At night, 

after the theatre opened, Fred came in a hurry to ask if the 
people who came to the theatre were to be allowed to see 
Hassan, as the stage manager had told him that he would 
have to be there to show him as usual ? 

" 'No, certainly not! They have not consulted me about 
it. Keep the room door locked, and for the future allow no 
one to see him without an order from me." 

The heat was more intense than ever, and the wound 
pained me almost unbearably. The following morning 
(Tuesday) the doctor paid me an early visit. 

I said, " Doctor, I understood that I was to be better on 
Tuesday." 

He repMed, " Nay, nor next Tuesday either. There's 
something very strange. You say you drink ginger beer, but 
you always have the brandy bottle on the table beside you." 

I said, " That is for the visitors, for I do not think it very 
pleasant coming into a sick room." 

He ordered me some strong mercurial ointment to be 
spread over each poultice, and to take as much quinine as I 
could, and off he went, saying, " I shall call again during 
the day." 
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I sent Fred to the surgery for the medicine. Upon his 
return I said,— 

"Fred, put that brandy bottle away. The doctor must 
think I drink it." 

I sent Fred to bear Hassan company, and to come back in 
an hour. I waited nearly two hours, and at last sent a per
son to look for him. They found Master Fred at the public-
house, enjoying himself with pennyworth's of brandy, which 
he thought an awful novelty. I read him a lecture, and 
told him that he must report himself every hour. However, 
he came before his hour was up, to tell me that the stage 
manager said they required Hassan's room, and we must 
take him away. It was always the Star's dressing-room, and 
Mr. Charles Sennet and his wife wanted it. 

I said, " Oh, then, they are getting rather grand. Fred, 
go on to Mr. Godfrey's, and ask him to kindly come, for I 
wish to see him on important business." 

Mr. Godfrey came. I told him the circumstance. He 
replied,— 

" They ought to be grateful that I allow them to have the 
theatre, and not make themselves officious. I will soon 
settle that question. You can make yourself comfortable on 
that score." 

I guess he nipped them in the bud, for I heard no more 
about it, and they were not over courteous with their visits. 
They went on for a few days getting up benefits, and other 
gags, but had to close the theatre for lack of patronage, and 
some of them quietly disappeared from the island without 
making any public display. 

The doctor continued visiting me two or three times a 
day, telling me to send for as much quinine as I wanted, and 
continue the ointment on the poultices, which was to combat 
against the poison from the bite. I felt that I was not going 
to get out so soon as I expected, and my greatest trouble 
was about the animal, for he could not be shut up in his 
house without exercise much longer. 

I recollected the manager at the Alexandra Hall in Man
chester saying to me, that it would be a great thing if I 
could get a lady to perform him. He would give me =£20 
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per week more, and I wrote to a friend in Paris to ask him 
if there was any person of that description in Paris, for I 
was in a predicament. There was no danger, for that no 
gorilla would bite a female. He called upon the different 
theatrical agents, and eventually there was one found, a 
Mdlle. Thallini, represented as " la plus intrepide dompteuse 
d'animaux sauvages dans le monde " (the most courageous 
female animal tamer in the world). 

The wound got no better, the doctor kept up his visits two 
or three times a day, and paid me great attention, but 
seemed somewhat disappointed in the case, but always jolly, 
and had something to say. He would often say,— 

" Yan Hare, we shall have you running about with hydro
phobia one of these days." 

But one night I began to think I was going to be attacked 
with it. Fred had closed the windows when he left me, and 
some time after I felt almost suffocated. Every one in the 
house had gone to bed. One of the actors who slept in the 
parlour under me was always very late, so I thought I would 
listen for his coming in. I recollected that I had read some
thing about the symptoms of hydrophobia being a difficulty 
of breathing, aversion to water, &c. Well, I certainly felt a 
difficulty in breathing. I lay surmising, with my eyes fixed 
on a camphine lamp—which the landlady supplied—I kept 
burning all night, which I found in my weekly account 
to be a very serious item (I always had a terror of that old 
lamp exploding). 

I heard the gentleman come in. I bethought myself I 
must not tell him that I have any fear of hydrophobia, or 
they will have me smothered or something. I knocked on 
the floor with a big stick which I kept by the bedside, and 
he came to see what 1 wanted.J 

I said, " For G-od's sake open the windows," which at once 
relieved me. He had a soda-and-brandy, and left me all 
right. 

After various correspondence the great Thallini was 
engaged, and in due course arrived. I was somewhat surprised 
that she could speak English pretty well. I gave her in
structions how to proceed with Master Hassan. I was 
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pleased to hear tha t he took kindly to his new attendant 
which was a great consolation to know that he would be 
taken care of, but, notwithstanding, my wound got worse. 
I t was not for want of attention. My friend Mr. Jones did 
everything he could for me, and his charming daughter 
visited me like an angel, and much more frequent, bringing 
me anything nice that she thought I would eat. I have 
never had but one wish for her welfare, that she has got her 
desert—a good husband. 

The doctor was most kind and unremitting in attention 
to me. He always said I was the most cheerful and con
tented patient he ever had, but he rather alarmed me one 
Sunday morning, after visiting the hospital. His first word 
was,— 

" Well, Yan Hare, how are you getting on ? I have just 
taken a fellow's leg off—yours will be the next." 

I said, " N o t if I know it, doctor." 
I went on week after week without any signs of improve

ment. At last there was a tumour forming, which was 
some time in coming to a head. The doctor had to use an 
instrument, and put in a seton, and after some time there 
was a change took place for the better. I had occasional 
visits from other medical men in St. Helier, who evidenced 
much curiosity in my case. The wound was getting better, 
but would not heal up, and, after being confined to my 
bed about two months, I got up and moved into the front 
room for a few hours during the day. 

My friend engaged a place at St. Aubin to exhibit the 
G-orilla, thinking the change would be beneficial to my 
health. I t has a beautiful bay, and was a very fashionable 
place, being the first season of the new railway, and a large 
portion of the natives never having seen a railway, nor even 
ever been off the island, the Toy Eailway running along 
the sea-shore was a great novelty, bringing crowds down in 
the evenings. There were new shops opened, and new 
houses built. 

I did not find money very plentiful in St. Aubin. I sup
pose the St. Helierians, after paying sixpence for their return 
ticket and indulging in a pennyworth of brandy, or a penny 
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bottle of Barrett 's patent, could not go into extremes of ex
travagance in sight-seeing, so I returned to St. Helier, 
where my friend Jones had procured the Hotel de Yille for 
the exhibition of the Gorilla. I t was a splendid large building. 
I had the rope fixed, and when not exhibiting I instructed 
Thallini to perform Hassan. He had become very much 
attached to her, but she had been too kind to him, and he 
evidenced his mastership in not allowing her to put him on 
his trunks, or drawers, which were of great support to him 
in his performance ; and of course he never would allow a 
second person to interfere with him, and I was in a quandary, 
for I was not able to take charge of him myself, so we were 
obliged to abandon the trunks and let him wear a skirt, 
which he would allow her to put on by passing it over his 
head. 

With the worry and over-exertion, which irritated the 
wound, I had to take to my bed again and send for the 
doctor, who had gone off the island; his assistant came to 
see me, and said I required some stimulants to strengthen 
me. I must take some good English stout and sherry wine; 
which made me worse. When the doctor returned he came 
to see me, and for the first time during the weeks he had 
attended me he was greatly annoyed—he was in a perfect 
rage and spoke plain English. I daresay he gave his as
sistant a pretty sharp lecture. My stimulants were knocked 
off with a vengeance, and after nearly a fortnight I was able 
to get across the street to the Hotel de Yille again to super
intend Master Hassan's practice ; he had then got accustomed 
to the rope so far as walking and dancing, and after a few 
days' practice I got Thallini to understand how to perform 
him. 

At this time my old friend Mr. Edward Eobson, the cele
brated organ builder of St. Martin's Lane, London, was in 
Jersey, on his annual tour of inspection and tuning the 
various church organs. Having finished he left for 
Guernsey, where he met with Mr. Henry, the speculative 
bill-poster and town crier of the island, who at once 
came over to Jersey to induce me to visit Guernsey on my 
way to England. We soon came to terms, viz., he was 
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to find the assembly rooms for the exhibition, orchestra, 
printing, advertising, and posting, for which he was to take 
one-third of the gross receipts.and I the remainder. I wrote 
off to my lithographer in London to forward some posters to 
Guernsey. I had only a fortnight longer to stay in Jersey, 
and must devote all the time I was able to perfecting Thal-
lini as far as I could in the performance of Hassan. Master 
Fred complained bitterly of the treatment of his new mis
tress, saying that she was very partial to his favourite penny
worth of brandy, which made her very ill-tempered; she 
was always grumbling and finding fault ; he hoped I should 
soon be able to do without her, or he should have to leave, 
for he could not stand her always jawing at him. I simply 
told him to take no notice of her, and everything would come 
right in time. 

I thought it would show ingratitude if I quitted the 
island without calling upon Mr. Judge le Bailey to thank 
him for his kindness, so one morning I toddled up to the 
bank with my pair of sticks. I found him in and told him 
that " I was going back to England. I had just called to 
thank him for his kindness in granting me his patronage, 
which, unfortunately, I was not able to make use of; but I 
felt all the same grateful for the favour granted." 

He replied that he was very sorry to hear of my mis
fortune. " Will you accept of that " (laying on the table a 
ten-pound Bank-of-England note) " a s a small compensation 
towards your loss." 

I was so overwhelmed with gratitude that I could not 
speak. I turned round as if to look out of the window and 
wept, for I did not wish to show that a man who boasted of 
taming a Gorilla could exhibit such cowardice. When I 
turned round again he had taken up the note and said,— 

" I hope I have not insulted you, Mr. Yan Hare ? " 
I said, " Oh no, Mr. Judge le Bailey; no fear of that. 

If you offered me the entire bank I should not feel insulted. 
I t ' s your kindness that has overcome me ; I accept it with 
heartfelt thanks." 

He asked me to take a glass of wine, which I told him I 
must not take. He shook hands with me most cordially, 
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wishing me better fortune for the future. My greatest trouble 
was Dr. Godfrey's bill, for I had no idea what he would 
charge, but thought it would be something enormous, and I 
was afraid I should not have sufficient money with me to 
pay it. 

The last days of exhibition of the Gorilla and the day of 
departure for Guernsey were announced in all the news
papers, but the doctor did not send in his account, so the 
last day but two I thought I must take the bull by the horns 
(as they say) and go and know the worst of it. I went to 
his residence—not at home; he would be home to dinner at 
7 o'clock. I thought I had better see him after he had 
dined, as he would be in a good humour; so I got there 
about 8. I was told he was at dinner ; they would take in 
my card. " Oh no, thank you; I had rather wait." At last 
he had finished and I sent in my card, when he came to 
know what I required. 

I said, " Well, Doctor, I want to know how much I owe 
you, as I am leaving the island early on Friday morning ? " 

He said, " My dear fellow, you do not owe me anything." 
I looked at him, saying, "Now, Dr. Godfrey, none of 

your joking. You have had a good many jokes with me. 
You said you would take my leg off, but you didn ' t ! " 

He said, " Mr. Van Hare, I am speaking candidly. I 
think you have suffered enough, without having to pay for 
it. I hope you will be more lucky than you have been here," 
shook hands, and wished me a pleasant voyage. 

I returned to the Hotel de Yille in a kind of bewilder
ment ; it seemed to me like a dream—in fact, I had an incli
nation to feel disappointed. Had the doctor made a charge 
and then made me a present of it, I could have realized my 
position; but as it was I might have a bill sent to me the next 
day. I should not have been the least astonished if he had 
charged d£50, considering the extensive attendance and 
expensive medicine supplied. I believe that Freemasonry 
had some influence upon his noble-heartedness. 

I recollect telling a fashionable West-end chemist of the 
disinterested kindness I had received, who had the imperti
nence to ask how the doctor paid his rent. 
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" Well," I said, " I suppose he believed in the Proverbs, 
that * he who healeth the afflicted shall have his reward here 
or hereafter.' Anyhow, I am pretty certain that he is well 
rewarded here, considering that he has all the best practice 
in the island, and I hope and trust that he will be rewarded 
hereafter." 

I began to think that after all I was not so badly off as I 
thought I was, for I had met with a few good friends, which was 
more than I could expect in a country where they almost live 
upon each other (as Charles Dickens said, " Getting a pre
carious living by taking in each other's washing") , with the 
exception of the season tourists, whom they call the five-
pounders—which means, that the tourists are supposed to have 
=£5 when starting from England, and after paying for their 
return voyage they stay on the island till they are cleaned 
out and return penniless. 

I came to one conclusion—that if I had a wild, rackety 
son, with a particular liking for drink, I should get an in
surance upon his life, send him to Jersey with an allowance 
of a couple of pounds or so per week, with the satisfaction 
that I should not be troubled many months with making 
remittances. 

A year or two after, I met accidentally at a London music 
hall with a Jersey tradesman, who asked me in a jeering 
manner what T thought of my friend Judge le Bailey now ? 

I said, " Well, I think he was a very good man." 
He said, " But haven't you heard about him ? " 
" Yes," I said, " I am sorry to say I did read something." 
He said, " Then how can you think him such a good man ? " 
I said, " Well, I think there would be only a few found on 

your island half as honest if they had the opportunity ; and 
if it was not for having a few good people, your island would 
have been like another certain place mentioned in a certain 
book—destroyed by that tidal wave which was expected 
some time ago to come over it and wipe it off the map of the 
world, upon which occasion a large number of the residents 
left the island." 

We left Jersey about 6 o'clock on the Friday morning. 
We opened on the following Monday at Guernsey, as an-
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nounced, for three morning and three evening performances. 
The morning exhibition was attended by the elite of the 
island, but no band had arrived. Where's the musicians ? 
They didn't know; they ought to have been here; suppose they 
have been delayed; they are sure to be here for the evening, 
so we commenced without them, after making some apology. 
I whistled the Gorilla's music, and the audience took it as a 
good joke. I n the evening the room was crammed, and the 
musicians in the orchestra blowing the overture with all the 
wind they could concentrate through their instruments, 
enough to blow the roof off. I think it was a German band. 
I gave the band parts to the conductor, who placed them on 
the music stands. I told him that when the Gorilla was 
coming on the stage to strike a chord : it was a chord—a 
discord. Master Hassan ascended the cross poles, and on 
intimation by a nod to the conductor the band began to play, 
but Hassan stood hesitating, he could not discern a note of 
his own music, nor more could I, although the men appeared 
to be looking seriously at their score. I went to the con
ductor and hummed the notes over to him, but I found not 
one of the band knew a note from a marlinspike, so I told 
them to play what they liked and took the books from them. 
While they were playing their own composition I was whis
tling to Hassan, and we got through the performance fairly. 
I told the manager he might dispense with his band if he-
liked, it would be a saving to him, and I thought we could 
do as well without them. I t would not matter, as I could not 
stay longer; I was summoned on the Jury at the Court of 
Queen's Bench. 

We finished the day's performances and announced three 
days more, positively the last. Saturday being the last day, 
the manager, bill-poster, and town-crier asked me to go with 
him to St. Peter Port, which contained half the population 
of the island; he was going to distribute a quantity of hand
bills ; he had the bills in his wallet and the big bell under 
his arm. We went down to the harbour, from whence a 
number of open vehicles plied to and fro for a very small 
charge. I t was a very pleasant road along the sea-shore, 
fringed with mansions and pretty villas. 

z 
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Upon our arrival at St. Peter Port we got out, and the trap 
went on to its station in the town. The manager said, " Mr. 
Van Hare, you had better walk quietly on, and I'll follow. 
I had not got many yards before he commenced ringing his 
bell, so I stood to listen to what he had got to tell them. A 
crowd of women and children turned out at the sound of the 
bell to hear if there was anything to be given away, no 
doubt. He finished by telling them that i t would be the 
last opportunity they would ever have of seeing the wonder
ful and only Gorilla in the world, and that this was positively 
his last night of performing in Guernsey; he would leave on 
Monday for England. To which they replied, " A good job, 
too, when he is gone. If he stays any longer he will take all 
the money off the island with him." 

We left on the Monday morning by the steamer for 
Southampton, arriving there near midnight. The Custom 
House officers came on board, and on seeing my luggage, 
consisting of eighteen boxes, asked me if I had anything 
liable to duty. I told them to search them if they liked. 
They thought I must have something amongst that lot, and 
carried them all to the searching room, placing them alto
gether upon a platform. I gave them the keys, but they 
ordered me to open them al l ; they scrutinized them very 
minutely, and found nothing. Then I offered them the keys 
of the Gorilla house, but they said they would have no truck 
with that customer. 

I had laid in a small stock of cakes of the finest honey-
dew tobacco, which costs 4s. per pound, and is worth three 
times that amount in England. I could have placed at least 
a hundredweight round Hassan's house, but I would not 
risk it, for if they had found out anything they would have 
taken both house and Gorilla, which I valued more than all 
the tobacco in the Channel Islands. 

I had to get the porters to fetch a coupe horse-box, whilst 
we got the luggage ready. We had plenty of time, as there 
was no train for London before 2 A.M. 

Soon after, an agent from the Alhambra National in 
Brussels came to engage " The Gorilla Chief." After a little 
correspondence I settled to take 3,500 francs per week. 
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I here add a letter in answer to Mr. Buckstone's benefit 
speech, from the Erd, November 26th, 1871:— 

M R . BUCKSTONE ON " T H E DARWINIAN THEORY." 

To the Editor of the " Era." 

SIR,—Mr. Buckstone, on the night of his benefit at the 
Haymarket Theatre, in addressing the audience, said:— 
" Now, I want to know, with so much laughter, what be
comes of the Darwinian theory that we are descended from 
monkeys, because the learned in natural history tell us that 
animals do not laugh, therefore Dr. Darwin's theory cannot 
apply to you, as you have been laughing all the evening, 
and I only wish the Doctor would have occupied a private 
box to-night, that I might have shown him that your 
progenitors were not monkeys." 

In answer to the above, I beg to inform Mr. Buckstone 
that " Hassan, the Gorilla Chief," a species of ape (which, 
by the bye, is larger than Mr. Buckstone), laughs as much as 
any human being when anything pleases him ; and I have no 
doubt, if he had been present on this particular evening, he 
would have been amused, and have laughed as much as any 
of the audience. 

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant, 
Professor VAN H A R E , the African Traveller. 

z 2 
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CHAPTEE XXV. 

CONTINENTAL TOUR. 

I BEGAN to prepare for my Continental tour. Fred, my 
servant, declined to go, saying he would go anywhere with 
me, to the world's end if I liked, but he could not stand 
Madame Thallini at any price; he had had enough of 
her, so I had to take one of my other men who had been 
with me. 

I finished my lucrative engagement as a juryman and 
started off to fulfil my engagement at Brussels. The 
steamer was four hours late in arriving at Antwerp, in con
sequence of having to stop to coal somewhere down the 
river, and bad weather, and it was midnight before we got 
to the station in Brussels, where the Directeur of the theatre 
and his officials were waiting with a conveyance for the 
Gorilla and our baggage. 

When we got to the'theatre they could not get the Gorilla's 
house through the front. We had to go to the back and 
hoist him up with some tackle, three stories high; then 
they could not get him to the large room provided for him 
near the stage, so he was put up for the night in the mana
ger's room, close by on the same floor, the stove lit, and 
Hassan's supper got ready, which he did not care much for, 
but relished his glass of warm rum-and-water sweetened 
with honey, and was put to bed. 

But where were we to get apartments at that time in the 
morning ? The servant (Floyd) was all right; he had only 
to arrange it on the floor. Anyhow we wanted some supper, 
so the manager took us to Joseph's, the " Hotel de Brabant," 
where some of the artistes boarded. We got a good supper, 
but no bedrooms were vacant. We could not sleep in the 
street, though it was nicely covered with clean snow, fresh 
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from the clouds, so we must lodge with the Gorilla. The 
room was nice and warm. They found us some cushions, 
vvhich we arranged on the floor, and wrapped ourselves over 
with our travelling rugs to rest till morning. 

After Hassan had his breakfast, the first thing was to get 
his house moved to the room provided for him, for which 
they laid a platform right over the pit to the stage. We 
took him out so as to make the house lighter for transport. 
They lowered it down with some tackle on to the platform, 
and ran it right on to the stage. Then it would not go 
through the doorway leading from the stage down a passage 
to the room, and it had to be taken down, also some of the 
brickwork. 

At last it was got into the room, and Hassan had a 
long walk round by the mysterious long galleries. When 
we had got him comfortably settled by a good fire (for 
coals were cheap), we began to fix the rope on the stage. 
When we had got all ready I sent Floyd to tell Thallini to 
bring Hassan for rehearsal. He went through his dances; 
then came his leaps and somersaults ; and the first he threw, 
coming on to the rope, the cross-poles and rope came down 
with a crash, Hassan, too, looking awfully astonished at the 
act, and by no means comfortable after the shaking he had 
received. 

On searching for the cause of the disaster I found one of 
the rings (which was six inches in circumference) to which 
the rope was fastened had snapped. Well, there was nothing 
for it but to have a new one made. The Directeur sent for 
his blacksmith. 

" No," he said, " he would have nothing to do with it. 
He had got into trouble the previous week. He had made 
•some ironwork for some English gymnasts who were going 
to perform on a bicycle on the rope, which broke, and one of 
them was nearly killed. He expected he would be very 
heavily fined, if not imprisoned.'' 

That was anything but consoling. What was to be done ? 
I commenced to reason with him, and after a great deal of 
superfluous talk I got him to understand that he would not 
get into prison for killing the G-orilla Chief, that he was only 
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an animal; and, with much persuasion, he condescended to 
do it, if he might have his own way ; that was to have the 
bolt of the ring to go through the first beam in the front of 
the stage, which was a foot square, with a nut to screw it 
fast. 

" Well, go and do it that way as quick as you can; the 
band will be here at one o'clock for rehearsal." 
_ I went to Joseph's to breakfast. I arranged with him to 

have all our meals at so much per week. He said the artistes 
paid every fifteen days, when they got their salaries ; but I 
think he had several customers who never paid at all, for 
there were several Communists who were obliged to leave 
France always hanging about, and had been several weeks, 
who had not paid a farthing. The Directeur, whose father 
was said to be a very wealthy man in Paris, could not re
turn to France. 

We returned to the theatre, and waited till one o'clock. The 
band came, but no blacksmith. I sent for him. " Oh, he 
would come directly." Waited till two o'clock, sent again. 
" Oh, he would bring it as soon as it was done." 

The band could not wait any longer. I waited nearly two 
hours. 

" Oh, he would bring it as soon as it was ready. I t was 
a very difficult job ; he must make it strong." Six o'clock 
came, I sent for the last time. Mr. Blacksmith turned up 
at half-past six. 

I had given up the idea of performing that night, for 
there was scarcely time to get the fixing put right, and no 
time for rehearsal. We got his ironwork fixed through the 
joist when the people began to crowd in. I begged of the 
Directeur not to exhibit the Gorilla that night, but he would 
not hear of a postponement—it would ruin him. He had sent 
out 10,000 pamphlets, the " History of the Gorilla " through 
la Grande Poste. 

With being so bothered, I forgot all about looking for any 
lodgings. I spoke to the property-man. He said he knew 
of some close by. He took me to see them. They showed 
me two bedrooms, for which they wanted 150 francs for a 
month, to be paid in advance; they never let on any other 
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terms. So I settled, and sent in the luggage. I went to 
have my dinner, as Hassan's performance was announced for 
ten o'clock. 

On my return to the theatre I tried again to persuade the 
Directeur to make an apology for the non-appearance of 
the Gorilla, in consequence of indisposition through his 
stormy sea voyage, &c. "Oh, that was impossible. The 
theatre was crowded in every part, and over 4,000 people 
had paid to see the Gorilla. He must appear on the stage, 
if he did nothing else." 

So I went to inform Thallini that she must prepare. She 
said she would not perform the Gorilla unless I left the 
stage. He would perform much better if I was away. 

" Oh," I thought, " here's another calamity. I suppose 
she has been having some genievre, for she would not go to 
dinner." So when the time arrived I superintended the 
fixing of the rope, and retiring to the front of the house, went 
up to the top gallery unobserved, to quietly watch the ex
hibition. 

At last Madame Thallini brought Hassan on to the stage, 
and the first difiiculty was in getting him to ascend the 
cross-poles to get on to the rope, and when on he would do 
nothing. She had forgotten the cues and signs, which I had 
perfectly instructed her in, which brought to my mind the 
following l ines:— 

" And trust me, I'll not give a cue so soon 
To see an ape, a monkey, or baboon." 

—WITHERS' SATIRES. 

Anyhow, Thallini was all at sea, without either chart or 
compass. I could just discern her making some extraordi
nary motions or contortions, which Hassan did not under
stand ; but had he been allowed to go on without being in
terrupted by her gyrations, and the band played his regular 
music, he would have done much better. Perspiration 
poured off me, and I felt inclined to take a leap from the 
gallery to the stage. 

I could stand it no longer, and went round to the back of 
the stage, and sent a messenger to tell Thallini to bring the 
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animal off the stage; and, what annoyed me more than any
thing, Ike Cashmore, the celebrated clown at Myers' Circus, 
who had seen Hassan perform in Liverpool, had brought all 
the circus company to see this wonderful exhibition, which 
he had lauded to the sky to them ; and, of course, most 
professionals glory in seeing a failure, if not personally in
terested in it, and poor Cashmore got most awfully jeered 
about it, for having praised the Gorilla's performance to 
them so highly. But, notwithstanding the performance being 
so bad, the people applauded to the echo. 

I fully made up my mind that the Directeur would tell me 
in the morning to take the Gorilla away ; he did not require 
any more such exhibitions ; so I went the first thing in the 
morning prepared for the worst. When I got to the stage door 
I found to my surprise flaring posters, with the second appear
ance of Hassan, " The Gorilla Chief," Hassan being in red 
letters 18 inches in length, which reassured me. I put on a 
good face and walked in ; I met the Directeur, who passed 
the compliments of the morning, not making any remarks in 
reference to the previous night ; so I opened the conversation, 
laying the entire blame upon him, assuming an injured 
dignity, which he took all in good pa r t ; he was evidently a 
far-seeing man, and was not going to injure his nose to spite 
his face, for he saw the Gorilla was a big draw; they had 
been having poor business ; he had not taken so much money 
in one night since he opened the theatre, not even on the 
Sundays, and this was the middle of the week. 

We had a good practice and a rehearsal with the music— 
a splendid band of sixty artistes—and Master Hassan per
formed pretty well, but not so well as I should have liked. 
At night there was a crowded house again, and during Hassan's 
performance I stood behind one of the side wings, where I 
could catch his eye, and he always kept his eye on me, so 
that I could give him the cue by signs what to do, to which 
he paid every attention. He came off the rope, but he could 
not get away, because Thallini had the lunge to h i m ; she 
could not get him to go on again; she pulled at him with the 
lunge, and tried to persuade him with the whip, but it was 
no use. I did not wish to show myself on the s tage; I saw 
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the Directeur at the other side of the stage stamping, shrug
ging his shoulders, and looking as if he was using plain 
English—in French; so at last I walked on the stage and spoke 
one word to him; he jumped up on the rope like lightning ; 
I thought the house was coming down; the audience shouted 
" Hurrah ! " " Bravo ! " " That's the man that can perform 
the animal! " The Directeur came rushing up to me, taking 
both my hands in his saying, " Good ! good ! I never did 
see such a woman as that in my life." 

The following morning Hassan was taken ill, and the two 
doctors saw him who were specially engaged to attend to all 
the artistes employed, and in case of indisposition to decide 
whether the illness warranted their non-appearance in the 
part they had to perform, so that there should be no lame 
excuse or shamming. Of course they made a great deal of 
fuss and talk, wrote a prescription, giving unlimited orders 
as to the general treatment of the patient, &c, all of which I 
knew was of no practical use, for I had treated him myself 
several times for the same complaint, and knew what to do 
better than the doctors could tell me ; but the principal 
object to be arrived at was, whether he was in a fit state to 
perform. I got a certificate that he was not—copies of which 
had to be placed outside the theatre and advertisements in 
all the evening papers. 

The following morning another consultation with the 
doctors ; a little better; necessarily must be kept quiet, and 
cannot appear this evening; that was sent to the papers. The 
following day another consultation. He was convalescent, 
and would appear the following evening, which was duly an
nounced. 

The next morning the city was placarded with special 
posters announcing the recovery of Hassan, " The Gorilla 
Chief," and his positive appearance that evening, for there 
had been an alarming falling off in the audience the three 
nights he had not appeared. 

The next day we gave Hassan a short rehearsal to see if 
he would be able to perform at night, in the midst of which 
the blacksmith handed me the bill for the iron ring which he 
had made, which was charged 22frs. I consulted with 
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M. Ehea, the stage manager, who laughed at the absurdity 
of such an exorbitant charge; if I gave him 4 or 5 frs. he 
would be amply paid. I offered the man 7 frs. Oh, he 
would not take any less, and away he went. At night the 
theatre was crowded to excess. 

The following day I received a summons from the Justice 
de Paix, with an invitation to appear at the Court before 
Le Juge de Paix the following day, &c, the Directeur being 
served with a notice not to pay me any money till the case 
was settled. M. Ehea went with me, and explained to the 
Judge that it was a most outrageous overcharge ; to which 
the Judge replied, " II paye ! il paye! " So I paid, and re
ceived a certificate to show to the Directeur that he might 
pay me any money coming to me, and left the sublime Court 
of Justice. 

We went on, Madame Thallini muddling along, forgetting 
what she had to do, and if I had not been there to direct 
her, Hassan would have done nothing. The performance 
was very distasteful and most degrading to me, and placed me 
in an unenviable position; but neither the Directeur nor the 
audience found fault. I was getting a big screw, and why 
should I grumble ? I was obliged to grin and bear it. 

On Sunday nights the theatre opened earlier, and the per
formance was over an hour sooner than on week-days for the 
Grand Balls, when the theatre was transformed in half-an-
hour, like magic, into a magnificent ball-room, the pit being 
entirely covered level with the stage, where a grand orchestra 
was erected a la Cremorne, and where the visitors could 
dance all night and go home with the milk in the morning, 
all this without any application for extension of time. But 
with all the crowded houses and Grand Balls, I had a diffi
culty in getting my salary; but my friend Monsieur Ehea, 
the stage manager, told me it was in consequence of the 
great expense of getting up the grand spectacle, " La Chatte 
Blanche " (the White Cat), for which the immense proper
ties had to be paid for before leaving Paris. 

The last week arrived; the Directeur, M. Alexandre, had 
written to his friend, the Directeur of the theatre at Liege, 
to come and see Hassan if he wanted a novelty to fill his 
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theatre. He came, and stayed three days, to see what sort of 
business was done to satisfy himself; he came every day to 
have a private view of Hassan; but I was not aware who he 
was or what he wanted, but merely that he was a friend of 
M. Alexandre's. At last M. Alexandre introduced me to him 
and his business, and after some conversation we settled for 
twelve nights at 500 frs. per night, to be paid nightly after 
the performance, and our travelhng expenses. Hassan had 
to perform three nights extra to make up for the three nights 
h© was ill, which finished on the Friday ; and as I had not 
to leave till Sunday, not having to perform before Monday 
night at Liege, I gave them Saturday night as well. 

After my engagement at Liege and elsewhere, on one 
Saturday I started for Ghent, where the fair was to commence 
on the Sunday week, and the baraques (booths) were being 
put up on the fair ground, in the Plaine St. Pierre, an immense 
large square, surrounded by mansions, and a church on one 
p a r t ; on the other hotels and restaurants. 
. I found every particle of space taken up by shows, &c, 
including Louissette's Circus, also a very large Dog and 
Monkey Theatre, which boasted of seventy-four artistes, 
comprised of ponies, dogs, goats, and monkeys. There were 
also giants, dwarfs, fat women, Florentine Venuses, waxworks, 
wrestling and dancing booths, conjuring ditto, potato Fritz 
ditto, tir nationals (shooting galleries), tableaux vivants, 
bazaars (various), roundabouts, and numerous curiosities and 
eccentricities. There was no baraque to be had, but there 
was a very nice little theatre (Salle Thalie) attached to a 
cafe, the entrance being from the fair ground, to which, being 
built at the back of the cafe, you had to go up a very 
long passage, which was objectionable. Anyhow, I took it 
for the month, the fair time, paid the rent in advance, got 
my agreement, and went to the printer's, who undertook to 
see to the advertisements, posting and delivering the bills. 

Having got all settled I started back to Brussels, where 
we were again performing—this time at the Fair—on the 
following day (Sunday). We opened the show at six o'clock 
in the morning, and had a good day. On Tuesday I took 
" The Gorilla Chief " to the Palace, by command of the King 
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(putting up a proper notice outside the show). Hassan had 
the honour of sitting in his Majesty's chair, and looked 
every inch a king, minus the crown. 

We closed on Friday night, and left on Saturday morning 
for Ghent, arriving at midday, and got all ready for the 
Sunday, the first day of the fair. The following morning 
we opened the show, and had only a middling day; the 
show people telling me, as a consolation, that I should have 
" done immense " if I had been in the fair. The next morning 
the fair was one sheet of snow, knee-deep, and snowing all 
day and night too, and they had continually to keep clearing 
the snow off the roofs, or it would have brought them to the 
ground ; and I consoled myself with being in a good brick 
building, although we had poor business. 

The following day poor Hassan was taken bad with an 
attack of bronchitis, and I was obliged to close the show, so 
I had a bad time of i t ; but fortunately the veterinary sur
geon who attended the animals at the Zoological Gardens in 
Antwerp resided in Ghent. Hearing of the Gorilla Chief's 
illness, he came to see him, and rendered me every assistance 
in his power. I sat up with him night and day. One night 
he was so bad he could scarcely breathe, and I gave up all 
hopes of his living through the night. That was a sad night 
to me; I shall never forget it. Still I persevered, and 
towards morning I observed a change for the bet ter ; he 
went on improving, and at night there was a perceptible 
abatement of the fever; he passed a good night, and ral
lied wonderfully during the day, and became quite lively, 
shaking his head and grinning. I fancied he was thinking, 
" By Jove, governor, you have just saved me." During 
the night I was able to have an occasional sleep, and in the 
morning I found him in a perfect state of convalescence, 
and I felt happy once again. I t was surprising that Hassan's 
illness created an excitement equal to that of the Prime 
Minister of England, for during his malady there was a con
tinual run of the leading people of the town calling to in
quire after the health of the Gorilla Chief. 

The cause of his severe indisposition was the sudden 
change from leaving Brussels, where it was very warm, for 
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G-hent which, although only thirty-six miles distant, had a 
cold, keen bracing air—and the great fall in the atmosphere. 

The following Sunday I ventured to show Hassan for a 
few hours, and opened from two till eight o'clock, not wish
ing to kill the goose, &c, when we had an enormous run. 
The fine weather set in, and I had a good week, being visited 
by all the elite of the town and neighbourhood. The follow
ing Sunday was a good day. Then the best of the fair was 
over. 

An English gentleman, a flax merchant in Courtrai, thirty 
miles distant by rail, came to see Hassan, and strongly ad
vised me to come to their fair, which followed the fair at 
G-hent, telling me that he could be of some service, as there 
were a great many English families there, including over 
100 flax merchants. So I began to look about for a baraque, 
either to buy or upon hire. I met with a man that was en
gaged at a "potato Fritz" baraque, who was having one built, 
and for which he had secured a space in a good position in 
the fair at Courtrai, which he would let me for a month or 
during the fair, giving me a plan with full dimensions, and 
particulars as to fittings, &c. He wanted the rent down, 
upon signing an agreement. That latter I declined to do, 
not feeling disposed to pay for a wooden house and ground, 
not having any guarantee for such existing only on paper, 
but I would agree to pay half the money on my arrival in 
Courtrai. 

On the Saturday before the fair, which commenced on 
the Sunday, after inspection, I found the building satis
factory, according to the prospectus and agreement, to which 
at last he agreed. I had the contract made out to that effect, 
signed, and witnessed. 

We now had quiet business, the Sundays and fete days 
being good. I thought we would give Master Hassan a little 
practice, and give a few special performances in addition to 
his levees. I found he could not turn a somersault, that he 
had injured himself through not wearing his trunks, which 
were of great support. Having become so ponderous and 
large he had sprained himself by his excessive leaping and 
somersault throwing, and this had incapacitated him from 
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going through his regular performance. I thought to my
self that I was something like the old man and his ass in 
the fable. 

I had been persuaded to get a lady to perform him, for 
the promise of being paid higher salaries, who had spoilt 
him, and neither pleased the public nor myself. 

I thought I must do something to draw the public, so I 
advertised and put out bills that Hassan, " The G-orilla 
Chief," would take his supper at nine o'clock, accompanied 
by Madame Thallini (la repas du Gorille). I had the table 
beautifully laid out with silver, a variety of pastry, fruit and 
flowers, decanters and glasses, &c, and a servant in livery to 
wait upon them. Thallini sat at the head of the table, 
doing the amiable, with Hassan at her right, fronting the 
audience, behaving as any other young gentleman would, not 
attempting to take anything but what was put upon his 
plate ; but when they took wine he would drink his glass 
off, put it down, and when Thallini was putting the glass to 
her mouth he would take hold of her hand, draw it to his 
lips, and drink it off. That pleased immensely. I always 
had a good house at feeding time, at double prices. 

I was very curious to know how the Dog and Monkey 
Theatre was doing, and went in every night, paying my 
half-franc for the best part, as any other gentleman would 
do. I found that I had better audiences to see my animal 
than he had to see his seventy-four animals, although at four 
times the price of admission. 

We closed the show on Friday night, and left next morn
ing for Courtrai. On arrival I inspected the baraque pro
vided for me. I found it all right, according to Cocker, paid 
my money, and took possession, overhauled all the fittings, 
found cooking utensils, crockery-ware, culinary, &c, and 
bedding; so I thought I had better sleep in the baraque 
myself and let the servant get a bed out, for it would not 
be safe to leave him in charge, as he might be out half the 
night, and as the baraque was only wood and canvas, and in 
the open street, some wild fellows might upset all the machi
nery, Hassan and all. 

I arranged at the hotel opposite for Thallini to stay. I 
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slept beautifully in my new establishment, and felt quite 
proud. I n the morning Floyd got the coffee ready while I 
had my bath, shave, &c, had my breakfast of hot rolls, 
fresh butter, and new laid eggs at a quarter centime (less 
than a halfpenny) each, and pure milk. 

" By Jove! " said I, " this is a cheap place; this is jolly! 
I am a real live showman n o w ! " 

I could dine at some of the best hotels for 1J franc 
(Is. 3d.), having soup, fish, two meats, roast fowl, entrees, 
and dessert, all included. 

We got all ready for opening, put out our picture posters, 
&c, the people rushed up to see this great wonder of crea
tion. We had the baraque cram full, and a big crowd 
waiting for the next house, when gensdarmes (police) came 
and ordered me to take the bills &c, down, and close the 
doors, to which I strenuously objected, so they commenced 
pulling them down, and were going to take me in charge 
before the Burgomaster; Jbut as I preferred going on my own 
account to consult that supreme official, even if he was a 
tallow-chandler, I cried j?eccavi,aiL& quietly pu tup the shutters, 
when an extra gold-laced official of the gendarmes fraternity 
came up voluntarily to be my friend, and explained to me, 
that the ground was granted upon the representation that 
the baraque was for Tir National, a shooting-gallery, and 
not for a Gorilla Exhibition. He went with me to see the 
Burgomaster (Mayor), but we found that gentleman of 
high authority would not be in before five o'clock in the 
afternoon, so there could be nothing done, and I must not 
open again without his permission. So I went back to my 
desolate show. 

Every part of the fair was crowded by thousands ; you 
might have walked on their heads, and every show was 
doing immensely, which gave me a monetary feeling in my 
pocket. I said, what's the use of being sad ? if I am not 
allowed to amuse the people I will amuse myself by seeing 
the fair. 

I found a kind of circus, at least there were some pictures, 
representing circus performances, and stage outside with a 
live horse; but he did not look very lively, and well he might 
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not, for he had been on the road three days, drawing the 
living carriage. I fraternised with that poor horse, not feel
ing very lively myself. There was also a lady in short 
skirts and a hand whip. Oh! that's the lady rider ; then 
there was a clown trying to be lively, and the proprietor, 
the "Walk-up gentleman," with a trumpet, and blowing the 
big drum. 

I could no longer withstand the temptation, so I paid my 
money and took my choice. I scrambled in. I found a crowd 
of people standing round the arena, up to the calf of their 
legs in mud. There were no seats, I should have been 
delighted to sit on the ring fence, but I could not find it. 
This grand Equestrian Establishment was on a piece of waste 
ground, a refuge for dead cats and dogs, &c. Outside of the 
fair the wall of the circus was constructed about six feet 
high (and no roof), partly with rough boards and old 
canvas. Where there was a hole in the boards they had 
put the best part of the canvas to cover it, and the holey 
part of the canvas over the best part of the wood-work. 
Well, it came on a heavy shower, and up went the umbrellas* 
who would have thought of taking an umbrella to a circus ? 
Yet everybody appeared to have a gingham, with which 
they defied all the rainy powers, and did not mean to be 
baulked of seeing the show, so the caparisoned steed was 
brought in, followed by the lady and the ring master with 
whip in hand, which had been, when new, a long one, 
but the poor horse had had the best part of it, as a persua
sion to get along on his three days' journey, with his pro
prietor and Mrs. Proprietor and numerous olive branches, 
including the clown, in the caravan, which was by no means 
an easy running vehicle. 

The rain did not affect the horse much, as the pad and 
cloth covered all but his head and tail. The lady was 
handed on to the pad on the horse, and one gentleman in 
the audience was gallant enough to offer her his umbrella, 
which she declined with thanks. Before the horse had gone 
three times round the lady came flying into the ring, where 
she stuck in the mud, till the ringmaster and clown assisted 
her out, leaving her pumps. This was none of your common 
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circus rings, made up of horse-dung and sawdust; it was 
genuine mud and clay. She was got up all right again, but 
quickly returned to terra firma, when the directeur ordered 
the clown on to the horse, to pace him round a few times, 
telling the audience that the prad (horse) was too fresh, he 
had not had any exercise in the ring for a week. He put 
him through his facings, giving him a few smart lifts with 
the whip, which took some of the boasted freshness out of 
him, and made him more lively. 

The lady mounted again (it was still raining, and I could 
feel it coming through my skin, for where I stood I was 
surrounded by umbrellas, which acted as conductors to the 
superfluous water from the ginghams), the garters were 
brought in, which she leapt, securing a round of applause, 
and made her exit. Then came for the wind up, " The 
Arab Chief," with his tour de fusil (gun exercise). To my 
surprise this was Aaron Hassan, one of my former Arab 
troupe. 

When the performance was over I went to have a talk to 
him. 

He said, " Wha t for you call your Gorilla Hassan ? 
People kept telling me they thought I was performing at 
the Alhambra National in Brussels. I don't want to be 
taken for a monkey; you had no right to call him Hassan, Mr. 
Van Hare. I went to an avocat to order him to stop it. 
What for you call him that ? " 

I said, " Because he is very clever, and so much like you, 
Hassan." 

That put him in a great rage; he talked about knifing me, 
but I laughed him out of it, and made him go with me, 
saying, " Come on, Hassan, and see your brother." 

He introduced me to his wife ; she was the lady eques
trian I had been witnessing; an English woman related to a 
large circus proprietor in England. They had two beautiful 
boys, but the father told me he had been laid up with rheu
matic fever twelve weeks, or they should not be performing 
at such a place as that . 

He introduced me to the proprietor, Mr. Charles Kean. 
I asked him if he was any relation to the great tragedian of 

A A 
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that name ; but he did not know there was such a man, he 
had been away from England getting on for thirty years. 

Hassan went along with me to see my show ; he calmed 
down as docile as a lamb, and we became as thick as two 
thieves. I then went and looked for the gentleman who 
advised me at Ghent to come to the fair. Having given me 
his card, I went to his house. I was told tha t I should find 
him at the Grand Cafe, I left my card, and started off for the 
hotel. He was not there, he had gone home ; I went on to 
the show, and found him waiting for me. I told him what a 
nice fix I was placed in ; he accompanied me to the Burgo
master and explained the matter to him ; he hummed and 
hawed, saying the ground was granted for Tir National, and 
could not be altered. He had been very particular in what 
he allowed in the fair. He had a great objection to having 
giants, dwarfs, and fat women exhibited. My friend said 
he hoped he did not compare the G-orilla with fat women, 
&c, this being the only live G-orilla that had ever been 
brought to Europe he had with much difficulty persuaded 
Mr. Van Hare to visit the fair, thinking it would be a great 
curiosity and highly instructive to the public in Zoology, 
and the town ought to feel highly honoured by having such 
an extraordinary animal at their fair. 

After much palaver Mr. Burgomaster said he must take 
time to consider over the matter, and would let me know. 
I went back to the show and waited till seven o'clock. I 
could stand it no longer, looking at the crowd passing 
too and fro, for I fancied they all wanted to see, " The 
G-orilla Chief," so I went down to Mr. Charles Kean's G-rand 
English Circus, to have a chat with " The Arab Chief." 

About eight o'clock Floyd came to tell me the Officer of 
Police wanted me. I rushed back as quick as the crowd 
would let me ; either I ran against the people or they ran 
against me. I felt as if there was some combination to 
retard my progress, for the more I strived to push forward 
the more I was stopped, and like the Irishman I took two 
steps backward to one forward; any how I got to the show at 
last. The officer had brought me a permit from the Burgo
master, which he had had great trouble in getting ; and, of 
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course, I had to tip him. We opened at once, and had a 
continual rush as long as the fair kept on, up to mid-night. 
If I had been allowed to keep open from my first attempt, 
and gone on all day, I calculated I should have taken some
thing like a hundred pounds. I had then lost the best day 
of the fair ; but it was no use repining, although I had paid 
dearly for the knowledge I had gained, it has been of 
service to me since. 

I have always thought that the man who let me the 
baraque expected that I should not be allowed to exhibit the 
Gorilla, and I should be glad to give it up, and lose the 
money I had paid him, when he could open it for his Tir 
National. I had a very good week, having all the best class 
of residents in the town and neighbourhood, and I had a 
jolly time of it. I made up my mind to take to the Con
tinental fairs ; but I must not trust to other people's baraques, 
for it would be much more certain and cheaper to have one 
of my own. I consulted with a Scotchman who stood along 
side of my Show with a magnificent electrifying machine, 
with a large dial, which indicated the [power of endurance 
of each person operated upon. 

He was a very good neighbour, only he kept me awake 
for two or three hours after I had retired to my virtuous 
couch ; for the gentlemen on leaving the cafes generally 
had bets to decide as to which could stand the most punish
ment, and he did a roaring trade when I ought to have been 
sleeping, for they kicked up an awful row, jabbering Flemish 
and bad French; but the police never interfered with them. 
As a proof that they are a peaceable class of people during 
these Fairs, he never moved his machine away at nights, 
but merely threw a piece of calico over it to keep the dew 
from tarnishing i t ; he must have done a good business, for 
there were his wife, himself, and a young man, who all lived 
at a good hotel, and after the Fairs were done they lived 
upon their means during the winter till the Fairs commenced 
again. 

Well, this electrician had paid his annual visits to the 
Belgian Fairs for years, and was acquainted with all the 
Show people, and the builders who supplied them with their 
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baraques, &c. He wrote to one that he could best recom
mend, who came over from Brussels to see me about it. I 
gave him the dimensions, 60 feet in length and 30 feet in 
width, with platforms to form a boarded floor, a room at 
each side of the stage—one for the servant, the other for 
myself—fitted up with every comfort and convenience tha t 
could be introduced into a portable building. 

The stage was to be fitted up and painted as an African 
forest; the drop scene representing the West African coast, 
with the entrance up the Gaboon, and plenty of negroes,, 
and birds and beasts; the front of the baraque the same, 
all in oil colours, and an artistic orchestra for the band. 

The interior was to be lined with flats, and painted to 
imitate a drawing-room; the reserved seats stuffed, and 
covered with Utrecht velvet; the floor covered with real 
Brussels carpet, and the roof of the building covered with 
waterproof canvas and to contain two ventilators, &c. I t 
was to be delivered and put up all ready for occupation at 
Bruges, on the Friday before the Fair, which commenced 
on the Sunday. The contract was written out and signed. 
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C H A P T E E XXVI. 

AT THE FAIRS ABROAD. 

T H E next difficulty was, I had neither got ground nor per
mission for the Fair at Bruges, so I got my electrifying friend 
to go with me to see if we could get a stand, as it was only 
a short distance by rail, so that we could get back in time. 
As the best part of the Fair was over, and nothing was 
doing till evening, we went the following morning by the 
first train, arriving before seven o'clock A.M., to find all the 
best ground occupied. We tried to buy some of the Show 
people out, but they asked such high terms that I calculated 
it would not leave me much chance of a profit; I thought, 
well, I am in a greater fix than ever. I have got a baraque, 
and nowhere to place it. 

We went to the Burgomaster, and after a good deal of 
talk, impressing upon him the magnificence of my new 
baraque, and the exhibition of the Gorilla, the grand 
curiosity, and the only one in Europe, &c, he expressed a 
great wish to have such a novelty at their Fair, and gave 
me a note to the gentleman who had the direction and 
allotting of the Fair ground. He told us we were too late. 
Why did I not apply in proper time ? He would have given 
me the best position at his disposal. Did I mind being a 
little outside of the Fair. Oh, no! my Show would draw 
anywhere. He went with us, and showed us three different 
places. I chose one right in front of a large mansion. He 
said he supposed the gentleman would not like it, but I 
might have i t ; he could only grumble. I said we had 
better pay him the compliment of asking him, it would be 
of no use making an enemy of him if we could avoid i t ; so 
we knocked at the door, which was opened by the gentle-
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man's gentleman in livery. He took my card to his master ; 
we were ushered into his room, stated to him the nature of 
my Show and the position I was placed in, and asked him 
to allow my baraque to be erected there ; it was a very 
handsome building, and would not disgrace his mansion. 
Oh, yes ! He would rather like it. He had heard a great 
deal about the G-orilla, but never expected to have it brought 
to his own door. I t would be so convenient for his family 
to see it. 

I said I should be pleased to admit his card at any time, 
for his family and friends. Oh ! he was obliged, but should 
insist upon paying, and also make his acquaintances come 
and pay too. Why should I go through so much travel 
and peril to bring such a wonderful specimen here to gratify 
the people's curiosity for nothing ? 

" I hope you will do well; I shall do all in my power for 
you." 

After the usual compliments we withdrew, attended by a 
flunkey to open the door. Having successfully accomplished 
our business, we retired to an hotel for refreshment. I 
said to the Directeur du Fair, " You see what a little inex
pensive civility can do ; I have made a great friend of that 
gentleman; whereas, if we had not called upon him, and 
independently pitched my baraque without asking him, he 
might have been a bitter enemy, and told me to take away my 
Show, or he would have it upset in the street, G-orilla and all, 
anyhow, he might do me a great deal of injury; instead, as 
now, he will do me a great deal of good, the difference of 
which I shall find very favourable to my cash account.'' 

He said, " Yes, but he at once perceived that you were of 
a superior class to the baraque people that frequent our 
Fa i r ; he would not have been so civiHo them." 

After our repast we finished our business and returned to 
Courtrai, perfectly satisfied with the success of our Fair 
business so far. I had now learnt another lesson, tha t 
if I wished to succeed in this sort of Bohemian life I must 
apply in proper time for my ground, or I should experience 
the same trouble; and as Antwerp Fair—which lasted six 
weeks—followed Bruges, I must not lose any time. I in-
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quired of some of the baraque proprietors, and was told that 
I should be in time if I wrote off at once, for they had not 
made their allotments ye t ; I must give the dimensions of 
my baraque, and particulars of my exhibition, giving me the 
address where to send my application. But I thought to 
myself I will not trust to writing, and took the first train 
the next morning. 

I had no difficulty in finding the gentleman. I presented 
him with my bills, picture-posters, &c, and the space I 
required, and every particular in reference to my Show. 
He said they had already more applications than they had 
room for; but when the allotment day arrived he had no 
doubt that several would be rejected; anyhow, mine being 
a special novelty, they would be sure to place such an exhi
bition in the most favourable position in the Fair, and I 
should receive the award the day after the distribution of the 
ground-plots. W e went and took some refreshment, and 
I returned to Courtrai. I then made much inquiry of the 
different Fair people, who lent me a book, from which I 
ascertained the best Fairs, and to whom I must apply for 
ground, and wrote off at once to secure the ground in the 
different towns as the Fairs succeeded each other, for the 
entire season. 

Anyhow, I passed a very pleasant country life, and was 
sorry that my departure was drawing near ; in fact, it finished 
somewhat abruptly, for on the Thursday notice was pro
claimed that all the baraques were to be removed forthwith. 
I took no notice of it, as my baraque was to be ready for 
our reception at Bruges on the following day—Friday—and 
a day could make no difference ; but in the afternoon, gen
darmes, or police, came to know why I was not taking down 
the baraque. " Oh! I was going to clear out to-morrow." 
But soon after the party belonging to the baraque came to 
tell me that they must clear all away that night, and com
menced by taking off the roof; so there we were, without a 
covering over our heads. I thought it was time to be 
making a move, so I asked them not to take the shutters 
down till I got a place to move the 'gorilla to. I then went 
in search of my friend the flax merchant, who was the cause 
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of my coming to Courtrai. I told him he had the trouble 
of bringing me to the town, so he must get me out of i t ; 
had he any place to accommodate the gorilla for the night, 
for they were pulling down the baraque, and I could not 
take possession of my baraque at Bruges till the following 
day. He took me to his house, and showed me his ware
house where he kept his flax. 

" Would that do for the gorilla ? " 
" Yes; it was a comfortable warm room, and would do 

admirably." 
I engaged a van at the railway station, and took Master 

Hassan to his new apartments, and all our luggage to go 
by the luggage train—by which all the baraques, &c, were 
transported from one fair to another at a remarkably cheap 
rate. 

I now thought my troubles were at an end, and went 
back into the town to arrange at the hotel for my night's 
lodgings, &c, purchased some fruit for the gorilla, and 
after spending an hour with some friends I returned to see 
how Hassan was getting on, and give him the fruit ; but 
to my surprise I found Hassan in his house standing in 
the street opposite the gentleman's house, Madame Thallini 
and my servant standing by, surrounded by a crowd of 
people. I called to Floyd, asking him what they were doing 
there—was something up ? was the house on fire ?—or what 
was the matter ? He gave me a description of the whole 
affair, viz., that the gentleman's brother came, being very 
much intoxicated, and ordered them to take the gorilla away. 
Madame told him he had nothing to do with the place; and 
that Mr. Yan Hare had authority from the proprietor. 

" Oh ! " he said, " he was in partnership with his brother, 
and went on blustering (and Floyd whispered that he thought 
Madame had had some strong tea), and at last Madame told 
him if he did not leave she would let the gorilla out to 
worry h im; so he went off, and presently returned with an 
iron shooter—as the Americans call a gun—and a gang of 
roughs, and if he (Floyd) had not nailed the key, so that 
Madame could not find it, she would have let the animal 
out on them, and the gentleman would have shot it. 
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" Well," I said, " this is a nice state of things, and makes 
a bad finish to our first fair business ; I must get rid of 
this woman, or she will ruin every th ing/ ' 

I hurried away to the railway station, and saw the super
intendent, who gave me a room for the gorilla and the ser
vant for the night. I took the van which had previously 
removed the animal, &c, from the fair ground back with 
me, for it was getting dark. There was a crowd of people 
still gazing upon the house of " The Gorilla Chief," stuck in 
the street. A gang of fellows volunteered to hoist it into 
the van, no doubt but the same that fetched it out of the 
gentleman's house into the street; if so, it was fortunate for 
them, and, according to the old adage, it was an ill wind for 
me that brought them profit. We were followed by the 
crowd up to the railway ; when we got into the station the 
gate was closed, and none of the men allowed in. They 
shouted out that they wanted paying, so I asked them 
through the gate how much they wanted, a question they 
could not answer ; but about a score of fellows came up to 
the gate who claimed to have been on the job. I gave them 
a five-franc piece to divide as they thought proper. After 
arranging Hassan comfortably we left Floyd in charge, and 
retired to the hotel. 

We arrived at Bruges about mid-day, and took possession 
of my new baraque. I found it a splendid building, and 
handsomer than I ever expected. The contractor told me 
that many of the leading people had paid a visit of inspec
tion, and complimented him very much for its construction, 
saying they had never had such a grand baraque at the fair 
before. I paid him the balance of the contract, and a few 
extras which he had not forgotten to charge for, but I was 
very well satisfied—in fact, I was delighted with my new 
show. He went with me for a stroll in the town; I arranged 
at the nearest hotel for Madame Thallini to stay for a few 
nights, for I had made my mind up to finish with her after 
the busiest part of the fair. 

Next morning I had my bath, and felt as fresh as a daisy, 
and after completing my toilette I took a survey of my 
castle—as they say in England, every man's house is his 
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castle, even if it was a wooden one—and felt as proud as a 
Bohemian king. I had my breakfast cooked by our brand 
spanking-new Belgium stove, and was as jolly as a sand-boy. 
Madame Thallini made her appearance to look after her 
young man Hassan. 

My neighbour—I mean the gentleman from the mansion 
in front of which the baraque was standing—came to see me. 
I showed him all the ins and outs, even my private apart
ment. I asked him to have a look at the gorilla. Yes, he 
would fetch his family. He brought seven of them. They 
expressed themselves very much pleased with the animal, 
and the fitting up of the baraque, saying it was the most 
wonderful exhibition they had ever seen. I gave them a brief 
history of Hassan. The gentleman said, " Oh, you say he 
has the best of everything, and is fond of fine fruit ? I will 
supply him with the most delicious fruit from my hot-houses 
during your stay here ; I will send him some in during the 
day." He put out his hand to shake hands with me, and 
left a Leopold (about £1 English) in mine. I told him 
I should not open the show for payment till the commence
ment of the fair. He replied that all was fair in love and 
war, and walked away, saying, " I must go and order my 
gardener to select some fruit for Hassan at once." In about 
half-an-hour the gardener brought a basket of splendid 
fruit, including grapes which would be worth five shillings 
per pound in Covent Garden. He said, " My master has 
sent a basket of fruit for the gorilla, sir, better than King 
Leopold has for his table, and has given me orders to bring 
him a basket of the finest fruit I have in the garden every 
day as long as he remains here." I gave him five francs to 
get a drink, so I was well up for fruit, for the animal could 
not eat them all, so I had to help him. 

I arose the next morning in high spirits for the fair, and 
after a substantial breakfast—for I did not hope to have 
any time to feed again till near midnight—the country 
people began to arrive in crowds, each carrying a weather-
defying gingham. A few deluded stragglers were hooked 
into the show, but the fish were not in the humour to take 
the bait kindly. At last the grand procession appeared in 
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sight, headed by priests, with the Blood of Jesus Christ in a 
bottle, elevated above the crowd, followed by singing boys 
and boys carrying huge wax candles, incense, &c. I t was 
estimated that more than 100,000 people accompanied the 
procession to the Cathedral, and those who could not get 
in returned, and then the fair commenced in right good 
earnest, and the show was crowded in and out. 

We let them out from a side door, selling the tickets for 
the next exhibition, so that there was no stoppage with the 
audience coming out at the front; and directly the house 
was cleared the people had nothing to do but walk in till 
the house was full, and those who had purchased tickets had 
to wait till the next house. We continued at the same rate 
till eight o'clock, when the excitement abated, and I was 
glad to close at ten o'clock to have some refreshment and 
retire to rest. I could not tell how many people had visited 
the show, for running short of tickets I had to keep taking 
out of the cheque box without counting them, and if I had 
had sufficient for the whole day I should not have troubled 
to count them, having taken the money myself, but I know 
that I took 4,257 frs. (about £170 English). 

The next morning when having my breakfast the gar
dener walked in with the usual daily supply of fruit for 
Master Hassan, saying that he had brought me some of the 
first strawberries of the season for my breakfast. I replied 
that I was delighted, for they were my favourite fruit, and 
that the gorilla was passionately fond of t h e m ; so I put 
the different sorts of fruit upon a plate and handed it to 
Hassan, to show the gardener which fruit he preferred. 
When he had taken a minute survey of the stock, he com
menced on the strawberries. The gardener exclaimed, " How 
extraordinary ! He shall have plenty every day, for we shall 
have abundance and to spare all the season." I tipped him a 
ten-franc gold piece; he went off evidently enjoying the 
reciprocity. 

The builder came to bid me good-bye; I walked up to 
the station with him, calling on our way upon some of the 
baraque proprietors, who told us they did an immense busi
ness on the previous day. I saw him off by the train, re-
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turned to the show and opened, there being a few people 
arriving. We had a good day, and went on all the week doing 
a paying business; I and Hassan rejoicing over our daily 
gift of strawberries and other delicious fruit. On the 
Sunday we had a very good day, and the following week 
there was an awful falling off in the attendance, being 
chiefly the townspeople. My gentleman neighbour and his 
friends came in great force. I had all the best people of the 
town and suburbs, who paid for the reserved seats, so that 
I took as much money as in the previous week. We had a 
pretty good Sunday. As the following week would only be 
a quiet affair I should stay the Sunday over, pull down the 
show and remove to Antwerp, to commence at the fair on 
the following Sunday. 

I embraced the opportunity of dispensing with the ser
vices of Madame Thallini by paying her a fortnight's 
salary, in lieu of notice, and took Master Hassan under my 
own management again, for he would not acknowledge two 
masters ; so I took him in hand, and we became as thick as 
two thieves. 

I had now become properly initiated into the fair busi
ness. I found it paid very well. I was very jolly and com
fortable in my new baraque : I was my own master, no 
managers to please or displease. I t was an independent 
sort of life, and my mind was made up to follow it out. So 
I did, right through the season, finishing up at Liege Fair 
in November. 

As I have given a description of the continental fairs, 
and as one fair so nearly resembles another fair, it is need
less to describe every fair and town I visited. In fact, it 
would be too monotonous ; but I may mention that they are 
conducted upon a regular commercial principle, and the 
baraque proprietors are looked upon as other merchants or 
shopkeepers, and not as in England, where they say, " Here's 
t ' show-folke coming, tak' t ' clothes in." They are patronized 
by Royalty and the best class of society. Some of them 
run several shows in different parts. Some of the proprietors 
of the Potato Fritz baraques are wealthy people. These 
places are fitted up like cafes, and very comfortable, with 
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good pretensions to artK: and upholstery: a good boarded 
floor, well carpetod; nil®, httle cabinets, with tables and 
sesfcts, the entrance being enclosed by lace curtains; a wooden 
ceiling, in panels, each panel containing a meritorious oil-
painting, surrounded by ornamental carving, and gilded. 
They have kitchen, scullery, store-room, &c, attached, where 
several people are employed, some paring potatoes, some 
slicing them by machinery, and others frying them in large 
pans half full of oil. Each lot had to go through four 
courses—that is, removed from one pan to another till they 
came to the fourth pan, when they were finished and put to 
drain. They also made apple fritters, sweet omelets, &c, 
and various sorts of pastry. They also sold wine, spirits, 
malt liquor, coffee, and cigars. Everything was beautifully 
clean, and the attendants dressed very neatly and remark
ably civil. 

I have often wondered to myself how the licensed victual
lers in England would like one of these establishments to 
pitch their baraque in front of their hotel or public-house 
for a month or six weeks every year. 

I finished up the fairs in Liege at the end of November, 
packed up my baraque and other things I did not want, and 
warehoused them, and went to my old exhibition-room in 
Brussels for the winter, where I stayed about three months. 
I had my baraque, &c, forwarded to Ghent, and erected upon 
a fine position in the fair, which I had secured at the proper 
time without any difficulty, the gorilla having been so popu
lar the previous year. I found the difference between 
being in the fair and outside i t ; my splendid show-
box took the people by storm, and I had an immense run— 
" The Grorilla Chief " being the lion of the fair. 

From there I took the fair at Eoubaix, in France, after 
which I moved off to Holland, and exhibited at the fairs at 
the Hague, Amsterdam, Eotterdam, and all the other dams, 
to the end of the season, warehoused the baraque, &c, and 
returned to London to rest for the winter, having made 
about <£2,000. 

After Christmas I was in Berlin again, and the business 
falling off, I began to think of my future movements, and be-
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thought myself of haying received a letter from St. Petersburg 
some ten or twelve years ago, offering me an engagement for 
"Napoleon, the Wizard Dog," &c.; but I could not recollect 
the address, and was not certain whether I had filed the letter 
or committed it to the wastepaper-basket. I set to and ran
sacked my boxes, and after examining papers and letters for 
three hours I came to the identical letter. I then wrote off at 
once, also forwarding picture posters, bills, &c, and in due 
course I received an answer in very fair English, saying " I 
could give you a saloon at the end of February, 1875, new 
style, which would be the best time for your exhibition, and 
my terms are decided by giving half the receipts. I make 
it my business to give the premises, the gas, and the bills 
and other expenses, which are all very great here, and you 
must not charge less than one silver rouble (a little over 
three shillings English)." I thought that was a better price 
than I had been getting for admission to see my show, but 
it would be a long and wearisome journey for the animal, 
being over 1,000 miles by rail. I wrote to say that I would 
accept his terms if he paid all our travelling expenses by 
express train. I received his answer by return to say tha t 
he would agree to my wish about the expenses, but I had 
better not come till the second week in March. He had to 
come to Berlin and Hamburg on business, when he would 
execute the agreement, and accompany me upon his return 
to St. Petersburg. 

I waited somewhat anxiously for his arrival, and as my 
show was partly played out I combined business with 
pleasure, viewing the city and its sights, and familiarizing 
myself with the customs and domestic habits of the country. 
I could put up with their geese (which are very fine, and 
would be no disgrace to any English table at Christmas) 
even, cooked with carrots or prunes, but I could not stand 
the sourkrout at all, nor their gigantic bottles of lager beer. 

In due course Herr G-edhardt ( I found he was German) 
arrived. We got our business arranged, and he left for 
Hamburg, and I began to prepare for our journey. I wrote 
off to my builder in Brussels to warehouse my baraque, &c, 
till wanted. 
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Upon Mr. Gedhardt's return we at once sent off all 
luggage we could spare, and somehow he managed by hook 
or crook to procure a post-office guard's van, in which we all 
could travel with "The G-orilla Chief." And we did not 
suffer so much as I expected, for it was kept warm, and we 
could lie down and sleep when we liked and nobody to bother 
u s ; and we arrived all right in two days and nights. 

We took a few days' rest previous to opening, and in the 
interval the manager apprised the Emperor of the arrival 
of the extraordinary animal " The Gorilla Chief/' and 
was honoured by his Majesty's command to bring the 
Chief of the Gorillas to the Imperial Palace for a private 
view. 

There was great preparation for this Boyal reception by 
the Emperor and Autocrat of All the Russias ; and Master 
Hassan had an extra shampooing and was made as handsome 
as possible, without paint. 

At the appointed time a carriage, something like a travel
ling luggage van, with four splendid horses, and attended 
by a mounted escort, drove up. There was a large crowd 
collected in the street, anxious to know what was the 
matter ; and when Hassan was brought in his house and 
lifted into the carriage they got a sight of Hassan look
ing through the window of his house. 

There was a great hubbub amongst the spectators, but 
they were no wiser, for I asked Mr. Gedhardt what they 
were saying. He laughed, telling me that they said it was 
an Englishman being taken before the Emperor. 

We started off at a smart pace, and were quickly at the 
Palace. We were then ushered up to a magnificent room 
adjoining the Czar's drawing-room, which had evidently 
been prepared for us, for there was a dais handsomely fitted 
up at the end of the room. When we had got all ready the 
Court marched in and took their respective seats. I did not 
feel exactly at home, for I had to give a lecture; so I braced 
myself up to concert-pitch and gave a brief history of the 
gorilla, my travels in Africa, and the capture of Hassan, 
<fec.,. which some of the company only partially understood, 
and the major part not at a l l ; and Mr. Gedhardt had to 
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tell them what I was talking about; after which I had a 
good many questions to answer. 

They were very much astonished to see such a specimen 
of an animal, so much resembling a human being. I called 
my servant to bring a glass of wine (which was already pre
pared at a side table), which was brought upon a gold 
salver. I handed it to Hassan, telling him to drink his 
Imperial Majesty's health. 

He rose from his chair, kissed his hand to the audience, 
drank off the wine, and placed the glass on the salver, 
kissed his hand again, then sat down in his chair. All this 
was interpreted by the manager, which the audience enjoyed 
greatly ; and the Czar laughed heartily, and remarked that 
it was a pity that he could not talk. 

But Master Hassan made a hole in his manners, for the 
Emperor asked for the golden salver, with which the gorilla 
had been served, and rose to present him (the gorilla) with 
it for his future service. 

But as he approached near to him Hassan's hair rose on 
end ; he opened his mouth with a loud bark, as if he was 
going to swallow his Imperial Majesty. And the Emperor 
in his fright dropped the salver on the floor. This created 
great consternation amongst the Eoyal party, who crowded 
round the Czar; and I stood trembling in fear that poor 
Hassan would be ordered to immediate execution, or we 
should be sent to Siberia for life, which would be worse. 

However, the Emperor took it good humouredly, and 
retired smiling, without staying either to objurgate or com
pliment Master Hassan for his want of gratitude for such a 
high testimonial. So as Hassan did not appreciate the 
Imperial gift I picked it up and took it away with the 
greatest of care. 

I had the presentation engraved on the centre in Eussian 
jargon; and exhibited in a glass case at the front of the show. 

I t was a big advertisement; and when we opened we 
did a fine business with the rich people. But the other 
class we were not troubled with, for they were not blessed 
with more roubles than they had use for ; for the rich there 
are rich, and the poor are poor indeed. 
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I was not long permitted to boast my big advertisement, for 
I had an intimation given me that I had better take it in, as 
his Majesty might not approve of it. This advice proved to 
be quite right, for the Emperor occasionally called to see 
how we were getting on. 

An English gentleman told me a little history of this 
saloon or exhibition room, and the cause of it becoming so 
famous; that it was opened by a French lady who was a 
celebrated pastry-cook, and made very delicious cakes, which 
the Emperor used to come regularly to ea t ; and the manager 
had recently married her. 

The silver roubles kept rolling in to our mutual satisfac
tion ; but I found that a rouble did not go far in luxuries, 
when you had to pay two roubles (about 6s. 6d.) for a bottle 
of London stout, and other things at the same ratio ; which 
brought to my recollection a celebrated tight-rope dancer, 
whom I had sent years ago to the Emperor's Circus (which 
was then carried on at the expense of the State, and all the 
performers after ten years' service were pensioned off for 
life). My rope-dancer complained that he could not live upon 
c£20 per week; but he always drank English stout. If he 
had been in England he would have drunk champagne, not 
vulgar stout. 

The manager made a proposition to me that if I was not 
under any contract to return to G-ermany, and if I liked to 
prolong my engagement on the same terms, he would take 
me to some of the principal towns. 

I replied that I was my own master, and it did not 
matter where I went if it paid me ; but I should not like to 
stay for the winter, as I might lose the animal. 

He said we could keep open till the last week in June, 
and he would have a wooden building erected at Nijni Nov
gorod, where I should see the greatest fair in the whole 
world, which lasted six weeks; and on our return journey 
we should stay to exhibit at Moscow for some time. 

I very gladly agreed to the arrangement, for I had heard 
some English merchants speak about going to the great 
Nijni Fair. 

At last the time arrived when I must leave the marvellous 
B B 
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City, and journey to the big Show Fair of Nijni Novgo
rod, at which place we arrived two days before it com
menced, and took possession of the new show-box that the 
manager had erected. 

I found it a very substantial wooden building, which 
any one would have supposed was intended to be perma
nent for at least six years instead of six weeks. Nor had 
accommodation for our comfort been neglected. 

There were mountains of goods already arrived, piled up 
on the Siberian wharves, along the banks of the Yolga and 
other parts; and endless Drosky waggons, and creaky 
sort of carts, loaded with every species of merchandize, from 
every part of the known globe, and the drivers impelling 
their poor miserable-looking animals towards the different 
parts of the fair, heedless of the shouts and execrations 
of the patrols of Cossacks or policemen, instituted to keep 
order. 

The fair commenced on the 1st of July, with such a con
course of people of commerce from all parts of the .civilized 
and half-civilized world as can only be witnessed at this 
mammoth gathering, which is carried on in the various 
streets and avenues of brick and wooden buildings, each 
species of merchandize being displayed in its distinct loca
tion ; but the actual business is chiefly transacted at the 

estaurants and tea-houses, where they meet day after day, 
incessantly imbibing cups of tea and talking over every 
other topic but their own business, perhaps for a week or 
more before any approach to bargaining is entered into; 
and how many cups of tea are consumed over it would 
puzzle old -Babbage's calculating machine to compute; but 
Smoking is strictly forbidden. 

The gayest time to see the real life of the Nijni Fair is 
after the business of the day is over, when the merchants 
and the better class of people flock to the cafes and restau
rants, where troops of gipsies, &c, enliven the evenings 
with their wild national songs and dances. 

But here is the dark side of Nijni Novgorod. I t is the 
centre for the embarkation of all the prisoners to take their 
final departure for Siberia. 
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They arrive in the middle of the night under an escort; 
then are taken by the tugs in waiting on board of large black 
ships, or prison-steamers, anchored in the middle of the Eiver 
Volga; from whence they are steamed away towards their 
dreaded destination before day-light. 

They used formerly to have to march all the way in chains; 
but, through the Emperor's sublime humanity, they have 
been relieved of that torture, trusting to their award of 
punishment at the mines being sufficient to end their 
miserable lives. 

In fact, the great Mjn i Fair is a meeting of the world, 
both Old and New, at which the nomad population (if there 
is no appearance of cholera) is immense, approaching to a 
million of people ; the stationary population only amount
ing to some 40,000. And it is for this overflow of visitors 
that all the hotels, cafes, restaurants, tracteres or tea-drink
ing shops, theatres, &c, are built, for the limited occupation 
of six weeks, every year. The variety of costume is great, 
some very gay and costly, and others quite the reverse ; the 
Russian merchants are seen in their long sheepskin coats, 
which they only change twice a year, that is winter and 
summer—in winter they wear the wool inside, and in summer 
it is turned outside. 

And with the jabbering and confusion of tongues I began 
to think that I had made a grand mistake in bringing 
" The Gorilla Chief" amongst so many that were far less 
civilized. I t was like carrying coals to Newcastle; and I 
feared my show would not receive much of their patronage. 
But when we opened I was agreeably disappointed, for the 
roubles rolled in very satisfactorily; and many Eussian 
traders, who from their appearance you would not think were 
worth a kopeck, would pull rolls of roubles out of their 
high boots, and part with a rouble like lambs, which gave 
me an assurance that I was going to have a good time 
of it. 

There was a great variety of shows, dancing booths, &c, 
and the usual concomitants of Continental fairs. The only 
wonder to me was that some of the show people did not 
make a Gorilla, after finding my show having the run of the 

B B 2 
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fair, for it would have been very easy to transmogrify some 
of the moujihs into veritable-looking Gorillas, only the 
risk would be that if detected they would be severely dealt 
with, for you must not exhibit under false title, as at the 
Egyptian Hall, London, in any Continental town, that is if 
you would have any objection to a heavy fine and imprison
ment. 

We were patronized by all the grandees and nobles, and 
honoured with a Eoyal visit from the Emperor and suite, 
his Majesty passing off a few jokes at Hassan's expense, 
but was very cautious in not making too close an acquaint
ance with him, not having forgotten his first introduction at 
the Imperial Palace. 

Before the fair was half over I got sick and tired of the 
muck and filth of the place, and would have been glad to 
get out of i t ; but we were doing a good business, and I must 
study my manager's expense of the building, &c, so we 
stopped till the fair was over. We then went on to Moscow, 
where we exhibited in a saloon in the main street—in the 
Khitagorod, the second division. The town is built in five 
divisions, the Kremlin being the highest and central part of 
the city, known as the first division. The streets are broad 
and well paved, but in the suburbs they are chiefly a kind 
of wooden pavement, formed with the trunks of trees or 
planks; the churches are very numerous, some built of brick 
and white-washed, and others of wood painted red r with 
domes formed of tin or copper, some of which are painted 
green and others gilt, which gives to the town a most 
grotesque appearance. Here I ventured to exhibit the gold 
salver presented by the Emperor to the Gorilla Chief in front 
of the show, which proved a big advertisement; and there 
being a population of nearly half a million, we found the 
roubles come in plentifully, and during our month's stay we 
took more money than at Nijni Fair in six weeks. 

About this time, having read so much about the Prince of 
Wales's visit to India, I sent my agent off to Calcutta to 
secure some of the Hindoo serpent charmers and anything 
he could find that would be a novelty. 

Having finished here we started for the fair at Lublin, in 
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Eussian Poland, where the manager had had a building 
erected for us. We were two days and nights travelling by 
rail and two days by road before we arrived at Lublin, which, 
although styled a city, is an unpretentious town, and its 
commerce principally dependent upon its fairs, of which 
there are three annually, lasting a month each. This being 
the last fair in the year might be the best, for there was a 
continual crowd all the month, including numerous Germans, 
Austrians, Eussians, Turks, and other traders and merchants 
of various nationalities, who appeared to transact a large 
amount of business. We had no reason to complain, for we 
had a big run all the time. 

Having finished here we started by road for Warsaw, a 
building having been erected ready for our reception, where 
we arrived after three days' uncomfortable travelling and 
most wretched accommodation where we had to put up for 
the nights. I found things much better in the metropolis 
of the fair land of Poland, the public buildings, churches, 
and the mansions of the nobility numerous and magnificent, 
the streets spacious, but badly paved, the houses mean, 
and chiefly consisting of only ill-constructed wooden hovels. 
I t was a big fair, although only lasting three weeks ; there 
was an immense trade carried on. I told Mr. G-edhardt, 
the manager, tha t I should like to go to Yienna for the 
winter. He said he was acquainted with the manager of a 
saloon there, that would just be the place for me. He wrote 
off at once to ask if it was disengaged, and if so, the lowest 
terms for two months certain, and received a favourable 
answer by return, upon which I settled without any further 
delay in bartering about the rent, &c. 

At the finishing up of the fair we settled our accounts 
very amicably. I had always found him upright in all our 
dealings ; had he been a Eussian I might have found it the 
reverse, for what I had seen and heard of them had not im
pressed me with much confidence in their integrity in com
mercial dealings, or anything else; and all the respect I had 
for the Eussians was the amount of cash I was taking out of 
the country, and I should not have left with wounded feel
ings if I had eased them of a great deal more. 
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The manager accompanied me to the railway station; saw 
us all comfortably fixed, &c.; he begged of me to spend 
the following summer with him, when I should be sure to 
do still better. I expressed myself Yery well satisfied, and I 
would think of it. He got us all nicely arranged in a 
travelling-box to ourselves ; we had a most cordial parting, 
and his last words were, " Write and let me know when I 
am to come to fetch you." The bugle sounded, the engine 
whistled, the iron-horse snorted, and off we puffed for the 
beautiful blue Danube, bidding adieu to the fair land of 
Poland. 

We opened at Yienna, where we did good business, and 
were patronized by Eoyalty. At one of my evening exhibi
tions a fellow came rushing on to the stage saying he 
"wasn't frightened of the bird. He would fight him for 
all the money I could muster." Hassan was sitting quietly 
in his chair. I tried to persuade the fellow to go away. 
Oh, no ! not likely. He had come to fight that ugly brute. 
He would fight both me and my Gorilla. He didn't care 
if I was an Englishman. 

I stood before the man to hinder him from going near 
Hassan, when he attempted to push me out of his way. At 
that Hassan sprang from his seat, giving a loud roar; the 
fellow turning to run off, and just as he was going to jump 
from the platform Hassan caught him by the tail of his coat. 
The fellow leaped with much force, falling head-first on the 
floor, leaving his coat-tail in Hassan's hand. I had then 
caught hold of Hassan's lunge, which was only a piece of 
small cord, and I had the greatest difficulty in controlling 
him. 

During this time there was great consternation amongst 
the audience and a regular stampede, everybody being 
anxious to get out first for their own safety, causing the 
greatest confusion. I got Hassan put into his house and 
hurried away into the Saal to give what assistance I could, 
for I was awfully afraid that there would be some accident, 
and to look for the fellow. 

When all the people had got out into the street the gen
darmes rushed in asking for the proprietor. I at once 
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acknowledged myself to be in that unenviable position. 
They jabbered a great deal more than what I really under
stood ; but my interpreter gave me to understand that they 
were going to take me to prison. He and I explained to 
them the whole affair, that it was the man's fault; and un
fortunately he was an Englishman who had been enjoying 
his young self in the orgies of dissipation during the splendid 
festivities of the Grand Carnival and imbibed more Here de 
Baviere, or something, than was good for him (Hassan 
always had a great abhorrence to any one inebriated, not
withstanding that he would be too glad to fall into the same 
snare if he was given the opportunity), and that he was the 
proper person for them to take. But where was he ? Did 
we know him ? N o ! he had got away with the crowd and 
disappeared. They collected the numerous articles and 
fragments of costume, &c, which the people had lost in the 
scramble to get out, took charge of them, and went away, 
giving me strict orders not to open my show again, or it 
would be the worse for me, and that I should hear further 
about it. 

Well, I thought this was a nice state of affairs, just in the 
midst of my success, and perhaps they would not allow me 
to show anywhere in the Empire, which would alter all my 
arrangements entirely, and I retired to rest that night dis
consolate, thinking and musing over what to do, and after a 
sleepless night I arose with a determination not to give in 
without a hard struggle. 

I went out to find if I had got any friends in the city. I 
called upon one of the leading gentlemen of the town, with 
whom I had made acquaintance, and told him what a fix I 
was in. He at once took an interest in my case, and went 
with me to see the burgomaster, to whom we explained the 
whole affair, and who said, after much palaver and numerous 
compliments, that he would allow me to open on the condition 
tha t I must only show the animal in his den, which an officer 
must inspect to see if it was secure. I then begged of him to 
allow me to exhibit the animal on the stage, with a chain to 
him ; that brought on another palaver, and he asked me if I 
could hold the brute, if he should again become obstreperous. 
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" Oh! yes, certainly, there was no fear of that." Well, he 
would send an officer with me, and if he reported that the 
den was substantial and safe, and the collar and chain were 
of sufficient strength to hold such a monstrous beast, he 
would give me permission to open. An officer was sent along 
with me at once, and my gentleman friend accompanied us. 
After due inspection and a friendly tip the officer said it 
would be'all right, and went off to give his report to his 
superiors. 

My friend asked me to take a walk with him, he had to 
make a few calls, after which he would go with me to ascer
tain the verdict, it was better not to be in too great a hurry; 
he supposed they would take some time for official considera
tion. After about an hour we returned to the Saal, where 
we found the officer waiting with the grand official permit, 
whom I thanked for his kind attention and punctuality. I 
then tendered my most grateful thanks to my friend (for he 
was no longer a casual acquaintance, but a proved friend) 
for his kind and successful mediation on my behalf. He 
replied that he was very pleased, and I could not feel more 
glad than himself, for he should have been very sorry for 
me to have left the city in that abrupt manner ; he would 
just call upon his friend the burgomaster, to thank him for 
his courtesy, both to me and himself. 

I then opened the show, but was not troubled with an 
overflow of visitors; a few people straggled in, either from 
curiosity or ignorance of the previous night's disturbance. 
The attendance increased daily ; but it took a week before 
the people became reassured of their safety in visiting the 
exhibition. 
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C H A P T E E XXYII . 

HINDOO SNAKE-CHARMERS. 

DURING this time I had an agreeable surprise. My agent 
arrived from Calcutta, with two Hindoo magicians and snake-
charmers, with a collection of serpents and pigeons, &c, also 
a numerous collection of the sacred monkeys and other rare 
species of quadrumana; also a variety of birds of brilliant 
coloured plumage, and many Indian curiosities. He at once 
apprized me that he had spent all the money I gave him, 
and that there was an account to pay before anything could 
be released. I asked how much it was, when he handed me 
the way-bill, stating fares and cash advanced, &c, which 
somewhat damped my spirits, for this was what I had never 
expected. However, there was no time to waste in thought ; 
we went off at once to liberate my dusky troupe. I found 
all satisfactory, and wrote a cheque for the amount, and 
began to transport my new menagerie, &c. 

Upon arrival at my Exhibition Saal I had no room to 
place them in, and half wished that the lot had remained 
in their own country. I at once went in search of the pro
prietor of the Saal, and found him most obliging in letting 
me have an extra room, which was smaller, but at a larger 
rent than I was paying for my other Saal, and in my per
plexity I was obliged to accept. We got them in and 
arranged them, so that I might take stock of my new collec
tion of what I called folly. I was awfully disappointed 
with the snake tribe, for they had got nothing but cobras, 
and I expected to see a lot of monstrous serpents of various 
species, and altogether I did not feel quite happy with my 
speculation I was very anxious to see a performance, but 
my agent told me it would take three or four days or a week 
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to get all ready; the stage would have to be enlarged and 
specially prepared for their performance. " Oh! so we 
shall have to close the show for a week." I thought of 
Mr. Chatterton, lessee of Drury Lane Theatre, saying that 
Shakespeare spelt bankruptcy, and wondered what serpent-
charmers would spell. I went through the accounts with 
the agent ; the expenses and cash advanced to the Hindoos 
before they left India, purchase of animals, &c, &c, which 
balanced with the cash he had received, and I had to suppose 
that it was all right, for it would be cheaper to believe it 
than to go over the ground to find out. 

I announced the following day as the last, as the Saal 
would be closed for alterations, for a new and marvellous 
perfordnance, &c, of which due notice would be given. I 
got a builder to undertake the said alterations, under the 
directions of the agent and the Hindoos. I could not 
satisfy myself that my charming show would be complete 
without some large serpents, so thought I would embrace the 
opportunity of visiting Hamburg, in search of some more of 
the snaky tribe. I told my agent of my projected journey, 
and wished him to get the work completed as quickly as possi
ble, saying that I should be back in three days. He asked 
me to let him have a little money for his own use, when it 
struck me at once that he had not included his salary in his 
expenses, and that if so, I was indebted to, him for something 
like six or eight months' wages, and that I was drifting into 
pecuniary difficulties. I said to myself, "Never mind, go 
ahead; if the thing is worth doing at all it's worth doing 
well." 

I gave him what he required for his own needs, and started 
off to Berlin, travelling all night, and arriving early next 
morning. I just had time to have some breakfast before the 
next train left for Hamburg, where I arrived soon after mid
day, and after having some refreshment, I sought out all the 
dealers in birds, beasts, and reptiles, but all I could find was 
three small boa-constrictors, and a family of rattlesnakes, 
which I bought from Herr Cachenback, the great wild beast 
merchant, being all he had left, having had much call for 
serpents lately; but he was expecting large consignments 
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shortly, and recommended me to Hartmann, in Berlin; per
haps he might haye some. I had them packed securely in 
boxes and sent to the railway station. I then went and had 
a good feed, had a look in at some of the places of amuse
ment, and left by the last train, arriving in Berlin about 
six o'clock in the morning, and went straight to Mr. Hart-
mann's, whom I had become acquainted with during my pre
vious stay in Berlin. He had not yet turned out of bed, 
but I found the keepers busy about his zoological establish
ment. I had a loob round, asking particulars about this, 
that, and the other; but Mr. Hartmann, being a man of 
business, did not keep me long waiting, after he had been 
informed that an English gentleman wished to see him. He 
showed me what he had got for sale. I bought a monstrous 
python, twenty-eight feet in length, and seven other ser
pents, including some large boas, &c. I went and had 
breakfast with him while the men got the reptiles packed 
ready. 

Having got all settled I had them sent off to the station. 
I then took a stroll in the town, calling upon some of my 
former acquaintances, and finished by going to the hotel 
where I had formerly lived. The landlord and his good 
wife were delighted to see me ; they supposed that I had 
come to make a long stay, I told them not at present; I 
was going to leave early in the afternoon for Vienna. 
Anyhow, they pressed me to stay and have some lunch, &c, 
to which I did not object, for I was getting nearly stumped, 
and had to rummage my pockets to see if I had enough to 
pay the railway fare. They gave me a splendid menu, and I 
had a jolly good feed, knowing that I had a long journey 
before me, and should not have much left to spend on the 
way. We had quite an affectionate parting, they particu
larly wishing that I might come to spend the following 
winter in Berlin. 

I got to the station in time to get all my snake family 
properly taken care of during the journey. The train 
started at 2 P.M.; and I arrived, with my collection, all right 
a t my show-box about 10 A.M. the following morning, almost 
penniless; in fact, when I had paid for our conveyance 
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from the station I had not enough left to pay for a break
fast. I found the men at work, but nothing like finished. 
I began to think what I was going to do, for the sooner I 
got open the sooner I should get some money, for I was 
getting awfully into debt, and I had nothing left in the 
bank; and should this speculation turn out a failure I 
should be in a fix. I could not expect the builder in 
Brussels to send my baraque till I paid him his account, 
and I should not like to have to write to a Yorkshire 
friend in London, in whose hands I had deposited my 
savings, for I was anxious to keep my capital entire, as 
it was accumulating at good interest. I thought about 
the gentleman who had so much interested himself in 
my behalf when the police shut up my show; but then I 
thought that was no reason why I should take the liberty of 
asking him to lend me money ; it would be like imposing on 
good nature ; then I thought again I should not like to be 
refused. I lay all that night thinking, not sleeping, and at 
last I came to the conclusion that I had no other alterna
tive, and made up my mind to go and see him the first 
thing after breakfast, saying to myself, what is the use of 
having friends if you don't make use of them ? 

I took a survey of the alterations in hand, looking at the 
workmen, and wondering how they were to be paid. I went 
and had breakfast, and started off walking along, betwixt 
hope and fear, and the nearer I got to my destination the 
more doubtful I became. At last I came in sight of the 
gentleman's mansion, and thought I heard a whisper, "Don ' t 
be faint-hearted Yan " ; so I put on a bold face and rung 
the front door bell. Yes! the gentleman was at home. I 
did not go beating about the bush, but went straight to the 
point, telling him that I was in a worse predicament than 
ever. He said, " Well, what's happened now, Yan Hare ? " 

" Oh, it's a pecuniary difficulty that I am in now, sir." 
He replied, " I am sorry for that ." 
I explained to him my position; he asked how much I 

required. I said 200 florins would keep me going till I re
opened. Without asking any questions he wrote out a 
bank order for the amount, saying if that was not sufficient 
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to carry out the affair to let him know. I gave him a 
memorandum, and started back with a lighter heart than I 
went. I found the master builder at the show. He told me 
the men should finish the job before leaving that night. I 
told the agent to get the Hindoos in readiness, for we would 
have a rehearsal as soon as the workmen had finished. I 
had the bills got out, and the announcement in the papers 
to re-open in two days time. 

The Hindoos went through their performance admirably, 
the mechanism of the stage worked splendidly. I then 
wished them to charm the snakes which I had bought, but 
they said they would charm them to-morrow. They could 
understand a little English, which they had learnt from the 
Britishers in Calcutta, so I ordered a ten o'clock rehearsal 
the following morning for that purpose. At the appointed 
time the serpents were brought on the stage. They operated 
upon the python and the boas, and were walking off, so I 
asked them to handle the rattlesnakes, and, with their pecu
liar grin, they gave me to understand that they would have 
no truck with him, saying, " Him not mine country." I 
found my rattlesnakes were a failure, and the only thing I 
could do would be to have a box made, with a glass front 
and top, to show them in. I then had the stage put in the 
same order in which the performance proper would take 
place before an audience, the whole stage being covered with 
light mould, with shrubs planted about to represent a 
garden, and we had a grand dress rehearsal, which went off 
very satisfactorily, and I thought it ought to prove a big 
draw. 

I now perceived that I must have a double show, which 
would run me into no end of expense, and that I should be 
obliged to draw upon my capital; so, without loss of 
time, I sat down and wrote off to my Yorkshire friend in 
London to forward me £200 at his earliest convenience. I 
also wrote to my builder in Brussels for his account. The 
following was our re-opening day, on which we were 
crowded both morning and evening. The Press spoke very 
highly of the performance, and it became the rage of the 
city and country all around. 
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As Easter was drawing near I applied for, and received, 
permission to put up my shows on the Prater. In due 
course I received a letter from my Yorkshire friend, with a 
draft upon the Anglo-Austrian Bank, not forgetting to 
caution me not to speculate too far so as to lose all I had 
made. Having received the builder's account from Brussels, 
I forwarded the amount, wishing him to send off my baraque 
by luggage train as soon as possible. Upon its arrival I had 
it erected on the Prater, and contracted with the builder to 
put up another baraque, for the serpent-charmers' perform
ance, the exact size of my own, adjoining it, so that it saved 
the expense and trouble of one side walling. I engaged the 
Saals for two weeks longer, and continued doing a big busi
ness with both exhibitions, the new baraque being finished, 
with the exception of the stage, which had to be removed 
from the Saal. 

At the end of my tenancy we migrated to the Prater, and 
got everything properly fixed ready for opening at Easter. 
I had the double show decorated with flags of all nations, 
and surrounded with shrubs, flowers, &c, and a splendid 
Hungarian band, in their national costume, elaborately be
dizened with gold lace, <fec, which, altogether, made me 
ambitious enough to believe that my shows had a most 
imposing appearance. We had now fine weather, and the 
park looked lovely, which brought the people from within 
the fortifications, and I had an immense run of business. 
The Emperor in his drives was taken by surprise with the 
magnificence of my show, and sent one of his grand officials 
to arrange for a private exhibition for the Imperial family 
and suite. I at once set about to make the foreground and 
entrance to the show still more attractive for the Eoyal visit* 
and took my interpreter with me to the city and hired some 
beautiful statues for the occasion. (This would be thought 
an extraordinary honour in England, but on the Continent 
it is a common occurrence.) 

At the appointed time quite a procession of the Imperial 
carriages drew up, and the band struck up the national air. 
I was in full dress, and all my servants in livery to receive 
them. After they had seen one exhibition the doors were 
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thrown open for them to pass into the o ther ; and at the 
finish his Imperial Majesty complimented me very highly 
upon the arrangements. I t was the most complete and 
extraordinary exhibition he had ever witnessed. 

During the departure of the august visitors the band 
played the national air till they entered their carriages and 
drove off; the crowd assembled cheering the Emperor and 
Empress vociferously. 

My agent was now making arrangements to visit some 
of the great fairs, and we began to make preparations 
accordingly. I heard nothing more of the Imperial visit 
for about a week, and concluded that I should not do so, 
supposing that they had forgotten all about both me and 
my show, when one of my servants came to my private 
room, at the side of the stage, to say that a grand gentle
man wanted to see me. I said, " Show him in." When the 
gentleman entered and introduced himself I was somewhat 
confused, for it was one of the Emperor's secretaries, and I 
felt a little abashed at so grand an official seeing me in the 
sanctum-sanctorum of my show-box; but on his handing me 
an order for 1,000 florins, I felt more at ease with myself. 
He was very sociable and jolly, telling me how delighted 
the Emperor and Empress were with the arrangements of 
my exhibition, &c, and how his Majesty would have en
joyed this private interview, for he was very inquisitive, and 
liked to see what was going on behind the scenes. He 
stayed nearly an hour, chatting upon various topics ; he 
told me of the worry and insolence of office, &c, saying he 
envied me, for he thought that mine was an independent 
and happy life. I replied that I also had my troubles, that 
a showman's life was not always a bed of roses. Upon 
leaving he shook hands with me, saying that he should 
come to see me again. 

We continued to do an immense business, till one morn
ing there was a great knocking at the front entrance. I 
rang the bell for one of my men, whom I jokingly called my 
valet de chambre, because he slept at the opposite side of 
the stage, and attended to my wants. I sent him to see 
what all that noise was about; he came back with his hair 
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bristling on end like a prickly hedgehog, bawling out, " It's 
a man come to tell you, sir, that all the snakes are in the 
park; he has seen hundreds of them swarming under the 
trees in the park, sir!" I thought that it was somebody 
playing off a lark upon us; anyhow I got up to see. I 
opened the side door leading into the other baraque, where 
the serpents were kept; I walked in very cautiously, in case 
there might be any stray snakes crawling about, or any of 
the monkey folk got out of their dens. I looked round and 
found the lid of the rattlesnakes' box open, and no snakes in 
it. I woke up the Hindoos, who were fast asleep; we 
searched all round in every nook and corner, but could find 
no signs of any snakes. I went to the outer door and 
found it a little way open ; I looked about outside for the 
man, to ask him where he had seen any snakes, but he had 
disappeared, and not a soul to be seen in the park. I said, 
" Well, here's a nice fix to be in again." I consulted with 
the Hindoos as to the best plan to secure them. Presently 
some of my men arrived to clean up the show, &c. They 
had heard that there was thousands of snakes at large, 
crawling about the park, but no one would come to show 
them where they had seen them, so they thought it was a false 
alarm. Well, I did not wish to lose my snakes, but if we 
could not secure them alive we must have them dead, or 
I should certainly be brought into trouble. 

I sent for the bandsmen, and told all hands to arm them
selves with sticks or anything they could find. I got two 
staves twelve feet long, and fixed at the end of each a snare 
or noose, which I made of some brass wire, for I recollected 
how I used to snickle pike in our ponds when a lad at home. 
I called all hands together, and gave the Hindoos the two 
staves, as they ought to know most about catching snakes. 
They were armed with some kind of an Indian sword each ; 
I had my revolver, and an old sword which formerly 
belonged to my uncle, who had been in the army, which I 
always kept by my bedside. Most of my bandsmen were 
well equipped; two of the men had to carry the serpent box, 
in case we got any of the snakes alive; we also took/a 
couple of strong sacks. I started out with my troop, 
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eighteen in number, all told, as if I was going to hunt in 
the forests. 

Well, but whither should we direct our course ?—for it 
was like looking for a needle in a truss of hay. Anyhow, 
we made our way to the nearest woody part of the park, 
and there we commenced our search with the greatest 
caution, not to stumble upon any of the snakes, for the 
genus crotalus, or rattlesnake, is generally very inactive, 
and slow in motion, and never aggressive, except to what it 
preys upon, and will not bite unless disturbed; but if it 
does, it makes short work of its victim, the bite proving 
fatal in a few minutes. 

We hunted from cover to cover. We could discern 
crowds of people at a long distance, but no one came near 
us. We were now getting a considerable way from the 
show, and I thought the snakes must have evaded our 
scrutiny, for it was almost impossible for them to have got 
so far away in so short a time. 

At last, after some three hours, we came upon our quarry. 
We had disturbed them, for we could hear a strong rattling 
sound, which is caused by the elevation of the tail, in the 
extremity of which is situated the rattle, consisting of 
several hard, dry, horny substances, which cause the brisk 
rattling noise. " Hush! we'll watch them till they quiet 
down. , , I was curious to see if the parent would open her 
jaws for her young to retire into her mouth for protection, 
as is their wont to do ; but I was awfully disappointed in 
my expectation ; they had evidently got too old and big 
for that sort of safety. 

Now we must prepare for the worst. We must try to 
take the old one first; if we get her secured all right, we 
shall not have so much trouble with the young ones. I 
told the Hindoos to make ready; I saw to the wire noose 
upon each staff. Their hearts failed them, they hung back; 
I pushed them on ; they looked round at me, saying, " N o 
carey him, master." The old snake was raising her head to 
move away; I seized hold of a staff from one of the Hindoos 
and hastened near enough to reach her. I passed the noose 
over her head and got it well home; she gave a spring for-

c c 
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ward, I held her with all my might, but I had to give her 
some line, as they say in fishing. One of the Hindoos came 
to my assistance, and it was as much as both of us could do 
to hold her ; all my fear was that the wire would break. 
There was no chance of her slipping out of it, it was too 
tightly fixed in the skin. I called to the men to bring a 
sack. I made the other Hindoo put the sack over her head, 
and the rest pull it on far enough, so as to get her 
into it. They took hold of the tail, and most singularly 
she riggled herself into the sack. They lifted the sack 
straight up, pushed the tail down, and tied the mouth of 
the sack up tight, laid it down quietly and we commenced 
operations on the young ones. They seemed quite lost at 
not seeing their mother, and we picked them up with the 
snickles, dropping them into a sack held upright by two 
men, just like bobbing for eels. 

Having got them all into the sack, and safely tied up, 
I fired a volley in the air from my revolver, and all hands 
gave three cheers for our success. We picked up our game, 
throwing them in the sacks into the box and marched back 
in high spirits. On our arrival at the show we placed the 
box with the snakes in the sacks quietly out of the way to 
wait till the following morning, as the Hindoos proposed to 
operate on them so that there would be no more danger 
from their poisonous fangs. 

One of the men shouted out, " Who left the side door 
open ? " Well, no one had. I went to look at it, and found 
that it had been forced open with a crowbar or something of 
the sort. I bethought myself that I had left the cash-bag 
under my pillow. I went straight to my room ; I found my 
room broken open and my money bag non est. I t struck me 
at once that it had been a well-contrived plan of robbery. 
The first part was to let out the snakes as soon as they were 
satisfied that we were all gone to sleep, so as to give the 
snakes time to get clear away, then to call us up the first 
thing in the morning and tell us of the fact, which would 
create such a sensation that we should excitedly hurry off 
without even thinking of putting anything away; and having 
circulated it about by telling a few people, the female sex 
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especially, that there were thousands of venomous snakes at 
liberty, crawling about in various parts of the Prater, which 
flew like electricity, and frightened everybody from enter
ing the park—they could watch us away when we started 
in pursuit of the runaway reptiles, and there would be 
nobody about to interrupt their breaking into the baraque, 
ransacking the place, and getting clear off with their booty 
unnoticed. They had also arranged the affair] so admirably 
as to have the Sunday's takings, being the best day in the 
week. 

Although I had not counted up the cash, I could tell by 
the checks there must have been considerably over c£100. I 
always put the money taken during the day into a bag when 
we closed, and put it under my pillow, and the following 
morning counted up the checks and cash and took it to the 
bank. 

I t was no use opening the show, for there were no people 
to be seen on the Prater. I rushed off with the agent to 
the papers to announce the capture of the serpents, &c, 
stating that they were now on exhibition all alive and kick
ing, at the same time giving the editor a full account of the 
robbery, &c, then returned to the show. After having the 
doors repaired and everything put in order we retired 
early to rest, without the least fear of being robbed that 
night, for we were all tired of the day. 

The following morning I was very curious to see the 
Hindoos operate upon the rattlesnakes; but they protested 
against any one being present. I used every means of 
persuasion, which had no effect; I then tried threats of 
compulsion, but to no use ; they simply replied, " we no touch 
him," so I was obliged to cry " peccavi" and let them have 
it to themselves. Anyhow, they managed to make them 
perfectly harmless. W e opened the show, but there were 
very few people about. Several of my acquaintances and the 
gentleman who had proved himself my real friend came to 
see me, also one of the chief officers of police came to inspect 
the place, to see how the thieves had entered the building,[and 
to collect all particulars in the case ; after which he replied, 
" Ah ! it is some of the band from the Judengasse," which 

c c 2 
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I ascertained was the thieves' quarters, like the Seven Dials 
in London. 

We took precious little money all day ; the following day 
was a little better, and it improved daily, but did not come 
up to our regular business till the following Sunday, when 
we had an immense crowd; but we only had another week 
to stay, to pull up for the lost week. The gendarmes made 
nothing out about the robbery ; I never expected that they 
would—no more than detectives at Scotland Yard would; 
but I think I found the money during the week, for I had a 
big business every day, and the last day, Sunday, was some
thing beyond description, so I calculated that I had not lost 
much after all. 

While at Dresden I visited some of the celebrated porcelain 
manufactories, and one of the proprietors, who had been to 
see my show, proposed to model me a statuette of the 
G-orilla in porcelain; so, of course, as I never was backward 
in accepting anything as a gift, I granted him the pleasure 
of so doing, and a splendid piece of art pottery he made of it, 
and I had it exhibited in front of the show in a glass case. 

I t was now getting on time to go into winter quarters, so 
I sent my agent to Munich to look out for a place for our 
exhibition, also to warehouse the baraques, &c. One day, a 
gentleman, who strolled in to see our show, had noticed the 
statuette of the Gorilla outside the Saal—of course there 
was a card in the glass case, stating by whom it was executed, 
&c, which appeared to have created some amount of jealousy 
in this city, for Munich also boasted a royal porcelain manu
factory, with which the gentleman was connected; he volun
tarily proposed to make me a better image of the Gorilla 
than the one I had. I was not at all superstitious in accept
ing his offer, promising to exhibit it when ready in the place 
of the one he had seen. 

I t was some time in process of modelling, &c, and in the 
meantime I became acquainted with a rival showman, a fact 
which fortunately proved to my interest. This individual was 
a most eccentric character, and was of exalted rank, bearing 
the title both of a prince and a duke, and said to be the 
wealthiest nobleman in all Europe. 
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After the afternoon performance I went to have a look 
up the street to see how the weather was going to turn out 
for our evening show, when a gentleman came up to me and 
asked me in an off-handed manner if I belonged to the 
exhibition. I looked up at him, and said, " Well, not 
exactly t ha t ; I believe the exhibition belongs to me." 

He replied, " Oh ! you are the proprietor, then ? " 
" Yes; that 's me." 
He then asked me if I would sell the statuette of the 

Gorilla. I told him I did not want to part with it, as it was 
a present, and also a big advertisement for my show, there
fore of great value to me. He asked me to name a price. 
T stood some time calculating, and at last I mustered up 
courage to tell him that it was worth 1,000 thalers (about 
£150 English). Well, he would have it at that price. He 
took a walk round with me to inspect the menagerie, asking 
all sorts of questions, scrutinizing me most severely, and 
holding a long conversation, during which no further allusion 
was made to the image of the Gorilla, and I thought it 
was only a joke till he was going out ; when he handed 
me his card, saying I might send it up to his hotel after 
we closed, and come myself and see his menagerie and 
stay to dine with him. Well, I thought there was some 
mystery about this affair, so I didn't send i t ; for I went 
myself with one of my men to carry it, for it looked to me 
as if there was some swindle on the board, and I would 
take the precaution not to part with the bit of pottery 
till I got the money. 

When we arrived at the hotel we were conducted by a 
series of bedizened flunkies to a grand saloon, where a 
musical concert was being performed by the members of the 
Prince's household. When the grand selection was finished 
the statuette was placed in position as directed by his High
ness, who held a conversation with some of his suite, after 
which his private secretary brought me an order for the 
thousand thalers. I then went out of the room and sent 
my servant home. His Highness then took me to see his 
pets as he called them, and a goodly family they were, in
cluding a pair of royal Bengal tigers, a monstrous mastiff 
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over three feet high, a pair of chimpanzees, a pair of full-
grown orang-outangs, and numerous other quadrumana; 
several parrots, some of which were wonderful talkers, and 
hundreds of song and other birds; but he was not a snake 
fancier, for he had none of these interesting pets. 

After the showman—beg pardon! I mean the Prince—had 
vividly (for he spoke English very well) described his zoo
logical collection to me, we returned to the drawing-room, 
where we had more chamber music, which I have no doubt 
would have been considered very grand by any connoisseur 
in high class music; but my mind was too much occupied 
wondering about the dinner that I was invited to partake 
of. I could see no signs of any preparations for any grand 
feed. I thought it must be a sell, or perhaps it was too 
late, for it was then past midnight, and a most untimely 
hour to expect such a thing, for I had been brought up 
to have my dinner in the middle of the day, and not in the 
middle of the night. But I was feeling a most acute 
twitching in my stomach, as I had eaten nothing since my 
breakfast. But I bore my sufferings patiently, thinking 
how thankful I would be for a biscuit or a penny buster. 
But I was not even offered anything to drink. 

Time passed on, and at last I became desperate, and could 
stand it no longer, and rose with a determination to take 
leave of the Prince, and wish him good-bye, when he said,— 
" Oh, no ! you must stay to dinner, it is nearly one." 

And right glad I was to settle myself down again, for my 
only prospect was that if I went home I should have to fast 
and pray, and go to bed with a very empty stomach. At 
last the eventful time arrived, the dinner-bell rang out aloud, 
and I was conducted by the Prince and a lady, followed by 
his retinue, to the grand bancjueting-hall, where was a • table 
laid out in the greatest splendour, and almost weighed down 
with gold and silver plate, &c. The Prince took the head of 
the table ; I sat on his right hand and the lady on his left, and 
the rest of his suite took their seats in precedence, accord
ing to their position, and the feast commenced in right good 
earnest. There were a dozen or more flunkies in very gor
geous costume. 
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I felt somewhat confused; but my appetite checked my 
wonderment, and I tucked in properly and refused nothing 
that was offered me. I don't believe I ever ate so much at 
one meal in the whole course of my life, and I suppose the 
servants in attendance had some sly jeers at me, thinking 
their governor had picked up a queer customer, who had 
not had a meal for some time. 

This sumptuous feast finished, we adjourned to the 
smoking saloon, and enjoyed a really fine Havanna. The 
Prince proposed to go for a promenade, accompanied by his 
private secretary. They saw me home to my domicile, and 
bade me good morning. I then retired to my virtuous couch, 
somewhat excited and very much perplexed in my mind, not 
sleeping much, occasionally dozing, and waking in a dream 
of bewilderment. I arose at my usual time, still in a state 
of mystery ; in fact, it seemed to me altogether like a dream. 
I went to look after my menagerie, and feeling in my waist
coat pocket for a key, I pulled out a bit of paper and opened 
it to see what it was. I t was the order for 1,000 thalers. 

" Well," I said to myself, " this is no d r e a m ; " and as 
soon as the bank was open I went and presented the doubt
ful scrip of paper to one of the pay clerks, and, without 
any questions being asked, received the amount, which I at 
once handed over to the receiving clerk to be placed to my 
account, it being the firm that I banked with. 

I returned to the show agreeably surprised and with some 
satisfaction, but still feeling that there was some hidden 
mystery about the affair, and, like all inquisitive people, I 
felt I must fathom it. A thought struck me that I would make 
up a parcel of tickets of admission to my exhibition, and take 
them up to the hotel for the servants, before any of the 
grandees of the household were about. I found a porter in 
the entrance hall. I asked to see the head servant; yes, he 
would take me to the house steward, whom I found rather a 
grand sort of personage, occupyiug a very comfortable room 
by himself. He looked a little astonished at my early re
appearance ; but I did not give him the opportunity to ask 
my business, but introduced the object of my visit at once, 
so as to satisfy him that I had come neither to beg, borrow, 
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nor steal; upon which he received me most courteously, 
saying they would be very pleased to come when he could 
spare them from their duties. He politely asked me what I 
would take ; so I had a glass of wine and a cigar. He chatted 
very familiarly with me upon various topics, in which I 
gained some little information, but not so much as I wished. 
I t appeared from what I could gather from his conversation 
that they were continually changing about and travelling 
from place to place, and that they always occupied the whole 
of the hotel in every town where they stayed, and carried 
their own plate, and linen, &c, with them, and that the 
suite in attendance on his Highness consisted of a lady 
companion, a physician, a maitre de chapelle, a reader, and 
a private secretary, besides some thirty household servants 
of different grades. The personal habits of the prince ap
peared to be somewhat singular, for he never rose from his 
bed before midday, took his breakfast at two P.M., and 
generally had musical selections performed by the members of 
the household till about six P.M., then indulged in an hour's-
nap, after which he had more music till his usual dinner 
hour at one A.M., and, after enjoying a most sumptuous 
feed, &c, he took his walks abroad, accompanied by his 
secretary, until five or six o'clock in the morning, when he 
went to bed. 

I could not ascertain if the Prince kept up any permanent, 
establishment, nor his nationality, but I guessed by his 
name that he was a Eussian nobleman. 

That very afternoon the Prince brought the whole of his. 
suite to see my exhibition, who enjoyed themselves very 
much, and the Prince invited me to go and spend my even
ings with him any time when I felt disposed after I had 
finished my business. 

Several of the Prince's servants paid me a visit, including 
the steward of the household, who told me that they were 
shortly going to leave Munich; but he did not know for what 
country—he never did know before they started on their 
journey. 

I received a note from the gentleman at the "Roya l 
Porcelain Manufactory," inviting me to go and see t h e 
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statuette of the gorilla, as it was now completed. I 
found it a beautiful work of art, and, if anything superior, 
to the one I sold to the Prince. I was shown all over the 
building, which is something magnificent, and well worth 
inspection, even if I had not had anything given me. The 
image was sent on to the Saal, with several other little nick-
nacks, which I very much admired ; but as the Prince was 
going to leave the town, I thought I would not exhibit it 
whilst he remained, as it might hurt his feelings. One day 
the Prince's private Secretary called to see me, and asked 
why I had not been to visit them again, for His Highness 
had spoken about me several times, and they were only 
going to remain three days longer; so I said, " Oh, I 'll come 
to-night." 

After I had closed the show I spruced myself up, and 
went up to the hotel. The Prince seemed much pleased to 
see me, and again took me to inspect his " p e t s " as he 
called them. He pointed out to me a splendid talking 
parrot, a fine cockatoo, and two monkeys, saying he would 
make me a present of them; but I must fetch them away 
in the morning, for they were going to migrate to another 
country, and perhaps he might never see me any more. 
After that we adjourned to the drawing-room, where we had 
the same routine as before, plenty of musical selections, &c, 
till 1 A.M., when we had another sumptuous feast with vari
ations, after which the Prince and his Secretary walked with 
me home, and then proceeded on their nocturnal rambles. 

During the forenoon I took one of my men with me to 
fetch the birds and monkeys which the Prince had given 
me. I had a glass of wine with the steward, who asked me 
to come and see him the following morning before they left, 
when he would have a little present for me. I went accord
ingly, but to my great surprise and disappointment I found 
that they had all cleared out, and the hotel was getting itself 
in order for its regular visitors. I could gain no information 
as to where the Prince, his numerous household, and his 
extraordinary suite, including his pets, had gone, only tha t 
they left in the ^middle of the night by a special train to 
Verona. 
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I returned to the show, and at once got the new image of 
the gorilla, put it in front of the Saal, with a card announc
ing its presentation from the "Boyal Porcelain Manufac
tory/ ' &c, and everybody stopped to have a look; and upon 
reading the card, exclaimed that it was a splendid likeness, 
at which I was amusing myself by wondering whether it 
was me or the gorilla they meant; and those who had seen 
the former statuette declared that this was much handsomer 
than the first. Anyhow, I experienced an improvement 
in my daily receipts ; and, as the showman said, they paid 
their money and took their choice. I then began to prepare 
for the Fair season of 1877. I had the baraque over
hauled, and set the workmen to repair all dilapidations, 
clean and touch up the show front, &c. 

As our collection of serpents had become very much re
duced by deaths, I suppose from being so much handled by 
the Hindoos, or being over-charmed or something, I wrote 
off to Mr. Cachenback, the great wild beast merchant in 
Hamburg, to know if he had got any, and received by 
return a long list of beasts, birds, and reptiles. I started 
on2 the following day to see the great purveyor of wild 
animals to all the travelling menageries in Europe. I found 
him a straightforward man of business, and we did not 
waste any unnecessary time over bargaining. My purchases 
included pythons, Ophiphagi, cobras, korites, an immense 
large boa-constrictor, cerasteses or horned snakes, Eussell 
snakes, and a lemon snake. I thought that lot would give 
the Hindoos a little amusement in charming. I also bought 
a fine orang-outang, and several species of baboon and quad-
rumana; in fact, I bought more than I ever intended, and 
more than I had money with me to pay for, and told Mr. 
Cachenback that I should have to give him a cheque for the 
rest. 

" Oh," he said, " I need not trouble myself about it. I 
might pay him when it suited my convenience." He sup
plied all the menageries on credit, and he believed that the 
showmen were far more honest than tradesmen. I had 
them all boxed up and sent off to the railway station, to go 
by the express luggage train, except the orang-outang, which 
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I took along with me, as I didn't care to risk him with the 
other lot, he having cost me just upon <£240. 

I spent the evening with the beast merchant, looking in at 
the Yauxhalls, Frascatis, and other Hamburg hells; after 
which he accompanied me to the station, where the orang 
had arrived to meet me, and I and my new pet orang left by 
the midnight express ; and after only three stoppages, we 
arrived at Munich the following night about ten o'clock. 
My first enquiry was to know if my snakes and monkey folk 
had arrived. N o ; but they had got the way-bill, and they 
would arrive some time during the night ; anyhow, they 
would be sure to be in between five or six o'clock in the 
morning. 

I got up to the show as quick as possible, and found them 
just closing. I got my orang pet fed and put to bed com
fortable and warm, and looked after Master Hassan and the 
rest of the animals, &c. I then attended to my own com
forts, and retired to res t ; but I had a bad time of it, for I 
could not sleep for thinking of my other family coming by 
luggage train, and regretted very much that I did not bring 
them with me, and thought of the old proverb, " penny wise 
and pound foolish," for I feared that half of them at least 
would be dead. I was up and at the station before it was 
light, and glad I was to find that they had arrived; but I 
could not get to them at present. They would get them up 
as soon as they could; so I went back to get the men and a 
conveyance, and on my return I found all the cages and 
boxes ready for me. I looked over them, and fortunately 
found them all alive and kicking, except some of the ser
pents, which did not kick much, for they were curled up in a 
sound sleep, snoring; I had every reason to believe that 
they were alive, but would leave that to the Hindoo gentle
men to find out. 

We got them all up to the show, and arranged the baboons 
and monkeys; and I turned the snakey tribe over to the 
Hindoos. They opened each box very cautiously. I asked 
them if there were any dead ones, to which they answered 
grinningly, " No, master; him all live," and they evidently 
thought that I was too bounteous in my favours, for they 
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looked awfully pale for Indians. I got the advertisements 
and bills out announcing the fresh and wonderful arrivals, 
<fec. This pulled up the show a bit, but I could see that it 
was getting nearly played out, and the sooner I made a move 
the better; so I announced the last two weeks, and sent off 
my agent in advance, and set to work to get the baraques 
ready. And when we had finished our season, I unregret-
fully left Munich, for I had not amassed a fortune; in fact, 
I had laid out more money than I had taken. 

During the summer we visited Eatisbon, Nuremberg, and 
Bamberg, all in Bavaria; Saxe Coburg, Upper Saxony, 
Meiningen, Saxony, G-otha, Weimar, Saxe Weimar, Chem
nitz (the Manchester of Saxony), Leipzig (second visit for 
the great Summer Fair) , Halle, Prussian Saxony, Magde
burg, and Hanover. 
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CHAPTEE XXV1IJL. 

TOUR IN SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 

SHORTLY after tbis, baving bad no news for some time of my 
Yorkshire friend, the business man, witb wbom I bad invested 
my savings, amounting at this time to over .£5,000, I went 
to England and found that he had disappeared, leaving many 
others in the same ease as myself. This was one of the 
greatest blows I bad ever received in my life ; but, finding 
that it was impossible even to trace him, I had to give up 
all hopes of recovering my fortune. 

I did not go and commit suicide, but swillycide; seeking 
out my old acquaintances, to drown my trouble in company. 
To add a little more to my grief I received a letter from my 
Manager, to say that business was going on pretty well, but 
some of the animals were dead. That did not affect me 
much, for I did not seem to care about anything but drink 
and company. I kept on at this game for nearly three weeks, 
when I received another letter from my Manager to say that 
be wished I would return, for they had lost several more 
animals, and be did not know what to do, nor what would 
be the consequence, &c. This brought me to a thoughtful 
reflection; and on the same day a Licensed Victualler, who 
kept a house not fifty miles from Astley's Amphitheatre, a 
good sort of fellow, whom I had known for many many years, 
said,— 

" Van, my boy, what's tbe matter ? You seem to be going 
on anyhow! " 

" Well," I said, " I am in awful trouble. I have lost a 
lot of money which I have been saving up for years, of 
which I have been swindled by a friend and a countryman, 
and I shall never get a farthing of it." 
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" Well," he said, " my boy, taking your tea too'strong won't 
make it any better." 

I thought that was very good advice from a publican ; 
and at once made up my mind never to take anything 
stronger than coffee, and I have stuck to it. On the 
following morning I settled my little affairs and started on 
my journey back to Hamburg, without telling anyone or 
saying good-bye to anybody. Upon my arrival at the Show 
I found things much worse than I anticipated, for all the ani
mals that had died were the most expensive in the collection. 

Well, said I, misfortunes never come single-handed; but 
I resolved to never again make a trouble of anything in this 
world; and I set to work to make the best of a bad job, 
and try to keep alive what I had left. I had no reason to 
blame anyone for negligence ; it might have been the severe 
weather, for the Quadrumana are hazardous property; they 
are in health to-day and dead to-morrow ; they go out like 
the snuff of a candle. 

I now directed most scrupulous attention to their food, 
cleanliness, and the temperature of the hall, which quickly 
reduced the mortality amongst them to a minimum. I came 
to the determination to finish writing my history, which 
I had commenced at the suggestion of numerous friends and 
acquaintances. I had made two attempts, and each time, for 
the first few weeks I got on very well; but after a length of 
time it became very monotonous to me, and I laid it aside 
till a future period. I now gave up all company and amuse
ments, and worked most of the night and any time I could 
spare during the day. I called upon my animal purveyor 
and told him of my heavy loss, also of my bad luck in losing 
so many of my collection. 

" O h ! " he said, " never mind; I will supply you with 
whatever you want. I am expecting consignments 
from my agents in every part of the globe, and you shall 
have the first offer of every species on their arrival. I do 
not want money, you can pay when convenient. If you will 
take my advice and visit Denmark, Sweden, and Norway 
you can go to the inland towns where no Shows have ever 
visited, and you will make your fortune." 
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" Yes, Mr. Cachenback, but I neither know those countries 
nor their language, and I do not think that either of my 
agents do." 

" Oh ! I know one man that will just suit you ; old Bonn 
has travelled as agent with Circuses to the principal cities 
of each country, and understands their languages." 

" W h a t ! poor old Bonn! " I said. " Why, I transacted 
business with him at a Circus in G-ermany many years ago. 
He understands a little English. I should like to see 
him! " 

" Oh ! " he said, " I will write for him. He is not with 
any Circus now, he is assisting his brother in his business, 
but he is not happy ; he likes the Show business better." 

I bought a few specimens just to keep up the character of 
the Show, and returned to the Halle, for I was most anxious 
to get back to my writing. I went on persevering quietly, 
thinking of nothing else but my history and the Show, 
which was very well patronized, and doing a paying business. 
About a fortnight after, Mr. Bonn the agent turned up. 
He was surprised to see me again, saying that he had 
written to me several times in England, and not receiving 
any answer, he concluded that I was dead. 

I asked him to stay a few days and take pot-luck along 
with me. He replied that Mr. Cachenback had invited him 
to make his home along with him ; he would come to see me 
every day. We fraternized together, and chatted over old 
times and people. ,We talked over the matter day after day, 
and I found tha t /he knew something about the countries 
Mr. Cachenback/had advised me to visit; and, after mature 
deliberation, I/made up my mind to explore the cold regions 
to try if I could strike oil or find a gold mine, and settled 
with Mr. Bonn to be my Agent, and he started off to Stock
holm, the capital of Sweden, to secure a building for my 
exhibition, taking with him a good display of picture-
posters, &c. Not being able to procure a suitable building, 
he got permission to erect our baraques in one of the best 
positions of the town. 

My animal purveyor kept having continual arrivals of 
birds, beasts, and reptiles, out of which I had the first pick, 
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and added to my collection. I had the baraques looked over, 
redecorated, and made as bright and imposing as possible. 

As the spring approached we prepared for our voyage to 
Sweden and at last announced our last week. I had now 
got a bigger Show than ever I had before, but they were 
not all paid for, thanks to Mr. Cachenback. Having finished 
our season in Hamburg, which, taking it altogether, had 
been pretty successful, we sent off the baraques and all 
the heavy luggage we could spare by railway to Lubeck two 
days in advance, then followed with the Menagerie, &c, 
and the company. And from thence by sea to Stockholm, 
where, upon our arrival, we found that we were a little too 
early, for the winter had scarcely disappeared (as there is 
no semblance of either spring or autumn), it is either winter 
or summer, the former being excessively cold, and lasting 
about eight months ; and the latter, which is beautiful and 
clear, and of considerable heat all the time, filling up the 
remainder of the year. 

So Mr. Bonn hired a building to keep the live stock in till 
they got the baraques put up, and made comfortable. And 
after three days we had beautiful summer weather, when 
we moved into the baraques; and the following day we 
opened the Show to crowds of eager sightseers; the poorest 
people parted like lambs with their 2 riksdalers riksmynt 
(2s. 3d. English), and the better class 1 silver species 
riksdaler (4s. 4 |d . ) , and my receipts increased daily, and the 
excitement became so vivid that we could not accommodate 
half the people, and we had immense crowds always waiting 
from morning till night. 

The weather became most lovely and warm, and in a week 
as if by magic the rocks appeared in their summer costume 
all covered with one mass of flowers, and the gardens and 
fruit trees in full bloom. After being open two weeks the 
people became more temperate, and we did a good regular 
business ; we were honoured with a visit of the Eoyal House
hold, and at the end of the third week we announced our 
last week; for in consequence of the summer being so 
limited, we should have to make short visits, and move 
quickly to make hay whilst the sun was shining. 
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My agent, Mr. Bonn, had already gone in advance to 
Gefle and other places. I found I should have no time to 
devote to writing my history, so I once more had to lay it 
aside. Anyhow, I was determined to see something of the 
city and its surroundings, and rose with the sun every 
morning to take my walks abroad. The city is remarkably 
situated in its romantic scenery; on the verge of the harbour 
the streets rise one above another in the form of an amphi
theatre, and on the top stands the Royal Palace, a magni
ficent building. 

The houses and shops in the town are generally of stone, 
or brick, white washed. There is a Royal Academy of Science, 
also of Arts. In the suburbs the houses are chiefly built of 
wood, and painted red. There are three rocky islands situ
ated in the stream, the offspring of the Maeler, a lake 
nearly 100 miles in length and 20 miles in width; also some 
smaller islands, which are occupied as forts and factories 
for naval purposes ; and the granite rocks, rising from the 
surface of the water, form very picturesque scenery, being 
craggy and partly bare, dotted with houses and adorned 
with trees in full verdure. I should have liked to have 
spent the summer in Stockholm, but the whole population 
does not amount to 200,000 people, and I was not on plea
sure. Other people prefer visiting the country in the winter 
to hunt the Bear, Reindeer, Elk and the Wolf; but I prefer 
the warmer season. 

My agent, Mr. Bonn, returned, and we began to prepare 
for our next journey, and chartered a small steamer to take 
us to G-efLe, a seaport and the capital of G-estricia. This 
being the last week, we did an immense business, and took 
more money the last day than any day during our stay. I 
think I had drawn pretty well all the riksdalers I should 
have done if I had prolonged my visit. Early next morning 
we pulled down the Show and got all on board, and started 
on our voyage early in the afternoon, and had a beautiful 
passage, arriving at Gefle the following morning. We got 
all on shore, built up, and all ready to open by 2 o'clock P.M. 
and had a good concourse of people, and in the evening we 
were crowded. We were announced for six days only. The 
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day shows were very good, and the evenings were immense, 
for the town is not large, and has nothing in its appearance 
to recommend it, the trade being prinicipally in tar, pitch, 
iron and deals. Anyhow I was perfectly satisfied with the 
riksdalers I had to take away. 

From here we went to Stora Capparberg, by railway, 
about forty miles in length, and only passing through one 
village and stopping at cross-road stations, principally to 
load produce from the surrounding districts for transport 
to the sea-coast for exportation; but as ours was a special, 
we were not troubled with many stoppages. The town of 
Stora Capparberg is the capital of Dalecarlia, situated 
amongst rocks and hills, the houses being chiefly built of 
wood, the roofs covered with turf, on which their goats feed, 
and the wood work painted their favourite red, which 
appeared to be most abundant in that part. The inhabi
tants are of the most robust description, their occupation 
being of a laborious character, and they are not very highly 
polished, the principal trade being the manufacture of blue 
and green vitriol; and adjoining the town is a copper mine, 
supposed to be the largest and most ancient in the world. 
Anyhow the people seemed to be well off, and everybody, 
both high and low, old and young, had money to come and 
see my Show, and I did an immense business during my 
three days' stay. 

I was astonished where all the people sprang from, they 
must have come from many miles round, but they had never 
seen any entertainment of any kind there before, let alone 
Hindoo serpent charmers and magicians, and such a variety 
of Apes, Baboons, and Monkeys, &c, with such resemblance 
to themselves. They had never had a dream that there 
were such things living in the whole world. In fact 
the greatest part of the people visited the Exhibition every 
day, and I have no doubt but they would have continued to 
do so, if I could have stayed three days longer; but we were 
already announced to visit other places. Having finished, 
we began to pack up, and at break of day we pulled down 
the baraques till the waggons arrived. I think Mr. Bonn 
engaged all the conveyances and horses in the neighbour-
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hood, such horses as I never saw before, so diminutive and 
feeble it would take four of them to draw an empty waggon. 
Anyhow, seven of these creatures were yoked to each 
vehicle, four wheelers abreast and three in front. At last 
we got all loaded and started with seventeen teams, which 
looked like a miniature military train. 

The way we had to travel was by a circuitous route 
between rocks, bills, and forests of large trees; the road, if 
it could be so called, was not upon MacAdam's principle by 
any means, but very irregular, and our locomotion was at 
the rate of a snail's gallop ; and before we had got over half 
our journey one of the waggons rolled over, one of the 
wheels having dissolved partnership with the other three, 
and left the axletree without notice. This waggon was 
loaded with dens of monkeys, some of which rolled down 
a vale. The train was at once stopped, and we scampered 
after the lost monkeys, and were just in time to see one 
leave its cage, and to prevent the rest from following its 
example. So some of the men ran off in pursuit of the 
escaped prisoner. This happened to be a den of South 
American Monkeys, and in some way by the concussion the 
fastening of the door had jerked open; we at once set to 
work, and got the poor monkeys and their dens up to the 
track again, replaced the wheel upon its axle, put the old 
waggon in order and reloaded, and were ready to resume 
our journey when the men who had gone after the runaway 
monkey returned. 

They had chased it into a wood, a little distance off, where 
it scrambled up one of the highest trees. One fellow 
climbed up after it, but when he got just within reach of 
his game, Mr. Monkey coiled his long tail to an outside 
branch and swung itself to an adjoining tree. This being 
one of the Spider monkeys, it had led the poor fellows a nice 
chase, and kept them climbing up tree after tree till they 
were tired out, and returned, some of them with their un
mentionables a good deal damaged, to tell me that the only 
way to catch the monkey would be to shoot him. But I 
reasoned with them, that catching a dead monkey would be 
of no use, and, as we had no time to waste, I would leave it 
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to fraternize with the wild cats and squirrels. I t would 
have three or four months of beautiful summer weather, 
and plenty of fruit to enjoy itself, and, perhaps when winter 
returned with its boisterous blasts, would find its way to 
some benevolent cottagers, who would give it shelter, and i t 
might become domesticated. Our miniature train moved 
along slowly but surely, till we arrived safely at the Eiver 
Dhal without further accident, where were three open barges 
impatiently waiting for us, for we were very much behind 
time, having been six hours in travelling some ten or twelve 
miles. 

We got all on board and arranged as comfortable as cir
cumstances would admit, and started down the stream, 
bidding the drivers and their despicable teams good-bye. 
My first business was to see the poor animals fed, for 
they had been having a bad time of i t ; after which we had 
our own breakfasts. I had a quiet talk with Mr. Bonn, my 
agent, and manager of the tour. I told him if that was a 
fair specimen of travelling by road, the sooner we got out of 
the country the better. 

He replied, " Do you not like it ? " 
" N o ; that I do not. I have already had enough of it, 

for if we go further inland we shall get stuck on some 
desert, and we, with the blooming monkeys, left to starve." 

" Well," he said, " if you better like the railway I can 
take you to a part where you can generally travel by train, 
if you do not mind missing some of the towns ? " 

" By all means, Mr. Bonn, for I shall better like it a great 
deal." 

I t was certainly very pleasant skimming along with the 
stream—the magnificent scenery, the trees and the verdure 
of the surrounding country, with here and there a nice 
wooden house painted red, environed by its garden of 
lovely flowers and fruit trees ; the serenity of the air with 
the brilliant blue sky and the lustrous sun, to which was 
added musical selections by the members of my band, alto
gether made us forget our former troubles. We skimmed 
along, enjoying our aquatic expedition amazingly, especially 
the Hindoos. They were delighted. I never saw them so 
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jolly. Had we been provided with tackle we might have 
indulged in fishing, but as the saying is, one might have too 
much of a good thing, so we amused ourselves by admiring 
the country, and spotting an occasional fox, wild cat, or 
squirrel, but no wolves. There were numerous falcons 
hovering about, and I succeeded in bringing one down with 
my rifle. 

Towards evening we came opposite a farmhouse, where 
we stopped, and Mr. Bonn and I went ashore, taking one of 
the boatmen with us. The old farmer and his wife treated 
us with much civility, and obliged us by selling us milk, 
butter, eggs, and bacon, and we hurried back, each pretty 
well loaded with provisions, got on board, and all hands set 
to work at cooking, &c. I went round and fed all the 
monkey-folk with pure milk from the cow, whilst our meal 
was being prepared. Then we had a jolly aquatic pic-nic. 
The evening closed upon us, and we settled ourselves down 
for a sleep. 

I woke up about midnight. The moon was shining most 
brilliantly, as if vieing with the previous day's sun, for it 
was as light and clear as noonday. I stirred up all the men, 
telling them they ought to be ashamed of themselves, sleep
ing there. Why did they not get up and see the beautiful 
silverlight bonny moon ? We came in sight of another 
farmhouse, with numerous out-buildings, which evidently 
belonged to an extensive farmer. Presently we observed an 
old fox crawling round, no doubt with the intention of rob
bing the hen-roost. I fetched my rifle, but when I returned 
the sly old dog had heard us and vanished. I asked the 
bandsmen to serenade the old farmer. They quickly got 
their instruments, and struck up "Yankee-doodle." The 
people were up and the windows thrown open in the twink
ling of an eye, the farmer and his wife standing at the 
window just as they had jumped out of bed. 

Old Bonn shouted to tell them that there was an old fox 
stealing the poultry. The servant men were immediately 
despatched, and the old farmer came out gun in hand, ready 
for any emergency. They searched the farmyard, but find
ing no fox they came running down to the river side, fol-
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lowed by the old farmer with his gun, his wife, and three 
girls. Mr. Bonn and one of the boatmen explained to them 
that we had seen a fox hovering round, so we thought we 
would wake them up and put them on their guard. The 
old farmer expressed his gratitude for our kindness, and 
was very anxious to know what we were and where we were 
going, &c. Mr. Bonn gave him a brief description of the 
Show, and told him that we were going to stay two days at 
Hedemora. He replied that he should bring all his family 
to see such a wonderful sight* They followed us till the 
band ceased playing, then gave us a long cheer, and returned 
to their home, no doubt greatly astonished. 

As we approached Hedemora about 5 A.M. the band 
struck up " Rule Britannia," and played us up to the place 
of landing. The inhabitants were evidently very early 
risers, for I believe we had the whole population down to 
meet us. We at once commenced getting the -baraques 
ashore, and as we had got ground to build upon close by, 
we required no waggons to transport our chattels, for my 
men, assisted by the six robust boatmen, had the baraques 
put up in a jifitey, the menagerie moved in, the animals fed, 
and the Show ready for opening. 

There was already a crowd of people accumulating. W e 
went into the town with the intention of having something 
to eat, but we could find no such accommodation, for it was 
only a small place ; so we procured some bread, coffee, and 
sugar, &c, for which we had to pay an extravagant price. 
W e hastened back to the barges, where we found a good 
fire, the boatmen having just cooked their own dinner, so 
we quickly had the frying-pan at work, and cooked some of 
the bacon and eggs which we bought at the farmhouse on 
our way down. As all could not be supplied at once we had 
to eat as it was cooked, in turns. We could see a big crowd 
round the Show. I said we might well not find anything to 
eat in the town—all the people have come to see the Show. 
But it did not matter if all the world and his wife were 
there, we must have something to eat, and as the eggs and 
bacon were cooked, each had a portion while the next lot 
was getting ready, so we did not have much of a feed, bu t 
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merely a snack to stay our stomachs, and hurried off to open 
the Show, to gratify the public, and take their money. 

We did a big business all day, but we had to close at 
9 P.M., as everybody was supposed to be in bed by that time. 
Some of the men went on board to cook some more bacon, 
&c. I stopped to see the animalsjfed, then we all went on 
board and had a kind of scratch supper. I t would be 
absurd to think of getting beds in the town, so all the 
bandsmen, &c, had to sleep anyhow in the baraques. 

Early next morning old Bonn and I, with three of the 
bargemen, who were pretty well acquainted with the far
mers along the river, started on an expedition of research 
further down the river. We first called at a small farm
house, but found no one at home. We saw some people at 
work in a field some little distance off, so we went on to 
them, and found they belonged to the house we had called 
at. Oh, they had nothing to sell. They could only grow 
enough for themselves, and directed us to a large farmer's 
further on, where we most likely would get what we wanted. 
We trudged along another couple of miles, when we came to 
the house to which we were directed. This looked more 
promising. There was plenty of cattle grazing close by, 
and pigs, goats, and poultry in abundance in the farmyard. 

We found the farmer and his wife at breakfast; the 
boatmen introduced us, and told them our business. Oh ! 
yes, they would let us have anything they had; they had 
all been yesterday to see the wonderful things we had, and 
they were all going again to-day. We bought twenty fowls 
of different sorts and sizes very cheap, also a fine ham, 
butter, eggs, and cheese, and a variety of vegetables. The 
farmer's wife and a servant set to work and dressed half-a-
dozen fowls, which we were to take with us, with half the 
ham and some vegetables, and all the bread they had in the 
house; they would have some more bread baked and bring 
with them, with the rest of the things in the carriole (a kind 
of carriage), and the good wife said she would bring some 
milk for the animals. 

We hurried back, but here was another dilemma—how 
were we to get the things cooked ? There were fires, but 
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we could not roast the fowls, and we had no pans large 
enough to boil them. Wha t was to be done ? I and old 
Bonn went to a shop where they sold groceries and a great 
variety of other things. We purchased some tea, coffee, 
pepper, salt, &c, and asked the proprietor if he could lend 
us a boiler. But they had got nothing large enough. He 
said, " There's only one house in the town at all likely to 
have sucha thing, he was the manager of the manufactury 
of gunpowder ;" he would go with us to see him. I t 
would not have puzzled us much to discover the right house 
as it was the only brick building in the town, all the others 
being constructed of wood, painted red, with flat roofs 
covered with turf. 

We found the gentleman at home, who said he should be 
pleased to have a conversation with the proprietor of the 
exhibition: he must be a man of indomitable courage to 
venture upon such an enterprise in this country; he feared 
he would not find it a very profitable speculation. 

Of course, old Bonn was spokesman, for I had not learnt 
much of their language, and the gentleman did not under
stand English, although he said he had visited my country; 
and what Mr. Bonn told him was a mystery to me, but being 
an old traveller, no doubt he spun a good yarn to him. Any
how, he treated us most courteously, and told a servant to 
show us what pans they had, and we chose a large cauldron, 
—I should think what they boiled potatoes in for the pigs— 
and away we trudged, carrying the cauldron between us. 
Without losing any time we rammed the ham and the fowls 
into it, which left very little room for making chicken broth; 
got it to boil as soon as possible, and left^ it to simmer, and 
had the vegetables cooked at another fire. 

We went to look after the animals, and put the Show in 
order ready for opening. After which we went to have our 
breakfast. The fowls and ham were done to a nicety, but 
not boiled, it was simply stewed ham and fowl. I suppose 
the French would have called it a fricassee. However, it 
was really splendid eating, I thought I never ate anything 
so fine. We all enjoyed it awfully, for we had not had any
thing since the previous night, and possessed extraordi-
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nary appetites, leaving nothing but the bare bones, so clean 
picked that the cat belonging to the barge would not trouble 
herself to lick them. 

We then went to open the Show where we found our 
friends, the farmer and his good wife and their entire 
household. We took them down to the barges, put the 
remainder of the fowls, &c, they had brought, on board, and 
returned with them to the Show. I offered to pass them all 
in free, but the farmer would insist upon paying for the lot, 
saying,— 

" You paid me for my produce, and it's only fair that I 
should pay you for your entertainment." 

I considered that he was paying me better for my Show 
than I had paid him for his fowls. There was a big 
crowd also, and we did a roaring trade. 

We then moved on to other towns. One day, when on our 
way to Westeras, we came upon some hills and scraggy rocks. 
Here I saw, for the first time in that country, a fine wolf, 
perched on the side of a rock. I crept as near as I durst 
without alarming him when he began to move ; I sent both 
barrels into him, and he rolled down dead. I thought I had 
made a pretty good bag, and we had better get on our way 
back, or we should not find our company, for we had lost 
sight of them entirely. On threading our way among the 
rocks we sprung another wolf, making its way off as fast as 
its legs would carry it, and I fired both barrels after it, but 
without effect, and it got away. I guessed it was the female 
companion to the one I had shot. 

When we got into the open we could discern no signs of 
our company ; in [fact, we did not know which way fo look 
for them. Not having one of the natives with us, we were 
in a regular fog ; some of the fellows would have it that we 
had come out the wrong side, we had better make our way 
back to the other side of the rocks; how could we see the 
t ra in? I could not coincide with their way of thinking. 
I said we will take this way anyhow; so we trudged along 
betwixt hope and fear. We flushed some partridges; I 
fired, bang, bang, and brought down a brace of them; we 
heard some shouting then saw some men at work and made 
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up to them. We could not understand much of their jabber, 
but by their gestures we concluded that they were cautioning 
us not to shoot there. We tried to ask them in different 
languages if they had seen a lot of waggons on the road to 
Westeras; they pointed in a direction, as if they knew 
what we wanted. We hurried on the way as directed for 
some considerable distance without catching sight of the 
train, and began to despair, thinking we were perhaps not 
on the right scent, but followed on, and at last I got into a 
state of desperation, and fired two volleys in the air, and 
presently heard the report of a gun in reply. We hurried 
in the direction from whence it came. I fired again, when 
we heard great shouting, and presently we came in sight of 
our lost train. They had pulled up to wait for us, and' old 
Bonn had got the provisions spread out upon the green
sward, and they were refreshing themselves. Old Bonn saidr 
it was " just what he did expect, that we would be losing 
ourselves." We threw down our game, and joined in the 
banquet. Mr. Bonn said we should be in Westeras in a 
couple of hours. After we had finished our repast we 
started on the way. I did not care for any more shooting 
that day, and kept to the train. 

Soon after this I received a letter from my agent, Mr. 
Bonn, who had gone on to Copenhagen, to say that there 
was no building to be had suitable for my Show, but he 
could have a piece of ground in a good position in the town, 
and had met with a builder, whom he had known before, 
who would contract to put up a proper wooden building, 
that would protect the animals from the most severe weather 
during the winter. I wrote and told him to do as he thought 
best, and to return as soon as he got the business settled. 

Shortly afterwards Mr. Bonn returned, accompanied by 
the builder, with his plans and specifications for the building 
that he proposed to erect, which was simply a shed in which 
to put up the baraques in their entirety ; the walls were to 
be a kind of double casement, twenty inches apart, the 
cavity to be filled up by compressed sawdust; there were 
also to be double windows of glass, with outside and inside 
shutters, and arrangements made for heating and perfect 
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ventilation, &c. Everything having been interpreted and 
explained to me by Mr. Bonn, I signed the contract, and 
paid the contractor a deposit on account, in case I might 
change my mind, and leave the country without visiting 
Copenhagen. 

When the time was drawing on, Mr. Bonn crossed the 
Sound to Copenhagen, to inspect the new building for our 
winter quarters, and get out the bills, posters, and advertise
ments. He returned in the middle of the following week, 
having finished his business to his own satisfaction. He 
spoke of our new building, extolling it to the highest 
degree, saying that it was good enough for any prince to 
live in. 

Meantime, we had reached the last town of our tour in 
Sweden, which, although it had been very expensive, and 
had taxed our exertions very often to the utmost strain, had 
proved very successful. Neither I myself nor any one of the 
company had suffered a day's illness, nor had we had a 
single death occur in the whole menagerie, all of which 
speaks volumes for the salubriousness of the country. But 
then ours was a temperance show, and not even the monkey 
folk ever indulged in alcoholic beverages. 

We kept open till the end of October, doing a very good 
business. We then packed up, and got all on board a 
steamer, which Mr. Bonn had hired to take us across, and 
arrived at Copenhagen in the afternoon, and took possession 
of our new building. I found it an immense big place, 
beautifully constructed, and fitted up with large heating 
stoves, &c.; and when we had got the baraques erected 
there was room for 300 or 400 people to stand inside, in 
front of the Show, and a space of six feet all round between 
the walls of the baraques and that of the outer building 
for a promenade. 

Having got all put a little square for the time being, the 
band struck up the Danish national air, finishing with " God 
save the Queen," the crowd cheering most vociferously. 
After which we went and had a jolly good dinner. The 
bandsmen and my other people were fixed in their lodgings, 
as arranged by Mr. Bonn; and I , with my valet de chambre, 
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as I styled him, and the Hindoos, took up our usual 
lodgings in the baraques. 

The next thing, I was compelled by the authorities to have 
a night-watchman, in case of fire, for it appeared the city 
at one time had been nearly destroyed by fire, and they 
politely intimated their objection to my giving them another 
illumination of the same kind. After inspecting the animals, 
and having a walk round the building inside and out, to see 
that all was safe, we retired to rest. 

In the morning we set to work to put all in apple-pie 
order, and Mr. Bonn sent out invitations for a private exhi
bition, to be given the following evening. He had selected 
a learned and most discriminating audience, and after the 
performance, and after we had shown them all the ins and 
outs of the Show, some of the savants and the representa
tives of the Press expressed themselves very much pleased, 
saying it was a most instructive exhibition, and ought 
to prove a great boon to their country people. The news
papers came out with splendid notices ; and the following 
Monday we opened the Show, but all day we had but a 
very small audience. 

I began to think that the Danes wanted neither instruc
tion nor amusement. The following day brought no im
provement ; the third day was worse ; the fourth day ditto ; 
the fifth day no better; and I concluded that my Show was 
going to be a frost, or, in commercial phraseology, a dead 
failure. The sixth (Saturday), business looked a little 
brighter. I took more of their Eoyal Bank dollars than 
I had taken in any day since I opened. The following 
week the business began to pull up, improving daily. 

I took a run over to Hamburg, to settle with my wild beast 
merchant. He was very glad to see me, and, no doubt, 
more glad to see my coin, although he was kind enough to 
say that he did not want it. I stayed a couple of days with 
him, and bought a few rare animals to take back with me, 
just to make an announcement of fresh arrivals, &c, to give 
the Show a kind of pick-me-up, and keep the ball a-rolling. 

Upon my return to Copenhagen I found the Exhibition 
much better attended, and by making as much noise as 
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possible, in billing and advertising the extraordinary addi
tions, &c, to the Show, pulled up the business amazingly. 
I found, after paying my beast merchant, the contractor 
for the building, and one thing and another, that I had taken 
a good deal of the gilt off my summer profits. As the Show 
was now becoming more known, and the business still im
proving, although I did not entertain the prospect of making 
a fortune, I had no fear of bankruptcy, and settled myself 
quietly to finish writing my life during the three or four 
winter months I should have to stay in the town. 

We went on progressing favourably till Christmas, when 
during the festive season we had a big r u n ; after which it 
settled down again to quiet business. Copenhagen is a 
noble city, with a population of more than 200,000 people. 
The streets are broad and clean, many of them being inter
sected with wide canals, by which merchandise is conveyed 
close to the warehouses upon the Quay. The principal part 
of the buildings are of brick, and some of stone. The houses 
of the nobility are magnificent buildings, generally in the 
Italian style. The Royal market is the largest square in 
the city, surrounded by stately buildings, including the 
Artillery house, the Academy of Painting and Sculpture, 
the Theatre, the Grand Hotel, and other public buildings, 
and an equestrian statue in marble of Christian the Fifth 
in the centre. The new part of the town is exceedingly 
beautiful, comprising an octagon with four elegant uniform 
stone buildings, and four wide streets leading to it, in 
opposite directions, and in the middle, an equestrian statue 
of Frederic the Fifth, of which the inhabitants are very 
proud. There are four Eoyal Palaces and any quantity of 
churches, a University, and numerous public buildings. 

The Warlow Hospital is a large building, containing 
between 300 and 400 beds for the poor, and a church, so 
conveniently situated that those who are confined to their 
beds can hear the service distinctly. But what took my 
fancy was a most remarkable edifice called the Eound Tower, 
erected by order of King Christian the Fourth, which he 
intended for an observatory, but failing in his ambition, it 
has been only used as a promenade, for although it is very 
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high, you can walk to the top without finding a single step, 
the ascent being by a spiral road about fifteen feet wide. 
They told me that it was the only one so constructed in the 
whole world, and that one of their kings used to drive up 
and down it in his carriage, with four horses. 

I told them that I had seen one on the same principle and 
much higher. They looked at me with much astonishment, 
saying, " A h ! you have been up the Tower of Babel.", 

I told them that I had seen it at a church in Murcia in 
Spain, and though the Tower was much higher, the ascent 
was not so wide. But they eyed me with suspicion, as if 
believing that I was only cramming them. I have no doubt 
that if I had told them I had seen it in Central Africa they 
would have thought it more likely. 

As the Spring was approaching and we were thinking 
about preparing for our tour in Norway, I received a letter 
from my "Wild Beast Merchant in Hamburg, to apprise me 
that he had just received a consignment of some very rare 
specimens, which he would like me to see. Having lost 
several animals during the winter, I paid him a flying visit. 
He was pleased to see me, and very glad to hear that I had 
concluded to go to Norway, for he was sure that my Show 
would be a greater novelty there even than in Sweden. I 
bought a lot of things, and hurried back to get them on 
exhibition, and push the Show for the finish of the season. 
On my return, Mr. Bonn got out some startling bills 
announcing more extraordinary arrivals, &c, which had the 
effect of drawing the people considerably. I started old 
Bonn off to Christiania to make arrangements for our visit 
to that city. I was still writing very hard to get my book 
finished before I left Copenhagen. 

Upon Mr. Bonn's return, we began to prepare for our 
summer tour, and I was obliged to lay my MS. aside, un
finished. Having got all ready, we left on the 17th of April 
by a steamer, which Mr. Bonn had chartered for the voyage, 
arriving at Christiania on the 19th, all safe and sound. We 
at once got everything landed, the baraques erected, and all 
comfortably fixed, so that we could sleep in the Show the 
same night. 
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The next morning I said to old Bonn, " Now I ought to be 
happy, for I have had a kind of inkling to see this place this 
last twenty years." 

"When I had the little Norwegian Rider, he was always 
talking about his beloved Christiania. He thought that 
neither London, Paris, or St. Petersburg was to be com
pared to it. He used to say,— 

" A h ! Mr. Yan Hare, you should go to mine country, and 
see Christiania; it is one beautiful place." 

I had no idea that I ever should, but time works won
ders ; and there I found myself in all my glory. 

On the following day we opened, and had an immense 
crowd of people around, for the Show had evidently created 
great excitement in the town. 

When we had got all into working order I determined to 
finish my MS., which I intended to have done in Copen
hagen ; and, as we were certain to stay in Christiania at 
least one month, I should have ample time. 

Business continued as brisk as it commenced, without any 
abatement, and I enjoyed myself awfully, after having been 
so much confined during the winter. I can agree with my 
Norwegian Equestrian that his country is beautiful in the 
summer; also that his idolized Christiania is a fine town, 
being the capital of Norway. And I will take his word 
as to the winter, for I had rather believe him than stay 
to prove it by ocular demonstration. 

The town is seated on the border of a very fertile valley, 
forming a half-circle along the shore of the Bay of Biorning, 
on the Gulf of Christiania, and is some thirty or forty miles 
from the open sea. The streets are broad and run at right 
angles to each other, and all are of one uniform width, and 
take up a large extent of ground. 

The suburbs include Fierdingen, Peterwigen, Waterlandt, 
and the fortress of Aggerhuys. 

The Castle of Aggerhuys is built upon a rocky elevation, on 
the side of the Bay, a little distance from the City. The popu
lation of the latter is not much over 100,000 ; and its principal 
commerce is copper, iron, deals, tar, alum, and soap. They 
also make a kind of wine from the bark of the birch-tree. 
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I found the^people most affable, possessing great spirit, 
frank and [undaunted, but not insolent. Their mode of 
salute is by offering their hand. If you pay a peasant for 
doing any little job, or give a trifle to a beggar, they do not 
make a bow or say thank you, but frankly shake hands with 
the greatest cordiality. 

Only fancy the sweep coming to cleanse the chimney, 
and, on the lady of the house paying him his humble reward 
of merit, his seizing hold of her hand and giving it a jolly 
good shake! Well, he would be sure to make his mark, 
wouldn't he ? 

On entering on the fourth week of our stay, Mr. Bonn 
returned from the provinces, where he had been on a tour of 
inspection, accompanied by a Forbut, or Norwegian guide, 
for this was the only town he had visited in Norway, and 
he was unacquainted with the country. He had got a route 
made out, through which we were to travel. 

The first place we were to visit was a town named Kong-
swinger, on the frontiers of Sweden, some fifty miles dis
tant, to which we were to travel by railway, that being the 
only railroad in Norway. 

From thence we were to make our way across the country, 
taking the best towns on our way, till we arrived at the 
City of Bergen, a fine seaport town, the largest and most 
populous place in Norway, where we should do immensely, 
and we could stay as long as we liked; and then take the 
principal towns on the coast. 

" Well, but how are we going to get along, Mr. Bonn, as 
there are no railways ? " 

" O h ! " he said, " by road, river, and lake. You can 
have plenty of sport; there are abundance of hares for you 
to shoot; you might come across a lynx, a wolf, a fox, or a 
bear. Then we shall, perhaps, meet with a drove of the 
Norwegian mice, a specimen of which I showed you the 
other day." 

I was told some extraordinary things about these singular 
animals; they are called Lemmings, and are about the size 
of a common rat, of a dark-red colour, and are as destruc-
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tive as a flight of locusts. They go in droves of thousands 
from the mountain ridges, down to the sea; in their course 
devouring all the produce of the soil, and eveninially eating 
each other. 

I said, " Yes ; I suppose like the Kilkenny cats ? " 
I was not certain whether old Bonn was speaking the 

veritable t ruth or whether he was adding a little colouring 
to it by way of alarming me. 

I said, " Well, Mr. Bonn, if I get stuck it will be the first 
time in my life. I never got stuck amongst the savages. I 
don't know why I should in a civilized country. I think 
we shall get along somehow, especially by the road; that is, 
if there are any roads. So far as I have seen the horses are 
much superior to what we had in Sweden. They are cer
tainly small, but are very hardy, strong and active. I must 
keep my pecker up and my powder dry, and I am sure to 
bag something on the way; and for the rest we must trust 
to providence." 

As we are now preparing for our summer tour I must 
conclude my history, or I might not have another oppor
tunity, for one never knows what may happen. If all 
goes right I intend to return to Germany, and my present 
idea is to winter in Cologne; re-arrange my Show, and, in 
the summer, make a tour along the line; and when I have 
got my exhibition completed to my mind so as to astonish 
the Britishers, I shall return to my native country to try 
my luck once more, and see if I can disprove the old pro
verb " tha t a prophet is thought nothing of in his own 
country." 

I am as strong and healthy as ever I was in my life, 
and, barring accidents, I feel that I have twenty years good 
work before me. I have been favoured with an extraordi
nary constitution, thanks to my progenitors. I have not 
allowed my misfortunes to trouble me much; at least , I 
have never met them halfway. 

We are now about starting on our next expedition; 
and, for the present, I must take leave of my friends and 
readers, hoping that they will have much more pleasure in 

E E 
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perusing my adventures than I have hSid from the irk-
someness in recording them, and I shall feel myself well 
compensated and happy. At the same time I can assure 
them that I would prefer to go through my whole life's 
troubles again rather than to write them. 
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